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In a circumstance where overlapping claims are made but delimitation of the area of
overlapping claims is not made, an obvious need arise to searchfor rules applicable between
neighbouring States pending delimitation ofmaritime boundaries which might never take
place. Articles 74(3) and 83(3) ofthe UnitedNations Convention on the Law ofthe Sea (LOS
Convention) deal with the legal problems pending delimitation of exclusive economic
zone (EEZ)/continental shelf boundaries. They provides, in identical terms, that "pending
agreement asprovidedfor in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a spirit ofunderstanding
and co-operation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a
practical nature ". The provisional arrangements share some important aspects with interim
measures ordered by domestic or international courts pending theirfinaljudgements on the
merits ofdisputes. Even though no illustrations ofprovisional arrangements are given in the
provisions, there have been many actual cases where provisional arrangements were made
pending delimitation of boundaries even before the conclusion of the LOS Convention in
1982. For example, joint development zones ofthe continental shelf, jointfishing zones and
provisional maritime boundaries were adopted from time to time by coastal States for
provisional measures. Sometimes a zone is establishedfor the purpose ofjoint exploitation of
gas and oil as well as fisheries resources. In North East Asia, the need for provisional
arrangements arose in the late 1990s because South Korea and Japan claimed their
respective 200 nautical miles(N.M.) EEZs in 1996 and China claimed a 200 N.M. EEZ in
1998. Three bilateralfisheries agreements were concluded between Korea, China andJapan
pending delimitation ofmaritime boundaries between them. All these fisheries agreements
established joint fishing zones with various names or without names in the areas where
overlapping claims were made. These provisional arrangements, however, have defects for
the proper management offisheries resources in the region because the jointfishing zones of
different legal characters established by these arrangements overlap with each other and
there is no provision to deal with transboundary fish stocks occurring in the EEZs of the
three littoral States in the region. There is also a needforprovisional arrangements between
the coastal States in the region for co-operation in the exercise ofjurisdiction, and for
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Introduction
The law ofdelimitation has been one of the major research topics in the modern law of the
sea. The law ofmaritime delimitation is mainly about how to delimit overlapping areas of the
sea between states with opposite or adjacent coasts.
However, the task ofmaking maritime boundaries is time-consuming and even politically
impossible sometimes as the following examples show. The process of delimitation lasted
from 1964 to 1971 in the case of the continental shelf in the North Sea between the Federal
Republic of Germany and Denmark and the Netherlands.1 Canada and the United States
submitted the dispute concerning the maritime boundary in the Gulf of Maine to a Chamber
of International Court of Justice (ICJ) in 1981 after 5 years of intensive high-level
negotiations and the Chamber rendered its judgement in 1984.2 The delimitation agreement
between Argentina and Chile concerning the Beagle Channel was concluded in 1984, 17
years after Chile had submitted the issue to arbitration in 1967.3 The Aegean Sea continental
shelf delimitation issue between Greece and Turkey over which the ICJ declared that it had
no jurisdiction in 1978 still awaits solution.4
According to Professor Gerald Blake, the number of potential maritime boundaries in the
world is 434 ofwhich only 150 had been agreed in whole or part as ofmid-1999.5 This means
that only 34.5% of the potential maritime boundaries have been solved in whole or part. In
other words, 65.5% of the overlapping maritime areas of the world are awaiting delimitation.
The important question then arises of how to handle the relations between states with
opposite or adjacent coasts when there is no maritime boundary in place.
This thesis focuses on the legal problems arising out of the absence of maritime
boundaries between states with adjacent or opposite coasts and how to best handle the
1 The ICJ rendered its judgement on 20 February 1969 and the final delimitation agreements were concluded on
28 January 1971.
2 David Colson, "Report Numberl-3: Canada-United States", International Maritime Boundaries (J.I.Charney
and L.M.Alexander, Martinus Nijoff Publishers, 1993), p.401.
3 B. H. Oxman, "Political, Strategic, and Historical Considerations", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, p. 12.
4
Douglas M. Johnston, The Theory and History of Ocean Boundary-Making, McGill-Queen's University
Press(1988), pp. 154-159.
5 G. Blake et al., IBRU Workshop on International Maritime Boundaries, University of Durham, 4-9 April
respective rights and duties of the states concerned before the ultimate delimitation of the
exclusive economic zone (EEZ)/continental shelf can take place.
The legal problems in the transitory period before the ultimate boundaries of
EEZ/continental shelf can be formalised were given only limited attention in the third UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III). Articles 74(3) and 83(3) of the resulting
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOS Convention) deal with the legal
problems pending the delimitation of EEZ/continental shelf. They provides, in identical
terms, that "pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a
spirit of understanding and co-operation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional
arrangements of a practical nature". As these are the only provisions in the LOS Convention
which manifestly purport to deal with the legal relations between states with adjacent or
opposite coasts pending maritime delimitation of EEZ/continental shelf, their analysis is of
considerable importance.
Even though no illustrations ofprovisional arrangements are given in the provisions, there
have been many actual cases where provisional arrangements were made pending maritime
delimitation even before the conclusion of the LOS Convention in 1982. For example, joint
development zones of the continental shelf, joint fishing zones and provisional maritime
boundaries were adopted from time to time by coastal states as provisional measures.
There are a dozen or so cases ofjoint oil and gas development zones over the world. There
has been some scholarly attention paid to the issues ofjoint development zones.6 For instance,
the British Institute of International and Comparative Law organised a team to study joint
development of offshore oil and gas, and completed a model agreement with a commentary
in 1989.7
Fisheries is also an important area, which needs to be managed before the delimitation of
exclusive economic zones. There seem to be some joint fishing zones in the world, which are
1999.
6 This number includes the instances of joint development zones and comprehensive exploitation zones: see
Chapter Three.
7
See H. Fox et al., Joint Development of Offshore Oil and Gas: A Model Agreement for States for Joint
Development with Explanatory Commentary, London: British Institute of International and Comparative
Law(1989).
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intended to be provisional arrangements pending exclusive economic zone delimitation.
Several provisional fisheries boundaries are also found. Sometimes a zone is established for
the purpose ofjoint development of the continental shelf as well as joint fishing. The way of
classifying a joint fishing zone into a Grey Zone or White Zone was mentioned in 1978 in
UNCLOS III8, and this classification is now prevalent among international lawyers though
not reflected in the text of the LOS Convention as such. The fisheries agreement between
Sweden and the USSR in 1977 is the typical example of the White Zone Approach. And for
the Grey Zone Approach, the fisheries agreement between Norway and the USSR in 1978 is
frequently mentioned as a good example.9 It is to be regretted that very few academic articles
have thus far addressed the legal nature ofprovisional fisheries arrangements.
Besides issues of oil and gas and fisheries, there are other complex issues that call for
clarification pending final delimitation of the exclusive economic zone/continental shelf. For
example, it is a difficult question as to which country can give consent for a marine scientific
research plan of a third country when such a research is to be conducted in an area of
overlapping claims. Similarly the question of which country is entitled to exercise its
jurisdiction for the protection of the marine environment in overlapping areas raises
complicated legal issues.
This thesis is divided into Part I and Part II. In Part I, I will define the legal nature of rights
and duties between States with opposite and adjacent coasts pending the ultimate conclusion
ofmaritime boundaries for the exclusive economic zone and continental shelf. The meaning
of the provisions ofArticles 74(3)/83(3) will be explored through an objective interpretation
ofthe provisions and by examining the drafting history of the Articles. I will analyse as many
relevant cases ofprovisional arrangements as possible in the world. In Part II, on the basis of
the discussion in Part I, the provisional maritime regimes in North East Asia where very
complicated legal issues are now arising will be explored. In Part II, I will first explore the
unilateral claims of the littoral States in the region and maritime delimitation issues between
the littoral States. Then, I will examine the provisional fisheries arrangements concluded in
8 Statement made by the Chairman ofNegotiating Group 7 on 12 September 1978, Conf.Doc.NG7/23.
9 For example, see also R. Churchill, "Fisheries Issues in Maritime Boundary Delimitation", 17 M.P.
(January 1993).
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the region. I will also deal with the problems of marine scientific research and protection of
marine environment issues in disputed areas in general and in particular in North East Asia.
In the last Chapter, an attempt will be made to address the defects of the current regime in
North East Asia.
4
Part I: Law and Practice in the Absence of Maritime
Delimitation
Chapter One:
Extended Maritime Zones and Maritime Delimitation
1. Mare Clausum in Dispute
When Grotius wrote the treatise "Mare Liberum" in March 1609, he opened what has
proceed to be the major controversy on the law of the sea. For Grotius, the sea as a whole is
too immense to be appropriated by a nation or a race and thus should be seen as res communis
and thus should be open to all.1 Even though Grotius's main objective in this renowned
treatise was specially directed against the Portuguese monopoly over the passage round the
Cape of Good Hope and trade with the East Indies, the freedom of fishing was also an
• 2
important element in his concept of the freedom of the sea.
However when King James I of England issued, within less than two months of the
publication ofMare Liberum, a proclamation forbidding unlicensed fishing by foreigners off
the British coast,3 the distinction between the high seas and maritime zones under the
jurisdiction of a coastal state began to emerge. A Scottish lawyer, Welwood, in his book "An
Abridgement of all Sea-Lawes" published in 1613,4 endeavoured to refute the arguments
advanced in Mare Liberum, and argued that strangers should be stayed from scattering and
1
Hugo Grotius, Mare Liberum; Grotius wrote, "Can the vast, the boundless sea be the appendage of one
kingdom alone, and it not the greatest? See The Freedom ofthe Sea or The Right which Belongs to the Dutch
to Take Part in the East Indian Trade, translated by Ralph Van Deman Magoffin, New York Oxford University
Press(1916), p. 4.
2 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea, William Blackwood and Sons (Edinburgh and
London: 1911), pp. 340-377; The opinions and reasoning of Grotius in Mare Liberum as to the free use of the
sea were repeated more concisely and with some modification in his greatest work, The Rights and War and
Peace, which was published in 1625.
3 Proclamation ofJames Ifor the Restraint ofForeigners Fishing on the British Coasts, the text is reproduced
in Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Ibid., pp.755-756.
4 William Welwood, An Abridgement ofall Sea-Lawes, gatheredforth ofall Writing andMonument, which are
to be found among any people or Nation upon the coasts of the great Ocean and Mediterranean Sea: And
specially ordered and disposed for the use and benefit of all benevolent Sea-farers, within his Maisties
Dominions ofGreat Britanne, Ireland, and the adjacent Isles thereof London(1613); T. W. Fulton, Ibid., p.
362.
breaking the shoals of fish on the coast of Scotland. It appeared that Welwood intended to
protect Scottish interests from the unregulated herring fishing by the Dutch fishermen off the
Scottish coast and to support King James I.5 Welwood agreed with the principle of complete
freedom of the sea. However, for him the freedom of the sea was to be applied as far as the
"main Sea or great Ocean" is concerned, which was 'farre removedfrom the just and due
bounds above mentionedproperlie perteyning to the neerest Land ofeverie Nation".6 Later,
in 1636, an English lawyer John Selden joined the argument and asserted the rights of the
Crown of England to the Dominion of the British seas. In his famous treatise "Mare
Clausum" in 1636, Selden challenged the arguments by Grotius, aiming to restrict foreign
fishermen's fishing in the waters off the English coast. However, when the extensive claims
by King James I and the pretensions of other states to a similar dominion altogether fell to
disuse in the 18th century, Mare Liberum seemed to have won the battle against Mare
Clausum.1
At the beginning of the 18th century, however, the question of the appropriation of the sea
was placed on another footing with the emerging concept of the territorial sea. A Dutch
lawyer Bynkershoek, in his book "Dominion of the Sea" in 1704, asserted that the open
ocean could not be wholly brought under dominion but admitted that various nations had at
different times enjoyed such dominion. He laid down the proposition that: "terrae dominium
finitur, ubi finitur armorum v/.s'".8 The cannon shot rule, which was understood to mean to
limit the territorial waters to 3 nautical miles (N.M.)9 or one league emerged strongly in the
practice of the international community until the first half of the 20th century.10
5
T.W. Fulton, Ibid., pp.345-346.
6T.W. Fulton, Ibid., p.353.
7
T.W. Fulton, Ibid., p.536: Joannis Seldenus, Mare Clausum seu De Dominio Maris, 1636, pp. 150-161.
8 It means that "the dominion of the land ends where the range of fire-arms ends"; Bynkershoek wrote that:
"Wherefore on the whole it seems a better rule that the control of the land over the sea extends as far as cannon
will carry; for that is as far as we seem to have both command and possession", see Cornelius van Bynkershoek,
De Dominio Maris Dissertatio{\l44), translated into English by Ralph Van Deman Magoffin, Oxford
University Press, 1923, p.44; P.C. Jessup, The Law of Territorial Waters and Maritime Jurisdiction, G.A
Jennings Co(1927), p.7.
9
Note that one nautical mile is 1,852 metres, whereas a mile is 1,600 metres. However, some writers on the law
of the sea inadvertently use the term 'mile' to denote 'nautical mile'.
10 See Wyndham L. Walker, "Territorial Waters: The Cannon Shot Rule", 22 B. Y.I.Lf1945), pp.20-231. It is to
be noted, however, Spain claimed 6-mile limits in 1820, and Scandinavian countries maintained a 4-mile rules
6
However, from the second half of the 20-century, a movement to extend jurisdiction over
the sea emerged. Then, the battle between Mare Liberum and Mare Clausum entered a new
round. Sometimes the movement to extended maritime jurisdiction was coupled with the
desire to extend the territorial sea or to establish exclusive fisheries zones or the continental
shelf beyond the territorial sea.
Ironically, the United States, which had been a strong patron of 3 N.M. for the maximum
limit of the territorial waters,11 heralded a new epoch ofextended maritime zones after World
War II by issuing the two Truman Proclamations.12 The Truman Proclamations on fisheries
and on the continental shelf in September 1945 set the movement for extending maritime
zones in motion. The Proclamation on the continental shelf made it clear that "the
Government of the United States regards the natural resources of the subsoil and sea bed of
the continental shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of the United States as
appertaining to the United States, subject to its jurisdiction and control".13 And the
Proclamation with regard to fisheries claimed the establishment of fisheries-conservation
zones in waters contiguous to the territorial sea.14 Along with the United States move to
extend the maritime zones, the United Kingdom laid claim to submarine areas off its
dependent territories by extending their boundaries to include the continental shelf
contiguous to their coast.15
Following the Truman Proclamations, coastal states began to claim extensive areas of
continental shelf and, in some instances, waters above the continental shelf. These claims
came firstly from Latin America. The movement to extend maritime jurisdiction up to 200
established in 1812.
11
For the background see Ann L. Hollick, U.S. Foreign Policy and the Law of the Sea, Princeton University
Press(1981), pp.234-237.
12 Presidential Proclamation No.2667 concerning the Policy of the United States with Respect to the Natural
Resources of the Subsoil and Seabed of the Continental Coastal Shelf High Seas, 28 September 1945;
Presidential Proclamation No.2668 concerning the Policy ofthe United States with Respect to Coastal Fisheries
in Certain Areas of the High Seas, 28 September 1945the Proclamations are reproduced in S. Houston Lay et al
eds., New Directions in the Law ofthe Sea, Oceana Publication (1973), Vol.1, pp.95-98 and pp.106-109.
13 See the text of the Proclamation. It will be seen later that the Proclamation influenced the consideration of the
ICJ in the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, because the Proclamation mentioned "equitable principles" for
delimitation of boundary of the continental shelf.
14
However, the second Proclamation was never applied: see David Joseph Attard, The Exclusive Economic
Zone, Oxford Clarendon Press(1987), pp. 1-3.
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N.M. swept Latin America like an epidemic from 1945 to 1951: Mexico, Argentina, Panama,
Chile, Peru, Costa Rica, El Salvador and Honduras claimed their respective 200 N.M. zones
in this period.16 In 1952, Chile, Ecuador and Peru signed the Santiago Declaration. They
proclaimed that: "as a principle of their international policy that each of them possesses sole
sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area of sea adjacent to the coasts of their respective
countries, to a minimum distance of200 N.M.. from the said coasts."17
When the First United Nations Conference on the Law of Sea (UNCLOS I) was held in
Geneva in 1958, there were thus various claims as to the breadth of the maritime zone of a
coastal state ranging from 3 N.M. to 200 N.M.. The proposal in UNCLOS I by the United
States for a 6 N.M. territorial sea plus a further 6 N.M. fisheries zone failed to get a two-third
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majority. UNCLOS I failed to reach a consensus on the maximum breadth of territorial
waters and the contiguous fisheries zone.19 However, as a result of UNCLOS I four
Conventions were adopted. The tendency for extended maritime zones was further
stimulated by the Geneva Conventions on the Continental Shelf and on the Fishing and
Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Sea in two aspects. Firstly, the Geneva
Convention on the Continental Shelf recognised the inherent right of a coastal state to the
continental shelf. And secondly, the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living
Resources of the High Seas recognised that "a coastal State has a special interest in the
maintenance of the productivity of the living resources in any area of the seas adjacent to its
territorial seas."20 The Convention went on to allow a coastal state to "adopt unilateral
measures of conservation appropriate to any stock of fish or other marine resources in any
15 See Vallat, "The Continental Shelf', 23 B.Y.I.L. (1946), pp. 333-338.
16
Young, "Recent Development with Regard to the Continental Shelf', 42 A.J.I.L.{ 1948), pp.851-857; Ann L.
Hollic, "The Origin of 200-mile offshore zones, 71 A.J.I.L.{\911), pp.492-498.
17 For the Santiago Declaration, see Churchill, Simmond, Welch eds., Op. 07.(1973), p. 247.
i8D.W. Bowett, The Law of the Sea, Manchester University Press(1967), pp.19-11. It is to be noted that
according to the proposal, the rights of such States as had an established fishing practice in the outer-six zone
-established for a period of five years prior to 1 January 1958- can preserve these fishing rights in perpetuity.
Canada proposed a six mile territorial sea with an additional six-mile exclusive fisheries zone, where traditional
fishing was not be recognised. See Ann L. Hollick, U.S. Foreign Policy and the Law of the Sea, Princeton
University Press( 1981), p.141.
19
See Official Records of the First UnitedNations Conference on the Law ofthe Sea (1958) Vol. 3.
20 Article 6(1) of the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas.
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area of the high sea adjacent to its territorial sea."21
The Second United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS II), held in
Geneva in 1960, also failed to produce a consensus on the maximum limits of a territorial sea
and exclusive fishing zones. It deserves mention that in the intervening period between
UNCLOS I and UNCLOS II some countries such as Iraq, Panama, Iran, Libya and Iceland
had proclaimed 12 N.M. fisheries zones.22 Even if UNCLOS II failed to reach a consensus,
the joint proposal of the United States and Canada for the formula of 6 N.M. territorial sea
plus 6 N.M. exclusive fishing zone lacked only one vote to gain formal approval.23 The
failure in UNCLOS II to fix the maximum extent of territorial sea and contiguous fishing
zone tells us that the battle between Mare Liberum and Mare Clausum was going to enter yet
another phase. Following UNCLOS II, there was a movement by coastal states to extend
their fisheries jurisdictions. In particular, many countries proclaimed 12 N.M. fishing zones
either by unilateral act or by bilateral agreement.24 In the Fisheries Jurisdiction cases of 1974,
where the Icelandic 50 N.M. fisheries zone was challenged by Britain and Germany, the ICJ
tried not to render judgement on the possible outcome of the United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea(UNCLOS III) on extended maritime zones as it would be judgement sub
specie legis ferende,25 However, the Court noted that a 12-N.M. fisheries zone had become
• 26 • •
generally accepted as lawful through the practice of states following UNCLOS II. But, it is
to be recalled that the claim of a fisheries zone of 12 N.M. is a modest one considering the
21 Article 7(1) of the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas.
~2
Whiteman, Digest ofInternational Law (1965), pp.117- 120.
23
D.W. Bowett, Op. 07.(1967), p. 11. It is to be noted that the joint proposal differed from the U.S. proposal of
1958 in that existing fishing rights in the outer-six zone were to be preserved not in perpetuity but for a limited
period of 10 years. See also Ann L. Hollick, Op. Cit (1981)., pp.156-157.
24 For example, in 1965, South Korea and Japan concluded a fisheries agreement which entitled the parties to
establish 12 N.M. exclusive fishing zone. The London Convention of 1964 provided a 3 plus 9 formula, with
phasing out provisions, the Parties being Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Portugal, the UK, and Sweder\.(U.N.T.S., vol. 581, p. 57). The countries which enacted 12 N.M.
fisheries zones were Iceland (1958), Faroes (1958), Morocco (1962), Tunisia (1962), Canada (1964), Ireland
(1964), Turkey (1964), USA (1966), Australia (1967), Spain (1967).
251974 ICJ Reports^U.K v. Iceland), para.53; 1974 ICJ Reports (Germany v. Iceland), para.45.
26
1974 ICJ Reports(U.K v. Iceland), para.52; 1974 ICJ Reports(Germ'any v. Iceland), para.44. However, the
Court found that the Icelandic 50 N.M. fisheries zone was not opposable to the Applicants, i.e., U.K and
Germany.
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fact that there were a number of states that claimed even 200 N.M. zones at that time.27 In the
late 1970s, the move to extended maritime claims tended to be expanded further. For instance,
between 1969 and 1982, 62 states proclaimed 200 N.M. exclusive economic zones, 17 states
claimed 200 N.M. exclusive fishing zone, and 7 states claimed 200 N.M. territorial seas.28 It
appeared that this movement was also influenced by UNCLOS which lasted from 1973 to
1982.
The LOS Convention, which was adopted in 1982 after 11 years of negotiation in the
Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III), adopted institutions
of the 12 N.M. territorial sea and 200 N.M. exclusive economic zone. These institutions are a
compromise between the desire by some to extend national maritime zones and the desire of
naval powers to keep a territorial sea within 12 N.M..29 From 1982 to 1994, about 40 States
claimed their respective 200 N.M. exclusive economic zones.30 This trend continued. For
instance, lastly before the new millennium, Canada, South Korea, Japan, and Denmark
claimed their respective 200 N.M. exclusive economic zones in 1996 and China claimed it's
200 N.M. exclusive zone in 1998.31
It can thus be said that the provisions of the LOS Convention which give a coastal state the
right to establish 200 N.M. exclusive economic zone is not new to the practices of
international community. As we will see later, the provision on the institution of a 200 N.M.
zone is now a rule of customary international law.32
"7 R. Jennings and A. Watts, ed., Oppenheim's International Law(9th ed.), Longman(1992), vol. 1, p.788.
~8
Source: National Claims over Maritime Zones, Law of the Sea Bulletin No.23(June 1993). p. 67.
29 Attard wrote that "the EEZ represents an endeavour to solve the classic mare clausum/mare liberum
dilemma"; Attard, Op. Cit.(1987),.p.l. Churchill and Lowe noted that "the EEZ could be seen as something ofa
compromise between those States that claimed a 200-mile territorial sea and those developed States which were
hostile to extended coastal State jurisdiction; R.R Churchill and A.V. Lowe, The Law of the Sea, Manchester
University Press (1999), p.161. However, it should be also noted that the agreement of the maritime States on
the breadth of 12 nautical miles for the territorial waters is obtained, in part, for the assurance of enhanced
navigational rights- the so called "transit passage"- in the straits used for international navigation because the
increase to 12 miles in the breadth of the territorial sea meant that many straits through which there was
previously a belt of high sea would become territorial sea straits; see E.D Brown, The UN Convention on the
Law of the Sea, 1982: A Guide for National Policy Making Legislation and Administration, Book 1, U.K
Government Commonwealth Secretariat, 1987, p.32.
Churchill and Lowe, Ibid., Appendix I.
31 The People's Republic of China announced its intention to proclaim a 200 N.M. EEZ in 1996, but legislated
the Act on EEZ and continental shelf in 1998.
3"
Libya/Tunisia Continental Shelfcase, 1985 ICJ Reports, para.34.
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Nowadays more than 100 states have claimed a 200 N.M. EEZ or fisheries zone. The
extension ofmaritime jurisdiction by the coastal states up into 200 N.M. or even further in
case of the continental shelf has been a source of disputes between states with opposite or
adjacent coast. The International Court of Justice has dealt so far with 9 cases of maritime
delimitation, and there are 2 further such cases before the Court.33 As mentioned earlier, as of
mid-1999, only 34.5% of the potential maritime boundaries have been solved in whole or
part.34 However, delimiting the maritime boundaries is hard to achieve, whereas claiming the
extended maritime zone is easily made. This means that disputes are bound to arise in the
overlapping claims areas of the world.
2. The Juridical Nature of the Continental Shelf and the EEZ
It will be convenient to examine briefly the essential juridical nature of both the
continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone and their relationship with each other,
because the legal regime of the undelimted maritime areas which we are going to discuss are
basically the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone.
2.1 The Continental Shelf
2.1.1. Mare Imperium or Mare Dominium ?
The process of formulation of modern doctrine of the continental shelfwas on the line of
the old debate as to the relationship between mare imperium(\.Q. the sea under the power to
'3
Pending cases are Maritime Delimitation between Nicaragua and Honduras in the Caribbean(1999-); and
Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria(1994-). Closed cases are Maritime Delimitation
in the Area between Greenland and Jan Mayen(1988-1993); Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute(El
Salvador/Honduras: Nicaragua intervening 1986-1992); Continental Shelf(Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Malta,
1982-1985); Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area(Canada/United States of
America, 1981-1984); Continental Shelf(Tunisia/ Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 1978-1982); Aegean Sea
Continental Shelf (Greece/Turkey, 197601978);and North Sea Continental Shelf(Federal Republic of
Germany/Denmark; Federal Republic of Germany/Netherlands, 1967-1969); and Maritime Delimitation and
Territorial Questions between Qatar and Bahrain(1991-2001). It is to be noted that the ICJ held that it had no
jurisdiction on the merits of the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf dispute.
34 G. Blake et al., IBRU Workshop on International Maritime Boundaries (4-9 April 1999), University of
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rule or under jurisdiction) and mare dominium(\.Q., the sea under ownership). It is to be
recalled that according to a doctrine which was established by 1700, mare imperium and
mare dominium could exist only in conjunction, and therefore there could not be mare
imperium without mare dominium?5
It was natural for the law of the sea jurists in the 20th century who were under the
influence of the doctrine formulated in the 17th century to argue that coastal States should
establish dominium over the continental shelf through effective occupation in order to have
imperium over it. It follows that the continental shelf should be regarded as res nullius (i.e.
belongs to no State) for a coastal State to establish proprietary rights through effective
occupation: it is the same rule which applies to the land territory.36 Sir Humphrey Waldok
was obviously under the influence of this juridical tradition when he stated that: "the
continental shelf under the high sea is capable of occupation".37
It is clear that the British Government was acting pursuant to this understanding when it
concluded a treaty on behalf of the then colony of Trinidad and Tobago with Venezuela on
the delimitation of the seabed in the Gulf of Paria in 1942 and promulgated that parts of the
submarine area in the Gulf of Paria outside the territorial sea of colony of Trinidad and
Tobago were "annexed to and form part ofHis Majesty's dominions and shall be attached to
the Colony of Trinidad and Tobago for administrative purposes".38 In this regard, the British
Government was of the view that the occupation of the seabed could be acquired by claim
and exploitation.39
However, the time-honoured and traditional doctrine was overshadowed by the Truman
Proclamation, which relied primarily on the concept of the appurtenance of the continental
Durham.
,5 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Op. Cit.(191 \J, p.357; see also D. P. O'Connell, The International Law of the
Sea(Edited by LA. Shearer), Oxford Clarendon Press(1982), p.15.
36
For example, see G. Schwarzenberger, A Manual of International Law, Stevens & Sons(1967), p. 122.
37 C.H.M. Waldock, "Legal Basis of Claims to the Continental Shelf', Transaction ofthe Grotius Soceity, Vol
36(1951), p.137: In the 1920s Sir Cecil Hurst and Arnold MacNair expressed similar views; see C.
Hurst,"Whose is the Bed of the Sea? Sedentary Fisheries outside the Three-mile Limit"3 B. T./.L.( 1923/1924),
p34-; Oppenheim's International Law(4th edn by A.D.McNair,1928), Vol I,pp.513-517.
38 The Submarine Areas of the Gulf of Paria(Annextion) Order 1942(144 British and Foreign State Papers
pp.970-971); see also G. Marston, "The Incorporation ofContinental Shelf Rights into United Kingdom Law",
45 /.C.L.(7.(1996),pp.16-17.
39
O'Connell, Op. 07.(1982), p.470.
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shelf to the landmass of the coastal State. It stated that:
Whereas it is the view of the Government of the United States that the exercise of the jurisdiction
over the natural resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the continental shelf by the contiguous
nation is reasonable and just.. .since the continental shelfmay be regarded as an extension of the
land-mass of the coastal nation and thus naturally appurtenant to it...40
Following the Truman Proclamation, there appeared to be some silence and then a
division of opinion among the international jurists on the basis of the coastal State's rights
over the continental shelf.41 However, Lauterpacht and Gidel were proponents of the view
that the continental shelf inhered in the coastal State, so that no claim was essential for rights
to exist and no activity was necessary to establish them, and this view came to dominate the
debate.42 For instance, in the discussion on this issue in the ILC in 1950, Brierly successfully
argued that "the continental shelf belongs ipso jure to the littoral State".43
Based upon this new concept following the Truman Proclamation, the 1958 Geneva
Convention on the continental shelf provided in article 2(3) that: "The rights of the coastal
States over the continental shelf do not depend on occupation, effective or notional, or on any
express proclamation." This provision was repeated word for word in article 77(3) of the
LOS Convention 44
Some 11 years after the conclusion of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the continental
shelf, the ICJ declared the inherence of a coastal state's right over the continental shelf in the
North Sea continental shelfcases. It held that:
... the most fundamental of all the rules of law relating to the continental shelf, enshrined in
Article 2 of the 1958 Geneva Convention, though quite independent of it,- namely that the rights
of the coastal States in respect of the area of the continental shelf that constitutes a natural
prolongation of its land territory into and under the sea exist ipso facto and ab initio, by virtue of
its sovereignty over the land, and as an extension of it in an exercise of sovereign rights for the
purpose of exploring the seabed and exploiting its natural resources. In short, there is here an
inherent right. In order to exercise it, no special legal process has to be gone through, nor have
40
For the text, S. H. Lay, R. Churchill and M. Nordquist eds., New Direction in the Law of the Sea Vol.1,
pp.106-109.
4'
O'Connell, Op. Cit.( 1982), p.472.
42
O'Connell, Idemsee H. Lauterpacht, "Sovereignty over Submarine Areas", 27 B.Y.I.Lj 1950) p.420.
43 ILC Yearbook 1950 Vol. II, p.98.
44 G. Marston in examination of section 1 of the U.K. Continental shelf Act of 1964 which seemingly contains
propriety concept (mare dominium), tried to show that there in the said section is no real propriety element
which might be in conflict with the 1958 Geneva Convention; see G. Marston, Op. C/t.(1996), p.29.
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any special legal acts to be performed.45
Later in the Libya/Tunisia case, the ICJ recalled that it had already declared in the North
Sea Continental Shelf cases that the institution of the continental shelf as defined in the
Geneva Convention had become part ofcustomary law.46 In this case, the Court made a clear
distinction between the notion of historical rights or waters which is based on "acquisition
and occupation" and the rights over the continental shelf which exist ipso facto and ab
• • • 47
initio.
2.1.2. The Status of the New Definition of the Continental Shelf in the LOS
Convention
Having confirmed that the institution of the continental shelf is a rule under customary
international law, the need for clarification arises as to whether the new definition of the
continental shelf in article 76 of the LOS Convention codifies or develops customary law.
Note that the definitions of continental shelf of the 1958 Convention and the LOS
Convention are different from each other, and the ICJ when it declared in the
above-mentioned cases the legality of the institution ofcontinental shelf under the customary
law specifically mentioned the provisions in 1958 Convention on the continental shelf.
According to the 1958 Convention, the continental shelf extends to a depth of 200 meters
or beyond that to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits ofexploitation. However,
according to the LOS Convention the continental shelf extends to a distance of 200 N.M.
irrespective ofwhether or not there is any geographical continental shelf, or extends further
beyond 200 N.M. to the outer edge of the continental margin, and thus the outer limits of the
continental shelf can extend to a maximum either of 350 N.M. from the baseline from which
the breadth of territorial sea is measured, or to 100 N.M. from the 2,500 metres isobath.
45
1969 ICJ Reports, para. 19.
46 1982 ICJ Reports, para. 101.
47
1982 ICJ Reports, para. 101. The Court said that "It is clearly the case that, basically, the notion of historic
rights or waters and that of the continental shelf are governed by distinct legal regimes in customary
international law. The first is based on acquisition and occupation, while the second is based on the existence of
14
Regarding the distance criterion of the LOS Convention, the ICJ in the Libya/Malta case
noted the development in the UNCLOS III and pointed out:
It follows that, for juridical and practical reasons, the distance criterion must now apply to the
continental shelf as well as the exclusive economic zone... since the development of the law
enables a State to claim that the continental shelf appertaining to it extends up to as far as 200
miles from its coast, whatever the geological characteristics of the corresponding sea-bed and
subsoil, there is no reason to ascribe any role to geological or geophysical factors within that
distance either in verifying the legal title of the States concerned or in proceeding to a
delimitation as between their claims.48
Note that in the Libya/Malta case, the Court observed that there is natural prolongation
concept in article 76 of the LOS Convention but it did not mention the detailed formula in the
article and its status in customary law.49 The views on the status of the definition of the
continental margin in the LOS Convention are not consistent. For instance, Churchill and
Lowe have noted that: "[Tjhere is a clear trend in international law away from definitions
based on the '200 meter isobath plus exploitability' criterion and towards definitions based
on '200 mile plus continental margin' criterion".50 They go on to assert that: "It would be
difficult to argue that any continental shelf claim consistent with the article 76 formula was
not compatible with customary law".51 Brownlie and O'Connell have also expressed similar
positive views on the possible status of Article 76 of the LOS Convention.52 However,
Hutchinson extensively examined this issue and observed that: "... to date, there is
insufficient State practice to justify the conclusion that claims of continental shelf rights to
the outer edge of the margin are valid outside the framework of the new Convention".53
However, it appears that it is simply a matter of time for the ICJ to declare that the definition
of the outer limits of the legal continental shelf as the continental margin is a rule of
customary law. Note that there are thirty-four States relying on the definition of continental
rights "ipso facto and ab initio."
48 1984 ICJ Reports, paras.34 and 39.
49 1984 ICJ Reports, para.34.
50 R.R. Churchill and A.V. Lowe, Op. Cit.(1999), p.150; see also Churchill "Current Developments: The Law
of the Sea", 38 /.C.Z,.g.(1989), pp.413-417.
51 R.R. Churchill and A.V. Lowe, idem; Churchill, idem.
52
Brownlie, Principles ofInternational Law, Oxford University Press(1998) p.220; O'Connell, Op. Cit.{\ 982),
p.497.
53 D.N. Hutchinson, "The Limits to Continental Shelf Jurisdiction in Customary International Law", 56
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margin or referring article 76 of the LOS Convention in their domestic legislation,54 whereas
there were only 16 or 17 such States when Hutchinson made the above observation.55
2.1.3. Coastal State Rights over the Continental Shelf
The rights of coastal states over the continental shelf are not those of sovereignty but
"sovereign rights" limited for the purpose ofexploring the continental shelf and exploiting its
natural resources such as the mineral and other non-living resources of the sea-bed and living
organisms which belong to sedentary species.56 What are "sovereign rights" in comparison
with "sovereignty"? It can be said that sovereign rights are less than full sovereignty.57 These
sovereign rights are exclusive in the sense that no one may undertake exploration or
exploitation activities without the express consent of the coastal state.58 As the rights of a
coastal state over its continental shelf are "sovereign rights" distinguished from
"sovereignty", the coastal state's rights over the continental shelf do not add up to full
territorial sovereignty and the continental shelf cannot be a part of the territory of the coastal
state.59
2.1.4. The Juridical Nature of the Waters superjacent to the Continental Shelf
Under the Geneva Convention regime the waters superjacent to the continental shelfwere
clearly defined as part of the high seas. Article 1 of the Geneva Convention on the High Seas
B.Y.I.Lf 1985), p.181
54 See Churchill and Lowe, Op. Cit.{ 1999), Appendix 1 which is updated as of 1 January 1998. D.N. Hutchinson,
Idem.
55 D.N. Hutchinson, Op. Cit.(19&5), Idem.
56
Paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 77 of the LOS Convention; Paragraphs 1 and 4 of Article2 of the 1958
Convention on continental shelf.
57 E.D. Brown(1994), p.220; However, O'Connell and Shearer argued that the expression "sovereign rights"
was introduced in UNCLOS I, not with the intention ofqualifying the nature ofthe rights of the coastal State but
rather of indicating their locus, and "sovereign rights was not thought of as less than sovereignty"; see D.P.
O'Connell Op. Cit. (1982), pp.478-480.
58
Paragraph 2 ofArticle 77 of the LOS Convention; Paragraphs 2 of the 1958 Convention on Continental Shelf.
59
R. Jennings and A. Watts, ed., Oppenheim's International Law(9th ed.), Longman(1992), p.773; Judge
Ammoun's separate opinion in the North Sea continental shelf awes(1969 ICJ Reports p.l 18); Churchill and
Lowe supra, p. 152; W. Gilmore, "The Newfoundland Continental Shelf dispute in the Supreme Court of
Canada" 8 M.P.( 1984), pp.323-329.
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provides that: "The term 'high seas' means all parts of the sea that are not included in the
territorial sea or in the internal waters of a State". And article 3 of the Geneva Convention on
the Continental Shelf provided that:
The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not affect the legal status of the
superjacent waters as high seas, or that of the air space above those waters (emphasis added).60
However, it is to be noted that the corresponding provisions of the LOS Convention in this
regard are different from those of the Geneva Convention. According to article 86 of the LOS
Convention, the high seas are "all parts of the sea that are not included in the exclusive
economic zone, in the territorial sea or in the internal waters of a State, or in the archipelagic
waters". In Article 78(1) of the LOS Convention, which corresponds to article 3 of the
Geneva Convention on the continental shelf, no mention of high seas is to be found. It
provides that: "The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not affect the legal
status of the superjacent waters or of the air space above those waters". And paragraph 2 of
the same article provided that:
The exercise of the rights ofthe coastal State over the continental shelfmust not infringe or result
in any unjustifiable interference with navigation and other rights and freedoms of other States as
provided for in this Convention.
The above-mentioned change in the provisions of the LOS Convention appears to have
come from the adoption of the institution of EEZ whereby the coastal State can claim
sovereign rights and jurisdiction up to 200 N.M. from the coast.
Now a question arises as to the legal nature of the waters superjacent to the continental
shelf where a coastal State does not proclaim the exclusive economic zone. According to
Article 86, a maritime area which is not included in the exclusive economic zone, the
territorial sea, or in the internal waters of a State, or in the archipelagic waters is regarded as
part of the high seas. It is to be recalled that the change in the definition of the high seas in the
LOS Convention was caused by the new institutions of the EEZ and archepelagic waters.61
Therefore, where these institutions are not claimed a maritime area can be regarded as the
high seas. Another difficult question arises as to the legal nature of the waters where a coastal
50 The 1CJ regarded this article as part of customary law; 1969 ICJ Reports, para.63.
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State does not proclaim an EEZ but proclaims an exclusive fisheries zone? It seems
appropriate to say that the fisheries zone itself remains as part of the high seas, if the zone is
not included in the exclusive economic zone, in the territorial sea or in the internal waters of
a Sate, or in the archipelagic waters of an archipelagic State although the high seas freedom
of fishing would not be applicable there.62 Note that the exclusive fisheries zone is not
mentioned in Article 86 of the LOS Convention and ratione materie of the exclusive
economic zone is much more broader than that of the exclusive fisheries zone.
2.2. The EEZ
2.2.1. The Institution of the EEZ
The institution of the exclusive economic zone was not provided for in any of the 1958
Geneva Conventions. It was introduced into the LOS Convention to solve the classic
dilemma between mare clausum and mare liberum.63 In other words, the institution of the
exclusive economic zone is the result of a compromise between the desire for extended
national fisheries rights and the desire ofnaval powers for a territorial sea ofnot more than 12
N.M. in breadth.64 It was observed that: "unlike the doctrine of the continental shelf, which
derived from notions of the innateness of local authority over submarine terrain, the doctrine
of the exclusive economic zone has no theoretical antecedents, and thus depends for its
viability and its content upon changes in customary law brought about as a result of State
practice."65
As mentioned earlier, the ICJ avoided judging the legality of the exclusive economic zone
in customary international law in the Fisheries Jurisdiction cases of 1974.66 However, in
1982 in the Libya/Tunisia case it mentioned that the concept of the exclusive economic zone
61 R.R.Churchill and A.V.Lowe, Op. Cit.( 1999), pp.203- 204.
6~
R.R.Churchill and A.V.Lowe, Idem.
63 D. J. Attard, Op. Or. (1987), p.l.
64 R. Jennings and A. Watts, ed., Oppenheim's International Law(9thed.), Longman) 1992), p789.
55 D.P. O'Connell, Op. Cit.{1982), p.570.
66 1974 ICJ Reports^U.K. v. Iceland), para.53; 1974 ICJ Reports(Germany v. Iceland), para.45.
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"may be regarded as part of modern international law".67 However, the Court did not go any
further beyond this statement in that case. In 1984, in the GulfofMaine case, the Chamber of
the ICJ noted that there were provisions on exclusive economic zones in the LOS Convention
which were not yet in force. It went on to say, cautiously, that "these provisions, even if in
some respects they bear the mark of the compromise surrounding their adoption, may
nevertheless be regarded as consonant at present with general international law on the
68
question". In the Libya/Malta case which was dealt one year after the GulfofMaine case,
the ICJ went a step forward on this issue. It held that:
It is in the Court's view incontestable that... the institution of the exclusive economic zone, with
its rule on entitlement by reason of distance, is shown by the practices of States to have become a
part of customary law.69
It is to be noted that unlike the continental shelf over which the coastal State enjoys its
entitlement ipso facto and ab initio, there is no similar finding in the ICJ's statement or in
corresponding provisions in the LOS Convention as far as the exclusive economic zone is
concerned. It follows that coastal states must proclaim the exclusive economic zone in order
to enjoy sovereign rights and jurisdictions which the LOS Convention provides for
concerning the exclusive economic zone.70
The exclusive economic zone is an area of seabed, its subsoil and the waters superjacent to
the seabed which is beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea.71 The exclusive economic zone
cannot be extended beyond 200 N.M. from the baselines from which the breadth of the
territorial sea is measured.72
2.2.2. Coastal State Rights and Jurisdiction in the EEZ
In the exclusive economic zone, the coastal state enjoys sovereign rights for the purpose of
67 1982 ICJ Reports, para. 100.
68 1984 ICJ Reports, para. 94.
69 1985 ICJ Reports, para. 34.
70 E.D Brown, The International Law ofthe Sea, Dartmouth Publishing Company (1994), vol 1 .p.218; David J.
Attard, Op. C/r.(1987), p.55; D.P. O'Connell, Op. Clf.(1982), pp.55-56; R. Jennings and A. Watts, ed.,
Oppenheim's International Law(9th ed.), Longman (1992), p.791.
71 Articles 55 and 56(1) of the LOS Convention.
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exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural resources, whether living or
non-living, of the waters superjacent to the sea-bed and of the sea-bed and its subsoil, and
with regard to other activities for the economic exploration and exploitation of the zone.73
The coastal state also has jurisdiction with regard to the establishment and use of artificial
islands, installations and structures; marine scientific research; and the protection and
preservation of the marine environment.74
It is to be noted, here, that, a distinction can be drawn between coastal State sovereign
rights with regard to non-living resources and with regard to living resources. Because, with
regard to the latter the coastal State "shall give other States access to the surplus of the
allowable catch" when the coastal State does not have the capacity to harvest the entire
allowable catch, whereas the coastal State has no obligation to share the surplus, if any, of the
non-living resources.75 The LOS Convention uses the term "discretionary powers"76 to
describe the coastal State's sovereign rights for "determining the allowable catch, its
harvesting capacity, the allocation of surpluses to other States and the terms and conditions
established in its conservation and management laws and regulations".77 If the coastal State
arbitrarily refuses to give another State access to the surplus of living resources which the
other State is interested in fishing, then the coastal State will be subject to a compulsory
conciliation procedure at the request of the other State.78 In this regard, O'Connel and
Shearer asserted that:
The economic uses of the EEZ with respect to the non-living resources thereof are exclusive to
the coastal State, but this is not so with respect to the living resources. In this respect the EEZ is a
preferential fisheries zone79
72 Article 57 of the LOS Convention.
73 Article 56 of the LOS Convention.
74 Article 56 of the LOS Convention.
73 Article 62(2) of the LOS Convention.
76 The ICJ also used the term "discretion" in similar context in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case. It said that: "A
coastal State entitled to preferential rights is not free, unilaterally and accordingly to its own uncontrolled
discretion, to determine the extent of those rights"; see Fisheries Jurisdiction case(U.K. v. Iceland), 1974 ICJ
Reports, para.62
77 Article 297(3)(a) of the LOS Convention.
78 Article 297 of the LOS Convention; D. Attard, Op. C/7.(1987), p.48.
79 D. P. O'Connell, Op. Cit.( 1982), p.563. According to the ICJ the preferential right is "not compatible with the
exclusion of all fishing activities of other States"; see Fisheries Jurisdiction case(U.K v. Iceland), 1974 ICJ
Reports, para.62.
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In this context, Brown observed that:
It may be less obvious, but it is nonetheless the case, that the sovereign rights of the coastal State
over the economic resources of the zones are by no means as exclusive as the name might
on
suggest.
Now an important question arises as to "how real and enforceable are these obligation to
share" the living resources.81 In this regard, it is to be noted that the coastal State has the
broad latitude of discretionary power and it is exempted from the binding dispute
settlement.82 This means, in fact, that it is very difficult for a third State to successfully
challenge the decision of the coastal State not to share the living resources. Therefore, it is
very likely that the obligation of the coastal State to share the living resources becomes
nothing more than nominal.83
The LOS Convention provides, in article 73, that the coastal state may take such measures,
including boarding, inspection, arrest and judicial proceedings as may be necessary to ensure
compliance with the laws and regulations adopted by it with regard to the exercise of its
84 • •
sovereign rights to the living resources in the exclusive economic zone. However, it is not
easy to decide whether an enforcement measure by the coastal state can be justified under the
name of a coastal State's sovereign rights regarding living resources. This question actually
arose in theM/VSaiga case in the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea(ITLOS). The
M/V Saiga was an oil tanker flying the flag of St. Vincent and the Grenadines. It was arrested
80
E.D. Brown, Op. Cit.( 1994), p220. D. Attard pointed out that the word "exclusive" before "economic zone"
was inserted by Galino Phol, Chairman of Committee II into the ISNT, and has been retained ever since: D.
Attard, Op. Cit.( 1987), p.49.
81 E.D. Brown, Op. Cit.( 1994), p. 224.
82 W.T. Burke, "The New International Law ofFisheries", Oxford University Press, pp40-51;. E.D Brown, Op.
Cit.( 1994), pp.222-224. Churchill and Lowe, Op. Cfr.(1999), 289-290; Attard, Op. Cfr.(1987), pl61; Attard
emphasised that coastal state alone set the total allowable catch without participation of third states.
83 In this regard, Burke argued that the 1982 Convention and the practice since its adoption do not support the
notion that the coastal state has only preferential rights to the fishery resources of the EEZ; see W.T. Burke, I
Idem.
84 It is to be noted that article 73 only deals with enforcement measures regarding living resources in the
exclusive economic zone. Therefore, the question arises of what enforcement measures can or cannot be taken
by the coastal state in its exclusive economic zone with respect to its sovereign rights regarding the non-living
resources. It is to be noted that there is no corresponding provisions in Part VI (continental shelf) of the LOS
Convention. It is not plain from the provisions of the LOS Convention then, what kinds of enforcement
measures can be or cannot be taken by the coastal state in respect of its sovereign rights regarding economic
activities on the continental shelf.
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on the high seas on 28 October 1997 by Guinean Customs patrol boats, one day after it
• • 85
supplied gasoline to three fishing vessels in the exclusive economic zone of Guinea. In
considering the admissibility of the application by St. Vincent and Grenadines for the prompt
release of the Saiga, the Tribunal was faced the question of whether 'bunkering'(refuelling)
of a fishing vessel within the exclusive economic zone of a State is an activity which falls
within the scope of fishing activities over which the coastal State can exercise its
enforcement jurisdiction in relation to its sovereign rights to explore, exploit, conserve and
manage the living resources in the exclusive economic zone.86 The Tribunal did not feel it
necessary to draw a final conclusion on this question, but it mentioned for the purpose of
deciding on the admissibility of the claim for the prompt release that: "laws or regulations on
bunkering of fishing vessels may arguably be classified as laws or regulations on activities
within the scope of the exercise by the coastal State of its sovereign rights to explore, exploit,
• 87
conserve and manage the living resources in the exclusive economic zone". It went on to
say that if the classification as a customs matter of the prohibition of bunkering of fishing
vessels is made then 'the Guinea authorities acted from the beginning in violation of
international law'.88 It can be seen from the judgement that the Tribunal noted that bunkering
85However, there is some doubt as to the exact location of the Saiga during the bunkering. However, the
Tribunal delivered its judgement on the assumption that the bunkering was carried out in the exclusive
economic zone ofGuinea.
86ITLOS, The M/VSaiga case (No.l), 1997 Judgement, para. 56.
87
ITLOS, Ibid., para.59 and 63. This consideration was crucial for the Tribunal in deciding on the admissibility
of the claim by St. Vincent. According to a restrictive interpretation of Article 292, the claim for the prompt
release of the M/V Siaga and crews should based upon Article 73 of the Convention. Note that according to
Article 292 the claim for prompt release of vessels and crews can be submitted "where the detaining State has
not complied with the provisions of this Convention for the prompt release of the vessel or its crew". And note
that Article 73 provides for the procedures of the prompt release of vessels and crew as well as the coastal
State's measure such as boarding, inspection, arrest and judicial proceedings. Also note that the provisions of
Article 73 are about coastal State's sovereign right with regard to the living resources. As the Tribunal took the
view that the bunkering of a fishing vessel is a kind of fishing activities on which the coastal State can exercise
its enforcement jurisdiction under Article 73 of the LOS Convention, the Tribunal did not have to consider the
application of the non-restrictive interpretation of Article 292 of the LOS Convention: see E.D. Brown "The
M/V Siaga case on prompt release of detained vessels: the first Judgement of the International Tribunal for the
Law of the Sea" 22 MP.(1998), pp.311-314; A.V. Lowe, "The M/V Saiga case: The First Case in the
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea", 48 I.C.L.Q.( 1999), pp. 192-195. Professor Brown pointed out
that Article 220(7) on the enforcement of pollution laws and regulation can be an alternative basis on which
Article 292 proceedings may be launched.
88
ITLOS, Ibid., para 72.
of fishing vessels can be seen as an activity ancillary to that of the refuelled fishing vessels.89
Therefore, an odd conclusion may be drawn from the observation of the ITLOS that the
coastal state can exercise enforcement measures on the bunkering of fishing vessels in its
exclusive economic zone, whilst it cannot on the bunkering of non-fishing vessels.90 Note
that the Tribunal in its judgement on the merits of the case avoided addressing the broader
question of the rights of coastal States and other States with regard to bunkering in the
exclusive economic zone although the Parties to the dispute asked it to do so.91 Instead, the
Tribunal examined whether there were justifications under the LOS Convention for Guinea
to apply its customs law in the exclusive economic zone and then concluded that Guinea
acted in a manner contrary to the Convention. 2
2.2.3. The Coastal State and Other States in the EEZ
All other states enjoy, in the exclusive economic zone, the freedom of navigation and
over-flight and of the laying of submarine cables and pipelines, and other internationally
lawful uses of the sea related to this freedom.93 It is to be noted that the freedom which other
states are entitled to are referred to under the heading of "freedom of the high seas" in article
87 of the LOS Convention. In exercising their respective rights and performing their duties in
the exclusive economic zone, the coastal States and other States should have due regard to
each other's rights and duties.94
Even if there are certain traditional freedoms of the high seas which remain in the
exclusive economic zone, that zone is not itselfpart ofthe high sea. As mentioned earlier, the




Judge Anderson pointed out in his dissenting opinion that the charge against the Saiga by Guinea cannot
properly be characterised as falling within the ambit of Article 73. He noted that the Saiga is a tanker and
off-shore support vessel, not a fishing vessel and the fact that the Saiga bunkered fishing vessels do not appear
to have been material factors in the charge against the Saiga under the relevant Guinean law; Judge Anderson,
Dissenting Opinion, paras. 6-7, inM/VSaiga case (No.l): see, also A.V. Lowe, Op. Cit.(\999/ I.C.L.Q.), p. 193.
91
ITLOS, The M/VSaiga case (No.2), 1999 Judgement, paras.137-138.
92
ITLOS, The M/V Saiga case (No.2), 1999 Judgement, para. 126: Louise De La Fayette, "The M/V Saiga
(No.2) Case", 491.C.L.Q. (2000), pp.471-472.
93 Article 58 of the LOS Convention.
94 Article 56(2) and 58(3) of the LOS Convention.
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sea that are not included in the exclusive economic zone, in the territorial sea or in the
internal waters of a State, or in the archipelagic waters of an archipelagic State".95 It is to be
noted that there is no reference to the high seas in the definition of the exclusive economic
zone contained in article 55 of the LOS Convention, which provides that:
... an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea subject to the specific legal regime
established in this Part, under which the rights and jurisdiction of the coastal States and the rights
and freedoms of other States are governed by the relevant provisions of the Convention.
Brown stressed the absence of the reference to the high seas in the above provisions and
went on to assert that the provisions clearly signal the departure from the earlier common
pattern under which any conflict between coastal States and other States would have been
resolved in case of doubt by reference to the freedom of the high seas.96
Conflict can be foreseen between sovereign rights and jurisdiction of the coastal state and
certain freedoms of the high seas in the exclusive economic zone when there is no clear
attribution of rights either to the coastal State or to other States. In case of such conflict no
preference can be found in the LOS Convention either for the sovereign rights and
jurisdiction of the coastal or for the freedoms of the high seas.97 Article 59 provides that:
In cases where this Convention does not attribute rights or jurisdiction to the coastal State or to
other States within the exclusive economic zone, and a conflict arises between the interests of the
coastal State and any other State, the conflict should be resolved on the basis of equity and in the
light ofall the relevant circumstances, taking into account the respective importance of the interests
involved to the parties as well as to the international community as a whole.
Article 59 will be disappointing to those who expect priority to be afforded to the freedom
ofthe high seas and equally to those who expect priority for coastal States rights. However, it
is to be recalled that the exclusive economic zone was intended to be "sui generis", which is
neither territorial sea nor the high seas.98 Again article 59 will be disappointing to those who
wish to find out some clues as to what the unattributed rights or residual rights are. In this
95 Article 86 of the LOS Convention. However, Shearer argued that, on careful reading of article 86, it can be
found that the article does not define the high seas as not including the EEZ but merely designates the
applicability of Part VII of the Convention: I. Shearer, "Problems of Jurisdiction and law enforcement against
delinquent vessels", 35 I.C.L.Qf 1986), p.334.
96 E.D Brown, Op. Cit., vol I, p.219.
97
R.R Churchill and A.V. Lowe, Op. Of.(1999), p. 176.
98 It was Aguilar who stated that the zone is sui generis; see, UNCLOS III, Official Records 5(1974), p.153.
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regard, various examples have been suggested: the conduct of military exercises, the
construction and use of military installations, the recovery of historic wrecks, jurisdiction
over buoys used for pure scientific research....99
2.2.4. The Rights and Duties in the EEZ in Customary International Law
Even if we have confirmed that the institution of the exclusive economic zone was
declared as part of customary international law by the ICJ, it does not follow that detailed
provisions on the exclusive economic zone of the LOS Convention are all in their precise
terms part of customary international law.100 It is worthwhile to recall that the ICJ in the
North Sea Continental Shelf cases examined the relationship between the conventional
law(treaty law) and customary law. In the Court's view, a treaty provision can be declaratory
of custom; crystallise custom; or come to be accepted as custom subsequently after the
adoption of the treaty.101 Here, the question arises as to what the detailed provisions of Part
V(The Exclusive Economic Zone) of the Convention are under the customary law. This
question is important in practice in a case concerning a State, say, the United States, which is
not a party to the LOS Convention. Because if certain provisions in Part V can be said to be
rules under customary law, then the State which is not a party to the Convention can benefit
from the provisions without accepting at the same time other provisions that were negotiated
jointly in a quidpro quo compromise or package deal.102 Maybe it is too early to reach firm
conclusions on this issue.103 Chamey noted that: "state conduct is so varied that it cannot be
considered that the exact scope of the rights that a State can exercise in the exclusive
99
R.R Churchill and A.V. Lowe, Op. Cit.( 1999), p. 176; E.D. Brown, The UN Convention on the Law ofthe Sea,
1982: A Guide for National Policy Making, Legislation and Administration, Book 3, U.K. Commonwealth
Secretariat (1991), p.171.
100
D. J. Attard asserted to the effect that in general there is a consistent and uniform state practice regarding the
provisions on exclusive economic zone of the LOS Convention except some areas such as Article 69(Right of
land-locked States), 70(Right of geographically disadvantaged States) and 121(3) on Rocks; see D.J. Attard, Op.
Cit.(1999), pp.288-295.
101
1969 ICJ Reports, para.63; the Court held that the first three articles of the 1958 Convention on the
Continental Shelf reflected customary law even if not all the aspects of the shelfConvention had crystallised as
customary law; for the discussion of the issue see, e.g. D. J. Harris, Cases and Materials on International
Law{5th ed.), Sweet & Maxwell(1998), pp.39-44.
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See F. O. Vicuna, The Exclusive Economic Zone, Cambridge University Press(1989), pp252-255.
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economic zone is an issue settled in international law".104 Churchill and Lowe have noted
that that there is a tendency for rights to pass more quickly into custom than duties and
doubted whether the detailed obligations in the articles relating to the exercise of coastal
State jurisdiction over fisheries, pollution and marine scientific research have passed or are
likely quickly to pass into customary international law.103 Brown noted that the evidence for
the transformation into customary international law of coastal States' duties regarding living
resources is "scant and patchy", whereas coastal States rights to living resources are "firmly
established" in customary international law.106 The same author has expressed the view that
the provisions of the LOS Convention regarding the jurisdiction of the coastal State over
artificial islands, the marine environment and marine scientific research are in the process of
emerging as rules of customary law, and similarly so are the conventional rules attributing
freedoms and rights to other States in the exclusive economic zone.107 Is there any
development in customary law regarding the clarification of those rights and duties attributed
neither to the coastal State nor to other States in the Convention? In this regard, it seems safe
to say that the sui generis character itselfof the EEZ is declaratory ofcustomary international
law.108 Therefore article 59 of the LOS Convention which is provided on the basis of the
understanding that the EEZ is sui generis can be said to be declaratory of customary law.
Having said that, however, it does not follows that state practices and opinions on each of the
unattributed rights are consistent. For example, with regard to the conduct of military
exercises, maneuvers, war games and weapons testing, a few States such as Brazil, Cape
Verde and Uruguay, appear to believe that the coastal State has jurisdiction over such use.109
However, Italy stated the opposite view in its declaration.110 Similarly, with regard to other
103 E.D. Brown, Op. Cit. (1994), p. 169.
104
J.I. Charney, "The Exclusive Economic Zone and Public International Law", 15 O.D.I.Lf 1985), p.239.
105 R.R Churchill and A.V. Lowe, Op. Cit.{ 1999), pp.161-162.
106
E.D Brown, Op. Cit..{ 1994), pp. 182-183
107 E.D Brown, idem.
108 F. O. Vicuna, Op. Q7.(l 989), pp.256-257; D.J Attard, Op. Cit.{ 1987), p.293. It was noted that many
maritime States in the course of UNCLOS III unsuccessfully argued from a fear of "creeping jurisdiction" that
the exclusive economic zone should have a residual high seas characters; see Churchill and Lowe, supra, p.165.
109
See the declaration by those States in the U.N, The Law ofthe Sea: Status ofthe UnitedNations Convention
on the Law of the Sea(1985); for analysis of these declarations, see E.D. Brown, Op. Cit.( 1994), pp.171-172.
110
U.N, The Law ofthe Sea Bulletin no. 5 (1985)
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unattributed rights, it was noted that there are different State practices and opinions, which
lack consistency and uniformity.111 In this regard, future State practice will be important.
Attard has noted that:
Its(EEZ) actual nature will depend more and more on the practice of States over the years than on
the theoretical formulae devised at UNCLOS III. Clearly, with the increase in zone uses, it will
become imperative to be more precise as to the relationships and priorities of respective uses."2
3. Relationship between the Continental Shelf and the EEZ
As was seen earlier, the rights of the coastal State in the exclusive economic zone are more
comprehensive than its rights regarding the continental shelf from the viewpoints of both
ratione loci and ratione materiae. Consequently, the continental shelfwithin the limits of the
exclusive economic zone appears to be of little value.113 The use of the continental shelf
takes on its importance in those instances where the shelf extends beyond the limits of the
exclusive economic zone. The drafting history shows that there was a strong sentiment for
the continental shelf to be absorbed within the 200 N.M. limit of the exclusive economic
zone, but countries such as Australia, Argentina and Canada which have continental margins
extending beyond 200 N.M. managed to resist this outcome.114 In this regard, it was observed
by the ICJ that:
Although the institutions of the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone are different and
distinct, the rights which the exclusive economic zone entails over the sea-bed of the zone are
defined by the reference to the regime laid down for the continental shelf. Although there can be a
continental shelf where there is no exclusive economic zone, there cannot be an exclusive
111 E.D. Brown, Op. C/Y.(1994),pp. 170-181; D.J. Attard, Op. 07.(1987), pp.65-66.
112
D.J. Attard, Ibid., p.66.
113 It is to be noted that provisions ofArticles 61 and 62 on conservation and utilisation ofthe living resources in
the EEZ does not apply to the sedentary species. Article 68 provides that, "This Part(exclusive economic zone)
does not apply to sedentary species as defined article 77, paragraph 4. In this regard, it is to be noted that the
sedentary species was regarded, along with non-living resources, as continental shelf resources under Article
2(4) of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf. The practical importance of the inclusion of
sedentary species is that the coastal State does not have obligation to share the species with other States unlike
the swimming species. See S.V. Scott, "The Inclusion of Sedentary Fisheries within the Continental Shelf
Doctrine", 41 I.C.L.Q.{ 1992), pp788-807. According to Scott, Australia had strong interests in excluding the
Japanese pearl shelling operations in the waters off the Australian coast. Bowett noted that there were several
similar conflicts of interests around the world; see D.W. Bowett, Op.Cit.{ 1967), p34-35.
114
D.P.O'Connell, Op. C/7.(1982), p.579; O'Connell and Shearer explain that the continental shelf doctrine
survived for an area beyond 200 N.M., and was transformed within the 200 N.M. limit into the criterion of the
EEZ.
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economic zone without a corresponding continental shelf.115
As the two regimes of the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf overlap
significantly in terms of ratione materie and ratione loci, a single boundary of the zone and
the shelf appears to be convenient for the purpose of exercising rights and jurisdiction. If the
boundaries of the zone and the shelf are not identical, then a seabed will fall within the
jurisdiction of State A and the water-column superjacent to that seabed will fall within the
jurisdiction ofState B. Is the single boundary a matter ofpractical convenience or a matter of
customary law? In this regard, no provisions are found on the single boundary in the LOS
Convention. The Convention provides for rules on delimitation of the exclusive economic
zone and the continental shelf in different articles- article 74 for the exclusive economic zone
and article 83 for the continental shelf. However, the rules are identical: "The delimitation ...
shall be effected by agreement on the basis of international law... in order to achieve an
equitable solution". The same rule does not, however, necessarily mean a single line. Rather,
the identical rule that provides for "an equitable solution" raises the strong possibility that the
two boundaries differ from each other. This is because a boundary that is equitable for the
exclusive economic zone might not be equitable for the continental shelf.116 Suppose that
there is a boundary line according to which fisheries resources fall within State A's and B's
zones equally, whereas oil and gas deposits fall wholly within State B's area, then State A
would argue that the boundary line is not equitable for the purpose of the continental shelf. In
this regard, Evans observed that:
From the outset, it has been clear that because factors relevant to the delimitation of a continental
shelf boundary need not be relevant for the delimitation of an EEZ boundary, and, vice versa, the
resulting lines might be different.117
Similarly, Churchill has asserted that: "In many other areas seabed and fisheries are likely
to be more evenly represented, thus making it harder to agree on a common boundary".118
The ICJ has thus far made three single boundaries; in the Gulf of Maine case, the
115 1985 ICJ Reports, para.34.
116 Churchill and Lowe, Op. C/t.(1999), p.196.
117
M.D. Evans "Delimitation and the Common Maritime Boundaries", 64 B.Y.I.L.( 1994), p.294.
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Qatar/Bahrain case, the Jan Mayen case. In the first two cases, the two Parties asked the
Court to draw a single boundary of the continental shelf and economic zone.119 If the Parties
had not asked for a single line, the boundaries for the self and fishing zone could have been
different. Or if the Parties had found sizeable oil deposits in the disputed area and the
deposits had been in a place other than the Georges Bank which is rich in fisheries resources,
then it would have been difficult for the Parties to agree in asking the ICJ to draw a single
• 120line. In the Jan Mayen case regarding delimitation of the continental shelf and the fisheries
zone/EEZ between Denmark and Norway, the Parties did not agree to ask the ICJ to draw a
single line. Denmark asked the Court to draw a single line along a distance of the full 200
N.M. measured from Greenland's baseline.121 Norway was of the view that "the two lines
would coincide, but the two boundaries would remain conceptually distinct".122 The Court
noted that the situation was different from that in the GulfofMaine case where Parties agreed
in asking for a single line.123 The Court examined applicable laws to the fisheries boundary
and to the continental shelf boundary at different stages,124 but drew one provisional median
line for the two boundaries 12:,and checked relevant factors to modify the provisional line and
then finally drew a single line.126 It is not clear why the Court was tempted to draw a single
dual purpose line.127 In the process of drawing a single line, the Court was faced with a
dilemma because it had to take account of the disparity in coastal lengths between the two
Parties, which is relevant to the delimitation of the continental shelf I28and the at the same
118 R.R. Churchill, "Maritime Delimitation in the Jan Mayen Area", 9 MR^January 1985), pp26-27.
119 1984 ICJ Reports, para.12; Qatar v. Bahrain Case, 2001 ICJ Reports, para.168.
120 Both Canada and the United States began exploration activities for oil deposits in the Gulf ofMaine long
before they submitted their dispute to the Chamber of the ICJ; see 1984 ICJ Reports, paras. 13 land 141.
121
1993 ICJ Reports, para.9. For the detailed analysis of the case, see e.g. R.R. Churchill, "The Greenland/Jan
Mayen Case and Its Significance for the International Law ofMaritime Boundary Delimitation", 9 I.J.M.C.L.
(1994), ppl-29.
122 1993 ICJ Reports, para.41.
123 1993 ICJ Reports, para.43.
124 1993 ICJ Reports, paras. 49 and 52.
125 1993 ICJ Reports, 59.
126 1993 ICJ Reports, paras. 59-.
127
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time it had to consider the capelin fisheries which is relevant to the delimitation of the
fisheries zones. To solve this dilemma, the Court emphasised that it has "discretion" in
• 129
considering how much the disparity of the coastal lengths was to be taken into account.
The Court then divided the area of the overlapping claims into three sections and gave
different weights to the disparity of the coastal lengths, considering the different level of
fishing activities and fisheries resources at each of the different sections in drawing a single
boundary line.130 However, if sizeable oil deposits were found in the area a single line could
not have been possible because, as the Court noted, "the natural resources of the continental
shelf ...might well constitute relevant circumstances",131 and thus two boundaries could
have been drawn. However, the Court noted the fact that "little information has...been given
in that aspect".132 In the Qatar/Bahrain case, the ICJ noted that both Parties asked it to draw
a single boundary for the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone in the Arabian
Gulf.133
There are three occasions where international arbitral tribunals have drawn a single
boundary. These are the Guinea/ Guinea Bissau arbitration, the St. Pierre and Miquelon
arbitration, and the Eritrea/Yemen arbitration. However, it must be noted that the Parties in
the two former cases had asked the tribunal to draw a single line.134 In the latter case, the
Parties did not agree to draw a single line, but each argued for its own version of the median
line without making a distinction between the boundaries of the continental shelf, the
exclusive economic zone, and the territorial sea.135 In the Jan Mayen Conciliation between
lzy M.D Evans, Op. Cit.{ 1994/ B. Y.I.L.), p.326; ICJ Report para.76.
130 1 993 ICJ Reports, paras.91 and 92: J.I Charney, Op. C//.(1994/ A.J.I.L.) p237.
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Iceland and Norway, the conciliation commission recommended in 1981 that the continental
shelfboundary should be the same as the economic zone boundary established by agreement
between the two States in 1980.136 For the reason of the single boundary in this instance, the
unlikeness of seabed activities and preponderance of fisheries interests in the area were
pointed out.137 It is to be noted that the commission also proposed a joint exploration and
exploitation regime, along with the continental shelf boundary between Iceland and Norway
in an area which appeared to be relatively promising for exploitation.138
In state practice the number of instances of recourse to a double boundary is few. The first
is the Maritime Boundaries Treaty between Australia and Papua New Guinea of 1978 in the
Torres Strait.139 The second is the Maritime Boundaries Treaty of 1997 between Australia
and Indonesia.140 The third is an agreement between U.K. and Denmark (Faroe Islands)
concluded in 1999. This agreement provides for a fisheries boundary which is identical in
great portion to the continental boundary but establishes a joint fishing zone where the
continental shelf boundary is drawn but the fisheries boundary is left out.141
From the above discussion, the conclusion can be drawn that a single boundary is
normally a matter of choice for the coastal States though sometimes the two boundaries of
the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone will coincide as a matter of law and
practice. As the ICJ put it, "the concept of a single maritime boundary does not stem from
multilateral treaty law but from State practice, and that it finds its explanation in the wish of
Sovereignty and Equitable Maritime Boundary Delimitation", 32 O.D.I.L.(2001), pp. 1-25.
136
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States to establish one uninterrupted boundary line delimiting the various - partially
coincident - zones of maritime jurisdiction appertaining to them (emphasis added)".142
4. Inherent Difficulties in Delimiting Boundaries of the Continental Shelf/the EEZ
4.1. The Legal Nature of Delimitation ofMaritime Boundaries
The meaning of the term "boundary", in normal English usage, refers to a line and
therefore should be distinguished from the term "frontier" which means a type of boundary
zone.144 In this regard, Sir. Robert Jennings has remarked that: "a boundary, which is a line,
is different from a frontier, which properly speaking is a zone"144 The drawing of maritime
boundaries is essentially a task for two coastal States, but it can be done by third Party
institutions. The law on delimitation of maritime boundaries(i.e. drawing of maritime
boundaries) has been the most fertile area in the whole of international law for judicial
dispute settlement in recent years.145
What is the fundamental concept ofmaritime delimitation? In this regard, it is to be noted
that the concept has undergone a fundamental change. Back in the 1960s when the ICJ had its
first delimitation case before it, it thought that its main job was to look into the underwater
platform which "already" belonged to the coastal States because the continental shelf is "a
natural prolongation of land territory into and under the sea and the rights of the coastal State
in respect of this shelf exist ipso fascto ab in intio. Professor Weil termed this concept the
"declaratory concept" of delimitation. With regard to this concept, Weil commented that:
In truth, there is nothing to delimit; it is a matter simply ofestablishing the title of each, suum cuique
tribuere. Delimitation is declaratory, an act of recognition: there is nothing about it man-made or
146
constitutive.
Although there appears to be some exaggeration in Weil's comments, this kind of concept
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of delimitation actually permeated into the jurisprudence of the ICJ in the North Sea
Continental Shelfcases when it held that:
Delimitation is a process which involves establishing the boundaries of an area already, in principle,
appertaining to the coastal State and not the determination de novo of such an area ... the process of
delimitation is essentially one of drawing a boundary line between areas which already appertain to
one or other of the States affected.147
If the declaratory concept of maritime delimitation had survived, the process would have
been simpler and easier than it is now. However, along with the development of the concept
of distance in the titles of continental shelf and exclusive economic zone, the declaratory
concept of the maritime boundary has faded. In the Libya/Malta case, the ICJ declared that:
... since the development of the law enables a State to claim that the continental shelf appertaining
to it extends up to as far as 200 miles from its coast, whatever the geological characteristics of the
corresponding seabed and subsoil, there is no reason to ascribe any role to geological or
geophysical factors within that distance either in verifying the legal title of the States concerned or
in proceeding to a delimitation as between their claims.148
Nowadays, it can be said that delimitation is not the determination ofwhat already belongs
to them but a de novo division of an area of overlap where the relevant coastal states have
legal titles.149 If there is no overlap of title there is no need to delimit. As delimitation is
about division of overlapping area of titles, the title plays an important factor in delimitation.
In this regard, the ICJ thus made an observation on the relationship between title and
delimitation. It said that:
That the questions of entitlement and definition of continental shelf on the one hand, and of
delimitation of continental shelf on the other, are not only distinct but are complementary is
self-evident. The legal basis of that which is to be delimited, and ofentitlement to it, can not be other
than pertinent to that delimitation ... The criteria [ofdelimitation] is linked with the law relating to a
State's legal title to the continental shelf.150
Even if the basis of title is an important factor in the delimitation process, it is not the sole
factor to be taken into account in order for the delimitation to be an equitable one. Case law
by M. MacGlashman), p.23.
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has developed a lot of relevant factors other than the title which are to be considered in
arriving at an equitable solution.151 The ICJ has pointed to the importance of the
balancing-up of all such considerations. It has held that:
In fact, there is no legal limit to the considerations which States may take account of for the
purpose of making sure that they apply equitable procedures, and more often than not it is the
balancing up of all considerations that will produce this result rather than reliance on one to the
exclusion of all others. The problem of the relative weight to be accorded to different
considerations naturally varies with the circumstances of the case.152
It can be imagined that the delimitation of maritime boundaries tends to be complicated
because the unlimited various relevant factors can be taken account ofwith different weights.
4.2. The Principle ofEquidistance and the Principle of Equity
There are two opposing schools regarding the delimitation of the continental shelf and the
exclusive economic zone: the school for the principle of equidistance and the school for the
principle of equity. As we will see later, the two groups, i.e., the pro-equidistance principle
group and the pro-equitable principles group waged a titling battle with each other in
UNCLOIS III even at the last stage of the Conference without complete victory for either.153
The median line or equidistant line can be defined as the line "every point of which is
equidistant from the nearest point of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial
sea of each State is measured".154 The justification for the equidistant line which can be
inferred from the definition of the term is the notion of "proximity" or "adjacency" of the
151 In this regard, a distinction between special circumstances and relevant circumstances(factors) may be
drawn. The special circumstances provided in article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the continental shelf can
arise only in certain situations, whereas the relevant circumstances exist in all cases. It is to be recalled that there
was confrontation between the equidistance-special circumstances principle and the principle ofequity-relevant
circumstances; see, M. H. Nordquist el al eds., United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982: A
Commentary, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers (1993), Vol.2, p. 801.
I5~ 1969 ICJ Reports, para.50.
153
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with Adjacent or Opposite Coasts", 19 V.J.I.L.(\9790, P.213; B.H. Oxman, "The Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea: The Ninth Session(1980)" 75 A.J.I.L.(198\), pp.211-256.
154 Article 12 of Geneva Convention on the Territorial; Article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the Continental
Shelf; Article 15 of the LOS Convention. In Article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, the
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maritime zone from the coast.155 For the pro-equidistance school there is some sort of
automaticity and rigidity in maritime delimitation.156
The equidistance principle provided for in Article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the
continental shelf is a reflection of the work by the International Law Commission(ILC) in the
early 1950s. In 1951, a draft article by the ILC proposed that continental shelf boundaries be
determined by agreement and failing agreement, the delimitation dispute should be referred
to arbitration which would apply ex aequo and bono}51 In 1953 at its fifth session, Special
Rapporteur Francois proposed to the ILC that it provide for the application of the
equidistance method "as a general rule".158 Following this proposal there was criticism of
the term "as a general rule" since the term itself implies room for exception from the
equidistance method.159 Note that this criticism, made by Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, was not
directed against the equidistance method itself.160 After the discussion "as a general rule"
was replaced by "unless another boundary is justified by special circumstances" in the ILC's
draft article on the delimitation of the continental shelf.161 Lastly, the provisions in Article 72
of the draft text prepared by ILC 1956 which was identical in substance to the provisions in
Article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf was incorporated into the
Geneva Convention. The 1956Article 6 (1) of the Geneva Convention provides that:
Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two or more States whose coasts are
opposite each other, the boundary of the continental shelf appertaining to such States shall be
determined by agreement between them. In the absence of agreement, and unless another
boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary is the median line, every point
of which is equidistant from the nearest point of the baselines from which the breadth of the
territorial sea of each State is measured.
Even if the equidistance method found favour in the provisions of the Geneva Convention
a source of conflict can be seen in Article 6 between "another boundary line justified by
155 See 1969 ICJ Reports, para. 42.
156 L. Legault and Blair Hankey, "Method, Opposite and Adjacency, and Proportionality in Maritime Boundary
Delimitation", International Maritime Boundaries, p.204.
157 1 951 ILC Yearbook, Vol. II, p.143.
158 1 953 ILC Yearbook, Vol.1, pp.128-131.
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special circumstances" and "the median line". Which has priority? From the drafting history
of the provisions in the ILC,162 it can be presumed that the equidistance line comes first.163
This interpretation can have actual and psychological importance in negotiations or in the
proceeding in the courts, because the Party who argues a line other than the equidistance line
has the onus to prove that special circumstances exist.164
Is the equidistance principle embodied in Article 6 of the Geneva Convention a rule in
customary international law? It was thought so by many before the ICJ decision in the North
Sea Continental Shelfcases. However, the Court held as follows:
... in certain cases -not a great number- the States concerned agreed to draw or did draw the
boundaries concerned according to the principle of equidistance. [However,] [t]here is no evidence
that they so acted because they felt legally compelled to draw them in this way by reason ofa rule of
customary law... the Parties are under no obligation to apply either the 1958 Convention, which is
not opposable to the Federal Republic[ofGermany], or the equidistance method as a mandatory rule
of customary law which is not.165
And then the Court upheld the equitable principles, saying that: "delimitation is to be
affected by agreement in accordance with equitable principles, and taking account of all the
relevant circumstances...".166 The Court also used the term "the rule of equity" in the same
judgement denoting the "equitable principle".167 However, it is to be recalled that there can
be identified three kinds of equity, namely equity infra legem(\.Q., equity within the law);
equity praeter legem (i.e., equity beyond the law); and equity contra legem(\.e., equity
against the law).168 Equity infra legem refers to the possibility of choosing between several
different interpretations of the law; equity praeter legem takes on the role of filling of
162 See. e.g. the Commentary to the 1953 draft Article which mentioned that: "the rule of equidistance is the
general rule": 1953 ILC Yearbooksol.II, p.216.
163 E.D. Brown, Op. Cit.{ 1994), p. 174.
164 E.D. Brown, Op. Cit.{ 1994), p.174; O'Connell, Op. Cit.( 1982), p.699-705. However, it is to be noted that the
priority of the equidistance method and ensuing burden of proofwere not upheld by the arbitration court in the
Anglo-French Channel case. The court mentioned "a combined equidistance-special circumstances" and "the
full liberty of the Court in appreciating the geographical and other circumstances"; see 18 R.I.A.A, paras.68-69.
165
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lacunae of rules; and equity contra legem takes on the role of softening the harshness of the
application of applicable rules for extra-legal reasons.169 The last two can be associated with
the concept of ex aequo et bono which can be applied by the ICJ only if the Parties agree
thereto.170 The Court made it clear that the equitable principles are distinguished from ex
aequo et bono}lx The ICJ elaborated on the concept of equity in the Tunisia/Libya case. It
said that:
Equity as a legal concept is a direct emanation of the idea of justice. The Court whose task is by
definition to administer justice is bound to apply it... the legal concept of equity is a general
principle directly applicable as law.172
The rule of equity appears to focus on the equitableness of the end-result. The Court
mentioned in the North Sea Continental Shelfcases that:
Whatever the legal reasoning of a court of justice, its decisions must by definition be just, and
therefore in that sense equitable (emphasis added).173
In more explicit terms, in the Libya/Malta case, the ICJ emphasised that:
"the delimitation ... must be effected by the application of equitable principles ... in order to
achieve an equitable result (emphasis added)".174
In order for an end-result to be equitable account should be taken of all relevant
circumstances and "there is no legal limit to the consideration which States may take account
of for the purpose".175 Here we can see that the balancing of all relevant circumstances is a
tool for producing a result.176 Therefore, the equitable principle tends to "subjectivity" and
"unpredictability".177 Churchill and Lowe observed that "a court has a broad discretion to
determine the relative weight of any particular circumstances, subject only to the need for
169 R. Higgins, Problems and Process: International Law andHow We Use It, Oxford University Press(1995),
p.220
170 1 986 ICJ Reports, para.27. Article 38(2) of the ICJ Statute provides that: "This provision shall not prejudice
the power of the Court to decide a case ex aequo et bono, if the parties agree thereto".
m.1969 ICJ Reports, para.88.
172 1982 ICJ Reports, para.71.
173 1 969 ICJ Reports, para.88; E.D Brown also concluded from the same Judgement that "[t]he result of the
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some consistency with previous cases".178 In this regard, Charney observed that: "There is
little doubt that today international ocean boundary law as articulated by the International
Court of Justice is located on that contiuum at a point very close to ex aeqou et bono".179
Various factors have been regarded as relevant by the ICJ. These are, inter alia: natural
prolongation, coastal length, fisheries resources and fishing activities, size of islands, and
security consideration.180
In the delimitation process the role of the relevant factors can be divided into two: one is
an "amelioration" or "corrective" role, and the other is an "indication" or "autonomous"
role.181 With regard to the corrective role, Higgins has observed that: "the corrective role of
equity serves to move it away from the harshness of the law to a position that is more
reasonable".182 In this case, equity comes into play only after the inequity has been produced
by the application of the general rules.183 The indication role plays a part in a situation where
relevant circumstances are checked against each other to indicate what an equitable
boundary is to be.184 According to this approach, equity is autonomous norms because it
provides an equitable method of delimitation without intermediary such as initial
equidistance lines in the process of delimitation.185 The corrective approach is taken when
courts or Parties draw a provisional line- mostly the median line- and then check the
equitableness of the provisional line and adjust the boundary through the balancing up of all
relevant circumstances. This approach was taken by the ICJ in the Libya/Malta case, in the
Jan Mayen case, and in the Gulf of Maine case.186 Recently ihe ICJ also adopted this
approach in the Qatar/Bahrain caseni When this approach is taken the role of relevant
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circumstances look similar to that of special circumstances. When the autonomous role is
taken, the Parties or the courts draw a boundary without using any provisional initial line.
This approach was taken in the Libya/Tunisia case and the St. Pierre and Miquelon case
between Canada and France.188 It can be foreseen that when the autonomous role is taken in
bilateral negotiations on delimitation, i.e. embarking on balancing of relevant circumstances
without a provisional line, then the process of the negotiation is likely to be more
. .1 OQ
time-consuming.
Is there any possibility of the two opposing principles, i.e. the equidistance principle and
equitable principles becoming reconcilable? Basically, it can be said that the equidistance/
special circumstances rule and the equitable principles/relevant circumstances rule are
"closely interrelated" as the ICJ put it.190 And there was such an attempt to assimilate the two
principles in the Anglo-French Channel arbitration case. In this case, the arbitral tribunal
applied article 6 of the Geneva Convention, but tried to assimilate the provision ofarticle 6 of
the Convention with customary law. It said that:
The choice of the method or methods of delimitation in any given case, whether under the 1958
Convention or customary law, has therefore to be determined in the light of those circumstances
and of the fundamental norm that delimitation must be in accordance with equitable principles.191
In such an approach as was taken in the Anglo-French arbitration the meanings of
"special circumstances" and "relevant circumstances" can be assimilated with each other.
However, the Court, in fact, tried to get away from the application of Article 6 by
assimilating the equdistance principle to equitable principles. Bowett expressed a critical
188
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view on the Court's approach. He has observed that:
What the Court suggests, however, is that this agreed rule(the equdistance principle) will apply
only where it achieves an equitable results; and that result is the aim common to both Article 6 and
customary law. ... It is likely that, following this Award, fewer States will be prepared to accept a
strict equdistance boundary... 192
In fact, the ICJ made a distinction between the equidistance principle and equitable
principles. In the GulfofMaine case, even though the United States and Canada were both
Parties to the Convention on the Continental Shelf, the ICJ applied equitable principles,
rejecting the Canadian argument that article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the Continental
Shelf was to be applied, noting that it was charged with making a single dual purpose
boundary of the continental shelf and fisheries zones.193 In the Greenland-Jan Mayen case,
the Court pointed out that it was not asked to draw a single boundary and held that Article 6
of the Geneva Convention was to be applied for the delimitation of the continental shelf
whereas equitable principles were to be applied for the delimitation of fisheries zones.194 The
Court observed that that there is a tendency for assimilation of the principle of equidistance
and equitable principles. However, it is to be noted that this observation was made only for
the purpose of drawing an initial median line in this case, which was modified by the Court
by balancing up special circumstances.195
From the above examination of the case law, it is reasonable to say that a distinction
between equdistance principle-special circumstances and equitable principles-relevant
circumstances should not be missed out. It is also to be recalled that in the course of
negotiations in UNCLOS III, the group which supported the equidistance principle used the
term "special circumstances" along with the "equidistance principle" and the other group
192
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which supported used the term "relevant circumstances" along with "equitable principles".196
And the two groups' positions were irreconcilable even at the last stage of the Conference.
We will discuss the drafting history later in the Chapter.
4.3. Are Maritime Boundaries Different from Land Boundaries?
The term "land boundary" describes a line which delimits contiguous land areas of
states,197and it separates sovereignties in their totality.198 However, maritime boundaries of
the continental shelf or the exclusive economic zone appear to be different from land
boundaries because coastal States enjoys only certain "sovereign rights" and "jurisdiction" as
was disused earlier, and therefore the function and nature of maritime boundaries, except
those of the territorial sea, are limited. On this line of reasoning, Johnston suggested the
concept of functional boundaries as distinguished from territorial boundaries.199
It is has been pointed out that the process of delimitation of maritime boundaries is
different from that of delimitation of land boundaries. The ICJ said that:
... the process by which a court determines the line of a land boundary between two States can be
clearly distinguished from the process by which it identifies the principles and rules applicable to
the delimitation of the continental shelf.200
Even if the process of delimitation of a maritime boundary is different from that of land
boundary delimitation and the function ofmaritime boundaries is not omni-purposeful and is
functional in a sense, it was observed that the maritime boundaries are not different from that
of land boundaries in terms of legal principles on the stability of the boundaries.201 In this
regard, the ICJ in the Aegean Sea Continental Shelfcase said that:
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Whether it is a land frontier or a boundary line in the continental shelf that is in question, the process
is essentially the same, and inevitably involves the same element ofstability andpermanence, and
is subject to the rule excluding boundary agreements from fundamental change of circumstances
(emphasis added)202
When policy makers are aware of the stability of maritime boundaries and are not sure of
the possible future of maritime boundaries, they would be very cautious in negotiating
maritime boundaries. In this regard, Weil's remark shows the concerns of the negotiator
participating in maritime delimitation negotiations. He remarked that:
In theory, maritime jurisdictions are limited to sovereign rights of a functional nature, but who can
be confident that, one day, these modest rights will not be transformed into a separate, fully-fledged
sovereignty, as some State have already have said they hope will happen?203
4.4. What Makes Delimitation Difficult?
4.4.1. Various Factors
It seems that many factors come into play to make in practice the delimitation ofmaritime
boundaries difficult. For example, a coastal state can simply choose a strategy to delay the
delimitation in order to keep the traditional fishing pattern in the disputed area. Or it can
choose a "do-nothing policy", fearing possible criticism from the public after the delimitation
is done however good the result might be. Even if two governments are determined to delimit
the overlapping area, confrontation on applicable principles for delimitation can happen and
the they would find that Articles 74(1)/83(1) of the LOS Convention, which provides
principles of delimitation of exclusive economic zone and continental shelf respectively, are
not clear-cut. Even if they agreed on the principle of equity to be applied in their delimitation
the next problem would come up: What are the relevant factors? Even if they agreed on the
relevant factors, the next question would be how the relevant factors can be balanced off.204
2°- ]97g jqj Repots, para.35.
203 P. Weil, Op. Cit. (1989), p.4.
For example, in the Tunisia and Libya continental shelf case, both parties agreed that the delimitation was to
be effected in accordance with equitable principles taking into account of all the relevant circumstances. See
1982 ICJ Reports, Para. 15-16.
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If the two countries agreed on the principle of equidistance to be applied in their
delimitation, there is also a possibility of a dispute arising with regard to the validity of some
base points in the delimitation or on the degree of the effect of base points.205
If there is a sovereignty dispute over an island in the disputed area, then the delimitation
might be politically insoluble. Among the various factors which make delimitation difficult,
the focus of exploration will be given to (a) the lack of clear rules, (b) the political nature of
the maritime delimitation, and (c) sovereignty disputes over islands.
4.4.2. Lack ofClear Rules
As we have seen earlier, there is a constant tension between the equidistance principle
and the equitable principles, and each principle failed to win the titling battle against the
other in the course of UNCLOS III. The provisions on delimitation in the LOS Convention
are simply the result of a compromise, avoiding any clear reference either to the principle of
equidistance or principle ofequity. Articles 74(1)/83(1) of the LOS Convention provide that:
The delimitation of the exclusive economic zone/ the continental shelf between States with
opposite or adjacent coasts shall be effected by agreement on the basis of international law, as
referred to in Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an
equitable solution.
From this new formula, only one thing is clear. It is that the maritime boundaries should be
effected by agreement, which was enunciated also in Article 6 of the Geneva Convention and
upheld in the North Sea ContinentalShelfcases?06 But what else is clear? There can arise an
argument, in the course of negotiations, on the meaning of the above provisions between a
State which upholds the equidistance principle and another State which argues on the basis of
the principle of equity. However, it is plain that the provisions of the LOS Convention leave
room for such argument. Judge Oda has commented on the inefficiency of the provisions. He
said that:
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For example, in negotiation on the delimitation in the Baltic Sea, Sweden and the Soviet Union both agreed
that the boundary should be based on principle of equidistance. However, they disagreed on the baselines from
which the equidistant line is drawn; see Alex G. Oude Elfemik, The Law ofMaritime Boundary Delimitation:
A Case Study ofthe Russian Federation, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers! 1994), p.207.
206 See 1969 ICJ Reports, para.85.
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Given, however, the difficulty of deriving any positive meaning from these provisions, it would
seem that the satisfaction must be essentially of a negative kind, i.e., pleasure that the opposing
school has not been expressly vindicated.207
The reason for the obscurity of the provisions is that they are the result of a compromise in
UNCLOS III, intended to satisfy the two opposing groups. The issue of delimitation of
maritime boundaries was one of the hard-core issues of UNCLOS III for which seven small
negotiating groups were established at the seventh session (1978), and Negotiation Group
7(NG7) was charged with the issues of delimitation and dispute settlement procedure.208 The
negotiations in NG7 were dominated by the conflict between a pro-equidistance group and a
pro-equitable principle group.209 The suggestion of the pro-equidistance group read:
The delimitation of the Exclusive Economic Zone/Continental Shelfbetween adjacent or opposite
States shall be effected by agreement employing, as a general principle, the median or
equidistance line, taking into account any special circumstances where this is justified (emphasis
added).210
However, a counter-proposal was made by the pro-equitable principles group. It read:
The delimitation of the Exclusive Economic Zone/Continental Shelf between adjacent or/and
opposite States shall be effected by agreement, in accordance with equitableprinciples taking into
account all relevant circumstances and employing any methods, where appropriate, to lead to an
equitable solution (emphasis added).2"
The deadlock in the negotiations on the rule on delimitation continued even in the
resumed tenth session in 1981, and NG 7 failed to solve the dilemma. Then the President of
UNCLOS III, Ambassador Tomy Koh from Singapore, took the initiative. He managed to
work out a compromise formula by avoiding any particular reference either to the
equidistance principle or equitable principle.212 The provisions were intended to please the
opposing groups in a negative way: "the pleasure that the opposing school has not been
~
Dissenting Opinion of Judge Oda, 1982 ICJ Reports, p.246.
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209 M. H. Nordquist et al eds., Op. Cit.{ 1993), pp. 801-810.
UN Doc NG 7/2 of 20 April 1978, reproduced by Platzoder, Third Inied Nations Conference on the Law of
the Sea: Document, Vol. IX, p.392.
2,1 UN Doc NG 7/10 of 1 May 1978, reproduced by Platzoder, Ibid, p.402.
212 M. H. Nordquist et al eds., Op. Cit.( 1993), pp. 801-810.
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expressly vindicated", as Judge Oda later commented.213 Ambassador Koh himself appealed
to the delegations of UNCLOS III "to avoid making interpretative statements, since such
statements might undermine what had been achieved after difficult negotiations"214
Even if there is no reference to any particular principle in the provisions of Articles
74(1)/83(1), there is to be found a reference to "international law, as referred to in Article 38
of the Statute of the International Court of Justice". On its face the provisions beg the
question ofwhy such a reference is needed because it goes without saying that Article 38 of
the Statute is generally regarded as an indication of sources of international law and an
international court or a tribunal would apply international law as defined in Article 38 of the
Statute.215 In this regard, there was a remark by Manner, who was the Chairman of the NG7,
which is of relevance. According to him the reference was intended:
to indicate that international law, as a basis ofdelimitation agreements, does not differ from the law
applied by the Hague Court(the ICJ). That kind ofconsistency is, of course, quite appropriate, but it
may be questioned whether the reference to the Statute has any significance in the practical
application of the relevant Articles in the Convention.216
The fact that Articles 74(1)/83(1) simply refer to international law which can be applied
by the ICJ means that the provisions do not entail any change to the current content of
customary international law on delimitation, and States should turn to customary
international law developed by cases of the ICJ and other international tribunal for the rules
of delimitation.217 Evans has observed that: "Although this provision is almost entirely
vacuous, it has been endorsed as an accurate statement of customary international law,
although that in itself does not take the matter very much further".218 The ICJ has remarked
in the Greenland/Jan Mayen case on the provision that:
That statement of an "equitable solution" as the aim of any delimitation process reflects the
requirements ofcustomary law as regards the delimitation both of continental shelf and of exclusive
213
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214 UNCLOS III Official Record Vol. XV, p.40.
215 See Ian Borwnlie, Principles ofInternational Law, Oxford University Press(1998), pp.3-10.
216 E. J. Manner, "Settlement of Sea-Boundary Delimitation Dispute According to the Provisions of the 1982
Law of the Sea Convention", J.Makarczysked ed., Essays in International Law in Honour of Judge Lachs,
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers(1984), p.639.
217 E.D Brown, The Sea-Bed Energy and Mineral: The International Legal Regime, Vol.1:
The Continental Shelf, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers(1992), p.360.
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economic zones.219
In a similar context, Chamey emphasised that in international maritime boundary law, the
judgements and awards take on even greater salience because of, inter alia, 'the absence of
970
clearer guidance from codification efforts'.
As we have discussed earlier, the two identical rules do not necessarily mean that the two
boundaries should be the same. Rather the application of the identical formula can lead to
two boundaries different from each other because an equitable solution for a continental shelf
boundary might not be an equitable one for the delimitation of the water column.221 It was
rightly observed that:
Although the provisions of the Convention governing continental shelf and EEZ delimitation are
the same, their wording is sufficiently imprecise for the provisions to be capable of application in
more than one way, and thus for the continental shelf and EEZ boundaries to differ.222
4.4.3. The Political Nature ofMaritime Delimitation
"There is no boundary which is not political".223 The maritime boundary, like the land
boundary, is the fruit of hard negotiations between neighbouring States, or the respect of a
decision of an international court. The ICJ observed that: "... a delimitation, whether of a
maritime or of a land boundary, is a legal- political operation..."224
Some important political decisions have to be made stage by stage in the process of
maritime delimitation. Oxman identified four political decisions which should be made in
connection with maritime boundaries:© the decision to negotiate, (ii) the decision to propose
a particular boundary, (iii) the decision to make concessions with a view to reaching
agreement, and (iv) the decision to agree on a particular boundary.225
Johnston observed that there are eleven diplomatic options regarding maritime
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delimitation: Do-Nothing Policy, Agreement to Disagree, Agreement to Designate,
Agreement to Consult, Agreement on Access, Preliminary Joint Enterprise Policy,
Operational Joint Development Policy, Agreement on Sharing of Services, Agreement on
Limited Joint Management Arrangement, Agreement on Permanent Joint Management,
Final Boundary Treaty.226
When faced with each decision and each option, governments tend to be cautious at every
step. When a government chooses a "Do-Nothing Policy" the delimitation of maritime
boundaries will remain unsolved as long as the policy is maintained. There is on occasion a
possibility that the parliament would not give its consent to the ratification of the maritime
boundaries agreement. For example, the United States Senate has yet to approve the maritime
boundary agreement between the United States and Cuba signed in 1977.227 Also, it took 4
years for the Government of Japan to obtain the consent from its national assembly for the
ratification of a joint development of continental shelf treaty signed in 1974 with
South-Korea. Sometimes delimitation can become a heated national and diplomatic issue.
For example, in the Beagle Channel delimitation between Argentina and Chile there were
even fears of an armed conflict when Argentina rejected the award from the arbitration court
in 1977 and then the Vatican intervened to mediate.228 The dispute between Greece and
226
Douglas M. Johnston, Op. C/t.(1988), pp.262-263; Do-Nothing Policy is wholly passive strategy of inaction;
Agreement to Disagree is to be followed by a good-faith effort by the neighbours to adhere to a policy of
non-provocation; Agreement to Designate is entering into an agreement designating the boundary area
acknowledged by them to be at issue; Agreement to consult is an agreement on consultation or a limited degree
of co-operation within the defined area at issue; Agreement on Access is an agreement on access to the
designated boundary area for specific purpose; Preliminary Joint enterprise Policy is to negotiate a preliminary
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Operational Joint Development Policy permit the negotiation of a joint development agreement for designated
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~21 Robert W. Smith, "Report Number 1-4: Cuba-United States", International Maritime Boundary,
pp.416-425; The Agreement entered into force provisionally on 1 January 1978 through an exchange of notes.
The boundary delimitation issue in the Beagle Channel was also associated with a territorial dispute over
islands and islets. Efforts by the two governments to deal with the dispute can be traced back as far as 1904. In
December 1967, Chile submitted the dispute to arbitration under the General Treaty of Arbitration signed in
1902 between Chile ana Argentina. But Argentina denied the applicability of the Treaty of 1902. Following the
disagreement on dispute settlement procedure and negotiation, the two countries signed in 1972 a treaty
whereby the dispute was submitted to an hoc arbitration. The award was promulgated in May 1977. However,
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Turkey regarding the Aegean Sea continental shelf has developed into a very serious one
with significant international implications. It is notable that the Security Council in the
United Nations, which has the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international
• • • 229 •
peace and security dealt with the dispute while the ICJ was considering the dispute. " It is
remarkable that the delimitation dispute in the Aegean Sea, which erupted in 1973 is still
awaiting settlement.
Maritime delimitation issues can become even more intractable because of security
concerns. For example, strategic considerations influenced both Sweden and the Soviet
Union to take conflicting positions on the effect of the Swedish Gotland island in the
negotiation on delimitation in the Baltic Sea. Sweden argued and the Soviet Union denied
that the island should have a full effect. For Sweden, Gotland has a crucial role in its national
defence system, and similarly the Baltic Sea is traditionally important for the Soviet Union.
The negotiation became more and more politicised by the Karlskrona incident, which
concerned the stranding of a Soviet submarine in the vicinity of the Swedish naval base
Karlskrona on 27 October 1981.230
Sometimes political and security considerations are openly presented in the international
court dealing with the maritime delimitation issue. For example, in the GulfofMaine case
the United States stressed that the line claimed by Canada was further to the south of the line
public and governmental reaction was extremely negative in Argentina and Argentina rejected the award on 25
January 1978. A tense situation was created between the two countries. Pope John Paul II intervened to mediate
on 26 December 1978. Under the auspices of the Pope, the two countries solved their dispute by signing the
Treaty of Peace and Friendship in 1984. It is notable that this treaty was submitted to a plebiscite in Argentina;
see D. M. Johnston, Op. Cft.(1988), pp. 192-196; E. Jimenez de Arechaaga, "Report Number 3-1: Argentina -
Chile", International Maritime Boundaries, pp.719-721; Oxman, Op. Cit.{in International Maritime
Boundaries), p. 10.
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put forward by United States. And it pointed out that "if Canada's line were adopted, the
entire Atlantic coast north of Philadelphia-where one-quarter of the entire population of the
United Sates lives-would face not Europe, not the high seas of the open Atlantic, but
Canadian waters", and then argued that: "This issue raises the most fundamental question of
sovereignty"231 In this case, the United States noted the possibility of the exclusive economic
zone turning into a zone of a political character in the future when it mentioned that: "no
9^9
State knows with any certainty what the future of the economic zone regime will hold".
4.4.4. Sovereignty Disputes over Islands
There is no doubt that sovereignty disputes over islands between states make the
delimitation of maritime boundaries much more complicated, because there tends to be
nationalism and passionate public opinion associated with the sovereignty dispute. The
reason for the extraordinary length of time taken for the delimitation in Beagle channel
between Argentina and Chile was partly, if not wholly, due to a sovereignty dispute over
islands between them.233 However, at the same time, it cannot be denied that the LOS
Convention has indirectly contributed to the intensification of the sovereignty disputes over
the islands, because the Convention manifestly entitles islands except rocks to generate the
full 200 N.M. exclusive economic zones and even far-reaching continental shelves. The fact
231 Mr. Robinson, the Agent for the Government of the United States of America stated that:
"The coast of the Gulf of Maine is the principal coast of New England, facing the Atlantic Ocean and the
outside world. Under the United States proposals, the maritime boundary will proceed in a southeasterly
direction perpendicular to the general direction of the coast. Yet Canada persists in advocating a boundary that
moves still further south across the front of the United States east coast, claiming nearly half of the last great
fishing bank in the north west Atlantic Ocean to which United States fishermen have access. IfCanada's line is
adopted, the entire Atlantic coast north ofPhiladelphia-where one-quarter ofthe entire population of the United
Sates lives-would face not Europe, not the high seas of the open Atlantic, but Canadian waters. This issue of
cut-off of which the United States has made so much in this case, will be replicated in maritime boundary
disputes around the world. This issue raises the most fundamental question of sovereignty. The question of
cut-off posed in this case, not only in a geographic sense, but in a political sense as well, affects the interests of
all States. For all our hopes that the customary law of coastal-State rights will now stabilise, no State knows
with any certainty what the future of the economic zone regime will hold"; The Gulf ofMaine Case, ICJ
Pleading, Vol. VII, pp. 265-266.
"32ICJ Pleading, Idem.
233 B. H. Oxman, Op. Cit. (in International Maritime Boundaries), p.12: Similarly, Qatar and Bahrain settled
their territorial disputes over islands, Zubarah, Hawar, and Janan, along with their delimitation issues of the
territorial water, continental shelf and EEZ by the judgement of ICJ in 2001 after 10 years since Qatar asked the
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that a small island in the ocean can generate a 200 N.M. exclusive economic zone and
continental shelfmay well make the disputant states more concerned about the destiny of the
disputed island than ever before. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 121 of the LOS Convention
provide that:
2. Except as provided for on paragraph 3, the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the exclusive
economic zone and the continental shelf of an island are determined in accordance with the
provisions of this Convention applicable to other land territory.
3. Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own shall have no
exclusive economic zone or continental shelf, [emphasis added]
Smith and Thomas from the State Department of the United States rightly observed that:
It is fair to say that maritime resources jurisdiction is at least an implicit issue in almost all island
disputes, whether or not openly stated in the publicity surrounding those disputes, and regardless
of when and over what issue the dispute originated. This aspect of island disputes is clearly more
pronounced than it was three or four decades ago.234
Some techniques have been developed to deal with the issues of disputed islands in
maritime delimitation. One way is to terminate a boundary line at a point before it reaches the
location where a disputed island would influence the boundary. France and Mauritius used
• 9 ^ S
this approach in the Indian Ocean to avoid the issue regarding the island of Tromelin.
Similarly, Canada and the United States agreed on the landwards terminus of the boundary at
sea in a manner which avoided the issue of sovereignty over Machias Seal Island and North
Rock, when submitting their delimitation issue in the Gulf of Maine to a Chamber of the
236ICJ. When Denmark and Canada (Greenland) agreed on a continental shelf boundary line
in 1973 they left out a small area around the disputed Hans Island, which lies in mid-channel
and measures less than a mile north-south.237
ICJ to adjudicate the issues in 8 July 1991: see Qatar v. Bahrain Case, 2001 ICJ Reports.
234 Robert W. Smith and Bradford L. Thomas, Island Disputes and the Law of the Sea: An Examination of
Sovereignty and Delimitation Disputes, Maritime Briefing Vol.2 No.4, University of Durham (1998), p.15.
Victor Prescott, "Report Number 6-5: France(Reunion)-Mauritius", International Maritime Boundaries,
pp.1354-1358.
~36 1 984 ICJ Reports, para.211; David Colson, "Report Number 1-3: Canada-United States", International
Maritime Boundaries, p.408.
'37 Lewis M. Alexander, "Report Numberl-1: Canada-Denmark (Greenland)", International Maritime
Boundaries, p.372.
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It appears that there are 27 cases of sovereignty disputes over islands in the world,238 and it
goes without saying that the sovereignty issue over islands is an important factor making
maritime delimitation more difficult, however smart the delimitation technique might be.
5. Settlement ofMaritime Boundaries Disputes239
As was seen earlier, there are some inherent difficulties in maritime boundary delimitation.
If bilateral negotiations on delimitation get into a stalemate then the States concerned might
look into the possibility of their dispute being resolved by a third party dispute settlement
procedure. The LOS Convention provides for dispute settlement procedures in paragraph 2
ofArticles 73 and 83. The identical paragraphs provide that: If no agreement can be reached
within a reasonable period of time, the States concerned shall resort to the procedures
provided for in Part XVfSettlement ofDispute].
As there is no definition in the LOS Convention on the meaning of "a reasonable period of
time", the definition remains an open question.240 Once the condition of "after a reasonable
period of time" is met, then the complicated provisions of Part XV (Settlement of Dispute)
will be applied.
Maritime boundary disputes are basically subject to compulsory binding settlement
because these are not one of general exceptions from the compulsory binding procedure,
which are provided for in Article 297. However, the Parties are free to choose, under Article
298, to opt out of the compulsory binding procedure.241 Even if the LOS Convention is
probably the most important development in the settlement of international disputes since the
238 See Robert W. Smith and Bradford L. Thomas, Op. Cit.{ 1998), p.3.
239 The answer to a question ofwhether a dispute is a maritime boundary dispute can be different depending on
the formulation of the dispute. Depending on the formulation of the dispute, the dispute can be a dispute on
fisheries, entitlement or delimitation; see A. E. Boyle, "Problems of Compulsory Jurisdiction and the
Settlement of Disputes Relating to Straddling Fish Stocks", 14 I.J.M.C.L., vol.14(1999), pp.13-15.
"40 A.O. Adede, The Systemfor Settlement ofDisputes under the UnitedNations Convention on the Law ofthe
Sea, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers(1987), p.280.
241
Argentina, Belarus, Iceland, Germany, Italy, Norway, Russia, Tunisia, and Ukraine made declaration for
opt-out for the disputes on delimitation or for the all categories of disputes listed in Article 298 of the LOS
Convention; see E.D. Brown, "Dispute Settlement and the Law of the Sea: the UN Convention regime", 21 M.P.
(1997), p.32.
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adoption of the UN Charter and the Statute of the International Court of Justice,24' this
opt-out provision will be disappointing to those who expected that many of the maritime
boundaries disputes would be settled by the LOS Convention. But one of the main reasons
for this leakage in the mechanism of compulsory binding procedures of the LOS Convention
came from the fact that the provisions on the delimitation in the LOS Convention are not
clear-cut. Professor Brown has observed that:
For those who believe that the law should offer a reasonable degree of precision and predictability
in exchange for the acceptance of compulsory settlement procedures, Article 83(1) leaves a great
room to be desired and it is hardly surprising, therefore, that no formula embodying such an
obligationjto accept compulsory binding procedures] was able to provide a basis for consensus at
the Conference.243
However, a Party is obliged, under Article 298(1 )(a)(i), to submit the boundary dispute to
"compulsory conciliation" if the other Party requests it. It means that the LOS Convention
adopts compulsory dispute settlement procedures on maritime delimitation disputes. The
compulsory conciliation procedures for delimitation disputes is the very essential nature of
the boundary dispute settlement mechanism in the LOS Convention and it is a compromise
formula to solve the confrontation between the two positions: Position I excluding all
delimitation disputes from compulsory settlement procedures, and Position II subjecting all
delimitation disputes to compulsory settlement procedures.244 It was noted by the Chairman
of the NG 7 that:
... only a proposal based upon the procedure of compulsory conciliation is consistent with a
realistic view of the possibilities, if any, to reach a compromise on this controversial issue.245
Why was "compulsory conciliation" viewed as the only possible compromise? It is
because conciliation is not a form of "judicial settlement" such as ICJ proceedings.246 The
242
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~46 Article 1 of the Regulation of the Procedure of International Conciliation adopted by the Institute of
International Law in 1961 defined "conciliation" as "a method for the settlement of international disputes of any
nature according to which a Commission set up by the Parties, either on a permanent basis or an ad hoc basis to
deal with a dispute, proceeds to the impartial examination of the dispute and attempts to define the terms of a
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function of a conciliation commission is limited to investigating the dispute and suggesting
the terms of a possible settlement.247 It is "a kind of institutional negotiation".248 The final
statement of the conciliation commission is not a "judgement" or "award" which is legally
binding, but a mere "report" which contains "recommendations" for the settlement of a
dispute. Note here that the term "compulsory" must not be misunderstood as to mean that it is
compulsory for Parties to obey the report of the conciliation commission. The term
"compulsory" simply means that a dispute is to be referred to a conciliation procedure if one
of the Parties so wants.249
Even the application of compulsory conciliation is restricted by certain conditions.
Firstly, any dispute that necessarily involves the concurrent consideration of any unsettled
dispute concerning sovereignty or other rights over continental or insular land territory shall
be excluded from such submission.250 And secondly, the compulsory conciliation procedure
does not apply to disputes which have arisen before the entry into force of the LOS
Convention.251 This is also the result of a long debate in UNCLOS III.252
Once the report of the conciliation commission is made, then the Parties negotiate an
agreement on the basis of that report.253 What if the negotiation does not result in an
agreement? Article 298(1 )(a)(ii) of the LOS Convention provides that:
... if these negotiations do not result in an agreement, the parties shall, by mutual consent, submit
the question to one of the procedures provided for in section 2(Compulsory Procedures Entailing
Binding Decisions), unless the parties otherwise agree...[emphasis added].
In this regard, it should be noted that the obligation of Parties to submit their boundary
dispute is loosened by the condition of "by consent", which means that it is no more than a
settlement susceptible of being accepted by them or ofa affording the Parties, with a view to its settlement, such
aid as they may have requested"
247 J.G. Merrils, International Dispute Settlement(3Ti ed.), Cambridge University Press(1998), p.70.
248 J.G. Merrils, Ibid, p.70.
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250 Article 298(1 )(a)(i) of the LOS Convention.
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252 A.O. Adede, Op. 07.(1987), p. 177-178.
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pactum de contrahendo?54 Therefore, a party to a boundary dispute can refuse to submit the
dispute to the compulsory binding procedure.
From the examination of the dispute settlement procedure of the LOS Convention, it can
be foreseen that the provisions of the LOS Convention will not be instrumental in reducing
the number of disputes on maritime delimitation.
6. Observation
There have been constant battles between the concepts ofmare liberum and mare clausum
through the history of the law of the sea. Sometimes it appeared that mare liberum had won
the battle. However, since the second half of the 20th century mare clausum began to
dominate as coastal states proclaimed extended maritime zones such as the EEZ, exclusive
fisheries zones and the continental shelf. As we have seen, the space of the high seas has
significantly dwindled after World War II.
The institutions of the continental shelf and the EEZ are rules under customary
international law. Although many provisions on the continental shelf and the EEZ in the LOS
Convention codify customary law, some of the provisions seem to develop customary law. In
particular, it remains to be seen what the future of the unattributed rights in the EEZ might be.
It was also noted that there are some inherent difficulties in delimiting boundaries of the
continental shelf and the EEZ. First ofall, the task of delimitation has political characteristics,
involving a number of political decisions. Second, the unsolved dilemma between the
principle of equity and the principle of equidistance is also an important factor. And the
provisions of the LOS Convention, which are the result of a compromise between the two
opposing schools and thus simply contain reference to international law and an equitable
solution would not be helpful in making the delimitation law clearer. Thirdly, it was pointed
out that policy makers tend to be cautious in negotiating maritime boundaries, because they
"54
E.D. Brown, Op. Cit.(\ 991/M.P.), p.25. For the exposition on the Pactum de Contrahendo see, Anthony
Aust, Modern Treaty Law andPractice, Cambridge University Press(2000), p.25. Aust wrote that: "It has been
used to refer to an agreement to conclude a treaty; agreement to include certain clauses in future agreements
between the same parties; and an agreement to become party to a treaty which has already been concluded, such
as the celebrated undertaking by Poland in the Treaty of Versailles to accede to the Berne Convention on
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are aware of the stability of maritime boundaries and are not sure of the possible future of
maritime boundaries. Fourthly, where there are sovereignty disputes over islands, maritime
delimitation has another huddle to surmount before it can ever take place. The dispute
settlement procedures in the LOS Convention on maritime boundaries would not play a
significant role in reducing the number of maritime boundaries disputes, as they do not
provide for compulsory judicial procedures.
In a circumstance where overlapping claims are made but delimitation of the area of
overlapping claims is not made, an obvious need arises to search for rules applicable between





Which Law Governs in the Absence of Maritime Boundaries?
1. Can a Unilateral Equidistance Line be a Solution?
1.1. Delimitation of Boundaries and Provisional Lines
At present, many countries over the world are facing the question of how best to handle
the sensitive area of overlapping claims. There have been attempts to settle the problems
arising from the absence of maritime boundaries by unilaterally providing a median or
equidistant line as a provisional boundary line in the absence of maritime boundary.1 In this
regard, it is clear that a unilateral boundary cannot be a valid solution under international law
because of its unilateral character. According to article 74(1)/83(1), boundaries should be
delimited by agreement. In the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries Jurisdiction case the ICJ held
that:
The delimitation of sea areas has always an international aspects; it cannot be dependent merely
upon the will of the coastal State as expressed in its municipal law. Although it is true that the act of
delimitation is necessarily a unilateral act, because only the coastal State is competent to undertake
it, the validity of the delimitation with regard to other States depends upon international law.2
Similarly, the ICJ in the North Sea Continental Shelfcases pointed out that:
On a very general precept of justice and good faith, actual rules of law are here involved which
govern the delimitation ofadjacent continental shelves- that is to say, rules binding upon States for
all delimitation- ...the parties are under an obligation to enter negotiations with a view to arriving
at an agreement..."3
Having said that the maritime boundaries should be drawn by agreement through
negotiations, there still remain questions: Is the same rule applicable also to a "provisional
boundary"? Should even a "provisional line" be drawn by agreement? These questions seem
very important because if a unilateral provisional line is regarded as valid then it can be a
useful instrument in preventing problems which might arise from the absence of maritime
1 Churchill and Lowe, The Law ofthe Sea, Manchester University Press(1999), p. 198.
2
Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries Case, 1951 ICJ Reports, p. 132.
3
1969 ICJ Reports, para.85.
boundaries. It appears that 27 or so States in the world mention the equidistance/median line
in their legislation on the continental shelf and exclusive economic zone and among those
about a dozen mention the equidistance/median line as a provisional line pending the
settlement of boundaries by agreement or judicial settlement.4 It would be difficult to argue
that the unilateral equidistance line as a provisional measure is a general customary law by
relying on the fact that there are 12 or so instances where an unilateral equidistance line is
mentioned as a provisional line. Furthermore, it is to be noted that a unilateral equidistance
line cannot serve as a valid solution in the disputed areas pending maritime delimitation,
unless all the neighbouring littoral States are willing to accept the equidistance line as a
provisional line.5 From the overview of relevant domestic laws in the world, a case where all
the neighbouring States provide for the equidtance line as a provisional line in their domestic
law could not be identified.6 This possibly means that the unilateral equidistance line as a
4 As the mention of the equidistance /median line in each case was made in a different context, it is difficult to
draw a conclusion as to the customary status of the median line as a principle ofdelimitation. Some State used
the term equidistnce/median line as their preferred method in delimitation agreement. Some States mention the
equidistance/median line not as a boundary but as a limit(entitlement) of maritime zone when the area is less
than 400 miles in width and make clear that the equidistance/median line is subject to a delimitation by
agreement. For the domestic laws of each State in the world on EEZ and the continental shelf, see R.W. Smith,
Exclusive Economic Zone Claims: An Analysis and Primary Document, Nijhoff Publisher(1986), pp.41-498:
The countries which mention equidistance line in their legislation are as follows: Barbados(equidistance line by
agreement), Comoros (equidistance line save as otherwise specially agreed), Dijibouti(delimitation by
agreement and no beyond a median line pending agreement), Equatorial Guinea(shall not extend beyond the
equidistant median line except where otherwise provided in international treaties), Fiji(median line where no
other line is for the time being specified), Grenada(median line where there is no boundary), India(delimitation
by agreement and equidistance line pending agreement and unless any other provisional arrangement),
Indonesia(delimitation by agreement and equidistance line pending agreement), Japan(median line or boundary
by agreement), Kiribati(by international agreement or the award of any international body or median line),
North Korea, Moroco(delimitation by equitable principle and the outer limit shall not extend beyond a median
line), Mozambique/whenever there is no boundary, the boundary shall not extend beyond the equidistance line),
New Zealand(median line subject to international agreement, arbitral award, or judgement), Nigeria(median
line subject to the provision of any treaty), Norway(not beyond the median line),Oman(median line),
Qatar(median line in the absence of any particular agreement), Saint Lucia (equidistance line pending
delimitation agreement), Solomon Islands(median line when no other line is for the time being specified), South
Korea(delimitation by agreement and shall not exercise its right beyond the median line unless otherwise
provided in international treaties), Spain(median line subject to international treaties), Tuvalu(median line
subject to agreement)United Arab Emirate(agreement and median line), Western Samoa(median line subject to
international agreement, and award or judgement).
For example, in the East China Sea where there is no boundaries between China and Japan, Japan regards the
equidistance line pending delimitation of boundaries whereas China doe not. As China conducted exploration
activities in the waters in the Japanese side of the hypothetical equidistance line, a dispute arose between the
two countries. See "3.3. Delimitation in the East China Sea" in Chapter Four.
6 R.W. Smith, Exclusive Economic Zone Claims: An Analysis andPrimary Document, NijhoffPublisher(l 986),
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provisional measure is not a customary law in any region in the world. It also means that the
unilateral equidistance line as a provisional measure is not in fact a solution in the disputed
areas. Rather the unilateral equidistance line by one coastal State in a disputed area can cause
a dispute if the other coastal does not recognise it. For the above reasons, it seems appropriate
to examine the positions of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf and the LOS
Convention to see whether they allow a unilateral equidistance line as a provisional solution
pending maritime delimitation by agreement.
1.2. Rules under the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf
Article 6 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the continental shelf provides that:
...In the absence of agreement, and unless another boundary line is justified by special
circumstances, the boundary is the median line...
Although the ILC's Commentary on these provisions suggests that the provisions were at
first intended to be applied by a third Party institution,7 the provisions themselves do not say
that only a third party institution has a power to justify the median line in the absence of
agreement. It is because, as Professor Bowett pointed out, "[t]he question ofwhat are 'special
circumstances' and who decides whether they justify a departure from the median line cannot
be avoided".8 Therefore, there is room in the Geneva Convention for a State to justify a
provisional unilateral line when the line is the median line. Interestingly, the ICJ gave some
thought to this issue, raising a question:
[Wjhat is the relationship between the requirements of Article 6 for delimitation by agreement,
and the requirements relating to equidistance and special circumstances that are to be applied in
the 'absence of such agreement, i.e., in the absence of agreement on the matter, is there a
presumption that the continental shelf boundary between any two adjacent States consists
automatically of an equidistance line,- or must negotiations for an agreed boundary prove finally
abortive before the acceptance of a boundary drawn on an equidistance basis become obligatory in
terms ofArticle 6, if no special circumstances exist?9
pp.41-498
See, 1953 ILC Yearbook, Vol. II, p.216; see also E.D. Brown, International Law of the Sea, Dartmouth
Publishing Company (1994), pl62.
8 D.W. Bowett, The Law of the Sea, Manchester University Press(1967), p.40.
9 1969 ICJ Reports, para. 34.
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We can see in this question raised by the ICJ an important clue to an answer to the
question whether or not a provisional unilateral line is permitted in international law.
According to the Court's view, the median line can be applied automatically in the absence of
agreement and the only question is simply whether it is before or after negotiations are
exhausted for maritime boundaries. Although the Court said the determination of the
question "is not necessary for the purpose of the present case",10 it actually gave an answer to
the question when it said that:
the Parties are under an obligation to enter negotiations ... as a sort of prior condition for the
automatic application ofa certain method ofdelimitation in the absence ofagreement11
From the above observation, there is great room for a Sate to justify a unilateral
provisional line in the absence of agreement if the line is a median line in terms of the 1958
Geneva Convention and case law.
1.3. Rules under the LOS Convention
We can see that the relevant provisions of the LOS Convention do not follow the
provisions of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf. Article 74(3)/83(3) provide
that:
Pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a spirit of understanding
and co-operation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a practical
nature...
In the above provisions no possible justification for a provisional unilateral line can be
found, because there is no mention of the median line which can be applied in the absence of
agreement. Furthermore States concerned should make every effort in a spirit of co-operation
to conclude a provisional arrangement. It will be seen at a later stage in this Chapter that a
proposal for the reference to the median or equidistant line as a provisional line was turned
down in UNCLOS III, because there was a fear that reference to median or equidistance line
as a provisional measure might delay the final delimitation when there is no compulsory
10 1969 ICJ Reports, para. 35.
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judicial settlement on maritime delimitation.
There are jurists who hold critical views on Article 74(3)/83(3). For instance, Professor
Brown has mentioned that "it is difficult to see that any great purpose is served by this
• •12 •
provision". However, it must be noted that this provision creates new rules which are in not
accordance with provisions in the Geneva Convention. Under this new provision justification
for a unilateral median line cannot be found, unlike under Article 6 of the Geneva
Convention. These provisions can be useful in some respects, at least by prohibiting a
unilateral provisional line. We will discuss several important purposes these provisions can
serve in the absence of boundaries.
1.4. The Need for Searching for Rules in the Disputed Areas
After seeing that a unilateral line cannot be a solution in the absence of maritime
boundaries under the provisions of the LOS Convention, a question arise as to what law is
applicable in disputed areas. There is no doubt that some fundamental norms which will be
applicable in the absence of an agreed boundary between States with opposite or adjacent
coasts pending the delimitation of boundaries can be found in general principles of law. As
article 38 of the Statute of the ICJ provides, the general principles of law recognised by
civilised nations are an important source of international law applicable by the Court.
Principle of res judicata, the principle of good faith, certain principles relating to procedure,
the principle that what is not forbidden is allowed, the principle proscribing the abuse of
rights, the principle according to which, under special circumstances, the stronger takes
rightful precedence over the weaker, and the principle lex specialis generalibus derogat are
examples of the general principles of law that were cited in the travaux preparatoire of
article 38 of the ICJ Statute.13 However, it is to be noted that general principles of law do not
consist of specific rules formulated for practical purposes14
11
1969, ICJ Reports, para.85(a).
12 E.D. Brown, Op. Cit. (1994), p.159.
13 Bin Cheng, General Principles ofLaw as Applied by International Courts and Tribunals, Stevens & Sons
(1953), pp. 25-26.
14 Bin Cheng, Ibid., p.24.
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Article 2(3) of the Charter of the United Nations Charter, which obliges all member states
to settle their international disputes by peaceful means is also an important rule in relation to
disputed areas. The principle of good neighbourliness which is sometimes explained by
reference to the maxim sic utere tuo, ut alienum non laedas also seems important for the
states with opposite or adjacent coasts pending final delimitation.15 These are of significance
and importance because there is a high possibility of a coastal state exercising its rights or
carrying out activities in the disputed area in such a way as to impair the rights of the other
coastal states. According to the principle of good neighbourliness, 'international law does not
allow states to conduct activities within their territories, or in common spaces, without regard
for the rights of other states'.16
If the States concerned are parties to the LOS Convention, then the relevant provisions are
applicable. Then what rules in the LOS Convention are applicable between States with
opposite or adjacent coasts? Firstly, the general provisions ofPart XVI such as good faith and
abuse of rights (Article 300), peaceful uses of the seas (Article 301), and disclosure of
information (Article 302), are to be applied. There are other relevant rules of the LOS
Convention which can be applicable. For example, the states shall co-operate on a regional
basis for the protection and preservation of the marine environment of the disputed area.17
However, it seems that the provisions which deal, in the most direct form, with the legal
relations between states with opposite or adjacent coasts pending ultimate delimitation of
EEZ and the continental shelf are article 74(3) and article 83(3) of the LOS Convention.
Pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a spirit of understanding
and co-operation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a practical
nature and, during this transitional period, not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of the final
agreement. Such arrangement shall be without prejudice to the final delimitation.
In the analysis of rules applicable in the absence of maritime boundaries of extended
maritime zones priority will be given to these provisions, as they form the essential rules in
the legal regime between States concerned before final delimitation of the EEZ/continental
15
P. W. Birnie and A. E. Boyle, International Law & The Environment, Oxford University Press(1992), p.89.16 P. W. Birnie and A. E. Boyle, Idem.
17 Article 197 of the LOS Convention.
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shelf. In the interpretation of the provisions, we will search for the ordinary meaning of the
terms of the articles in the their context and in the light of their object and purpose as
provided for in article 31 the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.18
However, before directly embarking upon an interpretation based upon the ordinary
meaning of the provisions, whether it be literal or logical interpretation, it seems desirable to
look into the drafting history of the provisions and travauxpreparatoires in order to ascertain
the intentions of the negotiating parties in UNCLOS III.19 An interpretation of provisions of
the LOS Convention, which are a result of 11 years of negotiations, and particularly the
provisions of articles 74(3)/83(3) which were adopted through a complicated process of
consideration, without resort to travaux preparatoires might lead to an unreasonable
interpretation. O'Connell rightly observed that: "To interpret it (a treaty) without reference to
the struggle for compromise is gravely to over-simplify the problem of treaty application."20
In this regard, it is to be recalled that article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties allows for resort to travaux preparatoires as a supplementary means of
interpretation in order either to confirm the result of the ordinary meaning interpretation or to
determine the meaning of the provisions when the ordinary meaning interpretation leads to a
manifestly absurd or unreasonable result.21 However, in interpretation of articles 74(3)/83(3),
a balance between the final text and the amorphous mass of documentation which arises
under the heading of travauxpreparatoires will be maintained.
2. Drafting History ofArticles 74(3)/83(3) of the LOS Convention
18 Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties provides that: "A treaty shall be interpreted in
good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given the terms of the treaty in their context and in the
light of its object and purpose."
19
For the literal or logical interpretation of treaties, see G. Schwarzenberger, A Manual of International
Law(1967), p.165.
"°
D. P. O'Connell, International Law(\970), vol.1., p. 263.
21 Article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaty provides that: "Recourse may be had to
supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances of its
conclusion, in order to confirm the meaning resulting from the application of article 31, or to determine the
meaning when the interpretation according to article 31(a) leave the meaning ambiguous or obscure; or (b)
leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable."
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2.1. General Background
During the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III),
articles 74 and 83, which deal with problems regarding delimitation of the EEZ and the
continental shelf respectively, were negotiated together.22 Furthermore, the "provisional
arrangements pending delimitation" matter was discussed in Committee II along with such
issues as delimitation and dispute settlement. 23 Although the problem concerning
"provisional arrangements pending delimitation" was not highlighted as a main issue of
UNCLOS III or the key factor in regard to boundary delimitation, there were some serious
discussions on this issue.
At the 1973 session of the Sea-Bed Committee, proposals regarding the delimitation of
overlapping claims were divided into two lines of arguments: one was the principle of
equidistance or median line and the other was the principle of equity. At this session, the
issue of provisional arrangements that are to be applied before delimitation, was not
discussed.24
2.2. The First Discussion at the Second Session of UNCLOS III
The issue of provisional measures pending maritime delimitation arose for consideration
for the first time in the Second Committee at the second session of UNCLOS III (1974). It
appears from the drafting history that the Netherlands initially touched upon the issue of the
absence of maritime boundaries.25 It supported the application of equitable principles in
determining maritime boundaries between States and went on to argue that, pending an
agreement on overlapping claims, neither State could establish its maritime boundaries
beyond the median line.26
"
M. H. Nordquist et al eds., UnitedNations Convention on the Law ofthe Sea 1982: A Commentary, Vol.2, p.
801, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers (1993).
"3
See, M. H. Nordquist and Choon-ho Park eds., Reports of the United States Delegation to the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, The Law of the Sea Institute( 1983).
"4
R. Lagoni, "Interim Measures Pending Maritime Delimitation", 78 A.J.I.Lf 1984), p.350.
25 M.H. Nordquist et al eds, Op. Citf 1993), vol.2, p. 805;A/CONF.62/C.2/L. 14(1974), Official Record of the
UNCLOS III, vol. 3, p.190.
26 A/CONF.62/C.2/L. 14(1974), Official Record of the UNCLOS III, vol.3, p.190.
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A proposal by Greece during the second session of the Conference stressed the role of the
median line in delimitation of the continental shelf/EEZ, and suggested that the median line
should be used in the absence of agreement between States.27 Japan joined the argument and
put forward a proposal which was similar to that of Greece.28
However, since those proposals made by the Netherlands, Greece and Japan included the
median line concept, although as an interim measure, it was difficult to expect the States
which supported the equitable principle doctrine to agree to it. Consequently, Ireland, which
supported the equitable principles doctrine for the delimitation of the continental shelf/the
EEZ, proposed a moratorium of exploration or exploitation activities in any areas which are
claimed bona fide by any other State except with the express consent of that State as a
provisional measure.29
2.3. From Median Line (ISNT) to Provisional Arrangements (RSNT)
At the third session of 1975, an informal consultative group on delimitation was set up
within the Second Committee, which, in turn, had a serious discussion about the principle of
maritime delimitation and provisional measures pending delimitation. After the discussion at
the third session, Article 61 of the ISNT (Informal Single Negotiation Text)/Part II supported
the median or equidistant line as an interim measure pending delimitation of the EEZ or
continental shelf boundaries. Article 61 (3) of the ISNT read as follows:
Pending agreement, no State is entitled to extend its exclusive economic zone beyond the median
line or the equidistance line.30
The RSNT(Revised Single Negotiation Text) produced at the fourth session(1976)
27 The Greek proposal read:
"1.Where the coasts of two or more States are adjacent or opposite to each other, the delimitation of the
continental shelf boundaries shall be determined by agreement among themselves.
2. Failing such agreement, no State is entitled to extend its rights over the continental shelf beyond the median
line every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points of the baselines, continental or insular, from
which the breadth of the continental shelf of each of the two States concerned."; A/CONF.62/C.2/L.32(1974),
Official Record of the UNCLOS III, vol.3, p.210.
28 A/CONF.62/C.2/L.31 /Rev. 1 (1974), Official Record of the UNCLOS III, vol. 3, p.21 l(Japan).
29
A/CONF.62/C.2/L.43(1974), Official Record of the UNCLOS III, vol.3, p. 220(Ireland).
30 A/CONF.62/WP.8/Part II(ISNT, 1975), Article 61, Official Record of the UNCLOS III, vol.4, p.151
(Chairman, Second Committee).
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dropped the reference to the median or equidistant line as an interim arrangement. This was
because there were concerns that using the median or equidistant line before boundary
delimitation might delay a final solution when there is no compulsory judicial settlement on
maritime delimitation.31 With regard to such concerns, the Chairman of the Second
Committee remarked:
Since the Conference may not adopt a compulsory jurisdictional procedure for the settlement of
delimitation disputes, I felt that the reference to the median or equidistant line as an interim
solution might not have the intended effect of encouraging agreements. In fact such reference
might defeat the main purport of the article as set out in paragraph 1. Nonetheless, the need for an
interim solution was evident. The solution was, in my opinion, to propose wording in paragraph 3,
which linked it more closely to the principle in paragraph l.32
Even if the reference to the median or equidistant line as a provisional measure was
deleted in the RSNT, it still recognised the need for certain interim measures before
delimitation. Thus, paragraph 3 of article 62/71 of the RSNT provided that:
Pending agreement or settlement, the States concerned shall make provisional arrangements,
taking into account the provisions of paragraph 1,33
It is to be noted that this requires the States concerned to make provisional arrangements
taking into account paragraph 1, pending agreement or settlement. Here we can see the
difference between provisions of the ISNT and the RSNT in this regard. In other words, the
provision of the RSNT purported to encourage development activities through provisional
31 B.H. Oxman, "The Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea: The 1976 New York Sessions",
71 A.J.I.L.( 1977), p. 267; The document presented at Caracas (the second session in 1974) by an informal group
suggested three basic options regarding the compulsory judicial settlement. First, an effective dispute
settlement system must apply to all disputes relating to the interpretation and application of the LOS
Convention. Second, the dispute settlement machinery should have no jurisdiction over specified categories of
the Convention. The third option contained an "opt-out" system, which would allow States to exclude at least
from compulsory binding procedures. In 1975, the ISNT adopted the third option whereby disputes, inter alia,
concerning maritime boundary delimitation can be opted out. Even if the issue on dispute settlement was
classified as one of the hard issues and dealt by the Negotiation Group 7(NG7) established in 1978, the basic
structure of ISNT was maintained through UNCLOSIII; see M.H Nordquist et al eds., Op. Cit.{ 1993), vol. 5,
pp.87-145; Article 298 of the LOS Convention; A.O. Adede. The System for Settlement of Disputes under
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers (1987), pp.56-61.
32 A/CONF.62/WP.8/Rev. 1(1976), article 18, para. 2(a), Official Record of UNCLOS IIIV, Vol.V., p.190
(President).
33A/CONF.62/WP.8/REV. 1/Part II(ISNT,1976), article 62, Official Record of UNCLOS III, Vol. V,
p.l51(Chairman, Second Committee); Article 71 of the RSNT, which dealt with delimitation of continental
shelf, had the same provision in its paragraph 3 as in paragraph 3 of article 62 ofRSNT.
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arrangements pending delimitation, whilst the intention of the article of the ISNT was to
prevent States from exercising jurisdiction beyond the median line. It can be said that the
provision of the RSNT takes "an incentive approach", whereas the provision of the ISNT is
based on "a prohibitive approach".
At the fifth session (1976), the Second Committee discussed various proposals on the
delimitation of the continental shelf and EEZ between opposite or adjacent States. However,
the direction of the discussion continued to vary between equitable principles and the
principle of equidistance.34
At the sixth session (1977), there was an attempt by Spain to reintroduce the median or
equidistant line as a provisional measure pending delimitation.35 States which supported
delimitation in accordance with equitable principles supported the approach of the RSNT,
which provided for "provisional arrangements" without any reference to the median line.
However, those States which supported the median line contended that it should be used
as an interim measure. In the ICNT (Informal Composite Negotiation Text) of 1977, the
provisions on delimitation of the EEZ and the continental shelf in the RSNT were
renumbered as articles 74 and 83 respectively as the LOS Convention stands now, but
repeated almost verbatim articles 62/71 of the RSNT. And the provisions of paragraph 3 of
articles 74 and 83 of the ICNT were the exactly same as those of paragraph 3 ofarticles 62/71
of the RSNT which provided for "provisional arrangements" without referring to median
lines as provisional lines.36
2.4. Median Line, Moratorium, or Provisional Arrangement?
At the seventh session in the spring of 1978, the topic of delimitation of the EEZ and the
continental shelf and settlement of disputes thereon were classified as hardcore issues and
referred to Negotiating Group 7 (NG7) under the chairmanship of Eero J. Manner.37 The
34
Nordquist et at eds, Op. C/t.(1993), vole. 2, p. 810.
35
Spain(1977, mimeo.), article 62; reproduced by Platzoder, Third UnitedNations Conference on the Law of
the Sea: Document, vol. IV, p.467.
36
A/CONF.62/WP.10(ICNT, 1977), article 83, Official Record of the UNCLOS III, vol.8, p. 17.
37M.H. Nordquist and Choon-ho Park eds., Op. Cit.( 1993), pp. 211-212; M. H. Nordquist et al ed., Op.
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difference between the "Preventive Approach" of States advocating the median line and the
"Incentive Approach" of States supporting the use of equitable principle became a principal
issue in NG 7. A group of 20 States which endorsed the median line made the following
suggestion:
3. Pending agreement or settlement in conformity with paragraphs 1 and 2, the parties in the dispute
shall refrain from exercising jurisdiction beyond the median or equidistance line unless they agree on
alternative interim measures ofmutual restraint.38
On the other hand, a rival group of 22 States that favoured the equitable principles
approach argued for the maintenance of the provisions of the RSNT, which provided a
provisional arrangement pending delimitation without any reference to the median or
equidistance line.
Under such circumstances a formula to bridge the gap between the two opposing positions
had to be pursued. A proposal to this end was made by Morocco:
Pending the conclusion of an agreement or settlement, the States concerned shall abstain from any
measure which could prejudice a final solution or in any way, aggravate their conflict, and shall
endeavour to reach mutually acceptable, provisional arrangements, regarding the activities in the
bona fide disputed area 39
By way of contrast, Papua New Guinea reintroduced the idea of a moratorium on
economic activities in the area under dispute.40 An informal paper put forward by Norway
contained a number of elements for discussion on provisional arrangements, including (i)
whether guidelines for limitation on the exercise of jurisdiction should be subject to
functional distinctions; and (ii) whether general guidelines should address the conduct of the
States concerned under provisional arrangements.41
The Chairman of NG 7 reported that while there was general agreement on including a
provision on interim measures to be applied pending agreement in delimitation cases, in view
C;Y.(1993), Vol.2, p.812.
38
NG7/2(1978,mimeo.), article 83(Bahamas, Barbados, Canada, Colombia, Cyprus, Democratic Yemen,
Denmark, Gambia, Greece, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Malta, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Arab Emirates, United
Kingdom, Yugoslavia); reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol. IX p. 392.
39 NG7/3 1978, mimeo article 83 Morocco; reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol. IX p. 394.
40
NG7/15(1978, mimeo), article 83(Papua New Guinea); reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit. vol.IX, p.406.
41
M. H. Nordquist et al eds., Op. Cit., vol.2, p.967.
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of the link with paragraph 1 there were no formulations that would offer a substantially
improved prospect of consensus.42
At the resumed seventh session in the autumn of 1978, most of the NG 7's attention was
devoted to provisional measures pending definitive delimitation and the settlement of
disputes.43 There was a view that a more modest approach might be better, such as one that
focuses on the duties of coastal states throughout their economic zones and continental shelf
under the substantive provisions of the Convention and which provides for consultation 44
Mr. Manner noted that there was no consensus that States should be obliged to make
provisional arrangements; instead they should be encouraged to adopt interim measures as
appropriate. He also announced his opinion that the Moroccan proposal could become the
basis for compromise.45
2.5. Consensus for Mutual Arrangements
At the eighth session ofUNCLOS III in 1979, it became clear that a moratorium could not
form an acceptable part of a provisional regime.46 Mr. Manner suggested that, in order to
avoid the introduction of a "moratorium" on economic exploitation pending agreement, the
prohibition on "unilateral actions" might be added.47 India, Iraq and Morocco put forward a
joint proposal. This suggested that provisional arrangements between the States concerned
should be entered into "in a spirit of co-operation." According to the proposal, arrangements
could be based on mutual restraint or mutual accommodation. Furthermore, the arrangement
was not to prejudice the final solution on delimitation. The proposed text read:
3. Pending agreement or settlement, the States concerned shall, in a spirit of co-operation, freely
enter into provisional arrangements. Accordingly, they shall refrain from activities or measures,
which may aggravate the situation or jeopardise the interests of either State, during the transitory








Nordquist et al ed,. Op. Cit., vol.2, p.969.
46 M.H Nordquist and Choon-ho Park, Op. Cit.{ 1993), p.285.
47
Nordquist et al eds., Op. Cit.no. 15, vol.2, p970.
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without prejudice to the final solution on delimitation.48
In the course of discussions at the eighth session, the Chairman of the NG7 offered a
suggestion which was in substance the same as the above proposal made by India, Iraq and
Morocco.49 The Chairman's proposal, however, did not gain enough support to justify a
revision of the ICNT. With the lack of consensus on the Chairman's proposal, the paragraph
3 of articles 74/83 of ICNT/Rev.l repeated verbatim the corresponding provisions of the
RSNT and ICNT. The text read:
3. Pending agreement or settlement, the States concerned shall make provisional arrangements,
taking into account the provisions of paragraph 1.50
At the resumed eighth session (1979), the discussions on the provisional arrangements
were conducted on the basis of the Chairman's proposal which was put forward at the eighth
session of 1978. As a result of these discussions, the text of a compromise proposal was
prepared by the Chairman ofNG 7 and included in his summary report. It read:
3. Pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a spirit of
understanding and co-operation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements
of a practical nature and, during this transitional period, not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching
of the final agreement. Such arrangements shall be without prejudice to the final delimitation
[emphasis added], 11
At the ninth session of 1980, the group of States favouring the use of the median or
equidistance line proposed the following alternative text:
3. Pending agreement or settlement in conformity with paragraphs 1 and 2, the parties in the
dispute shall refrain from exercising jurisdiction beyond the median or equidistance line unless
they agree on alternative interim measure ofmutual restraint.52
48
NG7/32(1979, mimeo.) article 83(India, Iraq and Morocco); reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol. IX,
p.453.
49
NG7/39(1979, mimeo.) articles 74/83( Chairman, NG7). reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol.IX, p.459.
50
A/CONF.62AVP.10/Rev.l(ICNT/Rev.l, 1979, mimeo.), articles 74/83; reproduced by Platzoder, Op.
Cit.no.29 vol. I, pp. 375-423.
51
A/CONF.62/91 1979, Reports to the plenary Conference, NG7/45 Chairman, NG7, Official Record of the
UNCLOS III,\o\. 12, pp.71-101.
5"
NG7/2/Rev.l(1980, mimeo.), article 83(Bahamas, Gambia, Greece, Guyana, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Malta,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia); reproduced by
Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol.IX, p.393.
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The group of States which supported the use of equitable principles as the primary
criterion in delimitation argued for provisions on provisional arrangements which are
identical to the corresponding provisions in the RSNT, ICNT and ICNT/Rev.l. It read:
3. Pending agreement or settlement, the States concerned shall make provisional arrangements,
. ST ^
taking into account the provisions of paragraph 1.
Notwithstanding the difference between the proposals of the two groups, the ICNT/Rev.2
which was produced at the ninth session contained the provisions which were identical to the
text of the compromise proposal prepared by the Chairman ofNG 7 at the resumed eighth
session.54
The above provisions in the ICNT/Rev.2 remained intact through the ninth, the resumed
ninth, and the tenth sessions and thus became the framework of the present paragraph 3 of
articles 74/83 of the Los Convention.
3. Meaning ofArticles 74(3)/83(3) of the LOS Convention
3.1. Provisional Measures and Provisional Arrangements
3.1.1. Provisional Arrangement as Provisional Measures
An "interim measure" or a "provisional measure" is generally acknowledged to be a
measure which is intended to be implemented before the final decision. In domestic legal
proceedings provisional measures or interlocutory injunctions are widely used by courts, at
any time during the pendency of litigation for the short-term purpose of preventing
irreparable injury to the petitioner prior to the time that the court will be in a position to either
grant or deny permanent relief on the merits.55 In national and international procedural law
generally, provisional measures have only a temporary character and leave unaffected the
legal positions of the states concerned, particularly those of any parties to the dispute. It can
23 NG7/10/Rev. 1(1980, mimeo.), article 83(Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Benin, Burundi, Congo, France,
Iraq, Ireland, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania,
Morocco, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Poland, Romania, Senegal, Syrian Arab Republic, Somalia,
Turkey, Venezuela and Viet Nam); reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol. IX, p403.
54
A/CONF.62/WP.10/Rev.2(ICNT/Rev.2,1980, mimeo.), article 83. Reproduced by Platzoder, Op. Cit., vol.11,
p.179.
55 Black's Law Dictionary, West Publishing Co.(1990) p.784.
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be noted here that the provisional arrangements in paragraph 3 of articles 74/83 share
common characteristics with the "interim measure" which are commonly used in courts,
because these arrangements purport to be applied before the final stage, i.e. ultimate
delimitation, without affecting the rights of the Parties.
The legal nature and function of provisional measures in international law are well
illustrated in the United Nations Charter. Article 40 of the Charter confers on the Security
Council of the United Nations, which has the primary responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security, a power to decide upon provisional measures. It provides
that:
In order to prevent an aggravation ofthe situation, the Security Council may, before making the
recommendations or deciding upon the measures provided for in Article 39, call upon the parties
concerned to comply with such provisional measures as it deems necessary or desirable. Such
provisional measures shall be without prejudice to the rights, claims or position of the parties
concerned The Security Council shall duly take account of failure to comply with such provisional
measures [emphasis added].
As the phrase "in order to prevent the aggravation of the situation" implies, the provisional
measures of the Security Council are of a preventive character rather than one of incentive.
They are simply a means of preventing an aggravation of the situation.56 Indicating
provisional measures is also one of the important functions of the International Court of
Justice. It has competence to indicate a provisional measure before final judgement. Article
41 of its Statute provides that:
1. The Court shall have the power to indicate, if it considers that circumstances so require, any
provisional measures which ought to be taken to preserve the respective rights ofeitherparty.
2. Pending the final decision, notice of the measure suggested shall forthwith be given to the
parties and to the Security Council [emphasis added].
In the orders made in the Fisheries Jurisdiction cases on 17 August 1972, the ICJ spelled
out the essential character of the provisional measures of the Court:
Whereas the rights of the Court to indicate provisional measures as provided for in Article 41 of
the Statute has as its object to preserve the respective rights of the Parties pending the decision of
55
D.W. Bowett, The Law ofInternational Institutions, Stevens & Sons(1982), p.40. The provisional measures
within the scope of article 40 of the Charter have as their subject matter the suspension of hostilities, troop
withdrawal, and the conclusion of or adherence to a truce; see Bruno Simma ed., The Charter of the United
Nations: A Commentary, Oxford University Press(1995), pp. 618 - 620.
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the Court, and presupposes that irreparable prejudice should not be caused to the rights which are
the subject of dispute in judicial proceedings and that the Court's judgement should not be
anticipated by reason of any initiative regarding the measures which are in issue 57
It has also been pointed out that: "The function of interim protection is easily stated. It is
to safeguard the rights which are in dispute, pending the Court's decision on the merits".58
With regard to obligations between parties to a dispute under interim measures, Rosenne
observed that:
There is sometimes said to exist a generally recognised principle according to which the
institution of judicial proceedings itself operates as a provisional measure of protection, since the
parties are under an implied obligation, until the Court has reached its decision in the case, to
refrain from any steps which might have a prejudicial effect on the execution of the Court's final
decision, or which might exacerbate the dispute.59
The LOS Convention also provides for provisional measures in regard to its dispute
settlement procedures. These provisions are intended to protect the marine environment or to
preserve the rights of States concerned before a court or a tribunal reaches the final decision
on the merits of the case. Paragraph 1 ofArticle 290 provides that:
... If a dispute has been duly submitted to a court or tribunal which considers thatprimafacie it has
jurisdiction ... the court or tribunal may prescribe any provisional measures which it considers
appropriate under the circumstances to preserve the respective rights of the parties to the dispute or
to prevent serious harm to the marine environment, pending the final decision.
Paragraph 5 ofArticle 290 also provides a basis for provisional measures even before the
constitution of an arbitral tribunal to which a dispute is being submitted under the LOS
Convention.60
The International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea ("ITLOS") has ordered provisional
measures on two occasions since its establishment in 1996. The first occasion was in the M/V
51 Fisheries Jurisdiction cases, 1972 ICJ Reports, para.22
58 J. G. Merrills, "Interim Measures of Protection in the Recent Jurisprudence of the International Court of
Justice", 44 I.C.L.QX 1995), p.100.
59 S. Rosenne, The Law and Practice of the International Court, A.W. Sijthoff-Leyden (1965), p. 427.
60 The UN Fish Stock Agreement of 1995 expands the legal base for provisional measures by allowing a court
or tribunal to prescribe provisional measures to prevent damage to the fish stocks in question.; see Article 31 of
the UN Convention on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks; A. E. Boyle, "Problems of
Compulsory Jurisdiction and the Settlement of Disputes Relating to Straddling Fish Stocks", 14 I.J.M.C.L.,
(1999), pp. 23-24.
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Saiga case No.2 between St. Vincent & Grenadines and Guinea.61 The Tribunal ordered
provisional measures on the basis of paragraph 1 of article 290 of the LOS Convention
thereby requiring Guinea to comply, without delay, with the judgement of the Tribunal of 4
December 1997.62 The Tribunal also made it clear that the parties should take no action that
might aggravate or extend the dispute.63 When the Tribunal ordered the provisional measures
on 11 March 1998 it examined its rational for them as follows:
Considering that the rights of the Applicant would not be fully preserved if, pending the final
decision, the vessel, its Master and the other members of the crew, its owners or operators were to
be subjected to any judicial or administrative measures in connection with the incidents leading to
the arrest and detention of the vessel and to the subsequent prosecution and conviction of the
Master;... Considering that, in order to prevent aggravation or extension of the dispute, the parties
should endeavour to find an arrangement to be applied pending the final decision, without
prejudice to their contentions on jurisdiction or merits; Considering that any action or abstention
by either party to avoid aggravation or extension of the dispute should not in any way be construed
as a waiver of any of its claims or an admission of the claims of the other party to the dispute 64
The ITLOS again ordered interim measures on 28 August 1999 on the basis ofparagraph 5
of article 290 of the LOS Convention in the Southern Blue/in Tuna cases between Australia,
New Zealand and Japan.65 The Tribunal ordered, inter alia, that Australia, Japan and New
Zealand each ensure that no action is taken which might prejudice the carrying out of any
decision on the merits which the arbitral tribunal may render, and that each state shall refrain
61 In the M/VSaiga case no.l, the Tribunal made a judgement on 4 December 1997 which included an order that
Guinea should promptly release the M/V Saiga and its crew from detention, upon the posting of a bond of $
400,000. However, without accepting the guarantee of a bank, which Guinea submitted to St. Vincent &
Grenadines as a bond, Guinea proceeded criminal proceedings against the Captain of the M/V Saiga. On 22
December 1997 St.Vincent instituted a new proceeding against Guinea under Part XV of the LOS Convention,
alleging, inter alia, that Guinea had failed to comply promptly with the release of the M/V Saiga. And on 13
January 1998, St. Vincent asked the ITLOS to order a provisional measure requiring, inter alia, to release the
M/V Saiga. The Tribunal ordered on 11 March 1998 provisional measures on the basis of paragraph 1 ofarticle
290 of the LOS Convention thereby requiring Guinea to comply without delay with the judgement of the
Tribunal on 4 December 1997.
6" For the analysis of the M/VSaiga case, see E.D. Brown "The M/V Saiga case on prompt release of detained
vessels: the first Judgement of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea", 22 MP. (1998), pp.307-326;
Vaughan Lowe, "The M/V Saiga: The First Case in the International Tribunal For the Law of the Sea", 48
I.C.L.Q.,.( 1999), pp.186-199; Louise De La Fayett, "International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea: The M/V
Saiga (No.2) Case" 49I.C.L.Q.(2000), pp.467-475.
63
ITLOS, The M/VSaiga case No. 2, 1998 Order, para. 42-44.
64
ITLOS, The M/VSaiga case No. 2, 1998 Order, para. 42-44.
65
For the analysis of the cases see R.R. Churchill, "International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea and the
Southern Blue/in Tuna cases(New Zealand v. Japan: Australia v. Japan): Order for Provisional Measures of 27
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from conducting an experimental fishing program involving the taking of a catch of southern
bluefin tuna, except with the agreement of the other parties or unless the experimental catch
is counted against its annual national allocation..." 66
When the Tribunal prescribed the provisional measures in the Southern Bluefin Tuna
cases, it examined the rationale behind the necessity of the provisional measure and said that:
... Australia and New Zealand contend that further catches of southern bluefin tuna, pending the
hearing of the matter by an arbitral tribunal, would cause immediate harm to their rights; ... that the
conservation of the living resources of the sea is an element in the protection and preservation of
the marine environment; ... although the Tribunal cannot conclusively assess the scientific
evidence presented by the parties, it finds that measures should be taken as a matter of urgency to
preserve the rights of the parties and to avert further deterioration ofthe southern bluefin tuna stock.
67
It seems from the above that provisional measures under the LOS Convention are
basically the same as those of the ICJ. However, it is to be noted that the provisional
measures of the LOS Convention are intended to protect not only the respective rights of the
parties but also to prevent serious harm to the marine environment.68 In other words, the
marine environment itself is regarded as an important legal interest in the LOS Convention.
3.1.2. Provisional Arrangements by Mutual Consent
As noted above, the provisional arrangements provided for in paragraph 3 ofarticles 74/83
share common characteristics with the provisional measures of the Security Council, the ICJ,
and the ITLOS. Such arrangements should (i) preserve the respective rights of the parties on
the issues of final delimitation and on the resources of the disputed areas; (ii) irreparable
prejudice should not be caused to the disputed rights; and (iii) final delimitation should not be
anticipated by reason of the provisional arrangements.
Even if the provisional arrangements have similar functions as being a kind of provisional
measures in international law, those which are envisaged in paragraph 3 of articles 74/83 of
August 1999", 49 I.C.L.Q.(2000), pp.979-990.
66
ITLOS, The Southern Bluefin Tuna cases, 1999 Order, para. 90(1)
67
ITLOS, The Southern Bluefin Tuna cases, 1999 Order, paras. 69,70,80.
68 R.R. Churchill, Op. Cit. (2000/ I.C.L.Q.), pp.979-980.
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the LOS Convention also have their own distinctive characteristics. Firstly, such provisional
arrangement is something "mutually" done between two or more States, whereas the
provisional measure of the Security Council, the ICJ, or the ITLOS is an order of a third
institution. It is to be noted that the Security, the ICJ, or the ITLOS has a discretion, if it has
the proper jurisdiction, as to whether a situation requires an interim measure or not, whereas
coastal states are obliged to make every effort to enter into provisional arrangement. In this
regard, it has been pointed out that the term "arrangement" rather than "measures" was
chosen to avoid the implication of assigning the role of making such arrangement to a third
party forum under Part XV of the LOS Convention.69
Secondly, an important and distinct aspect of the provisional arrangements under
consideration in this study is that they are intended not only to preserve the rights of States
concerned but also to promote certain activities, i.e., utilising activities of the area to be
delimited. As we have seen in the drafting history of common paragraph 3, the provisions of
the paragraph are based upon an incentive approach. It is to be recalled here that the proposal
of Ireland which supported a moratorium on economic activities in the overlapping areas and
the preventive approach of the ISNT which prohibited extending of the EEZ beyond the
equidistant or median line were both discarded. In contrast, the nature of the provisional
measures of the Security Council, the ICJ, and the ITLOS is basically prohibitive as these are
based upon the preventive approach. The provisional measures of those institutions are not
intended to promote specified activities but only to prevent the aggravation of situations and
to preserve the rights of States concerned.
3.2. Legal Nature ofArrangements in Terms of the Law of Treaties
3.2.1. Practice in Use of the term "Arrangements"
As articles 74(3)/83(3) utilise, for the purpose of referring to the provisional measure, the
term "arrangement" rather than "agreement" or "treaty", it will be worthwhile to examine the
legal nature of the "arrangement".
69 A.O. Adede, Op. Czl(1987), p.281.
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The term "arrangement" has been used often to indicate instruments less formal than
"treaty" and "agreement" are usually couched. For example, Lord McNair picked up the term
"arrangements" for describing the inter-departmental agreement, "which concern matters of
private law rather than matters of an international legal character".70 For O'Connell, "an
'arrangement' is an agreement of an ephemeral nature".71
The 1988 UN Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances envisage co-operation between parties through agreements or arrangements.
Article 17(4) of the Convention provides that:
4. In accordance with paragraph 3 or in accordance with treaties in force between them or in
accordance with any agreement or arrangement otherwise reached between those Parties, the flag
State may authorise the requesting State to, inter alia:
(a) Board the vessel;
(b) Search the vessel;
(c) If evidence of involvement in illicit traffic is found, take appropriate action with respect to the
vessel, persons and cargo on board, [emphasis added].
In this regard, it has been pointed out that Article 17 of the 1988 UN Convention is
primarily concerned with making detailed provisions for procedures designed to provide
maximum opportunities for Parties to obtain enforcement jurisdiction with the consent of the
flag state.72 As the term "arrangement" is used along with the terms "treaties" and
"agreement" in the above article 17(4), the term "arrangement" seems to include something
less formal than those which treaties and agreements normally denote. In practice,
co-operation between the law enforcement agencies of two countries have been taking place
through less formal arrangements. It was observed that the United States Government has
entered into special arrangements with several countries for co-operation in the field of
• 73
law-enforcement at sea and in most cases the arrangement is oral and operates case by case.
The SEARIDER programme formulated on 29 January 1986 between the Royal Bahamas
Defence Force and US Coast Guard, and Shiprider Memorandum of Understanding
70
McNair, The Law of the Treaties, Oxford University Press(1961), p. 20.
71
D. P. O'Connell, International Law, Stevens & Sons(1970), p. 201.
72 W. C. Gilmore, Combating International Drugs Trafficking: The 1988 United Nations Convention Against
Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, Commonwealth Secretariat] 1991), p.35.
73 John Siddle, "Anglo-American Co-operation in the Suppression of Drug Smuggling", 31 I.C.L.Q.(1982),
p.738.
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concluded on 8 February 1996 between the U.K on behalf of the British Virgin Islands and
the U.S.A were intended for law enforcement co-operation at sea through bilateral
arrangement.74
State practices of the United Kingdom and the United States regarding the use of the term
"arrangement" shows that an arrangement is usually intended to be informal; i.e. not intended
to be legally binding.75 In this regard, the International Agreement Regulation made by the
U.S. State Department in 1981 in paragraph (a) (2) provides that:
(2) Significance of the arrangement. Minor or trivial undertakings, even if couched in legal
language and form, are not considered international agreements. ... In deciding what level of
significance must be reached before a particular arrangement becomes an international agreement,
the entire context of the transaction and the expectations and intent of the parties must be taken into
account. It is often a matter of degree...76
However, it is also to be noted that the term "arrangement" has been used sometimes to
indicate co-operative mechanism between States or the instruments which provide legal basis
for such mechanism regardless of their nomenclatures. When the term "arrangement" is used
in this context, then the titles and formalities of instruments providing such arrangement can
vary. For example, the Charter of the United Nations adopted the term "arrangement" in
article 52(1). It provides that:
Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for
dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as are
appropriate for regional action, provided that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are
consistent with the Purposes and principles of the United Nations [emphasis added].
According to a commentary on the Charter of the United Nations, 23 treaties of friendship
and mutual assistance between the Soviet Union and the Eastern European Peoples'
Democracies; the Treaty ofBrussels among Great Britain, France, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Luxembourg concluded in 1948; the North Atlantic Pact concluded in 1949; and the
Treaty of Rio de Janeiro for the Mutual Defence of the America concluded in 1949 are all
74
W.C. Gilmore, Op. 07.(1991), p.52.
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A. Aust, "The Theory and Practice of Informal International Instruments", 35 I.C.L.Q. 71986),pp.797-799; An
Agreement which is not intended to be legally binding is sometime called "non-binding agreement": Manfred
Lachs, "Non-binding Agreements", in R. Bernhardt(ed.), Encyclopaedia ofInternational Law, vol 7, pp.353-
371).
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arrangements under this provision.77 Thus it is obvious that the term "arrangements" in the
U.N Charter was not used to indicate only MOU or other informal or less formal instruments.
Professor Bowett viewed the term "arrangement" in the Charter as a term focusing on action
rather than organisation itself. He has argued that: The question is not whether a given
organisation is a regional arrangement or not, but rather whether particular action is taken as
a regional arrangement or not.78
The UN Fish Stocks Agreement also used the term "arrangement" to indicate co-operative
mechanism rather than a particular form of instrument. Notice that it obliges coastal States
and fishing States "make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a practical
nature" "pending agreement on compatible conservation and management measures".79
Article of the Agreement defines the term "arrangement" as a co-operative mechanism. It
defined the term as follows:
"arrangement" means a co-operative mechanism established in accordance with the Convention
and this Agreement by two or more States for the purpose, inter alia, of establishing conservation
and management measures in sub-region or region for one or more straddling fish stocks or highly
migratory fish stocks.80
When the terms "arrangement" is used to indicate co-operative mechanism and action,
then the titles and formalities of the documents providing such mechanism and action would
not matter. We can find that this kind of usage of the term "arrangement" in the Fisheries
Jurisdiction case. In this case, the United Kingdom challenged the legality of the Icelandic
50 N.M. exclusive fisheries zone. On 17 August 1972, the ICJ made an Order for provisional
measure indicating, inter alia, that pending the Court's final decision, Iceland should refrain
76 22 Code ofFederal Regulation, Part 181; reproduced by A. Aust, Ibid, pp.797-799.
77 N. Bentwich and A. Martin, A commentary on the Charter of the UnitedNations, Routledge & Kegan Paul
LTD (1950), pp.109-110.
78 D.W. Bowett, Op. Cit.( 1982), p. 166.
79 The full tile is "Agreement for the Implementation of the Previsions of the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks
and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks". The Agreement was adopted on 4 August 1995 and opened for signature on
4 December 1995. It remained open for signature until 4 December 1996 and it will enter into force 30 days
after the deposit of the thirtieth instrument of ratification or accession: text and introduction is available at
http://www.un.org/Depts/. See also D.H. Anderson, "The Straddling Fish Stocks Agreement of 1995-an initial
assessment", 45 I.C.L.Q.{ 1996), pp.463-475: Peter G. Davis and Cathrrine Redgwell, "The International Legal
Regulation of Straddling Fish Stocks", 74 B.Y.I.L.{\991), pp.265-272.
80 Article 1 of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement.
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from taking any measures to enforce its fisheries law against British fishing vessels in the
disputed area.81 However, Iceland did not comply with the Court's Order, denying the
jurisdiction of the Court on this issue and began to enforce its new fisheries law against
British fishing vessels.82 In this circumstance, the British Government proposed to the
Icelandic Government negotiations for an "interim regime".83 Negotiations for an interim
arrangement were carried on intermittently during 1972 and 1973. At the last stage of the
negotiations the discussions between the Prime Ministers of the two countries in 1973 led to
the conclusion of an "Interim Agreement in the Fisheries Dispute" constituted by an
Exchange ofNotes dated 13 November 1973. The terms of the Agreement were set out in the
Icelandic Note, which provides that:
... the following arrangements have been worked out for an interim agreement relating to
fisheries in the disputed area, pending a settlement of the substantive dispute and without prejudice
to the legal position or rights of either Government in relation thereto... [emphasis added]84
Then the Court went on to examine the relationship between the interim agreement which
had a two-year duration clause and its judgement. It said:
The judgement of the Court...will not completely replace with immediate effect the interim
agreement, which will remain a treaty in force. In so far as the judgement may possibly deal with
matters which are not covered in the interim agreement, the judgement would ... have immediate
effect...85
From the dicta of the ICJ in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case, we can see that the term
"arrangements" was used interchangeably with the term "agreement" to indicate the
Exchange ofNotes, which is a treaty.
3.2.2. Legal Nature ofArrangements in the Light of the Drafting History
Now, let us turn to the drafting history of article 74(3)/84(3) in order to see what was the
intention of the drafters in providing the term "arrangement". It was first introduced in the
81 1974 ICJ Reports, para.33.
8" 1974 ICJ Reports, idem.
83 1974 ICJ Reports, idem.
84 1974 ICJ Reports, para.35.
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RSNT at the fourth session in 1976. According to the RSNT, States concerned shall take into
account the delimitation principle in paragraph 1 in making the "provisional arrangement". It
is to be recalled that the term "provisional arrangement" in the RSNT came up to replace the
reference to the median or equidistance line when there were worries of compulsory judicial
settlement on delimitation being deleted. From the drafting history, it is clear that
"provisional arrangements" in the RSNT were intended to take the form of provisional
boundaries because the provisions of paragraph 3 mentioned paragraph 1 of the same article
which provided for rules on delimitation of boundaries.
By way of contrast, the proposal by Morocco in 1978 mentioned "provisional
arrangements, regarding the activities in the bona fide disputed area". The joint proposal of
India, Iraq and Morocco in 1979 mentioned "arrangements, whether of mutual restraint or
mutual accommodation". The Chairman's proposal at the eighth session in 1979 viewed the
provisional arrangement in connection with an obligation to refrain from aggravating the
situation. The Chairman's proposal at the resumed eighth session in 1979 mentioned
"provisional arrangement of a practical nature" and, along with that, it provided an obligation
not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of a final agreement. It appears, therefore, that in the
course of negotiation since 1978, the provisional arrangement concept was envisaged as
something related to activities in the overlapping area.
From the above review of the drafting history of article 74(3)/83(3) a number of
conclusions can be reached. First, from the review of the provisions of the RSNT, it can be
said that an arrangement could be a provisional line, because it said that paragraph 1 on the
principle of delimitation is to be taken into account in making provisional arrangements.
However, as the reference to paragraph 1 was subsequently dropped, the provisional
arrangement need not necessarily be a provisional boundary.
Second, from the proposal by Morocco and the joint proposal by Morocco, India and Iraq,
we can say that the provisional arrangement is about promoting or restricting activities in the
disputed area. The Chairman's proposal at the eighth session and resumed session supports
this observation. It is to be noted that the term "of a practical nature" was inserted, when the
85 1974 ICJ Reports, para. 39.
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reference to paragraph 1 was dropped. This suggests that the objective of provisional
arrangements as now provided in the LOS Convention is mainly for promoting and
regulating activities in the overlapping zones.
3.2.3. Provisional Arrangements and Treaties
Note that at the beginning of articles 74(3)/83(3), there is the phrase "pending agreement
as provided for in paragraph 1", and at the last part of the same paragraph is located the
phrase "provisional arrangements". We can thus see that the drafters used the term
"arrangement" in distinction with the term "agreement". The term "agreement" is used for
the indication of a document containing a final delimitation, whereas the term "arrangement"
is used to indicate a set of provisional rules regarding activities in a disputed area. As the
arrangement of a practical nature is not an agreement on final delimitation, the arrangement
can be less formal than the agreement on final delimitation. Or the arrangement can be
informal, i.e. intended not to be legally binding. The arrangement can be in the form of aNote
Verbale, Exchange ofNotes, Agreed Minute, Memorandum ofUnderstanding, Arrangement
between fisheries departments of the two countries, or Modus Vivendi,86 It was pointed out
87that Memorandum of Understanding(MOU) is commonly used for informal agreements .
Some States might prefer MOUs to formal agreements for provisional arrangements because
these have some advantages in several aspects: no need to publish them as these are not
treaties; no need for elaborate final clauses or the formalities surrounding treaty-making;
easy amendment; and, no need to be submitted for an approval of the parliament.88
However, States are not hindered from choosing even the term "agreement" if they would
like to do so. Or States can adopt a mutual policy of restraint as a provisional arrangement
86 David Colson used the term "Modus Vivendi" in explaining the arrangement between Norway and the Soviet
Union on the Barents Sea; see Charney & L. Alexander, International Maritime Boundary^Martinus NijofF
Publishers,(1993): Lord McNair explained that "Modus Vivendi" is frequently used to indicate a temporary
arrangement prolong the duration of an agreement from time to time; McNair, Op. C/Z.(1961), p.24: Anthony
Aust wrote that: "The term is used more to describe a treaty which is intended to be temporary. It is used for
MOUs, particularly on fisheries matters"; Anthony Aust, Modern Treaty Law and Practice, Cambridge
University Press (2000), p.25.
87
Anthony Aust, Ibid., p. 18.
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through diplomatic consultation without signing a formal document. Therefore the
arrangement can be even in oral form. As there could be various possible forms of
provisional arrangements, the legal nature of a provisional arrangement would be different
from case to case. The decisive factor which determines the legal nature of an arrangement is
the intention of the parties. In this regard, the following statement of the ICJ in the South
West African case is worthy of quotation:
Terminology is not a determinant factor as to the character of an international agreement or
undertaking. In the practice of States and of international organisations and in the jurisprudence of
international courts, there exist a great variety of usage; there are many different types of acts to
which the character of treaty stipulations has been attached...89
However, if the arrangement of a practical nature is in written form and parties intended to
be legally bound whatever the nomenclature, it is a treaty under the terms of the 'Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties'. Therefore, the Vienna Convention will apply. McNair
defined the term treaty as "a written agreement by which two or more States or international
organisations creates or intend to create a relation between themselves operating within the
sphere of international law."90
Article 2 of the Vienna Convention stipulates that:
'treaty' means an international agreement concluded between States in written form and governed
by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related instruments
and whatever its particular designation..."
Even if an arrangement is in oral form, it can be a treaty under customary international law,
as there is no rule of international law which prohibits oral agreement. Consequently, many
of the principles in the Vienna Convention will be applicable to an agreement in oral form. In
this regard, Lord McNair wrote that: "It cannot be asserted that international law regards
writing as essential to the creation of an interstate agreement, though it is rare to find an oral
agreement between States". 91 Aust wrote that: "For reasons of clarity and simplicity oral
88
Anthony Aust, Ibid., pp. 34-39. For the dangers in using MOSs, see Anthony Aust, Ibid., pp.39-41.
89 South WestAfrica cases (Preliminary Objection), 1961 ICJ Reports, p. 31.
90
McNair, Op. Or.(1961), p. 15.
91
McNair, Ibid, p. 7.
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agreements were excluded from the Convention. But this does not affect their legal force, or
the application to them of any of the rules in the Convention to which they would be subject
under international law independently of the Convention, such as customary international
law".92
What seems important in deciding the legal nature of a provisional arrangement is the
intention of the parties expressed in the document.93 In this regard the definition of
international agreement by the American Law Institute deserves quotation. It is defined thus:
'international agreement' means an agreement between two or more states or international
organisations that is intended to be legally binding and is governed by international law [emphasis
added]94
If it is a mere undertaking which is not a treaty whether oral or written, relevant general
principles of international law, for example the principle of good faith and some other
principles embodied in the Vienna Convention will be applied.95
If a provisional arrangement is treaty such as the arrangement between the United
Kingdom and Iceland in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case, then the Vienna Convention would
apply.96 However, one significant difference between provisional arrangements and
agreements on final delimitation might be that provisional arrangements are limited ratione
temporis, whereas boundary agreements are permanent. However, if delimitation is
eventually not agreed upon, a provisional arrangement may in fact become a perpetual one.
In such a case, whether or when a party may terminate the arrangement would become a
9"
Anthony Aust, Modern Treaty Law and Practice, Cambridge University Press(2000), p.7.
93 The International Law Commission observed that "the restriction of the use of the term 'treaty' in the draft
articles to international agreements expressed in writing is not intended to deny the legal force of oral
agreements under international law or to imply that some of the principles contained in later parts of the
Commission's draft articles on the law of treaties may not have relevance in regard to an oral agreement.'(1966
ILC Yearbook, Vol. II, p. 189.)
94 American Law Institute, Restatement of the Law: The Foreign Relations Law of the United Stotes(Third
Edition, 1986), vol.1, p. 149.
951. Brwonlie, stated that "a good number of articles are essentially declaratory of existing law"; Brownlies,
Principle of International Law{ 1990), p.604. Shabtai Rosenne examined the codification process of rules on
good faith in the Vienna Convention and showed that the references to good faith in the Convention are
reflection of customary law; see S. Rosenne, Development in the Law of Treaties 1945-1986, Cambridge
University Press(1989), pp. 135-180.
96 Note that the U.K and Iceland used an Exchange ofNotes which was a treaty for provisional arrangement: see
'3.2.1. Practice in Use of the Term "Arrangement"'.
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critical issue. Now suppose that there is no termination clause in an arrangement, then can it
be regarded as containing implicitly the right of any party to discard the treaty unilaterally?
In this regard, there is some uncertainty. For example, before the adoption of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of the Treaties, it was once written in the Oppenheim's International
Law that "all such treaties as are either not expressly concluded for ever, or are apparently
not intended to set up an everlasting condition of things" "can nevertheless be resolved after
notice by one of the contracting parties".97 But later, the assertion was withdrawn noting that
"the position in customary law is less clear" and that "the general rule [in Article 56 of the
Vienna Convention] is that in the absence of provision in the treaty, a party may not
withdraw from itftreaty] or denounce it"98 The ILC, when drafting the provisions on the Law
of Treaties, noted that there were two opposite views on this issue: One was that an
individual party may denounce or withdraw from a treaty only when such denunciation or
withdrawal is provided for in the treaty or consented to by all the other parties; the other view
was a right of denunciation or withdrawal may properly be implied under certain conditions
in some types of treaties.99 After long debates, following provision was finally adopted:
A treaty which contains no provision regarding its termination and which does not provide for
denunciation or withdrawal is not subject to denunciation or withdrawal unless it is established that
the parties intended to admit the possibility of denunciation or withdrawal.100
Under the above provision, it is an important question whether or not the parties intended
to admit the possibility of denunciation or withdrawal when there is no termination clause. In
this regard, it has been pointed out that the intention of the parties is essentially a question of
fact to be determined not merely by reference to the character of the treaty but by reference to
all the circumstances of the case.101 Therefore it is inappropriate to say that a right of
denunciation is implied in a arrangement without examining all the circumstances of the
97
L. Lauterpacht, ed., Oppenheim's International Law, Longman (1955), p.938.
98 R. Jennings and A. Watts, ed., Oppenheim's International Law{9th ed.), Longman (1992), p.1299: See also,
Anthony Aust, Modern Treaty Law and Practice, Cambridge University Press(2000), pp.233-234.
99 1966 ILC Yearbook 1966 Vol. II, pp250-251.
100 Article 56(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
101 1966 ILC Yearbook, Vol. II, p251.
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However, it can be assumed that the right of denunciation is implied at least after the final
delimitation has taken place if it is clear from the circumstances that the arrangement was
intended to be applied only pending ultimate delimitation even if there is no termination
clause in an provisional arrangement. Here, note that that a Party that wishes to terminate a
provisional arrangement which does not contain a termination clause, should give not less
than twelve months notice of its intention to denounce the arrangement.103
Here, a distinction can be drawn between a provisional arrangement and the provisional
application of a treaty, which is provided for in article 25 of the Vienna Convention. The
provisional application of a treaty presupposes the existence of a formal treaty which has
been concluded but which is yet to enter into force, whereas a provisional arrangement does
not necessarily presuppose the existence of such a formal treaty. For instance, the United
Nations Fish Stocks Agreement makes a distinction between "provisional arrangements"
pending agreement on conservation and management measures and "provisional
application" of the Agreement by a State or entity before the entry into the force of the
Agreement.104 However, an agreement for provisional application of a treaty which is not yet
in force can be a "provisional arrangement" pending ultimate delimitation. For instance, the
United States and Cuba agreed through Exchange ofNotes to apply on a provisional basis a
maritime boundary treaty between them signed in 1977, because the United States Senate has
not yet given its consent fore the ratification.105 In this case the agreement between the
United States and Cuba to apply provisionally the maritime boundary treaty is a provisional
arrangement in the form of Exchange ofNotes.
I0"
However, it has been pointed out that without setting out the categories of treaties said to be terminable at
will by their nature, the formulation of Article 56(1) of the Vienna Convention is a total failure, and thus its
meaning will be forever debated by all the parties to any dispute; see K. Widdows, "The Unilateral
Denunciation of Treaties Containing No Denunciation", 53 B.Y.I.L.( 1982), p.l 13.
103
Paragraph 2 of article 56 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
104 The Agreement's full title is "Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and Management of
Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks". This Agreement is adopted on 4 August 1995 and
not in force yet: See D.H. Anderson, "The Straddling Stocks Agreement of 1995-An Initial Assessment", 45
I.C.L.QX1996), pp.463-475.
105
See Robert W. Smith, "Report Number l-4:Cuba-United States", International Maritime Boundary,
pp.419-421.
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3.3. Requirements for an Arrangement to be of a Practical Nature
As the drafting history suggested, the phrase "practical nature" seems to mean that the
arrangements are to provide practical solutions to actual problems regarding the use of an
area and not to touch' upon either the delimitation issue itself or the territorial questions
underlying this issue.106 This means that the provisional agreement itself or development
activities under such a regime cannot influence the final delimitation. As the arrangement of
a practical nature purports only to solve issues such as utilisation of living or non-living
resources of the disputed areas, neither side may gain benefit on its position on the final
delimitation or "sovereignty issues". In short, it would be "no loss, no gain" in terms of the
final delimitation or sovereignty issues. Note that this element is specifically addressed in the
final sentence: "Such arrangement shall be without prejudice to the final delimitation".
If the proposition that an arrangement of a practical nature shall be without prejudice to
the final delimitation is accepted, then the proposition that an arrangement which is not of a
practical nature could affect the final delimitation cab be argued. Although it was seen that
the an arrangement of a practical nature is to provide practical guidance on the activities in a
disputed area and is not to touch upon either the delimitation issue, it would be still a difficult
task to decide whether or not an arrangement is of a practical nature.
Unfortunately, no criterion is provided for deciding whether or not an arrangement is of a
practical nature. However, it is to be recalled that intentions of Parties reflected in the
provisions of a treaty are very important in deciding the status of the treaty.107 Similarly, it
appears that the intention of parties to provisional arrangements is most important in
deciding whether an arrangement is intended to be of a practical nature or not and thus not to
create any legal basis for either party to reinforce its claim over the area in dispute. Then the
next question is: How can a State make it clear that an arrangement is intended to be of a
106
R. Lagoni, "Interim Measures Pending Maritime Delimitation", 78 A.J.I.L.( 1984), p.358.
107
Anthony Aust, Op. Cit. (2000), p.20. He wrote that"... the name does not, itself, determine the status of the
instrument; what is decisive is whether the negotiating states intended the instrument to be (or not to be) legally
binding".
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practical nature and thus shall be without prejudice to its position on ultimate delimitation. In
this regard, the British Institute of International and Comparative Law suggested the use of a
"without prejudice clause" in its Model Agreement for States for Joint Development. The
proposed clause reads:
(1) Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be interpreted as a renunciation ofany right or claim
relating to the Zone by either State party or a recognition of or support for the other State party's
position with regard to any right or claim to the Zone.
(2) No act or activities taking place as a consequence of this Agreement or its operation shall
constitute a basis for asserting, supporting or denying the position of either State with regard to
rights or claims over the Zone.108
Article 4 of the Antarctic Treaty is a good example of the use in practice of a without
prejudice clause. It provides that:
1 .Nothing contained in the present treaty shall be interpreted as:
(a) a renunciation by any Contracting Party ofpreviously asserted rights ofor claims to territorial
sovereignty in Antarctica;
(b) a renunciation or diminution by any Contracting Party of any basis of claim to territorial
sovereignty in Antarctica which it may have whether as a result of its activities or those of its
nationals in Antarctica, or otherwise;
(C) prejudicing the position of any Contracting Party as regards its recognition or
non-recognition of any other State's right of or claim or basis of claim to territorial sovereignty
in Antarctica
2. No acts or activities taking place while the present treaty is in force shall constitute a basis for
asserting, supporting or denying a claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica or create any rights
of sovereignty in Antarctica. No new claim, or enlargement of an existing claim, to territorial
sovereignty in Antarctica shall be asserted while the present treaty is in force.
It has been pointed out that without the "without prejudice clause" the conclusion of the
Antarctic Treaty would not have been possible.109
An important question arises here. What if there is no "without prejudice clause" in a
provisional arrangement? Does the absence of a disclaimer clause then make room for a
Party trying to reinforce vis-a-vis the other party its position on delimitation? It is appears
that the insertion of such a provision is an important factor in deciding whether an
arrangement is of a practical nature or not. In this regard, there is an argument that the
108 Fox et al eds., Joint Development of Offshore Oil and Gas, vol.2, British Institute of International and
Comparative Law(1990), p. 6.
109
J.G.Merrills, International Dispute Settlement, Cambridge University Press(1998), p.14.
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disclaimer clause is needed as proposed by the British Institute of International and
Comparative Law. Dr. Gao spelled out that:
The without-prejudice clause is necessary for preserving or reserving each party's position and
claim to sovereign rights over the disputed area. Only in such a way can an impartial and fair joint
regime be arranged and realised in a win-win or, at least, a no loss/no gain basis.110
In the Fisheries Jurisdiction case between the United Kingdom and Iceland the ICJ noted
to the presence of a without prejudice clause in the provisional arrangement between them
when it examined the nature of the arrangement in relation to its possible impact on the
proceeding. It said that:.
The interim agreement contained no express reference to the present proceedings before the Court
nor any reference to any waiver by the United Kingdom or by Iceland, of any claims in respect of
the matters in dispute. On the contrary, it was an interim agreement, that it related to fisheries in
the disputed area, that it was concluded pending a settlement ofthe substantive dispute, and that it
was without prejudice to the legal position or rights of either Government in relation to the
substantive dispute [emphasis added]"111
The British Institute of International and Comparatively Law emphasised, in its
commentary on the model agreement for joint development, the importance of such a clause.
It said that:
The Working Group believe that a forthright reservation or preservation of the claims of each of
the parties to sovereign rights in respect of the Zone coupled with a shelving of delimitation
throughout the duration of the Agreement was required. This could be coupled with an obligation
upon the parties to resume negotiations on delimitation on the approaching expiry of the
Agreement.112
The British Institute identified four elements to ensure that an arrangement would not
prejudice the final delimitation. First, the use of a specific without prejudice clause; second,
the insertion of provisions on shelving of delimitation; third, the presence of a duration
clause; and last, provisions for carrying out negotiations on delimitation. The four elements
seem important for ensuring that an arrangement is of a practical nature. However, it is
unreasonable to say that all four elements are required always to ensure that an arrangement
110
Zhiguo Gao, "The Legal Concept and Aspects of Joint Development in International Law", Ocean Yearbook
13, The University ofChicago Press, p. 120.
111 1974 ICJ Reports, para. 37.
112 H. Fox et al ed., Joint Development of Oil and Gas: A Model Agreement for States for Joint Development
with Explanatory Commentary, British Institute of International Law and Comparative Law (1989), p. 378.
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would not prejudice the final delimitation. Situations will differ from case to case.
With regard to the need for insertion of without prejudice clause, it can be argued that
there is no longer the need in a provisional arrangement if the two Parties to the arrangement
are also Parties to the LOS Convention, because there is a general without prejudice clause in
the final sentence of 74(3)/83(3): "Such arrangement shall be without prejudice to the final
delimitation". Therefore, simply referring to the provisions of Articles 74(3)/83(3) in an
arrangement would be sufficient for preserving position on final delimitation of each Party to
an arrangement, if the Parties to the arrangement are also Parties to the LOS Convention
3.4. Obligations of Coastal States before Delimitation
3.4.1. Are There Any Obligations under Customary International Law?
The LOS Convention imposes obligations on the states concerned (i) to make every effort
to enter into provisional arrangements, and (ii) not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of a
final agreement. Are these obligations found also in customary international law? As we
have discussed, the obligation to negotiate for the conclusion of provisional arrangements
was not known to the 1958 Geneva Convention regime and what the ICJ mentioned in the
North Sea Continental Shelfcases was the obligation to negotiate for delimitation. Therefore,
it seems inappropriate to argue that this is the obligation also under customary international
law. What about the obligation "not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of the final
agreement"? Is there any customary international law in this regard? On this very point
Churchill and Lowe stated that: "Arguably such a rule exists also in customary international
law".113 It seems important to take opportunities to look into relevant case laws and
customary law in examining the obligation "not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of the
final agreement".
3.4.2. Obligation to Negotiate
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According to the first sentence of paragraph 3 of articles 74/83, the interested States 'in a
spirit of understanding and co-operation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional
arrangements of a practical nature'. In other words, states are under a heavy obligation to
negotiate in good faith to conclude arrangements of a practical nature pending delimitation.
Undoubtedly, negotiation is one of the principal means for resolving disputes between
states. Article 33(1) of the UN Charter, which provides various means of solving
international disputes, places negotiation first before enquiry, mediation, conciliation,
arbitration, and judicial settlement.114 It has been observed that negotiation is employed more
frequently than all other methods put together for settlement of international disputes, and it
is also a technique for preventing international disputes from arising.115
As was seen earlier, under the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf there
was no obligation upon the parties to carry out negotiations for the conclusion of a
provisional arrangement. Furthermore there is no evidence that states are obliged to
negotiate for provisional arrangements under customary law pending maritime delimitation.
In this regard, it is to be noted that there is no specific provision in the LOS Convention that
requires States to negotiate for the delimitation of a maritime boundary. What articles
74( 1 )/83( 1) of the Convention require is that the delimitation ofmaritime boundaries "shall
be effected by agreement". In the North Sea Continental Shelf cases the ICJ relied on the
"very general precepts of justice and good faith", and "equitable principles" to state "an
obligation to enter into negotiations with a view to arriving at an agreement", but it did not
say that the parties are under an obligation to negotiate for a provisional arrangement.116 The
obligation to negotiate for conclusion of a provisional arrangement is thus newly adopted by
the LOS Convention but it is hard to say it is also a rule of customary law.
Now let us turn to the meaning of the phrase "shall make every effort". This phrase is not
113 Churchill and Lowe, Op. Cit.( 1999), p.192.
114 Article 33(1) of the UN Charter provides that:
"The parties to any dispute, the continuation ofwhich is likely to endanger the maintenance of international
peace and security, shall, first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation,
arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their
own choice."
115 J.G. Merrills, Op. Of.(1998), pp.2-3.
116 1969 ICJ Reports, para. 85(a).
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framed as a recommendation, but rather as an obligatory clause which binds parties to the
LOS Convention. So if a State does not make every effort to establish a provisional
arrangement it would constitute a breach of international law. However, this wording does
not require a state to agree upon a particular provisional regime. It is of importance to stress
that it dose not oblige a state to agree on a provisional agreement. In examining the nature of
an obligation to negotiate, Lord McNair said:
It is, however, necessary, to distinguish between a true obligation to enter into a later treaty and an
obligation merely to embark upon negotiations for a later treaty and to carry them on in good faith
and with a genuine desire for their success. Less happily in our opinion, the term pactum de
contrahendo"7 is applied to an obligation assumed by two or more parties to negotiate in the future
with a view to the conclusion of a treaty. This is a valid obligation upon the parties to negotiate in
good faith, and a refusal to do so amounts to a breach of the obligation. But the obligation is not the
same as an obligation to conclude a treaty or to accede to an existing treaty ... 118
The obligation here is that the States concerned have to make "every effort" to conclude a
provisional arrangement in good faith. However, the phrase "every effort" leaves some room
for interpretation by the States concerned or instead by any dispute settlement body.
According to the article, such negotiations should be carried on "in a spirit of understanding
and co-operation", which in conjunction with the phrase "shall make every effort" appears to
emphasise that the negotiation should be conducted "in good faith". Even if there is no
mention of "good faith" in Articles 73(3)/84(3), good faith should be exercised in carrying
out an obligation to negotiate. In this regard, Bin Cheng states that:
A party which is bound by a pactum de contrahendo to negotiate a certain treaty is responsible for
the consequences of its acts of bad faith. It may be said that in such cases good faith consists in a
sincere and honest desire, as evidence by genuine efforts, to fulfil the substance of the mutual
agreement.119
Regarding the obligation to negotiate in good faith, the ICJ referred to this as "a special
117 The term pactum de negotiando is used along with the term pactum de contrahando in a similar context.
According to a view the legally binding obligations resulting from the pactum de contrahendo are more
extensive than those flowing from the pactum de negotiando. However, there is the other convincing view that
there is no relevant distinction between the two pacta in the legal quality of the obligations; see Ulrich Beyrlin,
"Pactum de Cotrahendo, Pactum de Negotiando", in R. Bernhardt!ed.), Encyclopaedia of International Law,
vol.7, p.376. For Pactum de Contrahendo see also, Anthony Aust, Op. C;7.(2000), p.25.
118 McNair, Op. Cit.( 1961), p. 20.
119 Bin Cheng, General Principles of Law as Applied by International Courts and Tribunals, Stevens &
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application of a principle underlying all international relations." 120 In the North Sea
Continental Shelfcases, the ICJ held that:
... the parties are under an obligation to enter into negotiations with a view to arriving at an
agreement and not merely to go through a formal process ofnegotiation as a sort of prior condition
for the automatic application of a certain method of delimitation in the absence of agreement; they
are under an obligation so to conduct themselves that the negotiations are meaningful, which will
not be the case when one of them insisted upon its own position without contemplating any
modification of it. 121
In the Lac Lanoux case where the arbitral tribunal dealt with the issue ofprior consultation
between a upstream state (France) and a downstream state (Spain), the tribunal pointed out
the essence of the negotiation thus:
...the upstream State has, according to the rules of good faith, the obligation to take into
consideration the different interests at stake, to strive to give them all satisfaction compatible with
the pursuit of its interests, and to demonstrate that, on this subject, it has a real solicitude to
reconcile the interests of the other riparian with its own.122
Another important point is that states concerned should not engage in extreme claims
when negotiating in good faith. It should be recalled that good faith implies the observance
by the parties of a certain standard of fair dealing, and it requires that one party should be able
to place confidence in the words of the other.123 If a State makes extreme claims which lack
legal grounds or reasonable proportionality the extreme claims would make disputes more
serious, and the opponent could argue that such claims constitute an abuse of right prescribed
in article 300 of the LOS Convention or in general international law. An abuse of rights can
be defined as "any fictitious exercise of a right for the purpose of evading either a rule of law
or a contractual obligation".124 The prohibition of abuse of rights is derived from the
principle of good faith since the latter requires every right to be exercised honestly and
loyally.125
Sons(1953), p. 118.
120 North Sea Continental Shelfcases, 1969 ICJ Reports, para.86.
121
ICJ, Ibid, para.85(a).
122 24 I.L.R.(1957), p. 119; Much of the award is reproduced with explanation in Whiteman, Digest of
International Law, U.S. Department of State Publication(1970), Vol. 3.pp.1066-1073.
123 Bin Cheng, Op. Of.(1953), pp. 107- 117.
124 Bin Cheng, idem.
12~ Bin Cheng, Ibid, pi23.
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The area where negotiations for the establishment of provisional measures is needed will
be the area where neighbouring states lay overlapping claims on reasonable ground. Such
claims can be formally expressed by announcements or be implied by, for example, protests
against other States and granting of fishery licenses to its own nationals or concessions to
foreign oil companies. When carrying out such activities, states must act in good faith
bearing in mind that their activities should have a reasonable foundation under current
international law. In this context, it is to be recalled that the phrase "zones of overlapping
boundaries claimed bona fide" was suggested by Ireland during UNCLOS III.
But the zones, on which States concerned lay overlapping claims, are not always clearly
defined. In the Aegean Sea case, Turkey made claims over a specific area contending that
this area in which Greece already granted concession to a foreign company belonged to it.126
In the Tunisia-Libya case, the concessions granted by the two States overlapped in only a
small area, whereas their claims to the continental shelf overlapped in large parts of the
area.127 The ambiguity of the extent of overlapping areas can also be caused when each
State's position on applicable rules are not clearly established. Such was the Anglo-French
Continental Shelf arbitration, where the U.K government argued for the application of
Article 6 of the Geneva Convention on the continental shelf whilst the French Government
argued that rules of customary law as stated by ICJ in the North Sea Continental Shelfcases
were applicable.128 When the geographical scope of overlapping claims is not clear
ascertaining such scope is also a subject of negotiation.
The obligation to negotiate for a provisional arrangement appertains to all cases where a
relevant maritime boundary has not been delimited between countries with adjacent or
opposite coasts. This obligation to negotiate in good faith for provisional measures exists
until the final delimitation is agreed upon. Thus this obligation can arise before the
negotiation on boundary delimitation begins or after the negotiation has been thwarted.
Since an object of a provisional arrangement is to preserve the rights of parties concerned,
1-6 1976 ICJ Reports at 6, para.15.
'"7 1982 ICJ Reports at 42, para. 34.
'~8
M. Nordquist, S.H. Lay and K.R. Simmonds eds, New Directions in the Law ofthe Sea, Oceana Publications
(1980), p29; see also A.E. Boyle, "The Law of Treaties and the Anglo-French Continental Shelf, 29 I.C.L.Q.
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it can be said that this obligation arises when a State raises the necessity of it. However,
generally speaking, this kind of an obligation occurs under situations in which overlapping
claims over a certain area are revealed. The obligation to negotiate for a provisional
arrangement ends as the agreement on final delimitation is reached.
3.4.3. Obligation ofMutual Restraint
According to paragraph 3 of Articles 74/83 of the LOS Convention, States are legally
obliged not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of a final agreement on delimitation. In
other words, states have duties to maintain the status quo as to issues of final delimitation.
The duty to maintain the status quo is understood as one aspect of the principle of good
faith.129 In this regard, Bin Cheng observed that:
... whenever the parties have agreed to await a final decision concerning a certain matter, or are
under an obligation to do so- a decision depending either upon the parties themselves or upon an
independent third party- the principle of good faith obliges them to maintain the existing situation
as far as possible so that the final decision, if taken on the basis of the status quo, would not be
prejudiced in its effects by a unilateral act of one of the parties during the inevitable lapse of
time.130
In a similar manner, the Permanent Court of International Justice (the forerunner of the
ICJ) stated: "[T]he parties to a case must abstain from any measure capable of exercising a
prejudicial effect in regard to the execution of the decision...".131
The necessity ofmutual restraint for maintaining the status quo can be better understood
in the light of the legal nature of interim measures or provisional measures, which are
intended to preserve the rights of parties concerned before the final solution of disputes is
made. Provisional measures of article 41 of the Statute of the ICJ or article 290 of the LOS
Convention are all of the same purpose, and the provisional arrangements in articles
74(3)/84(3) are intended to serve a similar purpose as mentioned earlier.
Article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties is analogous in this respect.
(1980), pp. 498-508.
129 Bin Cheng, Op. 07.(1953), p. 140.
130 Bin Cheng, Ibid, p. 141.
131 The Electricity Company ofSofia and Bulgaria case, 1939 PCIJ Series No.79, p. 199.
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This article prescribes that a State is obliged after signing a treaty to refrain form acts that
would defeat its object and purpose. Originally, it was proposed that this obligation is applied
to the negotiating process as well but the proposal was eventually abandoned.132
It is noteworthy that Sir Humphrey Waldock, who actively participated in the codification
process of the Vienna Convention, revealed his opinion that "if a State exhausts, while
carrying on negotiations, the natural resources of the area pending territorial waters
delimitation, it would constitute a breach of such obligation".133
This obligation of mutual restraint is temporary since it arises when overlapping claims
are made and it is terminated when the final delimitation is achieved. The issue of nature and
scope of the mutual restraint obligation has arisen in a serious and practical manner between
Denmark and Sweden. After the delimitation negotiations on the continental shelf around
Kattegatt had been broken off in 1979 with Sweden, the Danish Government permitted a
Danish company to engage in exploratory drilling in the disputed sea and the subsequent
drilling sparked off diplomatic protests from the Swedish Government.134 In a similar
context, a diplomatic row arose in the Baltic sea in the middle of the 1980s between Sweden
and the Soviet Union when Soviet patrol boats inspected the fishing vessels of Sweden and
certain third States in disputed areas.135 Were these activities by Denmark and the Soviet
Union prohibited by the rule of "mutual restraint"?
Since paragraph 3 of article 74/83 does not list which particular activities are prohibited
under this obligation, we have to examine what are the activities that endanger or hinder the
final delimitation. It cannot be said that all the activities conducted in the overlapping area
are prohibited.
The consideration of the ICJ in the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf case between Turkey
and Greece sheds some light on this issue. In this dispute which was caused in part by some
exploration activities in the disputed area, the court said that:
132 UN Doc.A/CN. 4/SER.AJ1966/Add. 1.
133 UnitedNations Conference on the Law ofthe Treaties, Official Records ofthe First Session, UN Doc. A/Con.
39/11 para.26 (1968).
Ij4 Rainer Lagoni, Op. Cit.( 1984IA.J.I.L.), p364; Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 21 July 1983, p.5.
135Alex G. Oude Elferink, The Law of Maritime Boundary Delimitation: A Case Study of the Russian
Federation, Martinus NijhoffPublishers! 1994), pp.209-210.
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whereas no complaint has been made that this form of seismic exploration involves any risk of
physical damage to the seabed or subsoil or to their natural resources; whereas the continued
seismic exploration activities undertaken by Turkey are all of the transitory character just
described, and do not involve the establishment of installations on or above the sea-bed of the
continental shelf; and ... no suggestion has been made that Turkey has embarked upon any
operations involving the actual appropriation or other use of the natural resources of the areas of
the continental shelfwhich are in dispute.136
In the 1972 Fisheries Jurisdiction case between Iceland and the United Kingdom the ICJ
ordered as an interim measure that the U.K may catch annually the average annual catch of
1960-1969 within the disputed Icelandic 50 N.M. fisheries zone.137 In the same Order, the
ICJ ordered that; "...pending the Court's final decision in the proceedings, Iceland should
refrain from taking any measures to enforce the Regulations of 14 July (on 50 N.M. exclusive
fisheries zone) against United Kingdom vessels..."138
From the opinion of the ICJ in the above two cases it appears that seismic exploration
which does not involve physical damage to the seabed or subsoil or to their natural resources
and some traditional fishing activities would not be considered to be an irreparable prejudice
to States concerned, while activities such as actual appropriation of petroleum, and
enforcement action would be seem prejudicial to the rights of the other coastal State in the
disputed area.
Although the ICJ decisions in the above two cases were made for the purpose of
considering interim measures under its Statute, these will be of significance in considering
what activities would be prohibited in the disputed areas under the obligation of mutual
restraint.
The Coastal states in dispute can of course agree on some specific measures of mutual
restraint applicable between them. For instance, from 1977 to 1984, Canada and the United
States applied this principle of mutual restraint in relation to the Gulf ofMaine and Georges
Bank. Article IX of the 1977 fishing agreement between them provided that:
In the boundary regions, thefollowing principles shall be applied as interim measures ofmutual
restraint pending the resolution of questions pertaining to the delimitation of areas subject to the
136
Aegean Sea Continental Shelfcase, 1976 ICJ Reports, para.30.
137 Fisheries Jurisdiction case, 1972 ICJ Reports, paras. 25, 26, 43.
138 1 974 ICJ Reports, para.33.
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respective fisheries jurisdiction of each party:
1. As between the parties, enforcement shall be conducted by the flag state.
2. Neither party shall authorise fishing by vessels of third parties in the boundary region
3. Either party may enforce against third parties in the boundary region [emphasis
added]139
Having thus explored the nature of the obligation of mutual restraint, it would be
appropriate to turn to the question of whether the obligation is also a rule of customary
international law. As we have seen, there are various evidences which support an affirmative
answer to the question. First, under the principle of good faith and the duty to maintain the
status quo which is derived from the principle of good faith, activities which might be
prejudicial to the final delimitation are not allowed. Second, a consideration of the case law
of the ICJ supports the conclusion that certain activities are not allowed in the disputed area
which are not of a transitory character, for example, drilling or, setting up of a permanent
installation. Third, there is some consistent State practice to support this view. In this regard,
Churchill and Ulfstein pointed to some examples: Tunisia and Libya halted offshore oil and
gas operation in the disputed area while their case was being dealt with by the ICJ; the United
States has not given hydrocarbon licensing on part of the continental shelf on Georges Bank,
which was also claimed by Canada; Greece and Turkey agreed in 1976 to abstain from any
initiative which might prejudice their negotiation; etc.140
Churchill and Ulfstein have stated that "... there probably is a rule of customary
international law which is closely mirrored in the Law of the Sea Convention, (and) which
prohibits unilateral oil and gas activities on disputed continental shelf...". Lagoni, expressed
a broadly similar view.141 Note, however, that this does not mean that all activities are not
allowed in the disputed area under the rule ofmutual restraint because it cannot be said that
all activities in the disputed areas are prejudicial to the final delimitation. The problem here is
that neither the LOS Convention nor case law does not provides an exhaustive list of
activities which are prohibited in the disputed areas under the obligation of mutual restraint,
139
Reproduce by David A. Colson, "Report Number 1-3: Canada - United States (Gulf of Maine)",
International Maritime Boundaries, pp.402-403.
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Marine Management in the Disputed Areas: The Case of the Barents Sea,
Routledge(1992), p.87.
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even if it is clear that some activities would not be allowed. But it is obvious that in
considering what activities are prohibited in the disputed areas the above mentioned
consideration of the ICJ in the Aegean Sea continental shelf case and the Fisheries
Jurisdiction cases should be fully taken account of.
3.5. Provisional Arrangements and Interests ofThird Parties
If a provisional arrangement is a treaty, it cannot impose, just as any other normal treaty,
any right or duty upon third parties. Because a treaty is res inter alios acta (i.e. a matter
which in law exclusively concerns others) as regards a third party. In this regard, the Vienna
Convention provides in Article 34 that: "a treaty does not create either obligations or rights
for a third State without its consent." This complies with a maxim of Roman law, "pacta
tertiis nec nocent nec prosunt" (i.e., contracts do not impose any burden, nor confer any
benefits, upon third parties). The reasons for the rule embodied in Article 34 lies in the
fundamental principle of the sovereignty and independence of States.142 Aust wrote that:
Similar rules apply in laws of contract, but the rule in the Convention rests firmly on the
sovereignty and independence of States. Thus a treaty, whether bilateral or multilateral, cannot
impose an obligation on a third state, nor modify in any way the legal rights of a third state without
its consent.143
If the rule "pacta tertiis nec nocent nec prosunt" in the law of treaties is based upon the
sovereignty and independence of states, then it would be unreasonable to argue that the rule
applies only to formal written treaties. It was observed that even before the adoption of the
Vienna Convention, "[b]oth legal principle and common sense are in favour of the rule Pacta
tertiis nec nocent necprosunF,144 As the ILC observed, there appears to be "almost universal
agreement" on this rule.145 More positively, Oppenheim mentioned that:"[t]he general rule is
well established that there is no need to cite authority for it".146 Therefore, this rule would
141
R. Lagoni, Interim Measure pending Maritime Delimitation Agreement", 78 A.J.I.L.( 1984), p.366.
I4" Malcolm. N. Shaw, International Law, Cambridge University Press(1994), p.579.
143
Anthony Aust, Op. C(Y.(2000), p.207.
144
McNair, The Law ofTreaties, Oxford University Press(1961),p.309.
145 ILC Yearbook{ 1966), p.226.
146
R. Jennings and A. Watts, ed., Oppenheim's International Law(9th ed.), Longman (1992) Vol. 1, p.1261.
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apply to a provisional arrangement regardless of whether or not the arrangement is a treaty
under the terms of the Vienna Convention, if the arrangement is pacta.
Similarly, it can be said that under customary international law, coastal States should not
conclude a provisional arrangement in such a manner as to impair the rights of the third
parties, as the Roman maxim states "sic utere tuo, ut alienum non laedas" (i.e. do not
exercise your rights in a manner as to impair others' rights) ".
However, it is observed that many treaties are incidentally unfavourable to non-parties.147
Rights of a third party can be knowingly disregarded. The issue of remedies then become
important. Lord MacNair has stated that:
A State which learns that a treaty concluded between two other States has for its object or probable
consequence the impairment of its rights...is entitled at once to lodge a diplomatic protest with
those parties and to apply to International Court of Justice, or any other tribunal...148
The impairment of third parties' interests can take place in two situations. One is the case
where a third state claims that it is also a coastal state and thus has the right to participate in a
provisional arrangement between the other States but these States refuse to allow the third
State to participate in the arrangement. The other case is related to a provisional
arrangement's possible interference with navigation and other rights and freedoms which a
third party is entitled to enjoy under the LOS Convention even if the third party is not a
relevant coastal state in the area.
In regard to the former, it can be said that a provisional agreement is effective only within
the geographical scope of explicit reference. This point seems important where a maritime
area is disputed by more than two states. There are a number of maritime areas in the world
where more than two states lay claims.149 Malta claimed its rights to intervene in the
147 Christine Chinkin, Third Parties in International Law, Oxford University Press(1993), p.71.
148
McNair, Op.Cit. (1961), p.321.
149 A number ofmaritime areas in the world have more than two relevant coastal states. For example, in the East
China Sea Korea, Japan, China and Taiwan lay claims to the overlapping areas of the sea. Similar situation has
arisen in the North Sea, where three agreements UK-Netherlands, UK-Denmark, and the Netherlands-Denmark,
met an equidistant tri-point, without regard to the interests of Germany in the area. Following the North Sea
Continental ShelfCases, the agreements between the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark nave concluded and
the agreement between the UK and the Netherlands and the UK and Denmark had to be modified to open up the
centre of the North Sea for Germany. Sometimes tripartite negotiations have achieved tri-junction. The
examples are, inter alia, the agreement among Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand on the delimitation of northern
continental shelf in the Strait of Malacca (1971), the agreement among India, Maldives, and Sri Lanka on the
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Libya/Tunisia case in the ICJ.150 Similarly, Italy claimed its right to intervene in the
Libya/Malta case.xsx The Court, however, rejected the requests of interventions, indicating
that its decisions are binding only upon the Parties to disputes, but it was careful not to
delimit an area which might appertain to a third Party. The ICJ held that:
The decision of the Court will ... have binding force between the Parties, but not against third
States. If therefore the decision is to be stated in absolute terms, in the sense of permitting the
delimitation of the areas ofshelfwhich 'appertain' to the Parties, as distinct from the areas to which
one of the Parties has shown a better title than the other, but which might nevertheless prove to
'appertain' to a third State if the Court had jurisdiction to inquire into the entitlement of that third
State, the decision must be limited to a geographical area in which no such claims exist152
In the Anglo-French Continental Shelfarbitration the tribunal was careful about possible
impacts of the delimitation between UK and France on a future delimitation between UK and
Republic of Ireland, and also made it clear that its decision would be "res inter alios acta" for
any third states.153 The arbitration tribunal in the St. Pierre and Miquelon case between
Canada and France, rejected the parties request to delimit beyond 200 N.M. because that
would affect the third party, i.e. the International Seabed Authority.154 In the Yemen-Eritrea
arbitration on maritime delimitation in the Red Sea, the arbitral tribunal was careful not to
delimit the area which might involve third parties in the area, i.e., Saudi Arabia to the north
and Djibouti to the south, and said that: "The Tribunal believes that these terminal points are
well short of where the boundary line might be disputed by any third Sates".155 From the
Gulf of Manaar in the Indian Ocean(1976), and the agreement among India, Indonesia and Thailand on the
Andaman Sea(1978). Bilateral agreements can also establish tri-junction. For example, Sweden and the USSR
agreed maritime boundary in the Baltic in 1988 and, subsequently, in 1989 Poland and Sweden agreed on the
maritime boundary using the terminus agreed in the Sweden and the USSR agreement. In the Libya/Malta
Continental shelf case, the ICJ modified the boundary of the continental shelf to take into account the Italian
claim; for explanations of some of the cases, see D. Colson, "The Legal Regime of Maritime Boundary
Agreements", InternationalMaritime Boundary, pp.61-62; for the agreement between Poland, Sweden and the
USSR, see Alex G Oude Elferinink, The Law ofMaritime Boundary Delimitation: A Case Study ofthe Russian
Federation, Martinus NijoffPublishers! 1994), p.193 and pp. 212-213.
150 1 981 ICJ Reports, paras. 28, 33, 35.
151 1985 ICJ Reports, paras. 23.43.
152 The Libya/Malta Continental Shelfcase; 1985 ICJ Reports, para.21.
153 18 R.I.A.A., The Anglo-French arbitration, para.28: the award is reproduced at 18I.L.M.(\919), pp.379-494.
154 31 I.L.M.{ 1992) p.645; see Alan E. Boyle, "Dispute Settlement and the Law of the Sea Convention:
Problems of Fragmentation and Jurisdiction", 46 I.C.L.Q.{\991), p.45.
155 1999 Yemen-Eritrea arbitration Award, para.\64. In this case, Saudi Arabia sent a letter to the tribunal
expressing its positions in this regards but Djibouti did not intervene the proceeding and thus the tribunal
considered the Djibouti positionproprio motu.
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observation made so far, it seems necessary for states to agree on the geographical scope of
provisional arrangements in such a way as to avoid including an area which might fall into a
zone of a third party.
With regard to the provisional arrangement's possible interference with navigation and
other rights and freedom of the third party, the "due regard" rule should be recalled. Article
56(2) of the LOS Convention stipulates that:
In exercising its rights and performing its duties under this Convention in the exclusive economic
zone, the coastal State shall have due regard to the rights and duties of other States and shall act in
a manner compatible with the provisions of this Convention.
A number ofprovisional arrangements have included provisions which require due regard
for the rights of a third party. For instance, Article 27 of the joint development agreement of
continental shelf between Korea and Japan provides that:
Exploration and exploitation of natural resources in the Joint Development Zone shall be carried
out in such a manner that other legitimate activities in the Joint Development Zone and its
superjacent waters such as navigation and fisheries will not be unduly affected.156
Similarly, the model agreement for the joint development of the continental shelf
formulated by the British Institute of International and Comparative Law contains provisions
for the protection of the rights of third parties. Article 24 reads as follows:
(1) States Parties shall exercise their rights under this Agreement in such a manner as not to
interfere unjustifiably with the rights and freedoms of other States in respect of the Zone as
provided under generally accepted principles of international law.
(2) In the event that any third party claims rights inconsistent with those of the States Parties under
this Agreement then the States Parties shall consult through appropriate channels with a view to
co-ordinating a response.
The first paragraph is concerned with the provisional arrangement's possible interference
with navigation and other rights and freedom of the third party. The second paragraph is a
procedural one to deal with a third party's claims. As this simply opens up the possibility of
150 Similar provisions are found, for example, in Article 6 of the Convention between France and Spain
Agreement on the Delimitation of the Two States in the Bay of Biscay, and in Article 15 of the Agreement
between Sudan and Saudi Arabia Relating to the Joint Exploration and Exploitation of the Natural Resources of
the Sea-Bed and Sub-Soil in a Defined Area ofthe Two Countries in the Red Sea. See for the France and Spain
Agreement, New Direction in the Law of the Sea, vol. V, P 251; for the Sudan and Saudi Arabia, see New
Directions in the Law ofthe Sea, vol. V, p. 393.
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shaping a common stance between the parties to the agreement toward a competing third
party claim, it will not be sufficient to protect alleged third party rights in the area of a
provisional arrangement. The best way to protect such interests will be for the parties to the
arrangement to have consultations with the third party. Alternatively, it might be desirable, if
possible, for the parties to define the zone of a provisional arrangement so as to exclude the
areas that might be also claimed by a third state. However, by way of contrast, third parties'
claims can be easily disregarded.157 Furthermore, there appears to be a tendency for the
parties to such arrangement to co-operate against a possible third party claim. For example,
Article 6 of the joint development agreement of 1974 between Sudan and Saudi Arabia states
that the parties have equal sovereign rights in the their joint development zone a so-called
"Common Zone", and the parties will protect their sovereign rights and defend them against
• • 1SR • •
third parties. Such a defensive provision is also found in Article 5 of the joint development
agreement of 1965 between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. It provides that if one of the parties
cedes or alienates to any other States such equal rights as are included in the Agreement the
other Party is thereby relieved of any obligations under the Agreement.159
When a third party becomes aware that a treaty concluded between other states impairs its
rights then it can make diplomatic protests, or commence proceeding before an international
court or tribunal if it can establish jurisdiction.160
157 When Korea and Japan negotiated in the early 1970s the agreement on the joint development of continental
shelf China's participation was not made partly due to the fact that neither Korea nor Japan had diplomatic
relations with China. There have been strongly worded protests from Beijing in this regard. Later in the 1990s
similar situations have arisen among the three states. When China and Japan concluded a provisional fisheries
agreement in 1997, Korea protested through a diplomatic channel that the agreement infringed upon the areas to
which Korea has an entitlement ofEEZ. Again in 1998 when Korea and Japan concluded a provisional fisheries
agreement, China made its position clear through a diplomatic channel that China would not recognise the joint
fishing zone between Korea and Japan established in the East China Sea as it intruded to the area where China
has a lawful claims.
158
Agreement between Sudan and Saudi Arabia Relating to the Joint Exploration and Exploitation of the
Natural Resources of the Sea-Bed and Sub-Soil of the Red Sea in a Defined Area of the Two Countries in the
Red Sea, 16 May 1974; see New Directions in the Law ofthe Sea, vol. V, p.393.
159 r •"Kuwait and Saudi Arabia Agreement Relating to the Partition of the Neutral Zone", 7 July 1965. 4 I.L.M.
(1965), p.1134.
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4. Observation
In disputed areas, unilateral boundaries cannot be valid solutions to the overlapping rights
and jurisdictions under the provisions of the LOS Convention.
Even if there is a critical view on the use ofArticle 74(3) and 83(3) of the LOS Convention,
these provisions are the result of long negotiations and contain substantial rules applicable to
disputed areas. These are (i) an obligation to negotiate for conclusion of provisional
arrangement of a practical nature, and (ii) an obligation of mutual restraint not to jeopardise
or hamper the reaching the final agreement on delimitation.
Provisional arrangements share some common aspects with interim measures ordered by
domestic or international courts pending their final judgements on the merits. Although the
term "arrangement" is used frequently to indicate documents less formal than treaties, an
arrangement can take a formal treaty form and can be a treaty under the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties. Through such arrangements, coastal States can promote some
exploitation activities in disputed areas, while preserving their positions on the final
delimitation. In this regard, the insertion of a without prejudice clause is regarded by some
jurists as important to preserve the positions of coastal States.
With regard to the obligation of mutual restraint, it can be safely argued that there is a
customary law rule. However, it does not necessarily follow that all activities are prohibited
in disputed areas. It remains to be seen if or when a black list of prohibited activities in
disputed areas can be completed through development of case law and state practice.
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Chapter Three:
Provisional Arrangements in Disputed Areas
1. Possible Provisional Arrangements in Disputed Areas
As discussed in Chapter Two, Articles 74(3) /83(3) aim to promote the adoption of certain
interim measures pending maritime delimitation. They oblige the States concerned to
negotiate in good faith to enter into provisional arrangements. An important question then
arises: What provisional arrangements are possible?
As the drafting history examined in the previous Chapter demonstrates, such provisional
arrangements are intended mainly to encourage utilisation of undelimited areas of the sea.
However, the States concerned are not barred from prohibiting specific development
activities, or choosing a total moratorium of exploitation in the overlapping areas. Similarly,
coastal States can agree to halt development activities on non-renewable resources, such as
petroleum or natural gas, and concur in exploiting only fisheries.
Suppose, you are a policy maker considering a provisional arrangement in a disputed area.
A number of choices should be made. The choices would be, inter alia, as follows:
- Do you prefer to set up a joint exploitation zone?
- If you are going to set up a joint exploitation zone, do you wish to clearly define the joint
zone by co-ordinates or to leave the precise geographical limits of the zone vague?
- Are you going to deal with all resources whether living or non-living, or certain
resources only, i.e., fisheries resources or oil and gas only, or both of them?
- Even if you wish to have an arrangement that covers only fisheries resources, there is still
a further choice: Are you going to deal with all fish stocks in the disputed area or only
limited number of specific fish stocks?
- Do you want effective management or loose management of the resources in the
disputed area?
- Would you prefer a provisional line rather that a zone?
- Are you going to tacitly recognise a de fact boundary, if there is any, which is in place
with your neighbouring State?
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- Do you want a powerful joint committee to deal with the management issues of a joint
zone or weak joint committee?
- Do you wish to deal with the issues of marine scientific research and the marine
environment as well?
Many policy options are available to a policymaker from various combinations of the
choices mentioned above. How can a policymaker decide among them? There may be
policymakers in other States who have already thought through these choices. It might,
therefore, be very useful to find out, or try to figure out the reasons why States choose
different options, by carefully examining instances of relevant provisional arrangements. By
doing so, we can see what the advantages of one option over the others are.
Generally speaking, joint exploitation zones either of the continental shelf or for fishing
purposes are by far the most widely used form of interim measure in practice. Indeed, joint
development zones and joint fishing zones had been in use in a number of areas throughout
the world even before the adoption of the LOS Convention. However, it does not mean that
all joint development zones have the same characteristics. There are variations in accordance
with the combinations of different choices.
The basic ideas ofjoint development zones and joint fishing zones are the same and can be
found in the judgement of the ICJ in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases. The Court
mentioned the possibility of "a regime ofjoint jurisdiction, use or exploitation for the zones
of overlap or any part of them." It said that:
if the delimitation leaves to the Parties areas that overlap, these are to be divided between them in
agreed proportions or failing agreement, equally, unless they decide on a regime of joint
jurisdiction, use, or exploitation for the zone of overlap or any part of them.1
In the same case, Judge Jessup elaborated on this issue in his separate opinion. He pointed
1 The North Sea Continental Shelf cases, 1969 ICJ Reports , para. 101 (c)(2). It is not clear why the ICJ
mentioned in the last part ofthe judgement the possibility of "a regime ofjoint jurisdiction". Maybe the concept
of natural prolongation which dominated the consideration of the Court led it to emphasise "a regime ofjoint
jurisdiction". It is because according to the concept of natural prolongation a natural prolongation belong to a
coastal State ipsojure and ab initio, and therefore where there is one natural prolongation which belongs to two
States at the same time, the common natural prolongation belong ipsojure and ab initio to two coastal States at
the same time. However, in the subsequent delimitation following the judgement between the United Kingdom,
Netherlands and Germany, there was no need to set up a joint development zone, because they succeeded in
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out that: "Even if it is not yet considered to reveal an emerging rule of international law, the
principle of co-operation may at least be regarded as an elaboration of the factors to be taken
into account in the negotiations now to be undertaken by the Parties".2
Sharing the concepts in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, States have developed
variations of joint exploitation zones to meet their specific needs and policy objectives.
However, other forms of co-operative arrangements which are not based upon joint zones but
upon provisional lines or upon a de facto boundary have also been utilised. We will also
examine instances of such arrangements and relevant issues.
In analysing instances of provisional arrangements in this Chapter, the main focus will be
on the following:
- background: the reasons why Parties chose a joint development zone and/or a joint
fishing zone, and why different options were chosen from place to place.
- the method in shaping the joint development zone or joint fishing zone;
- forms of the instruments for arrangements and provisions on future delimitation,
without-prejudice, and duration and termination of the arrangements; and
- main co-operative mechanism, effectiveness of arrangements, and power ofjoint
committees.
2. Policy Option 1: Joint Development Zones
The "British Institute of International and Comparative Law" defined a joint development
zone as "an agreement between two States to develop so as to share jointly in agreed
proportion by inter-State co-operation and national measures the offshore oil and gas in a
designated zone of the seabed and subsoil of the continental shelf to which both or either of
the participating states are entitled in international law."3 Lagoni identifies four essential
elements in the joint development zones: first, designation of a special zone; second, the
specification of the resources to which it applies; third, the determination of the jurisdiction
delimiting their boundaries in the North Sea.
2 ICJ Reports , Ibid., p.83.
3
H. Fox eds., Joint Development ofOffshore Oil and Gas: A ModelAgreementfor Statesfor Joint Development
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and the laws under which the operation shall be carried out; and finally, the terms and
conditions of exploration.4 Churchill has identified three types of the joint development in
the context of the continental shelf: (i) joint development as an alternative to a boundary, (ii)
joint development as an additional element in a boundary settlement, and (iii) joint regulation
of the exploitation of an oil or gas field straddling a boundary.5
Here a distinction should be drawn between the concept of condominium and joint
development. The latter is concerned with "sovereign rights" with regard to economic uses of
natural resources, whereas the former is a case of "sovereignty" which is jointly exercised by
two or more states on a basis of equality.6 On the concept of condominium, Oppenheim
remarked: "In this case a piece of territory consisting of land or water is under the Joint
Tenancy of two or more States, these several States exercising sovereignty conjointly over it,
and over the individuals living thereon".7
It appears that the need for a joint development zone arises when there is a possibility of
the existence of oil and gas deposits and coastal States wish to exploit the resources before
they reach an agreement on a maritime boundary. It can be imagined without difficulty that
no international oil company would be willing to invest a huge amount of money in a
disputed area when there is no clearly defined joint development zone with a detailed
provisions on exploitation, if there are no boundaries. It is to recalled that Greece asked the
ICJ to order Turkey to halt seismic explorations in the disputed area in the Aegean Sea. This
illustrates that a huge amount ofmoney spent for explorations in a disputed area would turn
into a huge waste when a competent judicial institution orders the cessation of the
exploration activities. We will examine six instances of joint development zones which
purported to be provisional arrangements pending maritime delimitation.
with Explanatory Commentary, British Institute of International Law(1989), p.45.
4
R. Lagoni, "Oil and Gas Deposits Across National Frontiers", 73 A.J.I.L.(\919), pp. 233 - 239.
5 R. Churchill, "Joint Development Zones: International Legal Issues", Joint Development ofOffshore Oil and
Gas" H. Fox eds. British Institute of International Law(1990) pp. 55-67.
61. Brownlie, Principles ofPublic International Law, Oxford Clarendon Press(1998), p.l 14.
7
H. Lauterpacht, ed., Oppenheim's International Law(8th ed.), Longman (1955), vol. I, p.453: see also R.
Jennings and A. Watts, ed., Oppenheim's International Law(9th ed.), Longman (1992), pp.566-567.
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2.1. Kuwait - Saudi Arabia
Background
A joint development zone in the Persian Gulf between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia developed
from the "Neutral Zone" established by the A1 Uqair Protocol of 1922 in their land border
areas where a land boundary line could not be agreed upon. This provided, that "... the
Government ofNajd [Saudi Arabia] and Kuwait will share equal rights [in the Neutral Zone]
• • R
until through the good offices ofGreat Britain a further agreement is made... concerning it".
The Neutral Zone covered a land area of 5,700 km2. Through the history of exploration,
common and co-ordinated modes of exploitation have been established in the Neutral Zone.
Similar practices ofjoint exploration and exploitation also have been established in offshore
areas of the Neutral Zone.
Map 1: Neutral Zone between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
8 H. M. AL-Bahara, The Legal Status of the Arabian GulfStates: A Study of their Treaty Relations and their
International Problems, Manchester University Press(1968), pp.267-268.
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In 1965 an international boundary line was drawn between the countries in the Neutral
Zone.9 The boundary line extends from land to the territorial sea. However, the boundary
does not affect the nature of the Neutral Zone and its offshore areas in terms of exploitation
of natural resources. With respect to the submerged area beyond the territorial sea, the two
countries agreed to exercise their equal rights by means of shared exploration unless the two
countries would agree otherwise.10
Methods ofShaping the JDZ
As the background of the establishment of the Neutral Zone shows, the Neutral Zone in
the land territory corresponded to the area where the two countries could not agree on land
boundaries. The submersed maritime zone pertaining to the Neutral Zone of the land also
become a joint development zone later on. However, the seaward limit of the joint
continental shelf seems obscure because there is no maritime boundary between Kuwait and
Iran until now."
Operational Mechanism and the Effectiveness ofthe Arrangement
The Protocol of 1922 does not provide a detailed mechanism to facilitate joint
development. What is clear from the Protocol is that the two States have equal shares in joint
and undivided property in the Neutral Zone. Each governments granted concessions to their
own concessionaires but let their concessionaires co-operate with each other. For example,
the Pacific Western Oil Corporation (subsequently Getty Oil Company), which is the
concessionaire of Saudi Arabia, entered into an agreement on joint drilling with American
Independent Oil Company (Aminoil) in 1956. The two companies signed a joint operating
agreement in 1960. The joint drilling and joint operation of the two concessionaires were
under the supervision of a Joint Operating Committee. Later, in 1965, the two governments
9 M.T. El Ghoneimy, "The Legal Status of the Saudi-Kuwaiti Neutral Zone", 15 I.C.L.Q. (1966), pp. 690-717.
10 Article 8(2) of the Agreement of 1965. The text is reproduced in 6 1965), No.6, pp.1134-1137.
11 For the maritime delimitation between Saudi Arabia and Iran, see R. F. Piertrowski, Jr., "Report Number7-7:
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established a Joint Permanent Committee. 12 It is noteworthy that of the seven jointly
developed fields in the Persian Gulf, four, including the largest, are found in the Neutral
Zone.13
Delimitation Issue
As there are two islands in dispute between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, the delimitation of
maritime boundaries has proved to be difficult. The two islands are Qarah and Umm
al-Maradim. These have been under the Kuwaiti control and claimed by Saudi Arabia. In
1961 Kuwait offered to Saudi Arabia a half share of any income accruing from future
exploitation in return for the Saudi Arabian acknowledgement of the Kuwaiti sovereignty
over the islands. However, Saudi Arabia has yet to make a decision on the offer.14
2.2. South Korea - Japan
South Korea and Japan concluded an agreement for establishing a joint development zone
in the East China Sea in 1974. This agreement will be examined thoroughly in Part II.
2.3. Malaysia - Thailand
Backgroundfor Joint Development
In 1972 Malaysia and Thailand agreed on a lateral shelf boundary which is about 29 N.M.
long in the Gulf of Thailand in 1972. However, the two countries could not agree on a
boundary further seaward because of a serious disagreement between them with regard to the
effect of the Thai rock, "Ko Losin" on the delimitation. Ko Losin is about 1.5 metres high at
Iran-Saudi Arabia" InternationalMaritime Boundaries, pp. 1519-1532.
12
W.T. Onorato, "Apportionment of an International Common Petroleum Deposit", 17 I.C.L.Q., (1968) pp.
85-101; H. Fox et al eds., Op. Cit. (1989), p. 55.
13
Masahiro Miyoshi, The Joint Development of Offshore Oil and Gas In Relation to Maritime Boundary
Delimitation, Maritime Briefing IBRU, University ofDurham, 1999, pp.9-10.
14 H. Fox et al eds., Op. C/'t.(1989), p. 55.
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high tide and located some 39 N.M. north (i.e., Thailand side) of what would have been the
agreed equidistant lateral boundary if the effect of the island had been disregarded.12
Thailand argued for the full effect of Ko Losin, whereas Malaysia denied any effect of Ko
Losin.
Method ofShaping the Joint Development Zone
As an interim measure, the Parties agreed to establish a joint development zone which is
of a roughly triangular-shape covering 5,439 km2 in area in 1979: the outer limits of the joint
development zone were made by using the lines which were claimed by the two countries.16
Map 2: Joint Development Zone between Malaysia and Thailand and Malaysia and Vietnam
15 Choon-ho Park, "Report Number 5-13(2): Malaysia-Thailand(Gulf of Thailand Continental Shelf)",
International Maritime Boundaries, pp.1111-1123.
16 Article 1 of Annex I to the Memorandum of Understanding on the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf
Boundary confirm the fact. It provides that "Both Parties agree that as a result of overlapping claims made by
the two countries regarding the boundary line oftheir continental shelves in the GulfofThailand, there exists an
overlapping area, ..."; for text see Choon-ho Park, Ibid.
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Forms and Provisions
The above arrangement is in the form of an annexed Memorandum of Understanding to
the main Memorandum of Understanding which provides for a partial continental shelf
boundary which was constructed by connecting point i, point ii, and point iii. The two
countries agreed to continue to seek to delimit the remaining part of the continental shelf by
negotiations or such other peaceful means as may be agreed by them.17 There is no provision
on ratione temporis in the Memorandum. However, a Joint Authority is to be established for
a period of 50 years.18 If both states arrive at a satisfactory solution on the delimitation within
50 years, then the Joint Authority is to be wound up. If, however, no satisfactory solution
were to be found within 50 years, then the current arrangement would continue.19
OperationalMechanism and Effectiveness ofthe Arrangement
An important feature of the provisional arrangement is that it has a powerful Joint
Authority. The Joint Authority assumes "all rights and responsibilities on behalf of both
Parties for the exploration and exploitation of the non-living resources of the sea-bed and
subsoil" in the joint development area.20 In 1990, the two countries agreed on a production
sharing system. The production sharing system provides terms and conditions for
exploitation. Among others, the conditions state that: the duration of the contract shall not
exceed 35 years; the payment of 10% of gross production of petroleum shall be made by the
contractor to the Joint Authority as royalty; 50% of gross production shall be taken by the
contractor for the recovery of costs; and, the remainder of gross production shall be profit and
21
divided equally between the Joint Authority and the contractor.
17 Article II, Memorandum of Understanding between the Kingdom and Thailand and Malaysia on the
Establishment ofa Joint Authorityfor the Exploitation ofthe Resources ofthe Sea-Bed in a DefinedArea ofthe
Continental Shelfofthe Two Countries in the GulfofThailand', for the text, see Choon-ho Park, Op. Cit. (Report
No.5-13(2) in International Maritime Boundaries).
18 Article III of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding.
19 Article VII of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding.
20 Article III of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding.
21 Article 8 of the Agreement between the Government ofMalaysia and the Government of the Kingdom ofthe
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2.4. Malaysia - Vietnam
Background
In the Gulf of Thailand, Vietnam and Malaysia lie opposite to each other and have
overlapping claims on the continental shelf. Vietnam wanted the area to be delimited by an
equidistant line between the coasts of the mainland of the two countries, ignoring the
• • 22
Malaysian island of Redang and the Vietnamese island of Hon Khoai altogether." The
Malaysian claim on the continental shelf made in 1979, however, was based upon an
• • 23
equidistant line constructed between the Vietnamese mainland and Malaysian Islands.
Method ofShaping the Joint Development Zone
The joint development, the so called "Defined Area", is a long sword-shape. In shaping
the Defined Area the overlapping claims of both countries have been accommodated. Points
A and F are based on Malaysia's claim. They are equidistant points constructed by giving full
weight to Malaysian island ofRedang while disregarding Vietnamese offshore islands. Point
E is the terminal point of the 1969 Indonesia-Malaysia continental shelf boundary. It is the
equidistant point from Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam constructed by taking account ofall
the offshore features in the area. Points C and D are derived from Vietnamese claims. These
are equidistant points between the mainland of the two countries.24
Forms and Provisions
Malaysia and Vietnam concluded a Memorandum of Understanding for the exploration
Thailand on the Constitution and Other Matters Relating to the Establishment of the Malaysia-Thailand Joint
Authority, for text see Choon-ho Park, Op. Cit.(Report No. 5-13(2) in InternationalMaritime Boundaries).
' M. Valencia and Van Dyke, "Southeast Asian Seas: Joint Development ofHydrocarbons in the Overlapping
Claims Areas", 16 O.D.I.L.{986), pp.218-219.
~3
M. Valencia and Van Dyke, Idem.
24 Ted L. McDorman, Number5-19: Malaysia-Vietnam", International Maritime Boundaries, Vol.111 on CD
Rom.
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and exploitation of petroleum in the Gulf of Thailand in 1992. In the Memorandum, they
noted that "it is in the best interests of both countries, pending delimitation of their
continental shelves located off the north east coast ofWest Malaysia and off the south-west
coast of Vietnam, to enter into an interim arrangement for the purpose of exploring and
exploiting petroleum in the seabed in the overlapping area."25 The Memorandum of
Understanding has a "without prejudice" clause in Article 4. It provides that, "Nothing in this
Memorandum of Understanding shall be interpreted so as to in any way prejudice the
position and claim of either party in the relation to and over the Defined Area". The
Memorandum of Understanding shall come into force on a date to be specified by an
exchange ofdiplomatic Notes and shall continue to be in force for a period to be specified by
an exchange of Diplomatic Notes between the two parties.26
OperationalMechanism and the Effectiveness ofthe Arrangement
Under the arrangement, all costs incurred and benefits derived from exploration within the
Defined Area are to be shared equally by the Parties. In the event that a petroleum field is
found in the Defined Area or partly outside the Defined Area, the Parties should seek to agree
upon terms for the exploration and exploitation of the field.27
2.5. Australia - Indonesia
Background
Australia and Indonesia have settled their boundary delimitation stage by stage. In 1971
the two countries delimited their continental shelf boundaries in part of the Arafura Sea
(Point A1 - Point A12). Subsequently in 1972, the two countries agreed on the boundary of
25 Preamble to the Memorandum ofUnderstanding between Malaysia and the Socialist Republic ofVietnamfor
the Exploration and Exploitation ofPetroleum in the Defined Area ofthe Continental Shelf Involving the Two
Countries', the text of the Memorandum is reproduced in Ted L. McDorman, Idem.
26 Articles 5 and 7 of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding.
27 Article X of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding.
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the remaining part of the continental shelf in the Arafura Sea (Point A13 - Point A16) and in
the offshore areas ofWest Timor (Point A17 - Point A 25). However, the area offEast Timor,
• • 28
which was then a colony ofPortugal, was left undelimted and was called the "Timor Gap".
After East Timor was annexed by Indonesia in 1975, various rounds ofnegotiation have been
held for delimitation in the area of the Timor Gap.29 Australia argued in favour of, and
Indonesia argued against, the principle of natural prolongation for the purpose of the
delimitation in this area. In 1985 when the ICJ adopted the distance criterion as the basis of
title to the continental shelf in the Libya/Malta case, Australia's position was weakened.30
Map 3: Maritime Boundaries and Joint Development between Australia and Indonesia
Method ofShaping the Joint Development Zone
In shaping the Zone of co-operation, the Australian position for a natural prolongation line
along the Timor Trough and the Indonesian position for a median line were both
28
R.V. Prescott, "Report Number 6-2(5); Australia-Indonesia", International Maritime Boundaries, p. 1246.
29
A. Bergin, "The Australian-Indonesian Timor Gap Boundary Agreement", 5 I. J.E.C.L.( 1990),
pp.383-385.
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accommodated. The Zone is divided into three areas; Area C, Area A and Area B from north
to south. The northern limit of the Zone is drawn along the bathymetric axis of the Timor
Trough and its southern boundary is drawn along the 200 N.M. line from the Island ofTimor.
The median line is adopted to divide Area A and Area B in the Zone. Area A and Area C is
divided by a modified line of 1,500 metres isobath.31
Forms and Provisions
The provisional arrangement was signed in December 1989 in the form of a formal
Treaty. It is entitled "Treaty on the Zone of Co-operation in an Area between the
Indonesian Province of East Timor and Northern Australia." The treaty provides that,
"Nothing contained in this Treaty and no acts or activities taking place while this Treaty is in
force shall be interpreted as prejudicing the position of either Contracting States on a
permanent continental shelf delimitation in the Zone of Co-operation nor shall anything
contained in it be considered as affecting the respective sovereign rights claimed by each
Contracting State in the Zone of Co-operation."33 The treaty also stipulates that " the
Contracting States shall continue their efforts to reach agreement on a permanent continental
shelf delimitation in the Zone ofCo-operation."34 This treaty is valid for a period of40 years,
after which it will continue to be valid for successive terms of 20 years unless the two States
agree on a permanent boundary by the end of each term, including the initial term of 40
years.35 As East Timor voted for independence from Indonesia in 1999, East Timor and
Australia began to negotiate a joint development regime in the Timor Gap and are close to
agreeing on the basic tenets of a new treaty.36
30 A. Bergin, Ibid.
31 R.V. Prescott, Op. Cit. (Report Number 6-2(5) in International Maritime Boundaries), p. 1208.
32 The Treaty between Australia and the Republic of Indonesia on the Zones of Co-operation in an Area
between Indonesia's Province ofEast Timor andNorthern Australia; the text of the treaty is reproduced in R.V.
Presott, Ibid, pp.1256-1328.
33 Article 2(3) of the Treaty.
34 Article 33 of the Treaty.
35 Article 2 of the Treaty.
36 The Christian Science Monitor, 21 May 2110, at www.csmonitor.com/durable/200I/05/21/p7sl.htm.
According to the Christian Science Monitor, under a new treaty the Timorese will get 85-90 percent of what
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Operational Mechanism and the Effectiveness ofthe Arrangement
In Area A, which measures 9,375 square N.M. in area, exploitation and exploration are to
be supervised and controlled by a ministerial council and a joint authority. In Area B, which
measures 5,178 square N.M. in area, an Australian offshore regime is to be applied. In Area
C, which covers 1,576 square N.M. in area, an Indonesian legal regime is to be applied. Even
ifArea C and B areas are under the jurisdiction of Indonesia and Australia respectively, each
country is to pay the other country certain tax revenues derived from exploitation taking
place in those areas.37 On 14 March 1997 the two countries signed the Treaty Establishing an
Exclusive Economic Zone Boundary and Certain Seabed Boundary. However, the 1997
38
Treaty does not affect the legal regime of the Treaty in the Zone of Co-operation.
2.6. United Kingdom - Argentina in the South West Atlantic
Background
Although the British Government has exercised effective control over the Falkland
Islands in the South West Atlantic since the 1830s, the Argentine Government's claim to the
Islands has been maintained to the present. It is not intended here to examine the sovereignty
issue over the Falkland Islands/Islas Malvinas.39
The UK Government claimed, as early as in 1950, the continental shelf around the
Falkland Islands. According to the Order in Council of that year, the continental shelf of the
Falkland Islands was generally up to the 100-fathom isobath from the Islands.40 Note here
could prove to be hundreds ofmillions of dollars in annual royalties.
37 Article 3 and 4 of the Treaty.
38 For the analysis of the 1997 Treaty, see Max Herrman and Martin Tsamenyi, "The 1997 Australia-Indonesia
Maritime Boundary Treaty: A Secure Legal Regime for Offshore Resource Development", 29 O.D.I.L.(1998),
pp.361-396.
39
For the sovereignty issue of the islands, see L. S. Gustafsen, The Sovereignty Dispute over the Falklands
(Malvinas) Islands, New York Oxford University Press(1988); for a brief summary of the issue, see Patric
Armstrong and Vivian Forbes, The Falkland Islands and their Adjacent Maritime Area, Maritime Briefing
Vol.2 No.3, IBRU, University ofDurham (1997).
40 Falkland Islands (Continental Shelf) Order 1950, S.1.1950 No.2100.
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that the Order of 1950 was concerned only with the continental shelf and thus the extent of
fisheries jurisdiction around the Falklands Islands remained the three-mile territorial sea until
1986.41 In 1986 the U.K Government established a Falkland Islands Interim Conservation
and Management Zone, which extended from a central point in the Islands up to 150 N.M.
seawards, but modified in the south-west to reduce the area of potential overlap with
Argentina's then 200 N.M. territorial sea.42 We will discuss this zone in detail at a later stage,
when we discuss fisheries issues in this area. Also in 1986 the British Government
proclaimed that the Falkland Islands continental shelf extended to 200 N.M. from the coasts
or to such other limit as is prescribed by the rules of international law.43 On 22 November
1991 the Governor of the Falkland Islands issued a Proclamation thereby bringing the outer
limits ofthe Falklands continental shelf further out to the same limits as the outer limits of the
Falkland fisheries zone, which had been extended up to 200 N.M. from the baselines of the
Islands in 1990.44 Along with the Proclamation dated 22 November 1991, the Legislative
Council of the Colony of the Falkland Islands passed a Continental Shelf Ordinance to
provide an interim framework for preliminary exploration of the continental shelf.45
The Falkland Islands Governor's Proclamation of 22 November 1991 brought forth an
immediate protest from the Argentine Government.46 The two governments began to explore
the possibilities of accommodating the positions of both sides over the continental shelf.
Note here that a co-operation scheme for fisheries management in the region took place in
1990.47 We will discuss this at a later stage. After many years negotiation, the two
governments issued the "Joint Declaration on Co-operation over Offshore Activities in the
41
R.R. Churchill, "Falkland Islands-Maritime Jurisdiction and Co-operative Arrangements with Argentina", 46
ICLQ(\991), p. 463. However, during and following the 1982 conflict, there was a "naval protection zone"
around the Falklands Islands by the British government which aimed at excluding Argentine ships and aircraft
from the Falklands region; see P. Armstrong and V. Forbes, Op. Citf 1997), p.38,
4" British Government, Declaration on the Conservation ofFish stocks and on Maritime Jurisdiction around
the Falkland Islands, 29 October 1986, Reproduced in Law ofthe Sea Bulletin No.9.(1987) pp. 18-19.
43 British Government Declaration, Ibid.
44U.K.M.L. in 63 B.Y.I.L. (1991), p.645.
45 This Ordinance was replaced by the Offshore Minerals Ordinance of October 1994, which has more detailed
provisions for exploration and exploitation.
46 R.R. Churchill, Op. Cit. (1997/ I.C.L.Q), p. 468.
47
Foreign & Commonwealth Office, Press Release No. 247(Wednesday 28 November 1990).
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South West Atlantic" on 27 September 1995.48 They agreed in the Declaration to establish a
joint development zone, a so-called "Special Area" to the south west of the Falkland Islands.
Method ofShaping the Joint Development Zone
Even though the Argentine Government claims, in principle, sovereignty over the whole
of the Falkland Islands, the Special Area, whose co-ordinates are shown in the Annex to the
Joint Declaration, is limited to an area situated to the south west of the Islands. The joint
development zone, which covers 20,000 km2 in area, is constructed by lines connecting 12
points.49 However, the possibility of establishing additional joint development zones is not
ruled out. Importantly, in this context, paragraph 4 (b) refers to "additional trenches either
within the sedimentary structure referred to in the Annex or in a further area to be agreed by
the Governments on the recommendation of the Commission"
Map 4: Joint Development Zone between U.K and Argentina
48 The text of the "Joint Declaration on the Co-operation over Offshore Activities in the South West Atlantic of
27 September 1995" is reproduced in P. Armstrong and V. Forbes, Op. C<7.(1997), pp. 36 -39.
49 R.R. Churchill, Op. Cit. (1997/ I.C.L.Q.), p. 469.
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Forms andProvisions
The joint development scheme between the United Kingdom and Argentine Republic was
agreed in the form of a Joint Declaration signed by the British and Argentine Foreign
Ministers. Paragraph 1 thereof provides a "without-prejudice" clause, based upon the so
called "Madrid Formula".50 It stipulates, inter alia, that, "nothing in the content of the
Present Joint Declaration or of any similar subsequent joint statements shall be interpreted as
a change in the position of the United Kingdom with regard to the sovereignty or territorial
and maritime jurisdiction over the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and the South Sandwich
Islands and the surrounding maritime areas".
Despite this Joint Declaration, uncertainty regarding exploration and exploitation
activities on the continental shelf around Falkland Islands arose when the Argentine
Government issued a statement, on the same day the Joint Declaration was made, to the
effect that it would introduce charges on companies operating in the continental shelf around
the "Islas Malvinas".51 However, responding to the Argentine statement, the British
Government made a Declaration, stating that "HMG do not accept any Argentine claim to
impose such charges on companies by reason of their activities on the continental shelf
around the Falkland Islands under Falklands license ".52
50 The term "Madrid Formula" denotes a formula on sovereignty agreed by Argentina and the United Kingdom
agreed on 19 October 1989. It means that the two countries pursue co-operation on the understanding that the
position of either side on the question ofsovereignty over the Falkland Islands is reserved. After negotiations on
the basis of the formula the two governments issued a Joint Statement in February 1990, which contained a
range of co-operation measures between the two States; see M. Evans, "The Restoration of Diplomatic
Relations between Argentina and the United Kingdom", 401.C.L.Q. (1991), pp. 476- 477.
51
R.R. Churchill, Op. C/7.( 1997/ I.C.L.Q.), p.468.
52 See Declaration of the British Government with regard to the Joint Declaration Signed by the British and
Argentine Foreign Ministers On Co-operation Over Offshore Activities in the South West Atlantic; the text of
the declaration is reproduced in P. Armstrong and V. Forbes, Op. Czt.(1997), p.36: Apart from the Special Zone
between the U.K and Argentina, the U.K government has undertaken exploration activities in the continental
shelf around the Falkland Islands. In October 1996 the Falkland Islands Government issued seven offshore
production licences to five consortia, and the five consortia have conducted seismic exploration and have
drilled six wells so far. They found minor quantities ofoil and evidence of gas in five of the six wells. Although
large accumulations of oil have not yet found in the first six wells, analysis of the geology in this area is on
going and the data from exploration and drilling have been promising: see Falkland Islands Government, Ibid.
p.4: see also Falkland Islands Government "Falkland Islands Government: Offshore Oil Exploration", p.3, at
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OperationalMechanism and the Effectiveness oftheArrangement
Exploration for and exploitation of hydrocarbon deposits by the oil and gas industry is to
be carried out in accordance with sound commercial principles and good oil field practice.53
Co-operation is to be furthered by means of the establishment of a Joint Commission. The
Joint Commission has a mandate to promote exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbons in
the maritime areas ofthe South-West Atlantic by way of submitting recommendations to the
Parties on any related matter.54 The first meeting of the Joint Commission was held in March
1996.55 The Joint Committee meets at least twice a year and Sub-Committee meets at more
frequent intervals for co-ordinating activities in the Special Area.56 The Sub-Committee is
discussing with a view to completing preparation for a licensing round in the Special
Co-operation Area as soon as possible.57
3. Policy Option 2: Joint Fishing Zones
The Needfor Joint Fishing Zones
If an EEZ or an exclusive fisheries zone boundary were delimited between neighbouring
countries there would be no need to establish a joint fishing zone. If there is a such boundary,
a State can implement its own fisheries laws and regulations in its EEZ or exclusive fisheries
zone by giving or denying permission to nationals and vessels of other countries to fish in the
area within its side of the boundary and by exercising enforcement jurisdiction on illegal
fishing activities. However, where no boundary has been agreed in an area of overlapping
claims, then something needs to be done about fisheries. Usually, fisheries pose more urgent
issues than mineral resources pending ultimate delimitation. In this regard, Oxman observed
http://www.falklands.gov.fk/oildept.htm.
53 See paragraph 2 of the Joint Declaration; for text, P. Armstrong and V. Forbes, Op. Cit.{\991), p. 38.
54 The Joint Declaration, paragraph 4.
55 R.R. Churchill, Op. Cit. (1997/ I.C.L.Q. ), p. 469.
56 Falkland Islands Government, "Falkland Islands Offshore Oil Exploration", pp. 1-6.at http://www. falklands.
gov. fk/9bgt. htm.
57 Falkland Islands Government "Falkland Islands Government: Offshore Oil Exploration", p.3, at
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that:
While delimitation problems are not new, the urgency of the problem in connection with extensions
of fisheries jurisdiction is of some importance. Unlike oil development, fishing has been conducted
for centuries in many border areas under high sea principles. The number of peoples involved can
be large; the basic investment has been already made... 58
Grey Zones or White Zones?
In establishing a joint fishing zone, two options are possible: to agree to leave the fisheries
resources in the area without a proper management, or to keep fishing activities under some
degree of control. The former option is called the "white zone" approach and the latter is
called the "grey zone" approach. The classification of a white zone and grey zone has been
conceptualised by Mr. Manner who was the chairman ofNegotiation Group 7(NG7) at the
third United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.59 The White Zone approach is, in
general terms, a mode of allowing all fishing vessels to participate in fishing activities by
regarding overlapping zones as the high seas. Churchill commented on the "white zone" that:
Here two or more States, although extending their fisheries jurisdiction generally, agree to refrain
from doing so along particular stretches of their coasts, because they know that there will be
problems in drawing a boundary between what would be overlapping areas of fisheries jurisdiction.
This restraint means that there will be areas ofhigh seas left ("white zone") where all States can fish
under the freedom of the high seas, although under some regulation by an international fisheries
commission.60
The Grey Zone approach, on the other hand, is a mode which purports to manage the living
resources in the disputed area.61 As Churchill has explained: "A Grey zone agreement is an
f\9
agreement that regulates fisheries in all or part of a disputed area". On the same zones,
Lagoni has observed that: "These zones are designed to regulate fishing within the area of
overlapping claims on a provisional basis and to exclude the fishing fleets of third states from
http://www.falklands.gov.fk/ oildept.htm.
58 B.H. Oxman, "The Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea: The 1976 New York
Convention", 71 AJ.7.1.(1977), p. 261.
59 Statement made by the Chairman ofNegotiating Group 7 on 12 September 1978, Conf. Doc. NG7/23.
60 R.R. Churchill, "Fisheries issues in Maritime boundary delimitation", 17 M.P.( 1993), pp.48-49.
61 R. Lagoni, "Interim Measures Pending Maritime Delimitation Agreements", 78 A.J.I.L.{ 1984), p.360.
62 R.R.Churchill, Op. Cit.(\993/M.P.), p.45.
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the area".63
Precursor of Joint Fishing Zones: Common Oyster Fisheries Zone between the United
Kingdom and France
We can find a precursor ofjoint fishing zones in the 1830s. At that time disputes between
British and French fishermen became frequent and acrimonious in the English Channel and
there were complaints from the English fishermen about the encroachments of the French
fishermen.64 However, French fishermen also complained about the English fishermen,
particularly about their dredging for oysters off the French coast.65 To solve the fisheries
dispute the two governments concluded a Fisheries Convention in 1839.66 The Convention
defined the limits within which the fisheries were to be exclusively reserved to the fishermen
of each Party. The limits for the exclusive fisheries were generally three miles from the
low-water mark along the whole extent of the coasts of each country.67 Article 3 of the
Convention provided that:
The oyster fishery outside the limits within which that fishery is exclusively reserved to French
and British subjects respectively, as stipulated in the preceding Articles, shall be common to the
subjects of both countries.
This Convention was the first to establish by an international agreement the three-mile
fishery zone off the British coasts.68 There were fishing regulations in the common fisheries
zone prepared by a Mixed Commission and confirmed by the respective governments. The
regulations were concerned with the numbering and lettering of fishing vessels, and
restricting the fishing apparatus to be used.69 However, it is to be noted that this Convention
63
R. Lagoni, Op. Cit. (1984/A.J.I.L.), p.78.
64
Thomas Wemyss Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea, William Blackwood and Sons (Edinburgh and
London: 1911), pp. 606-607.
65 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Ibid, p.611.
66 Convention between Her Majesty and the King of the French on the Limits of the Exclusive Rights of the
Oyster and other Fishing on the Coasts ofGreat Britain and ofFrance. Signed at Paris August 2, 1839.
67 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Op. C/r.(1911), p.612. Only in the area in the Bay of Granville on the French coast
ad hoc straight lines were drawn far beyond three miles.
68 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Ibid, p.614.
69 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Idem.
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was binding only on the British and French subjects and thus the fishing regulations in the
common fisheries zone and the three-mile fishery limits were not applicable to fishing
vessels from third countries.70
Can Joint Fishing Zones Have Impact on the Sovereignty Issue over Disputed Islands?
A question arises as to whether a joint fishing zone can have any impact on issues of
sovereignty disputes over islands which are geographically within the zone. In the Minquires
andEcrehos case the French Government tried to reinforce its position by using the Fisheries
Convention of 1839. The French Government asserted, and the U.K Government denied that
the Minquires and Ecrehos groups were included in the common fisheries zone. The French
Government went on to argue that the acts performed by each Party on the islets and rocks
after the Fisheries Convention were not capable of being set up as manifestations of
territorial sovereignty.71 In this matter, the Court held that:
The Court does not consider it necessary, for the purpose of deciding the present case, to
determine whether the waters of the Ecrehos and Minquires groups are inside or outside the
common fishery zone established by Article 3. Even if it be held that these groups lies within this
common fishery zone, the Court cannot admit that such an agreed common fishery zone in these
waters would involve a regime ofcommon use of the land territory of the islets and rocks, since the
Articles relied on refer to fishery only and not to any kind of use of land. Nor can the Court admit
that such an agreed common fishery zone should necessarily have the effects of precluding the
Parties from relying on subsequent acts involving a manifestation of sovereignty in respect of the
islets.72
3.1. Grey Zones
Why do some States choose white zones rather than grey zones? Generally speaking, it
appears to be normal that those coastal States which wish to effectively manage fisheries
70 Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Ibid, p.615. In 1867, the two countries concluded a new fisheries agreement which
kept the exclusive fishery limits of the two countries the same as those in the Convention of 1839. However, the
new Convention of 1867 was not ratified by the French Government and its provisions, including the Article on
the exclusive fishery limits, were repealed by the Sea Fisheries Act 1883: see Thomas Wemyss Fulton, Ibid,
p.620.
71 The Minquiers and Ecrehos case, 1953 ICJReports, p.58.
72 1953 ICJ Reports, idem.
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resources in a disputed area choose a grey zone rather than a white zone, as the former zone
purports to provide an effective management for fisheries in the disputed areas. Then, a
question arise as to why some States do not choose a comprehensive joint exploitation, but a
grey zone only for the management of fisheries resources. The reason might be that in some
areas fisheries pose a more urgent issue than oil and gas; that there is no commercially
exploitable quantity of oil and gas in a disputed area; or coastal states wish to await a final
delimitation of the continental shelf and exploit oil and gas after delimitation; or a coastal
state is worried about the possible image of condominium when there is joint development
regime of oil and gas along with a joint fishing zone. We will soon see that these various
reasons have been taken into consideration in practice.
3.1.1. Soviet Union and Norway in the Barents Sea
Background
The Barents Sea is an important world fishing ground. In recent years the total catch in the
Barents Sea has been about 1-1.5 million tons a year, which is about 1.5- 2.0 percent of the
world total.73 The Barents Sea is also thought to have a potential for oil and gas resources.
However, no commercial production activities have been conducted even though there have
been some exploration activities.74 In the Barents Sea, Russia (formerly the Soviet Union)
and Norway are the only coastal States. Norway issued a continental shelf proclamation in
1963, and the Soviet Union did so in 1968.75 The two countries thereafter embarked upon the
negotiations for the delimitation of the continental shelf. In the negotiations Norway argued
for an equidistance line while the USSR put forward a sector line.76 The overlapping area is
73 R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Marine Management in the Disputed Areas: The Case of the Barents Sea,
Routledge(1992), p.60.
74 Alex G. Oude Elferink, The Law of Maritime Boundary Delimitation: A Case Study of the Russian
Federation, Martinus NijhoffPublishers(1994), pp.232-233,
75 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Ibid, pp.146 and 229.
The sector line is the line of longitude running from the terminus ofthe existing Norwegian-Soviet frontier to
the North Pole. The sector line was first introduced through a decree in 1926. The USSR proposed boundary
line in the negotiation with Norway was identical with the sector line except the deviation of the line in the
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some 175,000 km2 in area. The negotiation expanded to the matter of delimitation of
exclusive economic zones in 1977 as Norway proclaimed an economic zone and the USSR
proclaimed a 200 exclusive fisheries zone in 1976, while the negotiations for the delimitation
of the continental shelf were under way.77 While the negotiations were in stalemate, the
urgent need to manage and conserve the fisheries resources in the Barents sea was
recognised by the two countries. By contrast, there was no immediate urgency for the
regulation of continental shelf resources as neither the Soviet Union nor Norway desired to
begin early exploration for oil and gas in the disputed area.78
In particular, both countries shared a common concern about the impact of fishing by third
States on fisheries resources in the disputed area as well as possible jurisdictional conflicts
• 79between their enforcement authorities over fishing vessels from third countries. The
objective of prohibiting access to the disputed area by fishing vessels of third States was an
important incentive in agreeing on a provisional arrangement.80 These common and urgent
concerns led the two countries to reach the so-called "Grey Zone Agreement" on 11 January
1978.
Method ofShaping the Zone
The grey zone was established in the southern Barents Sea, beneath the Svalbard zone
which is governed by the multilateral Svalbard Treaty of 1920.81 The grey zone covers
41,500 km2 in area. The zone does not precisely correspond to location of the disputed area
Svalbard area; see Alex G. Oude Elferink, Ibid, pp.74-75, and p. 239.
77
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.{ 1992), p.61; the Soviet Union established a provisional 200 mile
fisheries zone on 10 December 1976 through the Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR,
'On Provisional Measures for the Conservation of the Living Resources and of Regulation of Fisheries in the
Maritime Areas Adjacent to the Coast of the USSR; see W.E. Butler, "Soviet Fisheries Jurisdiction", 27
I.C.L.Q.( 1978), pp.442-446.
78 The sovereignty of the Svalbard and exploitation of the resources in the Svalbard area were addressed by the
1919 Peace Conference in Versailles, and the Svalbard Treaty was concluded in 1920. The treaty gave the
sovereignty over the archipelago to Norway and allowing other States to have access to the Svalbard area for
economic activities: see R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Ibid, pp.64-65.
79
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Ibid.
80 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. C/f. (1994), p.246; an English translation of this arrangement dose not appear to
have been published; the Norwegian text can be found in Overenskomster medfremmede Stater (Norwegian
Treaty Series, 1978).
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occasioned by the USSR sector line and the Norwegian median line, although it does cover a
large part of the disputed area. The large area to the west(i.e., the Norwegian side) of the
sector line and the small area to the east (i.e., the USSR side) of the median line are also




■n Area covered by the agreement Norway/Soviet Union 1978
tm Area beyond 200 miles from the baselines of both states
E3 Area within 200 miles from the Norwegian baseline but beyond 200
miles from the baseline of the Russian Federation
Map 5: Grey Zone between Norway and Soviet Union
81 R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Ci'h(1992),pp.110-130.
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We can see here that the Soviet Union was powerful and successful in the negotiations
with Norway on the shaping of the grey zone in the sense that the area of the joint fishing
zone(i.e., grey zone) covers a large area (Area 2) which is on the Norwegian side of the sector
line which the Soviet Union argued for as a boundary, whereas Norway succeeded in
including into the grey zone only a small area (Area 3) which is on the USSR side of the
median line. Notice also that Soviet Union succeeded in leaving out some of the disputed
areas (Area A, B, C) from the grey zone and making them subject to its exclusive
jurisdiction(Area B and C), or to the high seas regime (Area A). Note that Area A is beyond
the 200 mile line from the USSR coasts but within the 200 mile line from the Norwegian
coasts.82 Norway has a small area(Area D) to the north of the grey zone where it can exercise
83
exclusive fisheries jurisdiction. But this area is small compared to the area A, B and C.
Map 6: Shaping of Grey Zone between Norway and Soviet Union
82 R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.( 1992), pp.66-67.
83 Note that there was some discontent in the Norway as to the Grey Zone agreement. The Atorting(the
Norwegian Parliament) approved the agreement by a majority of only four votes and a Norwegian official (Mr.
Treholt) who was directly involved in the negotiation with the Soviet Union was convicted as a Soviet spy and




Several instruments together constitute the arrangement: the Agreement, an exchange of
letters with an annex on the relevant co-ordinates, and a protocol containing substantive
provisions and corresponding statements made by the two parties. The last of these purports
to confirm the parties' intention to reach a final delimitation solution and the non-prejudicial
character of the arrangement.84 The "without prejudice" clause of the Agreement read:
This Agreement dose not prejudice the positions or views of either party with regard to the
boundaries of the parties' areas of fisheries jurisdiction, or to the delimitation of the continental
shelf and areas referred to in this Agreement.85
The arrangement was initially concluded for only one year, but it has been extended for
annual periods in every subsequent year.86
Operational Mechanism oftheArrangement
The total allowable catch (TAC) is to be set by the joint Norwegian-Soviet fisheries
commission and shall be utilised in essentially equal shares by the two states, while a part of
the TAC can be allocated to third states after consultation between the parties. Both parties
recognised the necessity of common regulations for fishing vessels from the two states and
from third states. Either party can authorise fishing vessels of third states to have access to
the grey zone, but in such a case the Party in question shall notify the other.87 But one Party
may not adopt unilateral regulations for vessels from the other Party or vessels from third
states licensed by the other party.
The enforcement mechanism is based on flag-state jurisdiction with each other: one Party
cannot enforce its fishing regulation on fishing vessels of the other party. Flag-state
jurisdiction in the grey zone was a crucial element for Norway, because Norway wanted that
84
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.( 1992), p.l 13.
85
However, there are arguments that the Agreement has undermined Norway's position on the delimitation; see
D. Scrivener, "Oil, Fish and Strategy: The USSR, Svalbard and the Barents Sea", Aberdeen Studies in Defense
Economics No.27 (1987), pi 8.
86
R. Churchill, Op. 07.(1993/ M. P.), p.46.
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the grey zone would not be viewed as something like condominium between Norway and the
Soviet Union. In this context, Norway rejected the USSR's proposal for a joint development
of continental shelf in the Barents Sea in 1988.88 Norway's decision with regard to the
enforcement jurisdiction in the gray zone and to the USSR proposal for the joint development
zone can be understood as a political decision rather than as a decision based upon a purely
legal reasoning.
However, with regard to jurisdiction to the fishing vessels of third parties, both parties
may take enforcement action on those fishing vessels which do not have a proper license to
fish in the grey zone. With regard to the licensed fishing vessels of third countries, the party
OQ
can take enforcement action only on the vessels to which it gave the license.
The grey zone arrangement has been a success in terms of fisheries management and there
have been no serious confrontation between the two countries.90 However, Norway does not
appear to be content with the regime contained in the arrangement as it is felt to be biased in
favour of Russia, whereas Russia appears to be in favour of keeping the existing
arrangements on fisheries.91 It is to be noted, however, that a final delimitation is yet to be
realised between the two countries. Here doubt arises as to whether this arrangement has
contributed to the continued status of absence of the final delimitation of boundary between
two countries against the wish ofNorway. In this regard, Elferink remarked:
... the Soviet Union may have preferred the absence of an agreement over a boundary line ....
Furthermore, the provisional arrangement on fisheries concluded in 1978 took away any pressure to
reach a compromise, which otherwise might have arisen, had this area remained a white zone area
to which the fishing vessels of third states would have had free access.92
87
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.{ 1992), p.l 13.
88
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.{ 1992), p.68. We will see in Part II that the issue of the management of
the living resources and jurisdiction in the joint fishing zone in the East Sea was one of the difficult one in the
negotiations between Korea and Japan on a fisheries agreement as Korea tried to avoid a tight management
scheme in the area fearing its possible impact on the territorial sovereignty over the Dok-do.
89
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.{\992), p.l 14.
90
R. Churchill and G. Ulfstein, Op. Cit.( 1992), p.l 14.
91 Alex G.Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.( 1994), p.242.
92 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.(1994), p.238.
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3.1.2. Sweden and Denmark
Background
Sweden legislated on the continental shelf and on the territorial sea in 1966. Later in 1977
Sweden proclaimed its fisheries zone beyond 12 N.M..93 Denmark took almost the same
measures as were taken by Sweden.94 Although they agreed to the principle of equdistance,
the question as to how much effects their islands should have on the delimitation was
difficult to solve.95
Map 7: Delimitation and Islands in the Baltic Sea
93
According to the Act on the Amendment of the Act concerning Fisheries Rights of 1950 of 9 June 1977, the
Swedish fishing zone comprised the sea areas beyond the outer limit of the territorial sea as defined by the
Government.
94 Denmark became a party to the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf on 10 June 1964 and extended its
fisheries zone beyond 12 N.M. in 1977.
95 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. CiY. (1994), p.201
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The Danish islands in question were Bornholm and Aertholmarna in the Balitc Sea and
Laeso, Anholt, and Hesselo in the Kattegat.96 These are small islands except Bornholm.97
Similarly, the small Swedish islands ofUtklippan and Falsterborev also became an issue of
confrontation with regard to their effect.98
Each State argued for the full effect for its own islands but for reduced effect for the
islands of the other State. In the case of Danish Bornholm the point of dispute did not lie in
the size of the island but in its location, because the island is big with a large population but
located far away from the mainland of Denmark.
In the deadlock in negotiations on delimitation, Sweden and Denmark agreed in 1977 to
jointly exercise fisheries jurisdiction in the area beyond 12 N.M. in the Kattegat. The
Exchange ofNotes of 29 December 1977 provides that:
Pending the conclusion of such an agreement,... the area ofthe Kattegat situated outside the present
12-nautical-mile-fishery limits should be placed under joint Danish-Swedish fisheries jurisdiction.
Detailed regulation concerning the exercise of such fisheries jurisdiction in respect of fishing by
third countries in the area shall be established by agreement..."
It is regrettable that the detailed regulation of the arrangement between Sweden and
Denmark has not been made known to the public.100 It is also not clear what regime was in
place in the area around Bornholm in the Baltic. Possibly, however, it can be presumed from
the Swedish decrees establishing the limits of the Swedish fishing zone that Sweden and
Denmark agreed to jointly exercise fisheries in all the disputed area between them beyond 12
N.M. from the coasts.101
Termination ofthe arrangement and delimitation
This agreement was abrogated in 1984 after both parties assented to a boundary of the
96 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Idem..
97
Leaso is 101 km2 with 2700 inhabitants, Anholt is 22 km2 with 150 inhabitants, Hesselo is 0.7 km2.
98
Utklippan is 0.12 km2 and uninhabited.
99
Exchange ofNotes, produced in U.N.T.S. Vol.1088, No.16669, pp.205-209.
100 See R. Churchill, Op. C/>.(1993/ M.P.), p. 46.
101 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.(1994), p. 206.
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EFZ and the continental shelf.102 In delimiting the boundary in the Kattegat, the three Danish
islands (Laeso, Anholt, and Hesselo) were all given full effect.103 However, Danish
Falsterborev received a half effect.104 The island of Bornholm was also given full effect, but
Aertholmarna was given only limited effect mainly due to its small size.105 The Swedish
island of Utklippan, which is uninhabited and has an approximate size of 0.12 km2 was
similarly given only limited effect.106
3.1.3. Denmark and Poland
Poland extended its territorial sea to 12 N.M. in 1977, and in the same year extended its
fisheries zone beyond 12 N.M..107 Along with the extension of its fisheries zone, Poland also
legislated on its continental shelf.108 In negotiations on the maritime boundaries of the
continental shelf and fishing zone between Denmark and Poland, the effect of the Danish
island ofBomholm which is situated far away from the Danish mainland turned out to be a
point of dispute. The two countries agreed in 1978 to exercise joint fisheries jurisdiction in
the overlapping zone, with the exclusion of fishing vessels from third countries.109 Although
the detailed contents of the arrangement between Poland and Denmark are not available,
there is a possibility that the grey zone between them is mainly to exclude fishing by fishing
vessels from third countries while applying flag-state jurisdiction between the two Parties.
The delimitation between Denmark and Poland is still awaited.
3.1.4. Venezuela and Trinidad & Tobago
After the Santo Domingo Declaration of 1972,110 the need arose for maritime delimitation
102 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.( 1994), pp.201-202
103
However, the Danish baseline connecting Hesselo to Sjaelland received only half effect; see Erik Franckx,
Ibid, p.1935.
104 Erik Franckx, "Report Number 10-2: Denmark-Sweden", International Maritime Boundary, p.1935.
105 Erik Franckx, Ibid., p. 1934.
106 Erik Franckx, idem.
107 Act of 1977 December 1977 on the Polish Fishing Zone; see Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.(1994), p.195.
108 Act of 17 December 1977 concerning the Continental Shelf.
109 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.(1994), p. 196.
110
Chile, Ecuador and Peru met in 1952 and signed the Santiago Declaration on the Maritime Zone which they
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between Venezuela and Trinidad & Tobago. The two countries started negotiations for
delimitation in 1973. While negotiations progressed little, the need to regulate the fishing
activities arose because Trinidad fishermen were frequently found fishing in the waters off
the Venezuelan coasts.11'
In 1977, the two countries concluded a fisheries agreement whereby they established two
grey zones- one was to the north and the other was to the south of Trinidad & Tobago.112 In
1985 they revised the agreement thereby creating an additional joint fishing zone to the east
of Trinidad.113 Fishermen of both Parties are allowed, in principle, to fish within these joint
fishing zones except within two miles from the coast of either country.114 However, the legal
quality of the three zones is not the same. In the area to the south of Trinidad fishermen of
both Parties have freedom of fishing access.115 In the area to the north of Trinidad (the
so-called "Area North of Trinidad") the Government of Trinidad has "sovereignty" and
"jurisdiction" and has the power to grant fishing permits to Venezuelan fishing vessels.116
Also in the area to the east of Trinidad (the so-called "Area North and East of Trinidad"),
Trinidad has "sovereignty" and "jurisdiction".117 They also agreed to establish the so-called
"Special Fishing Area" in the internal waters of the Venezuela where Venezuela has
"sovereignty" but should give fishing vessels of Trinidad access to the area.118 There are
detailed provisions for regulation on fishing activities in these areas.
On the same day the Fishing Agreement was signed the two countries singed a Joint
Declaration. Paragraph 1 of the Declaration stated that: "both Governments will make all
subsequently ratified and which was acceded to by Costa Rica in 1955. They proclaimed, inter alia, as a
principle of their international policy that each ofthem possesses sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over the area
of sea adjacent to the coast of their respective countries to a minimum distance of 200 N.M. from the said
coasts; see D. J. Attard, The Exclusive Economic Zone, Oxford Clarendon Press(1987), pp.7-9.
111 Kaldone G. Nweihed, "Report Number2-13(2):Trinidad and Tobago-Venezuela", International Maritime
Boundaries, pp.656-658.
"J Kaldone G. Nweihed, Ibid, InternationalMaritime Boundaries, pp.656-658.113 Kaldone G. Nweihed, "EZ (uneasy) Delimitation in the Semi-enclosed Caribbean Sea: Recent Agreement
between Venezuela and Her Neighbours", 8 O.D.I.L.( 1980), p.17. The text of the Agreement reproduced in
2 I.J.C.E.L., 1987, pp.101-102.
114 Article 4 of the Fishing Agreement of 1985.
115 Article 2 of the Fishing Agreement of 1985.
116 Article 4(2) of the Fishing Agreement of 1985.
117 Article 5 of the Fishing Agreement of 1985.
118 Article 3 of the Fishing Agreement of 1985.
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necessary efforts to achieve as soon as possible a delimitation that is equitable and
satisfactory to both Parties with respect to their maritime and submarine areas".119 The two
countries reached delimitation agreement in 1990 and the Fishing Agreement is assumed be
terminated.120
Map 8: Joint Fishing Zones between Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela
A joint fisheries commission, a so called "Fisheries Commission" was established. The
Fisheries Commission has competence to recommend to the Parties on fishing regulations in
119 The Joint Declaration is reproduced in 2 I.J.C.E.L.(\9%1), p.102.
The Fishing Agreement was to be effective only for 2 years with a possibility of one extension of one year.
This very limited ratione temporis appears to have reflected parties' very strong intention to reach an early
delimitation. R. R. Churchill, Op. Cit.(\993/M.P.), p. 49.
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the joint fishing zones.121 The fishing agreement contains a without-prejudice clause which
provides that: "No provision in the present Agreement is to be considered as a diminution or
limitation of the rights of either Contracting Party in relation to the limits of its internal
waters, territorial waters, continental shelf and exclusive economic zone".122
3.1.5. Canada and France (St. Pierre and Miquelon)
Canada proclaimed a 200 N.M. exclusive fisheries zone in 1977, and France did likewise
in the same year. France argued that the boundary should be an equidistance line by giving
full effect to the French islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, whereas Canada maintained that
the French maritime zone around St. Pierre and Miquelon should be limited to the 12 N.M.
territorial sea.123
In March 1989 the two countries signed two agreements: one referred the boundary
dispute to an ad hoc Court of Arbitration, and the other (a Proces-Verbal) provided fishing
quotas for France for the period of 1989-1991 in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and also provided
rules to govern activities in the disputed area.124
Regarding the disputed area, each country agreed: (i) to undertake not to change
fundamentally the intensity, nature or method of fishing for the specified fish stocks, (ii) to
refrain from enforcement actions on vessels flying the flag of the other party and from
conducting any drilling activity or exploiting the mineral resources of the seabed and subsoil,
and (iii) when inspecting fishing vessels flying its flag in the disputed zone, to take on board
the inspection vessels an agent designated by the other party at the request of the other
party.125
Canada noted in its Note Verbal sent to France on the same day as the Proces-Verbal, that
France intended to unilaterally set an annual fishing quota for French vessels in the disputed
121 Kaldone G. Nweihed, Op. CzY..(1980/ O.D.I.L.), pp.14-19.
122 Article 11 of the Agreement.
123 Jonathan I. Charney "Report Number 1-2 Addendum: Canada-France (St. Pierre and Miqueon)",
International Maritime Boundaries, p.399.
124 The Proces-Verbal of 1989 is reproduced in 29 1990), pp.7-11.
125 Article 4 of the Proces-Verbal; the Note- Verbal is reproduced in 29 l.L.M. (1990), pp. 12-13.
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area. Canada maintained that such a French measure had no legal basis; the annual fishing
quota for French vessels in the area including the disputed zone would be set by Canada; and
"any fishing by French vessels in excess of the quota set by the Canadian authorities
constitutes over-fishing which can be tolerated only in consideration of the present special
circumstances".126 In this regard, France argued that Canada had no jurisdiction to set the
annual quota in the zone including the disputed area and that "France is legally at liberty to
set its own quotas in the 'disputed zone' which constitutes its own exclusive economic zone
over which it exercises sovereign rights as determined by international law".127 Even though
a heated debate arose on quota-setting powers between Canada and France, the actual
conflicts at sea could not have arisen because they agreed to adopt flag-state jurisdiction in
the disputed zone.
The disputed zone between Canada and France disappeared after an arbitration court
rendered its award on 10 June 1992. The award gave France a 24 N.M. arc to the west and 12
N.M. arc to the east of the St. Pierre and Miquelon, and established for France a 10.5 N.M.
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wide corridor running from St. Pierre and Miquelon due south to the 200 N.M. limit.
3.1.6. United Kingdom and Denmark (Faroe Islands)
Rockall, around which the UK Government claimed extended maritime zones,129 has
been a point of dispute between the U.K and other neighbouring countries- Ireland, Denmark
and Iceland.130 The United Kingdom proclaimed a continental shelf in 1964, and a 200 N.M.
176 Canada's Note-Verbal dated 30 March 1990; reproduced in 291.L.M. (1990), p.12.
'~7 France's Note-Verbal dated 30 March 1989; reproduced in 29 I.L.M. (1990), pp. 13-14.
'~8 For the award, see Jonathan I. Charney, Op. C/f. (Report No. 1-2, in InternationalMaritime Boundaries)', see
also Charney "Progress in International Maritime Boundary Delimitation Law", 88 4.J././..(1994), pp.227-233.
Section 1 of the Fisheries Limits Act of 1976 provides that "British fisheries limits extend 200 miles from the
baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea adjacent to the United Kingdom, the Channel Islands, and
the Isle ofMan is measured". Nautical charts attached to the Notice to Mariners No.2611(1976) showed 200
mile fisheries zone around Rockall; Regarding the continental shelf, the British government's position was
either that Rockall was an extension of the continent upon which the United Kingdom rests or, alternatively,
that Rockall had its own continental shelf; see C. Symmons, "The Rockall Dispute Deepens: An Analysis of
Recent Danish and Icelandic Actions", 35 I.C.L.Q.( 1986), pp. 164-165, and p.261.
' 30 The U.K government declared Rockall as British territory in 1955 and placed Rockall under the
administration of Scotland by the Island of Rockall Act of 1972; see Jon M. Van Dyke et al, "The Exclusive
Economic Zone of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands: When Do Uninhabited Islands Generate an EEZ", 25
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fisheries zone in 1976. The British Government designated some 52,000 square miles of the
continental shelf around Rockall in 1974 and used Rockall as a base point under its Fisheries
Act 1976.131
Denmark proclaimed a 200 N.M. fisheries zone in 1976 in respect of the Faroe Islands,
which overlapped with the U.K fisheries zone around Rockall. In 1985 Denmark also
designated the Faroe's continental shelfwhich again overlapped with the British designation
ofthe continental shelfaround Rockall.132 It was notable that the UK Government renounced
the 200 N.M. fisheries zone around Rockall in 1997 when she joined the LOS Convention,
declaring that Rockall is a rock under Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention.133 This move
has taken way one of the main obstacles in delimitation.
The United Kingdom and Denmark (Faroe Islands) concluded an Agreement on maritime
delimitation on 15 May 1999, disregarding Rockall but using St. Kilda as a base-point, which
lies 190 miles to the east (i.e., landwards) of Rockall. The Agreement establishes a
continental shelf boundary between the United Kingdom and the Faroe Islands and also
delimits some parts of the boundaries of the fisheries zone between them.134 The Agreement
also established a grey zone between them, the so called "Special Area" where the
boundaries of the exclusive economic zone were left out. The Special Area covers 8,000 km2
in area.
The reason why the two countries adopted the grey zone was to maintain traditional
fishing patterns in the area.135 Interestingly, in the Agreement, detailed scheme for joint
fisheries management is not found. In the Special Area, each Party is to "apply the relevant
rules and regulations applicable within its zone of fisheries jurisdiction concerning the
S.D.L.R.( 1988), pp.453-454.
131 Clive R. Symmons, Op.Cit.(19S6/I.C.L.Q.), pp. 345-346.
132 Clive R. Symmons, Ibid, pp.352-355.
133 D.H. Anderson, "British Accession to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea", 46 I.C.L.Q.(\997),
778-779: Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention provides that:
" Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own
shall have no exclusive economic zone or continental shelf'.
134 UK Government, Command Paper No. Cm 4373.
135
UK Government, Explanatory Memorandum on the Agreement between the United Kingdom and Denmark




management, including the issuing of fishing licenses, and conduct of fisheries". With
regard to enforcement in the Special Area, each of the parties is obliged to refrain from
inspection and control of fishing vessels which operate in the Special Zone solely under
licenses issued by the other party, and also to refrain from any action that would disregard or
infringe upon the exercise of fisheries jurisdiction by the other party.137 Note that there is no
provision for establishing a joint commission in the Agreement. However, each Party may
• i 138call for consultation, inter alia, on issues of the Special Area.
Map 9: Grey Zone between U.K and Denmark (Faroe Islands)
As there is a continental shelf boundary passing through the Special Area, clarification
was needed on the relationship between the continental shelf boundary and the Special Zone,
which is a joint fishing zone. In this regard, it was provided that each Party, in exercising its
136 Article 5(a) of the Agreement, Command Paper No. Cm 4373.
137 Article 5 of the Agreement; Command Paper No. Cm 4373.
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continental shelf jurisdiction and rights in the Special Area, shall take due account of the
interests of the other Party in maintaining its fishing possibilities.139 With regard to
jurisdiction for the protection of the marine environment in the Special Area, the two
countries agreed to co-operate with each other and refrain from exercising such jurisdiction
unless agreed otherwise.140
3.1.7. Joint Fishing Zone between South Korea and Japan of 1965
South Korea and Japan concluded a fisheries agreement in 1965 when they normalised
their diplomatic relations.141 Under the agreement, each country recognised the rights of the
other Party to establish a 12 N.M. exclusive fisheries zone "from the baseline of the
coasts".142 Beyond and adjacent to the Korean exclusive fisheries zone there was established
a "joint fishing zone". The Agreement was terminated in January 1999 when a new fisheries
agreement came into effect. I will examine the fisheries agreement of 1965 and new fisheries
agreement of 1999 in detail in Part II.
3.1.7. New Fisheries Agreements in North East Asia
In North East Asia, three fisheries agreements came into being: fisheries agreement
between South Korea and Japan which entered into force in January 1999; agreement
fisheries agreement between the People's Republic of China (China) and Japan which
entered into force on 1 June 2000; and fisheries agreement between South Korea and China
which entered into force on 30 June 2001. The three agreements are all intended to deal with
fisheries issues pending delimitation ofboundaries ofthe exclusive economic zone by setting
up joint fishing zones in the overlapping areas. The three agreements will be discussed in Part
l j8 Article 8 of the Agreement; Command Paper No. Cm 4373.
139 Article 6 (b) of the Agreement; Command Paper No. Cm 4373.
140 Article 7 of the Agreement; Command Paper No. Cm 4373.
141 Choon-ho Park, "Fishing under Troubled Water: The North East Asia Fishery Controversy", 2
O.D.I.L.{ 1974), pp.93-135.
142 Article (1) of the Agreement. The Agreement was produced in English in New Directions in the Law of the
Sea, Oceana Publication(1973), Vol.1, pp.492-495.
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II.
3.2. Joint Fishing Zones Focusing on Specific Fish Stocks
As we have seen in the previous analysis, the task of shaping joint fishing zones or joint
development zones is a complicated task. In an area where only a specific fish stock matters,
and effective management can be achieved by setting up a set of management regime for
specific fish stocks in a disputed area without establishing a joint fishing zone. However,
even if this is chosen, there is still a need to define the area of application of the management
regime broadly, such as, for example, "Northern Pacific". Two instances ofthis approach can
be found. Churchill coined the term "light grey zone" to denote this kind of fisheries
143
arrangement.
3.2.1. Agreement between the U.S and Canada on the Enforcement Measures
Regarding the Conservation ofHalibut in the Northern Pacific and Bering Sea
Halibut fishing in the North Pacific has been regulated by a series ofConventions between
the United States and Canada since 1923 with an international commission established and
reshaped by these Conventions.144 The last Convention, namely, the Convention between the
United States and Canada for the Preservation of Halibut Fishery of the Northern Pacific
Ocean and Bering Sea of 1953, established the International Pacific Halibut Commission.145
The Convention applied to "the territorial waters and the high seas off the western coasts of
the United States and Canada, including the southern as well as the western coasts of
Alaska".146 Fishing vessels of the Parties engaged in fishing on the high seas of the
Convention waters in violation of the Convention were subject to seizure by authorities of
either Party irrespective of the flags they fly, although prosecution against seized vessels was
143 R.R. Churchill, Op. Or.(1993/ M.P.), p.47.
144
M. M. Whiteman, Digest ofInternational Law, U.S. Department of State (1965), Vol.4, p.1018; see also the
internet home page of International Pacific Halibut Commission, www.iphc.washington.edu/halcom/.
145 M. M. Whiteman, Ibid, Vol.4, p.1017.
146 Article 1(20 of the Convention: M.M. Whiteman, idem, and Article 3 of the Protocol of 1979.
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to be conducted by authorities of the Party ofwhich flag fishing vessels fly.147
After the United States and Canada proclaimed their respective 200 N.M. fisheries zone in
1977 they concluded a Protocol in 1979 amending the 1953 Convention on the Conservation
of Halibut Fishery of the Northern Pacific and Bering Sea.148 The Protocol changed the
definition of the Convention waters into "the waters off the western coasts of the United
States and Canada including the southern as well as the western coasts ofAlaska, within the
respective maritime areas in which either Party exercises exclusive fisheries jurisdiction
(emphasis added)". The Protocol dealt with, inter alia, the issues of conservation of the
halibut fisheries and enforcement measures in the waters where both States claimed
exclusive fisheries zones.149 In these areas of overlapping claims the allocation for the
halibut catch was divided into 40% for the United States and 60% for Canada and no quota
was allocated for third States.150 The Protocol provides in Article 2 that: "Each Party shall
have the right to enforce this Convention in that portion of the Convention waters in which it
exercise exclusive fisheries jurisdiction against nationals of fishing vessels of either Party or
of third Parties". However, the two Parties noted that there was no boundaries of fisheries
zones between them and thus Article 2 could not be applied until delimitation of boundaries.
Therefore, they agreed as a provisional measure to apply flag state jurisdiction between the
Parties in overlapping areas, while agreeing that either Party may enforce the provisions of
the Convention on fishing vessels from third parties. 151 Note that the provisional
147 Article 2(1) of the Convention provides that: "Every national or inhabitant, vessel or boat of the United
States of America or of Canada engaged in fishing on the high sea in violation of this Convention or of any
regulation adopted pursuant thereto may be seized by duly authorised officers of either Contracting Party and
detained by the officers making such seizure and delivered as soon as practicable to an authorised official of the
country to which such person, vessel or boat belongs, at the nearest point to the place ofseizure or elsewhere as
may agreed upon. The authorities of the country to which such persons, vessel or boat belongs alone shall have
jurisdiction to conduct prosecutions for the violation of the provisions of this Convention ..."
148 The Protocol; is titled as "The Protocol Amending the Convention Between the United States of America
and Canada for the Preservation of the Halibut Fishery of the Northern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea" and
reproduced with its annex in M. Nordquist and K. R. Simmonds, eds., New Directions in the Law of the Sea,
Oceana Pubications (1980), Vol. IX, pp.233-249.
149 See E. Hey, The Regime for the Exploitation of Transboundary Marine Fisheries Resources, Martinus
Nijhoff (Dordrecht, 1989), pp.156-158
150 Article 2 of the Annex to the Protocol.
151 Article 16 of the Annex provides that: "Pending delimitation ofmaritime boundaries between Canada and
the United States in the Convention area, the following principles shall be applied as interim measures in the
boundary region:
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arrangement does not apply to fishing other than halibut in the disputed area and thus there
• 1S9
have been a number of disputes over such fishing.
3.2.2. Denmark (Greenland), Iceland and Norway (Jan Mayen) on Capelin Fishing
In 1989 there was no maritime boundary in place either between Iceland and Greenland or
between Greenland and Jan Mayen, while there was a boundary between Iceland and Jan
Mayen. In this circumstance Denmark (Greenland), Iceland and Norway (Jan Mayen)
concluded a fisheries agreement on capelin fishing in the waters between Greenland, Iceland
and the Norwegian island of Jan Mayen. The area of this agreement only has a conceptual
scope, which is not specifically defined.153 According to the Agreement, all parties shall try
to reach an agreement on the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) of capelin each year. If an
agreement is not achieved Iceland has the responsibility ofdeciding the TAC. Once the TAC
is decided upon, Iceland receives 78% of it and Denmark and Norway get 11%
respectively.154 Vessels flying the flag of one Party are allowed to fish capelin in the waters
even within 200 miles from the other Parties' coasts under the limits of their flag States'
fishing quota.155
3.3. White Zones
Usually, a white zone approach can be chosen when there is no urgent need to regulate the
fishing activities or the states concerned expect that delimitation will soon take place. A
(a) as between the Parties, enforcement of the Convention shall be carried out by the flag state;
(b) neither Party shall authorise fishing for halibut by vessels of third parties;
(c) either Party may enforce the Convention with respect to fishing for halibut, or related activities, by
vessels of third parties.
152
D. Nowell, "The Canada-United States dispute in Dixon Entrance: history, current issues and prospects for
conflict resolution" in C. Grundy-Warr ed., International Boundaries and Boundary Conflict Resolution,
University ofDurham( 1990), pp. 267-277.
153 Overenskomster medfremmede Stater (Norwegian Treaty Series, 1989) No. 904.
154
Churchill, Op. Cit.(\993/M.P.), p.48.
155
It is not clear what is the regime on the enforcement jurisdiction in the area as there is no provision on the
enforcement jurisdiction in the agreement among them.
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white zone approach can also be chosen for the purpose of keeping traditional fishing
patterns. Interestingly, however, a white zone approach can be taken even when there is an
urgent need for effective management of fisheries resources. Several reasons can be given for
the latter case. A coastal state might choose a white zone approach in expectation that an
early agreement on delimitation would take place, because when there is effective
management of fisheries through a grey zone approach then the urgent need for a final
boundary would not be felt. By way of contrast, where there is no effective management of
fisheries resources then there would arise an urgent need for a final boundary. There are
choices: early delimitation at the cost of effective management, or effective management at
the cost of an early final delimitation? For example, the Soviet Union concluded two
fisheries agreements in the late 1970s: one is a grey zone agreement with Norway and the
other is a white zone approach with Sweden. In 1987 the Soviet Union and Sweden reached
an agreement on final delimitation, whereas an agreement on delimitation between the Soviet
and Norway is still to be concluded. Perhaps delimitation is unlikely to take place as far as the
effective resources management scheme is in place because there is no urgent need to delimit
there as far as fisheries resources concern.
3.3.1. Sweden and the Soviet Union in the Baltic Sea
Background
As mentioned earlier, the Soviet Union proclaimed a 200 miles exclusive fisheries zone in
1976, and Sweden extended its fisheries zone beyond 12 miles in 1977.156 Even though
Sweden and the Soviet Union held 5 rounds of talks on maritime delimitation on the basis of
the equidistance principle from April to December 1977, they were not able to reach an
agreement.157 The main reason for this failure was the different positions adopted on the
effect to be given to the Swedish islands ofGotland, and other small islands lying North East
156 The U.N, National Maritime Claims (1989).
157 Erik Franckx, Report Number 10-9: Sweden-Soviet, International Maritime Boundaries, p.2061.
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to Gotland which were treated altogether with Gotland in the delimitation negotiations.
Sweden argued for full effect to be afforded to the islands and the Soviet Union denied that
they should have any effect, except for a 12 N.M. territorial sea.139 The resulting overlapping
area was about 13,500 km2 which was rich in fisheries resources. Sweden proposed a
third-party settlement of the issue but the Soviet Union declined.160 The Soviet Union
suggested that a grey zone should be applied in the disputed area, but Sweden turned down
the Soviet proposal because it feared that such a approach would weaken its position on the
delimitation. Furthermore, for Sweden, the Gotland region was important for defence
reasons.161
White Zone Arrangement
In 1977 both countries agreed to leave the disputed area as a white zone where neither
country would take any measures which might prejudice the result of future negotiations on
maritime delimitation.162 The provisional arrangement was established by a protocol to an
agreement on their mutual relations regarding fisheries of 22 December 1977.163 The size of
the overlapping area amounts to approximately 13,000 km2.
Although neither of the States exerted jurisdiction over fisheries in this area fisheries
resources were partly managed multilaterally by the "International Fisheries Commission on
the Baltic Sea (IBSFC)".164 The IBSFC was established by the Convention on Fishing and
Conservation of the Living Resources of the Baltic Sea and the Belt, the so called "Gdansk
Convention" which was concluded in 1973 by the Baltic States- Denmark, Finland, West
158 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.( 1994), pp. 207-208.
159 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Ibid, p.207; Gotland is 3,200 km2 in area, and is 125 km long and 52 km wide.
Gotland has a population of 5,5000.
160 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Ibid., p.208.
16' Alex G. Oude Elferink, Ibid., p. 149, and p. 208.
16~
R. Churchill, Op. Cit.(1993/M.P.), p.49; It is not clear from the literature whether this obligation not to take
any measure which prejudices the result of future negotiation on maritime delimitation was also intended to be
applied to the delimitation of continental shelf or not.
163 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.( 1994), p. 149.
164 R. Churchill, Op. C/7.(1993/MA), p. 49.
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Germany, East Germany, Sweden, Poland, the USSR.165 The main objective of the Gdansk
Convention is to promote co-operation among the Baltic States with a view to preserving and
managing the living resources in the region.166 The main competence of the IBSFC is to
recommend conservation measures to the Parties. The IBSFC has a duty to collect and
disseminate information on fisheries in the region.167 However, it seems that management of
the living resources in the white zone, which was treated as high seas between Sweden and
the Soviet Union, was not effective under the loose multilateral Convention regime and thus
over-fishing has occurred.168 The over-fishing was the most important factor in leading the
two countries to an agreement on the delimitation in 1988.169
Map 10: White Zone between Sweden and the Soviet Union
165 M. Fitzmaurice-Lachs, "The Legal Regime of the Baltic Sea Fisheries", 24 N.I.L.R.( 1982), p.205; see also
the internet homepage of the IBSFC (http.www.ibsfc.org/).
166 Article 1 of the Gdansk Convention. The text of the Convention is reproduced in the internet homepage of
the IBSFC.
167 Article 9 of the Gdansk Convention; M. Fitzmaurice-Lachs, Op. Cit.(\982/N.I.L.R), pp. 208-209.
168 See R. Churchill Op. Cit.(1993/M.P.), p.49.
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Delimitation
The white zone arrangement between Sweden and the Soviet Union was terminated in
1988 when the two countries agreed on a single maritime boundary of the continental shelf,
the exclusive fisheries zone (Sweden); and the exclusive economic zone(the Soviet Union),
by giving 75% effect to Gotland and other small associated Swedish islands.170 The
boundary line delimits the disputed area by 75% to 25%, leaving a greater share to Sweden.
Perhaps as compensation for this favourable result to Sweden in terms of delimitation, the
Soviet Union received favourable treatment in the field of fisheries. It is provided that:
Within the framework of this Agreement and during a period of 20 years after the line of
delimitation has been established, Sweden shall allow the Soviet Union a catch quota of 18,000
tonnes annually, 240 tonnes of which refer to salmon, in its part of the previous disputed area.
During the same period, the Soviet Union shall allow Sweden a catch quota of6,000 tons annually,
80 tons ofwhich refer to salmon, in its part of the previously disputed area.17'
The above provisions came to be applied between Sweden and Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
• • 172and the Russian Federation after the demise of the Soviet Union in 1991.
3.3.2. Sweden and Poland
In the negotiations on the delimitation of the continental shelf and the fisheries zone,
Poland and Sweden disagreed on the effect to be given to the Swedish island of Gotland.
Poland objected to the position of Sweden that Gotland should be allowed full effect and
argued for disregard of the island.173 The position of Poland on the effect ofGotland appears
to have been affected by two facts: First, the Soviet Union was also in dispute over the effect
of Gotland with Sweden and thus it seemed better to wait and see the result of the
negotiations between the USSR and Sweden; and second, if Poland had recognised the effect
169
Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.(\994), p.213.
170 Erik Franckx, Op. Cit. (Report No. 10-9 in international Maritime Boundaries), pp.205 8-2061.
171
Paragraph 2 of the Agreement concerning the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf and of the Swedish
Fishing Zone and the Soviet of 18 April 1988; reproduced by Erik Franckx, Ibid., p.2067.
17" Erick Franckx, Maritime Boundaries in the Baltic Sea: Past, Present and Future, Maritime Briefing Vol. 2,
No.2, University of Durham (1996), pp.12-16.
173 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.(1994), pp.219-243.
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ofGotland, then it might have weakened its position vis-a-vis Denmark which argued for the
full effect to the Danish island ofBornholm.174
The disputed area covered some 500 km2. This area remained a white zone until 1989
when they agreed on a boundary of the continental shelf and the fisheries zone one year after
the USSR and Sweden concluded their maritime boundaries in 1988.175 They agreed to give
75% effect to Gotland, which was treated in the same way as between Sweden and the Soviet
Union in 1988.176
3.3.3. White Zones between Finland and the Soviet Union; and Finland and Sweden
Background
Finland laid a claim to the continental shelf in 1965, established an 8 N.M. fishing zone
beyond and adjacent to its territorial sea in 1975 and extended its fishing zone beyond 12
N.M. only in the Gulf of Bothnia in 1977.177 Finland extended its fishing zone beyond 12
N.M. from its territorial sea baselines in all the maritime areas along its coast in 1981, except
the area of Bogskar.178 The reason why Finland did not extend its fishing zone beyond 12
N.M. in the area ofBogskar was that the Soviet Union and Sweden challenged the full effect
ofBogskar in the negotiations on maritime boundary between Finland and the Soviet Union;
and Finland and Sweden.179 Note that Finland had negotiations on the maritime boundaries
with its neighbouring countries before it took a legislative action on its fishing zone in 1981,
because it wished to include precise co-ordinates of it outer limits of its fisheries zones in its
law on fisheries zone. It appears that the Soviet Union and Sweden challenged the effect of
the Finish Bogskar in the delimitation relying on its small size and the distance between
Bogskar and the Finish coasts.180
174 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.{ 1994), pp. 192-193.
175 R. Churchill, Op. Cit.{\99VM.P.), p.49.
176 Erik Franckx "Report Number 10-10:Poland -Sweden", International Maritime Boundaries, p.2080.
177
U.N, The Law ofthe Sea: National Claims to Maritime Jurisdiction, 1992, pp. 45-46.
178
see Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. 07.(1994), pp.181-182.
179 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. C/7(1994), p.182.
180
Bogskar consists essentially of two rocks, measuring together about 4-5 km2 and is not inhabited. For the
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White Zones and the Delimitation Issue
The dispute regarding the effect of the Finnish Bogskar between Finland and the Soviet
Union; and Finland and Sweden led the countries concerned not to extend their fisheries
• 181
jurisdiction to this disputed area, thus leaving the disputed areas as parts of the high seas.
The white zones covers relatively small areas each ofwhich is about 500 Km2 or less. It will
be convenient to briefly examine the delimitation issue between Finland and the Soviet
Union, and Finland and Sweden. Finland and the Soviet Union delimited their continental
shelf boundaries by agreements of 1965 and 1967.
maritime claims of Finland.
181 Erik Franckx, "Report Number 10-3: Finland-Sweden", International Maritime Boundaries, pp. 1945-1952.
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Following the extensions of their respective fisheries zones beyond 12 N.M. in the late
1970s, they agreed in 1980 to use the continental shelf boundaries agreed in 1965 and 1967
as a fisheries boundary and also to add to this fisheries boundary one more segment which is
about 19 N.M-long further into the Baltic Sea.182 Notice that the new fisheries boundary line
fell short of the area where the Finish island of Bogskar could affect the delimitation. In an
Exchange of Letters regarding the Agreement of 1980 the two countries agreed to continue
negotiations in order to reach, in the shortest possible time, an agreement on the delimitation
ofextended fishing zones in the area ofBogskar and at the same time not to take any measure
which might prejudice the results ofnegotiations on their boundary.183 In 1985 they agreed to
use the boundaries of the continental shelf and fisheries zone concluded so far between them
as a comprehensive maritime boundary which delimits the continental shelf and exclusive
economic zone (the USSR), fisheries zone (Finland) between them. This agreement of 1985
was needed because the Soviet Union proclaimed a 200 N.M. exclusive economic zone in
1984. In 1996 after the demise of the Soviet Union, Estonia and Finland succeeded in
delimiting the area around Bogskar.184 In 1996, Finland and Sweden also succeeded in
delimiting the area around Bogskar.185
Let us turn to the delimitation issue between Finland and Sweden. Finland and Sweden
agreed on delimitation of the continental shelf in Gulf of Bothnia in 1972, except in the area
186ofFinnish Bogskar, as the effect ofBogskar was also the point of dispute between them. In
1980 the two countries reached agreement on the boundary of fisheries zones in the Gulf of
Bothnia before they took legislative action for extending their respective fisheries zone in
1981.187 But in 1980 they also agreed not to extend their fisheries jurisdiction beyond 12
N.M. in the area around Bogskar as they could not agree on fisheries the boundary between
them in that area.
182 For the history of maritime delimitation between Finland and the Soviet Union, see Erik Franckx, Op.
Cit.(1996/ Maritime Briefing), pp.6-10.
183 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.( 1994), p.189.
184 Erik Franckx, "The 1998 Estonia-Sweden Maritime Boundary Agreement: Lessons to be learned in the area
of continuing and /or succession of States", 31 O.D.I.L. (2000), p.270.
185 Erik Franckx, "Baltic Sea: Finland-Sweden Delimitation Agreement", 11 I.J.M.C.L (1996), p.394.
186 Erik Franckx, "Report Number 10-3: Finland-Sweden", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, pp.1945-1957.
187 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cit.{ 1994), p. 189.
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4. Policy Option 3: Fisheries Arrangement on the basis of de facto Boundaries
Why do States choose this option? As there are only a few instances of this option in ues,
it is hard to generalise on this question. Yet, ifwe look at the provisional fisheries agreement
of 1977 between USSR and Japan, we realise that this option was the only possible solution.
Suppose that there is a de facto boundary in place which is favourable to State A and it's
determination to keep the de facto boundary is very strong. Suppose also that there is an
urgent need for State B to fish in the area beyond the defacto boundary. There is a need, then,
for State B to agree on a fisheries agreement tacitly recognising the presence of the de facto
boundary but at the same time saving its official position that it does not recognise the de
facto boundary. This is the situation which actually arose between the Soviet Union and
Japan.
4.1 Fisheries Agreement between the USSR and Japan
The USSR issued the Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet on the provisional
establishment of a 200 miles fisheries zone in December 1976, and then defined the limits of
its fisheries zone in a concrete manner through a Decision of the Council of Ministers in
February 1977.188 Japan also proclaimed a 200 miles fisheries zone in 1977 adopting the
median line principle for boundaries but without such detailed provisions on the limits as was
found in the Decision of the USSR Council ofMinisters.189
The two countries never embarked upon negotiations for the delimitation of their maritime
boundaries, apparently because of the territorial dispute over the four islands in the
southernmost part of the Kuril islands.190
188 Decision No. 163 of the Council ofMinisters of the USSR on the Introduction ofProvisional Measures to
Protect the Living Resources andRegulate Fishing in the Areas ofthe Pacific andArctic Oceans adjacent to the
Coast ofthe USSR. This Decision defines the boundary of exclusive fisheries zone of the USSR as follows:
"in the Pacific Ocean and the southern group of the Kuril Islands- the line equidistantfrom these islands
and the territory ofJapan; in the Sovestskii and Kunashirskii Straits- the State boundary of the USSR; in
the Seas ofOkhotsk and Japan-the median line or the line equidistance from the coastline of the USSR and
the coasts of the adjacent States (emphasis added)".
189 Alex G. Oude Elferink, Op. Cfr.(1994), p.310
190 Alex G. Oude Elferink, idem.
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However, a fisheries treaty was urgently needed as Japanese fishermen had been heavily
fishing in the waters which had been the high seas and then came to be claimed as part of the
fisheries zone by the USSR. They started to negotiate in March 1977. The main obstacle was
the definition of the geographical scope of the Soviet fisheries zone as the USSR insisted
upon referring to, in the fisheries treaty, its Decision of the Council ofMinisters of February
1977. Note that the Decision was formulated in such a way as to show that the disputed
southern group of the Kuril Islands belongs to the USSR.191
Map 12: Kuril Islands
In May 1977 they concluded the two provisional fisheries agreements- one was to give
access to Japanese fishermen to the USSR exclusive fisheries zone and the other was to give
access to USSR fishermen to the Japanese fisheries zone. In the former they agreed on a
compromise formula on the description of the Soviet exclusive fisheries zone by avoiding
mentioning the Decision of the Council of Ministers of February 1977 but by referring to
"Article 6 of the Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet" and "decisions of the Soviet
191 Alex G. Oude Elferink, idem.
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Government". The provisional fisheries agreements included a "without-prejudice clause",
which provided that:
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to prejudice the positions or views of either
Contracting Party in regarding any question of the law of the sea or any question pertaining to
192mutual relations.
In implementing the agreements, Japan has acted upon the reality that the USSR exercised
jurisdiction in the disputed islands, and recognised the equidistance line between the disputed
islands and the Japanese islands as de facto maritime boundaries.193 These provisional
agreements were renewed every year until they were consolidated into one formal treaty in
1984, when the USSR proclaimed its 200 exclusive economic zone in accordance with the
provisions of the LOS Convention which was adopted in 1982.194 In 1997 Russia and Japan
concluded a new fisheries agreement regarding the Japanese fishermen's access to the
territorial waters of the disputed islands.195
4.2. Co-operative Fisheries Arrangements around Falkland Islands between the U.K.
and Argentina
The South-West Atlantic supports one of the richest fisheries resources in the world.196
The major fish stock in the region is squid, which is exploited principally by fishing vessels
from South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Spain and Eastern Europe.197
In 1986 the British Government established a fisheries zone (FICMZ: Falkland Islands
Conservation and Management Zone).198 It extended from a central point in the Islands up to
192 Article 7 of the Agreement; Unofficial translation of the Agreement was produced in the Japanese Annual of
International Law No.28(1985), pp.297-299.
193 Statement of the Japanese Government of 25 February 1977, reproduced in 28 Japanese Annual of
International Law, p.86: The map by the Japanese fisheries organisation for fishermen used the equidistance
line as a fisheries boundary between Japan and Soviet Union.




196 Falklands Government Office, Falklands Islands' Interim Conservation & Management Zone: Fisheries
Report 87/88, p.5.
197 Falklands Government Office, Ibid, p.7.
198 The FICMZ was established on 29 October 1986 by a Proclamation of the Falkland Islands Governor.
According to the Proclamation, "the zone has (as) an inner boundary the outer limits of the territorial sea of the
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150 N.M. seawards, but was modified in the South East. Why was 150 N.M. chosen rather
than 200 N.M.? Symmons suggested three reasons: first, after the armed conflict in 1982, a
150 N.M. protection zone was already in place; secondly, most of the fishing was done
within 150 N.M. radius of the Falkland Islands; and thirdly, the 150 N.M. might have been
seen by the U.K Government as less likely to upset Argentina than would a full-200 N.M.
Although the 150 N.M. FICMZ achieved its immediate objective of bring in some order to
fishing activities by fishing vessels from the Far East and Eastern Europe,200 a need for more
effective fisheries management in the region was felt by the British Government.201 There
were two reason for this: First, many fish stocks straddle the FICMZ and the Argentine 200
N.M. zone; and second, a good deal of the fishing by foreign fishing vessels took place
beyond the FICMZ but within the 200 N.M. of the Falkland Islands.202 The two governments
started negotiations on this issue after the Madrid Joint Statement ofFebruary 1990, whereby
the British Government and the Argentine Government agreed to re-establish full diplomatic
relations and set out a number of co-operative agendas.203 After several meetings both
governments agreed on the Joint Statement on the Co-operation of Fisheries on 28 November
1990.204 In it, the two governments re-affirmed the Madrid Formula that each State's
position on the sovereignty issue is reserved and agreed to (i) establish a UK/Argentine
"South Atlantic Fisheries Commission" (SAFC) to exchange information on fishing
activities between 45°S and 60°S, and make recommendations relating to conservation of the
fisheries resources in the area; and (ii) impose a temporary total ban on commercial fishing in
Falkland Islands and has (as) its seawards boundary the line formed by the circumference of a circle which has
a radius of 150 nautical miles and its centre at Latitude 51° 40' S, Longitude 59° 30'W, except that between
those points in the circumference situated at 52° 30' S, Longitude 63°19.25'W and 54° 08.68'S, Longitude 60°
00' W seawards boundary shall be a rhumb line." (Proclamation No.4 of 1986).
C.R. Symmons, "The Maritime Zones around the Falkland Islands", 37 I.C.L.Qf1988), pp.289-291.
"00
According to the Falkland Islands Government, each year 250,000 - 300,000 tonnes of fish are taken in the
FCIMZ and the fishery generates around £20m per annum in licence fees for the government: See Falkland
Islands Government, "Fishing" at http://www.falklands.gov.fk/2e.htm.
R.R. Churchill, "Falkland Island-Maritime Jurisdiction and Co-operation Arrangement with Argentina" 46
I.C.L.Qf 1997), p.464.
202 R.R. Churchill, Ibid, p.464.
203 M. Evans, "The Restoration of Diplomatic Relations between Argentina and the United Kingdom", 40
I.C.L.Q.(\99\), pp.476-481.
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those areas lying between the 150-mile FICMZ and a 200-mile line drawn from the Falkland
• 205
coasts but excluding the area which would fall within the 200-mile EEZ ofArgentina.
In December 1990 the Falkland Islands government issued a proclamation establishing an
Outer Fishery Conservation Zone (OFCZ), the location of which is the same as the zone
where the total commercial fishing ban is applied.206 When the British Government in 1994
extended the OFCZ at its northern end to embrace a further 500 square miles of the ocean,207
and also extended ratione materie of the FICMZ and OFCZ so as to include the jurisdiction
for the purpose of protection of the marine environment in the FICMZ and OFCZ, the
Argentine Government protested against the British action. 208 But notice that the
arrangement is still in place. Under the arrangement, both governments made a commitment
to maintain and conserve fish stocks in the South West Atlantic and three specific measures
were agreed. These measures are for the stability of fish stocks, enhanced levels of
co-operation and communication between the prospective governments and fishing
departments, and co-ordinated policy to deter illegal fishing.209 It is to be noted that the
co-operative arrangement between the British Government and the Argentine Government
could not be possible unless there was recognition by the Argentine side of the Zones
proclaimed by the British Government around the Falkland Islands.
204
Foreign & Commonwealth Office, Press Release No. 24/(Wednesday 28 November 1990).
205
Ibid, see also M. Evans, Op. Cit.{ 1991/I.C.L.Q.), p. 481; R.R. Churchill, Op. Cit.{\991H.C.L.Q.), p. 464.
206
According to Churchill, this proclamation has a good cause because "at that time of the Joint Statement, the
area to which the prohibition applied was high seas and it obviously would have been very difficult, if not
impossible, to justify enforcing the prohibition against foreign vessels"; see R. R Churchill, Op. Cit.{ 1997/
I.C.L.Q.), p. 464. The OFCZ was established by Falkland Islands Governor's Proclamation on 28 November
1990. The OFCZ is shaped as a half donut and surrounds the halfof the FICMZ to the eastside. The OFCZ is
defined by a complex set of co-ordinates. The line connecting point 8, and point 9 of the OFCZ is an arc line
drawn along the line of 200 N.M. distance from the nearest points on the baseline of the territorial sea of the
Falkland Islands.
"°7 The British Government did not include this area-so called "Gap" into the FICMZ in 1990, because it was
not clear whether the area would fall within the 200-mile line from Argentina. However, it became clear in
1991 that the Gap lay outside Argentina's 200-mile exclusive zone from its baselines. The Gap is important for
the conservation of fisheries resources because it serves as part of migration route of the illex squid: see R.R.
Churchill, Ibid., pp.465-466.
208 R.R. Churchill, Ibid, p.466.
209 Falkland Islands Government, "Fishing" at http://www.falklands.gov.fk/e2.htm.
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5. Policy Option 4: Comprehensive Joint Exploitation Zones
Theoretically speaking, comprehensive exploitation zones would be ideal in disputed
areas because they can address all issues of exploitation in overlapping zones. Two coastal
states can agree to exercise jurisdiction jointly with regard to marine scientific research and
for the purpose of protection of the marine environment in a overlapping area. However, in
practice the instances of comprehensive zones are very few. Why? It might be that policy
makers tend to, by nature, seek specific solutions to specific problems. Or it could be that
policy makers do not want to make problems by seeking solutions to issues which do not
require solutions at present. It is to be recalled here that Norway refused the USSR proposal
to set up another joint development zone along with an already existing joint fishing zone,
and instead decided to await a final delimitation before exploiting oil and gas. The policy
makers in Norway did not want a flavour of condominium felt in co-operation with the
Soviet Union. From the following examination of four instances of comprehensive resort to
joint zones, we can see that there are different reasons for each.
5.1. Iran - Sharjah (U.A.E)
Background
The reason for the joint development in the Persian Gulf between Iran and Sharjah lies in
the fact that there is a long standing sovereignty dispute over the island ofAbu Musa between
the two countries.210 Abu Musa lies approximately 31 N.M. from the nearest land tip of
Sharjah. When the British Government announced in 1968 its intention to withdraw from the
region by the end of 1971 the sovereignty issue over the island of Abu Musa in the Gulf
210 When the United Arab Emirates was being formed in 1971, Sharjah became a part of the U.A.E along with
Abu Dabi, Dubai, Umm al Qaiwan. Note that even the 12 N.M. zone around Abu Musa was also contested by
Umm al Qaywayn before the establishment of the U.A.E. The question of the legal status of Abu Musa's
continental shelf arose because Umm al Qaywayn had granted concessions from its mainland up to 3 N.M. of
Abu Musa, whilst Sharjah had granted concessions in the 12 N.M. zone of Abu Musa. However, immediately
after the formation of the U.A.E in 1971, Umm al Qaywayn acknowledged Sharjah's right to a 12 N.M. zone
around Abu Musa; see Robert F. Pierytrwski, Jr., "Report Number 7-10:Sharjah-Umm al Qaywayn",
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became a political issue between Iran and Sharjah.211 Various discussions on the disputed
• 212
island were held between Iran and Sharjah through mediation by the British Government.
In November 1971 the Emirate of Sharjah accepted a British proposal to give Iran the rights
to deploy its troops on the northern part of the island.213 On 28 November Iranian troops
landed and took up strategic positions and hoisted the Iranian flag. The Iranian troops'
sudden landing on the disputed island and the subsequent political tension led to an
arrangement on the utilisation of natural resources in the territorial waters of Abu Musa.214
Map 13: Abu Musa
International Maritime Boundaries, p. 155
211 M. H. Hlais, Neyadi, The Maritime Zones of the United Arab Emirates with Particular Reference to
Delimitation, Ph.D Thesis, Edinburgh University! 1997), p. 261.
212
M. H. Hlais Neyadi, Ibid, pp. 261-262.
21j M. H. Hlais, Neyadi, Idem.




The main document, forming the basis of the arrangement, is a "Memorandum of
Understanding" between Iran and Sharjah, which was announced on 29 November 1971, one
day after the Iranian troops' landing on the island. However, there are various other
documents relating to the arrangement.215 A series of correspondence involving the ruler of
Sharjah, the Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the British Foreign Office, the National
Iranian Oil Company and Buttes Gas & Oil Co. are also elements of the arrangement.216
The first Article of the Memorandum states that, "Neither Iran nor Sharjah will give up its
claim to Abu Musa nor recognise the other's claim." However, the same Article goes on to
provide for Iran's full jurisdiction in the agreed areas occupied by Iranian troops and
•217
Sharjah's retention of full jurisdiction over the remaining part of the island.
Operational Mechanism and the Effectiveness ofthe Arrangement
Although the territorial waters of the island are divided in to two parts in accordance with
the division of the land of the island between the two countries,218 a special regime applies to
the exploitation of oil and fisheries resources in the territorial waters ofAbu Musa.
The arrangement includes a scheme for the sharing of revenue from the exploitation ofoil
in the territorial sea of the Island. The Buttes Gas and Oil Company is designated to carry out
exploitation of oil in the territorial waters of the island. The company is to carry out its
exploitation activities under the terms agreed with Sharjah and is to pay half of the oil
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revenues from the exploitation directly to Iran and the other half to Sharjah.
215
A.A. El- Hakim, Op. C7f.(1979), pp. 122-128. C. G. MacDonald, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the Law ofthe Sea:
Political Integration and Legal Development in the Persian Gulf Greenwood Press(Connecticut USA, 1980)
pp 131-134.
216 Robert F. Pierytrwski, Jr., Op. Cit.(Report Number 7-10 in International Maritime Boundaries).
217 Article 1 ofthe Memorandum ofUnderstanding; for the text ofthe Memorandum, see Middle East Economic
Survey Vol.15, No.28, Supplement (5 May 1972).
218 Article 2 ofthe Memorandum ofUnderstanding. There was a failed attempt by the Iranian side to exercise its
jurisdiction in the waters under the U.A.E. jurisdiction in 1992: see Matar Hamed Hlais A1 Neyadi,
Op.Cit.{ 1997/ Ph.D. Thesis ), p.263.
219 Article 4 of the Memorandum of Understanding provides that "Exploitation of petroleum resources of Abu
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The Memorandum has provisions on the fisheries in the territorial waters of Abu Musa.
Article 5 of the Memorandum states that, "The nationals of Iran and Sharjah shall have equal
rights to fish in the territorial sea of Abu Musa."
5.2. Colombia - Jamaica
Background
In 1993 Colombia and Jamaica agreed on part of their maritime boundary (point 1,2,3,4,5).
But, as they were not able to draw a line further to the west ofpoint 1, they agreed to establish
a joint development and fishing zone, called the Joint Regime Area (the "JRA"), to the west
of the boundary. The main reason why they could not reach an agreement on a boundary in
this area is related to the presence of Serrandilla Bank and Low Cay (Bajo Nuevo or Los
Bajos), because it is not settled as to whether the features belong to Colombia or to
Honduras.220 Jamaica not is a country which lays claims to the two features but Jamaican
fishermen have been heavily fishing in the waters around the features. Therefore, it would
have been better for Jamaica to keep its fishing access to the waters around the features
through establishing a joint exploitation zone pending the settlement of territorial status of
the two features and delimitation in the area between Colombia and Honduras. And
Colombia appears to have been tempted to make use of the establishment of the Joint Regime
Area for reinforcing its claims to the features. In the legend of the map annexed to the treaty
which establishes the Joint Regime Area, the understanding can be seen that the territorial
waters around the features are regarded as Colombian, although there is no provision in the
Musa and ofthe seabed and subsoil beneath its territorial seawill be conducted by Buttes Gas and Oil Company
under the existing agreement, which must be acceptable to Iran. Half the oil revenues hereafter attributable to
the said exploitation shall be paid direct by the Company to Iran and half to Shajah. The Memorandum of
Understanding is reproduced in Ali a El-Hakim, Op. Czf. (1979), pp.208-211.
220 Honduras and Colombia concluded a maritime boundary agreement in 1986, whereby part of Serranilla
Bank came to belong to the maritime area of Honduras. However, the agreement stirred up a controversy over
the status of Serranilla Bank and Bajo Neuvo in Honduras. As the time ofwriting, the Agreement has yet to
enter into force because the Honduras Government has not got approval from the Legislature.
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treaty itself on the status of the Bajo Neuvo or Serranilla Bank.221
Method ofShaping the Joint Development Zone
The JRA covers 4,500 square miles and is roughly a triangular-looking shape. However,
upon closer examination, the JRA is found to be composed of lines connecting 11 points and
two arcs. The circles of 12 N.M. radius around Serranilla Bank and Bajo Neuvo are excluded
from the JRA, though Alice Shoal which belongs to Jamaica is enclosed in the JRA.222
Map 14: Delimitation and Joint Exploitation between Jamaica and Colombia
221 K. G. Nweihed, "Report Number 2-18: Colombia-Jamaica", International Maritime Boundaries,
pp.2179-2198.
222 K.G. Nweihed, Ibid.
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Forms and Provisions
The provisions on the JRA are provided for in the maritime delimitation treaty between
Jamaica and the Republic ofColombia.223 The maritime boundary between the two countries
is provided by Article 1 of the Treaty and the area of the JRA is defined in Article 3. In the
latter it is provided that, "Pending the delimitation of the jurisdictional limits of each Party in
the area designated below, the Parties agree to establish therein a zone ofjoint management,
control, exploration and exploitation of the living and non-living resources..." The legal
nature of the JRA is that of a joint exclusive economic zone in relation to third Parties. The
Parties can carry out the following activities in the JRA:
(a) Exploration and exploitation of the natural resources, whether living or non-living, of
the waters superjacent to the seabed and the seabed and its subsoil, and other activities for the
economic exploitation and exploration;
(b) The establishment and use of artificial islands, installations and structures;
(c) Marine scientific research; and
(d) The protection and preservation of the marine environment.224
It is to be noted that under the Agreement only the parties are entitled to carry out a wide
range of activities in the JRA and third States are not permitted to carry out any of those
activities in the JRA.225 This form of complete exclusion of third Parties in the JRS seems
incompatible with the provisions of the LOS Convention,226 in the light of the fact that a
coastal State has to share surplus fisheries resources, if any, with third States.227 It is also to
be recalled that a coastal State's right to refuse to give consent to a marine scientific research
plan of a foreign vessel is quite restricted.228
23 The treaty does not mention in explicit terms that the boundary is an EEZ boundary. However, from the
provisions of the text, we can understand that the boundary is about an EEZ. The text of the Agreement is
reproduced in K. G. Nweihed, Ibid, pp. 2179-2198.
~~4 Article 3(2) of the Colombia-Jamaica Treaty.
Article 3(4) of the Colombia-Jamaica Treaty.
It is ironic that Jamaica which had opposed to the institution of the 200 N.M. maritime zone advancing the
concept of "matrimonial sea" as opposed to the concept of "patrimonial sea" and had voted against the Santo
Domingo Declaration in 1972, now established a JRA which is closed to third states.
227 See Article 62 of the LOS Convention: see also "2.2.1. The Institution of EEZ" in Chapter One.
"8 See Article 249 of the LOS Convention: see also "2.2.2. Coastal State Rights and Jurisdiction in the EEZ in
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OperationalMechanism and the Effectiveness of theArrangement
Activities relating to exploration and exploitation of non-living resources, marine
scientific research, and protection and preservation of the marine environment are to be
carried out on a joint basis.229 The role of defining the "joint basis" falls to a Joint
Commission. It is provided that a Joint Commission is to be established to elaborate the
modalities of co-operation activities.230 The Joint Commission is to be set up with one
representative for from each party.231 It can make either non-binding recommendations or
binding decisions.232
5.3. Guinea-Bissau - Senegal
Background
In 1960 Portugal and France, who were then the colonial powers of Guinea-Bissau and
Senegal respectively, agreed on the delimitation of the maritime boundary between their
respective colonies.233 They set, for the demarcation of territorial sea, and for the contiguous
zone and continental shelf between their colonies, a straight line running at 240° starting
from the intersection of the extension of the land boundary and the low-water mark.234
Guinea-Bissau challenged the legal force of the agreement of 1960 between Portugal and
France as applicable between Guinea-Bissau and Senegal.235
After Guinea-Bissau and Senegal failed to settle the issue they agreed to submit the
dispute to an arbitral tribunal. In 1989 the arbitral tribunal decided that the agreement of 1960
Chapter One.
229 Article 3(3) of the Colombia-Jamaica Treaty.
~30 Article 4(1) of the Colombia-Jamaica Treaty.
231 Article 4(2) of the Colombia-Jamaica Treaty.
23~ Article 4(3) of the Colombia-Jamaica Treaty.
233 The agreement between Portugal and France was done in a form ofExchange ofNotes dated 23 August 1960.
The Exchange of Notes is reproduced by A. O. Adede, "Report Number 4-4: Guinea-Bissau - Senegal"
InternationalMaritime Boundaries, p.872-874.
234
A. O. Adede, Ibid, pp.865-866
"j5 A. O. Adede, Ibid, p.869.
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between the colonial powers has the force of law between Guinea-Bissau and Senegal.*"
However, Guinea-Bissau argued, inter alia, that the award was void because one of the
arbitrators who voted for the award appended an opinion which was in substance
contradictory to the award. 237 Guinea-Bissau also asserted that there had been no
delimitation of exclusive economic zones as such in the agreement of 1960 and the tribunal
had failed to address this issue.238
The International Court of Justice, which examined the issues raised by Guinea-Bissau,
stated in 1991 that "the elements of the disputes that were not settled by the Arbitral Award
of 31 July 1989 be resolved as soon as possible, as both Parties desire".239 Following the
decision by the Court, the two countries embarked on the negotiations for an EEZ
delimitation. In 1993 they reached agreement not on a boundary but on a joint development
zone of EEZs, which straddles the boundary of 1960.
Method ofShaping the Joint Development Zone
The joint development zone between Guinea-Bissau and Senegal is an area surrounded by
268°azimuth and 220° azimuth starting from Cape Roxo and a circle with a radius of 200
N.M. from Cape Roxo excluding the territorial waters from the zone.240 It is not difficult to
figure out the reason why 268° azimuth and 220° azimuth were chosen for the limits of the
joint development zone. Because it can be assumed that 268° azimuth has been argued by
Guinea-Bissau and 220° azimuth has been argued by Senegal and thus the two countries
agreed to use the two lines as limits of their joint development zone. Note that 268° azimuth
is favourable to Guinea-Bissau as it bisects the angle formed by coastal lines of the two
236 20 R.I.A.A. (1989) pp.153-160.
237 A.O. Adede, Op. Cit. (Report No. 4-4 in InternationalMaritime Boundaries), p.868
238 A. O. Adede, idem. Notice that the Agreement of 1960 mention the territorial waters, contiguous zone and
the continental shelf but not the EEZ.
"39
1 991 ICJ Reports , paras.19, 30. On 23 August 1989, Guinea-Bissau filed an application in the Registry of
the International Court of Justice regarding the validity of the arbitral award of 1989. Pending the decision of
the ICJ, Guinea-Bissau filed a second application , on 12 March 1991, arguing that "all the maritime territories
appertaining respectively be delimited". The Court rejected the application in November 1991.
"40 J. R. V. Prescott, "Report No.4-4(4) & (5): Guinea-Bissau - Senegal", International Maritime
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countries giving full account of the large Bijagos Archipelago off the Guinea-Bissau's coasts,
and disregarding Cape Vert which protrudes from the Senegal coasts in the form of a sharp
beak. Notice also that 220° azimuth is favourable to Senegal as it bisects the angle formed by
the coastlines of the two countries disregarding Guinea-Bissau's Bijagos Archipelago and
taking into account ofCape Vert.
Map 15: Delimitation and Joint Exploitation Zone between Senegal and Guinea-Bissau
Boundaries( vol. Ill), pp. 2251 -2255.
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Forms and Provisions
The joint development zone is established by the "Management and Co-operation
Agreement" signed on 14 October 1993. The Agreement was in turn supplemented by a
"Protocol Relating to the Organisation and Operation of the Agency for Management"
signed on 12 June 1995.241 The Agreement makes it clear that the parties' legal titles and
claims to non-delimited areas are reserved.242 The Agreement is effective for an initial period
of 20 years, after which the parties may choose to keep the Agreement negotiating any
unsettled delimitation or agree to refer to the matter to arbitration or the ICJ.243
It is to be noted that the applicable law with regard to gas and oil exploration and
exploitation in the joint development zone that of Senegal and the law applicable to fisheries
in the zone is that of Guinea-Bissau.244
OperationalMechanism and the Effectiveness ofthe Arrangement
The joint development zone in the east of the Atlantic Ocean between Guinea-Bissau and
Senegal is an EEZ joint development zone and thus relates to not only oil and gas but also to
living marine resources. It is interesting to note that they agreed to share the fishery resources
half and half between them, whereas the continental shelf resources are to be shared in the
proportion of 85% to Senegal and 15% to Guinea-Bissau. The reason for the unequal
partitioning of the non-living resources lies in the fact that prospective oil and gas in the zone
have been explored and developed by Senegal in co-operation with an Irish oil company.245
The two States agreed to establish an International Agency for exploitation of gas and oil
resources. The Agency is to discharge its function through an Enterprise. And the Agency,
consisting of the heads of the State Parties or persons delegated by the heads will provide
~41 The text of the Agreement and Protocol are reproduced in R V. Prescott, idem.
242 Article 4 of the Agreement.
~43 Article 8 and 9 of the Agreement.
244 Article 24 of the Protocol.
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general policy for the Enterprise.246 The Agency was established in Daka in 1995. It holds
exclusive mineral or oil titles and fishing rights in the joint development zone.247 The
Agency has competence, inter alia, to promote mineral and petroleum resource prospecting,
exploration and exploitation in the joint development zone, and to market the mineral or
petroleum resources produced. The Enterprise under the direction of the Agency is to, inter
alia, assist holders of mining or hydrocarbon resource development licenses in their
administrative dealings with each State.248
5.4. Saudi Arabia and Sudan
In 1974 Saudi Arabia and Sudan concluded an agreement whereby they agreed that the
lines of 1,000 meter isobath in the Red Sea between them are outer limits of each country's
EEZ, and defined the maritime area left in the middle of the Sea beyond the outer limits of
respective EEZs as a Common Zone.249
Map 16: Common Zone between Saudi Arabia and Sudan
245
R.V. Prescott, Op. C/r.(Report No.4-4(4) & (5) in International Maritime Boundaries), p. 2253.
246 Masahiro Miyoshi, Op. Cit.(1999/Maritime Briefing), p.40.
247 Article 5 of the Protocol of Agreement Relating to the Organisation and Operation of the Agency for
Management and Co-operation of 12 June 1995; partly reproduced in M. Miyishi, Op.Cit.(1999/ Maritime
Briefing), p 40.
248 Article 6 of the Protocol.
249 Ali A. El-Hakim, Op. Cit. (1979), p.185.
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The Common Zone is a common EEZ where the two countries have exclusive "equal
sovereign rights in all the natural resources".250 They agreed to establish a Joint Commission.
It is empowered, inter alia, to:
- undertake studies concerning exploration and exploitation of natural resources
- consider and decide on the applications for licenses and concessions concerning
exploration and exploitation
- organise the supervision of the exploitation at the production stage
- determine the manner in which any accumulation or deposits of a natural resource
found to extend across the boundary of the exclusive sovereign rights area of either
State and the Common Zone.251
In the agreement the two countries noted that Sudan had already given exploration
licenses to a German oil company Preussag in the area and agreed that the Joint Commission
would decide on this matter so as to preserve the rights of Sudan in the context of the regime
established for the common zone.252 The Joint Commission was established and met for the
first time on 10 May 1975.253
6. Policy Options 5: Single Provisional Fisheries Boundary
A single provisional fisheries boundary can be utilised for the purpose of control of the
exploitation of specific resources. For instance, the purpose of the provisional line between
Australia and Indonesia was limited only for the enforcement jurisdiction on fishing vessels.
When a state accepts a line as a provisional boundary for a specific purpose, for instance, of
the enforcement jurisdiction on fisheries matters compromising its own position on the line,
there might be a signal to the other State that the former can be flexible about the possibility
of the line being transformed into a permanent one, if the latter is willing to compromise on
250 Ali A. El-Hakim, Idem. .
~51 Article 7 and 14 of the Saudi Arabia - Sudan Agreement of 16 May 1974; partly reproduced in M. Myoshi,
Op. Cit.{ 1999/ Maritime Briefing), pp.32-33.
252 Ali A. El-Hakim, Op. Of. (1979), p.186.
253 Ali A. El-Hakim, Op. C;f.(1979), p.187.
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other issues, for instance, ofdrawing a boundary for exploitation of gas and oil. This was the
case when Australia accepted a provisional fisheries line which was favourable to Indonesia
and then agreed to utilise the boundary as a permanent one in the final delimitation of 1998.
Australia proclaimed a continental shelf in 1962, a 200 N.M. a fisheries zone in 1979 and
a 200 miles exclusive economic zone in 1994. Indonesia proclaimed a continental shelf in
1969 and a 200 miles exclusive economic zone in 1980.254 The two countries negotiated on
the delimitation of maritime boundaries of the continental shelf and water column
together.253 In the negotiation on the water column boundary, the main issue was the effect of
the Australian islands of Ashmore in the Indian Ocean. Australia was of the view that the
boundary should be an equidistance line giving full effect to Ashmore, but Indonesia argued
that an equdiatance line should be drawn between the Indonesian archipelago and the
Australian mainland.256 In the context of the resulting stalemate, Australia and Indonesia
agreed on the "Provisional Fisheries Surveillance and Enforcement Line (PFSEL)" through a
Memorandum of Understanding of 1981. The PFSEL divided the disputed area in a way
which delivered 70 percent of it to Indonesia.257 The PFSEL purported to serve as a
provisional line pending final delimitation, beyond which one party cannot exercise its
enforcement action against the fishing vessels of the other party.258 Article 4 of the MOU
provides that:
It is understood that in areas that overlap, and pending the permanent settlement of maritime
boundaries between the two countries, neither Government will exercise jurisdiction for fisheries
surveillance and enforcement purposes beyond a provisional fisheries line in respect of swimming
fish species against fishing vessels licensed to fish for such species by the authorities of the other
259
country.
254 Victor Prescott, "Report Number 6-2(2): Australia-Indonesia(Timor and Arafura Seas)", International
Maritime Boundaries, p. 1213.
255
Max Herriman and Martin Tsameny, "The 1997 Australia-Indonesia Maritime Boundary Treaty: A Secure
Legal Regime for Offshore Resource Development?", 29 O.D.I.L( 1998), pp361-396.
256
. R.V. Prescott, "Report Number 6-2(4): Australia-Indonesia (Fisheries)", International Maritime
Boundaries, p. 1232.
257 R.V. Prescott, Idem.
258 The MOU is reproduced in Victor Prescott, Ibid., pp. 1238-1243
259 The term "swimming species" was used vis-a-vis the term "sedentary species". For the sedentary species,
they agreed to apply the existing seabed boundaries between them, and in the areas where there were no sea-bed
boundaries, they agreed to consult as necessary with a view to avoiding difficulties arising between them with
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In 1997 the two countries reached agreement on the whole package of maritime
boundaries of the continental shelf, exclusive economic zone(water column) and joint
development zone. In the package, they utilised the pre-existing PFSEL as the exclusive
economic zone boundary with a minor modification in the area around Ashmore and an
additional boundary line further to the west of the PFSEL.260
7. Joint Exploitation Zones as Additional Elements ofMaritime Boundaries
7.1. Why Are Joint Exploitation Zones Needed When There Are Boundaries?
It is to be noted that a joint development zone or a joint fishing zone can be established
even after two parties agree on delimitation, because even a successful delimitation may still
• 261
require a degree of close co-operation for rational exploitation of transboundary resources.
Even though such a joint development zone is not a provisional arrangement under Articles
74(3)/83(3) of the LOS Convention, it also shares some common characteristics with such
provisional arrangements.
In the GulfofMaine case it was pointed out that the delimitation of a maritime boundary is
not necessarily a panacea for disputes over offshore resources, because petroleum does not
respect national boundaries.262 If a deposit straddles a possible boundary of neighbouring
countries, exploitation of the deposit by one would damage the potential share of its
neighbour. Thus the need to view the deposit of fluid petroleum or natural gas across
boundaries as a single deposit is recognised. Fisheries resources are also transboundary in
many cases.
This recognition of practicalities has led to a number of international agreements on joint
development of gas and oil along with boundaries in the 1960s and 1970s. The
Anglo-Norwegian Treaty of 1965 provides that:
if any single geological petroleum structure or petroleum field ... extends across the dividing line
... the Contracting Parties, in consultation with their licensees, if any, shall seek to reach
regard to the exercise of their respective jurisdiction; see Article 5 of the MOU.
In the PFSEL, Ashmore has a 12 N.M. arc and later in the exclusive economic zone boundary it has 24 N.M.
arc.
261 The GulfofMaine Case, 1984 ICJReports, para.240.
262 1 984 ICJ Reports, para.240.
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agreement as to the manner in which the structure or field shall be most effectively exploited and
the manner in which the proceeds deriving therefrom shall be apportioned.263
In the Libya/Tunisia case, Judge Evensen noted in his dissenting opinion that "the
underlying immediate concerns are first and foremost petroleum exploitation" but
"petroleum exploitation is a mixture of know-how and luck" and thus "the drawing of a line
of delimitation between States may, as far as oil potentials are concerned, be a pure gamble,
an accidental fact which may leave rich structure on one side of the line and barrenness on the
other".264 Then he mentioned that 265: "An arrangement for joint exploration, user or even
joint jurisdiction over restricted overlapping areas may be corollary to other equity
consideration.266
7.2. Instances of Joint Exploitation Zones as Additional Elements to Maritime
Boundaries
In 1958, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia agreed on a continental shelf boundary in the Persian
Gulfwhich extended for a distance of 98.5 N.M.. In addition to the boundary, they agreed to
establish a joint zone. The whole area of the joint zone is situated on the Saudi Arabian side
of the boundary. In the joint development zone, the exploitation of oil is to be carried out in
the way chosen by Saudi Arabia on the condition that Saudi Arabia grants to the Government
of Bahrain half of the net revenue accruing from this exploitation.267 The businesslike
manner of both countries is notable in this case. In the delimitation agreement of 1958, they
settled a long standing sovereignty dispute over the three islands: Al-Baina As-Saghiran and
Al-Baina Al-Kabir came to belong to Bahrain, while Al-Baina Al-Kabir was left to Saudi
Arbia.268 Obviously, in this case the revenue-sharing scheme would have facilitated the
"63
Agreement between the UK and Norway Relating to the Delimitation of Continental Shelf, 551 U.N.T.S.
(1965), p.214.
264 1982 ICJ Reports, p.320
265R. Churchill, "Joint Development Zones: International Legal Issues", H. Fox et al eds, Joint Development of
Offshore Oil and Gas, Vol. II, British Institute of International Law(1990), p.64.
2 6 The Tunisia and Libya case, 1982 ICJ Reports, p.320.
267 Second Article of Bahrain-Saudi Arabia Boundary ; the text is reproduced in R. Pietrowski Jr., "Report
Number 7-3: Bahrain-Saudi Arabia", International Maritime Boundaries, pp. 1495-1497.
268
Paragraphs 7 and 9 of the Bahrain- Saudi Arabia Agreement; for the text, see R. Pietrowski Jr., idem.
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negotiations on the maritime boundary.
Map 17: Joint Development Zone between Saudi Arabia and Bahrain
The joint development zone, which France and Spain agreed to in 1974 along with a
continental shelf boundary in the Bay of Biscay is also an example of joint development
zones agreed as an additional element to delimitation.269 The zone, which sits astride the
boundary line, appears to be a compensation for Spain because the continental shelf
boundary line gives it less maritime area than the strict equidistance line would have. Notice
that the continental shelf boundary is not drawn by distance criteria but from the natural
boundary as the boundary line is situated between the two 4,000 metre isobaths in the middle
of the Bay ofBiscay. The two parties undertake to encourage agreements between companies
~69 The text of the Convention on the Delimitation ofthe Continental Shelf in the Bay ofBiscay and Convention
on the Delimitation of Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone in the Bay of Biscay are reproduced in D. H.
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applying for prospecting rights in the zone in order to permit companies having the
nationality of the other party to participate in such prospecting on an equal partnership
basis.270 It is also to be noted that this agreement also has provisions on straddling natural
resources. If a deposit of a natural resource lies across the boundary line or if the portion of
the deposit on one side of the boundary is wholly or partially exploitable by means of
installations located on the other side of the boundary, then the two countries shall seek an
agreement on terms for exploiting the deposit.271
Map 18: Joint Development between France and Spain
In the Jan Mayen case between Iceland and Norway, the Conciliation Commission
recommended a single dividing line for both the continental shelf and the EEZ, and proposed
in explicit terms that the petroleum resources across the boundary might well be jointly
Anderson, "Report Number 9-2: France-Spain", International Maritime Boundaries, pp. 1728-12734.
270 Annex II to the Convention on the Continental Shelf Boundary; for text, see D.H. Anderson, Ibid.
271 Article 4 of the Convention on the Continental ShelfBoundary.
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developed.272 According to the recommendation, most of the joint development zone lay
beyond 200 N.M. line from Iceland.273 In its recommendation, the Conciliation Commission
considered the fact that Iceland is totally dependent on imports of hydrocarbon products.274
The joint development zone between Iceland and Jan Mayen (Norway) was established in
1981 in accordance with the recommendation of the Conciliation Commission.275 The
agreement of 1981 also provides that any petroleum situated partly within the limits of the
joint development zone is to be regarded as lying wholly within the development zone.276
Map 19: Joint Development Zone between Norway and Iceland
'1~ E. L. Richardson et al, "Report and Recommendations to the Governments of Iceland and Norway of the
Conciliation Commission on the Continental ShelfArea between Iceland and Norway", 20 /.L.M(1981), p.791.
Report and Recommendations to the Governments of Iceland and Norway of the Conciliation Commission
on the Continental Shelf Area between Iceland and Jan Mayen, 20 l.L.M. (1980), pp.825-826.
274
Report and Recommendation, idem.
D.H. Anderson, "Report No.9-4:Iceland-Norway (Jan Mayen)", International Maritime Boundaries,
pp. 1756-1760. In 1980, Norway(Jan Mayen) and Iceland agreed on the EEZ boundary and also agreed to refer
the continental shelf boundary question to the Conciliation Commission.
~76 Article 8 of the Agreement on the Continental Shelf between Iceland and Jan Mayen. The text of the
Agreement is reproduced in D.H Anderson, "Report Number 9-4: Iceland-Norway(Jan Mayan)", International
Maritime Boundaries, pp.1762 - 1765.
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The joint development zone in the Mediterranean Sea between Tunisia and Libya was
established together with the continental shelf boundary agreement signed in 1989. It was ad
• • • 277hoc judge Evensen who proposed a joint development zone in his dissenting opinion.
Following the opinion given by Evensen, the Parties agreed on joint development along with
the continental shelf boundary, which is divided into two parts: one is the north east part and
the other is the south east part. For the joint development in the northeast part of the zone, a
joint Tunisia-Libya exploration company is assumed to be established for equal benefit
between the two Parties. And in the south east ofthe part ofthe zone, Libya is entitled to have
90% of the revenue from production giving Tunisia 10% of the revenue.278
Map 20: Joint Development Zone between Libya and Tunisia
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He stated that "My starting point for such a proposal would be an adjusted equidistance line starting at the
point where the 26° line from Ras Ajdir intersects the 12-mile territorial sea limit. I venture to propose an
adjusted line of delimitation veering from this point in a direction some 46°- 47° (north-east). In addition, the
following system of joint exploitation of petroleum resources may be indicated. On both sides of the straight
line a line veering some 10-15° from the delimitation should be drawn. The area thus indicated should be of
approximately the same size. The two areas thus indicated should constitute a joint exploration. For this joint
exploitation zone, the Parties should establish a joint policy of exploration and expioitation."1982 ICJ Reports,
p.321.
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Italy and Yugoslavia agreed to establish a joint fishing zone in the GulfofTrieste which is
located at the north-east corner of the Adriatic Sea in June 1987. Notice that the joint zone
straddles not the exclusive economic zone but the territorial seas of the two countries facing
each other in the Gulfof Trieste where the opposing coasts lie within 24 N. M. distance. This
joint fishing zone was intended to accommodate the reality of continued illegal fishing by
Italian vessels in the Yugoslavian side of the territorial sea boundary which was agreed in
1977. Only limited numbers of fishing vessels registered in the local ports of each party are
allowed to fish in the joint fishing zone.279
H. Fox et al eds., Op. C//.(1989), p.64.
~79 Tulio Scovazzi, "Report Number 8-7(2): Italy-Yugoslavia", International Maritime Boundaries,
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Argentina and Uruguay established a common fishing zone as an additional element to the
maritime boundary agreement concluded in 1973.280 The common fishing zone is seawards
of 12 N.M. measured from the respective coastal baselines, and the outer limits of the zone
are shaped by two arks of circles with radii of200 N.M. whose centre points are, respectively,
Punta del Easte (Uruguay) and Punda Rasa del Cabo San Antonio(Argentina).281
Map 22: Joint Fishing Zone between Uruguay and Argentina
France and Italy established a joint fishing area when they concluded a maritime boundary
agreement in 1986. In the joint fishing zone, professional fishermen of both countries can
continue to carry out their fishing activities.
pp. 1640-1641.
280 Jimenez de Arechaga, "Argentina-Uruguay(Report Number(3-2)", International Maritime Boundaries,
pp.757-762.
281 Article 73 of the Maritime Boundary Agreement; for the text of the agreement, Jimenez de Arechaga, Ibid,
pp.764-776.
282 Tullio Scovazzi and G. Francalanci, "France-Italy(Report Number 8-2)", International Maritime
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Map 23: Joint Fishing Zone between France and Italy
In 1954 Chile, Ecuador and Peru issued a tripartite declaration for creating a special
maritime frontier zone of 10 N.M. breadth on each side of the boundaries.283 Following the
declaration, Chile and Pern concluded an agreement in 1952 and so did Ecuador and Peru on
the same day to establish buffer zones in which enforcement restraint for fisheries violation is
284
mandated. In 1985 Costa Rica and Ecuador concluded a similar agreement to establish a
buffer zone between them.
Map 24: Fishing Buffer Zone between Colombia and Ecuador
Boundaries, pp. 1571 -1576.
~83 Jimenez de Arechaga, "Report Number 3-5: Chile-Peru", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, p.795.
"SJ David Colson, "The Legal Regime ofMaritime Boundaries", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, p60.
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When Colombia and Dominica agreed on the maritime boundary in 1978, they also agreed
to establish a "Joint Scientific Research and Common Fishing Exploitation Zone" which
straddles the maritime boundary.285 This is not a provisional arrangement under the Articles
74(3)/ 83(3) but an additional element to the boundary agreement.286
Map 25: Common Scientific and Fishing Zone between Colombia and Dominica
8. Observation
We have seen that there are a number of instances where provisional arrangements are in
place pending ultimate maritime delimitation, even though Articles 74(3)/83(3) do not
2S5 K.G. Nweihed, "Report Number 2-2: Colombia-Dominican Republic", InternationalMaritime Boundaries,
pp.479-480.
~s6 The text of the Agreement is reproduced by K.G. Nweihed, Ibid, pp.488-490.
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provide illustrative examples of such arrangements. We have analysed: 5 joint development
zones; 8 grey zones; 4 white zones; 2 fisheries arrangements based upon defacto boundaries;
5 comprehensive exploitation zones; 1 instance of provisional fisheries arrangement based
upon a singe provisional line; and 11 instances of joint exploitation zones agreed as
additional elements to maritime boundaries.287 It is to be noted that there are variations
between the arrangements even in the same category of the provisional arrangements.
The analysis shows that the joint exploitation zones either of the continental shelf or for
fishing purposes have been the most widely used form of co-operative arrangements even
before the adoption of the LOS Convention. It is interesting to note that there are not many
instances of States having recourse to a comprehensive joint development, which seem to be
ideal for addressing all issues in disputed areas. The reason might be that policy makers of
coastal States tend to seek solutions to problems which have already arisen or are going to
arise in the near future, and also because some issues which pose problems to coastal States
in one region not necessarily do so to other coastal States in other parts of the world.
Furthermore, it is also notable that there are a several arrangements to deal with marine
scientific research and the protection of the marine environment in disputed areas.
States practice concerning the joint exploitation zones can provide practical guide to other
States which searching for provisional arrangements under the provisions of Article
74(3)/83(3) of the LOS Convention in disputes areas in the other parts of the world. Some
important observation can be drawn from the analysis of the states practice regarding
provisional arrangements.
First, it is notable that by and large formal treaties have been utilised for these
arrangements. This mean that most of the provisional arrangements have been sent to
parliaments for approval. The reason appears to be that States usually attach a significant
importance to the exploitation of gas and oil and fisheries resources. This tendency of states
in giving a great importance to the provisional arrangements and using formal treaty forms
rather than informal MOU can find its justification in the fact that many of the provisional
~87 In these numbers, the common oyster fisheries zone established in 1839 between the U.K and France and
agreements in North East Asia are not counted.
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arrangements usually have a very long ratione materie such as renewable forty or fifty years
and many of the provisional arrangements have not been replaced by boundary agreements.
As we have seen in Chapter Two, the term "arrangement" has been used sometimes to
indicate co-operative mechanism between States or the instruments which provide legal basis
for such mechanism regardless of their nomenclatures. And when the term "arrangement" is
used in this context, then the titles and formalities of instruments providing such arrangement
can vary. But this does not mean that an informal instrument has not been used at all for
provisional arrangements. For an instance, Australia and Indonesia used MOU in 1981 to
establish the Provisional Fisheries Surveillance and Enforcement Line between them.
Second, in relation to the first observation it is notable that it is hard to find a case where a
joint development zone or a comprehensive exploitation zone have been replaced by a
delimitation agreement. This might be a reason why States are usually not flexible in shaping
the outer limits of the joint zones and thus accommodate conflicting positions on delimitation.
We can also find that management of fisheries resources in disputed areas have some impacts
on the timing of the conclusion ofmaritime boundary agreements, although it does not mean
that provisional fisheries arrangements affect parties' positions on the ultimate boundaries
them shelves. This demonstrates that the choice between white zones and grey zones is
important in terms of the timing of the delimitation as well as management of fisheries
resources. This means that coastal States have to choose between effective management of
fisheries resources in disputed areas and early delimitation of disputed areas. Note that all the
white zone arrangements we have examined have been replaced by ultimate delimitation
agreements.
Third, it was observed that a "without prejudice clause" has normally been utilised in
provisional arrangements. This fact demonstrates that the without prejudice clause is
regarded as an important factor in making parties' intention clear that an arrangement is
intended to be of a practical nature and not to create any legal basis for either party to
reinforce its claim over the area in dispute.
Fourth, usually joint commissions are set up to effectively implement arrangements,
although the power ofjoint commissions differ from case to case. We will see in Part II that
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these common characteristics, with some variations, are also found in provisional fisheries
arrangements in North East Asia.
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Part II. Provisional Maritime Regime in North East Asia
Chapter Four:
Unilateral Claims and Issues of Delimitation
1. Introduction
In Part I, we discussed what makes delimitation difficult and which law governs in the
absence of maritime boundaries. Then we examined some of the possible provisional
arrangements in the disputed areas.
Now, in Part II, on the basis of the discussion in Part I, I will examine the provisional
maritime regime in North East Asia where the delimitation of maritime boundaries between
the littoral States is elusive and the provisional maritime regime is unstable. In the discussion
the focus will be given to the legal relations between South Korea, China and Japan, although
North Korea and Taiwan will be also mentioned when such a need arises.
The complicated legal disputes in North East Asia became more complicated after the
three countries ratified the LOS Convention in 1996 and then subsequently proclaimed their
respective exclusive economic zones. On top of that, the adoption of straight baselines for
measuring the breadth of the territorial seas by Japan and China in 1996 further complicated
the legal disputes on the law of the sea in the region. Territorial disputes over islands in the
region are also factors that contribute to the complexity of the legal disputes in the region. In
this regard, as the three coastal States are traditionally reluctant to submit their disputes to a
third party institution to resolve the disputes, the prospect of resolving the disputes between
the coastal States on the law of the sea through a third party institution appears to be very
unlikely.
For a discussion on the provisional maritime orders regime in Part II, I will examine the
unilateral maritime claims in the region, disputes regarding the unilateral claims, delimitation
disputes between the coastal States, the factors that make the delimitation of maritime
boundaries difficult, and characteristics of the provisional maritime regime in the region that
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is unstable and requires further development. I will also discuss possible solutions to the
disputes in the region and suggest ways for further development of the maritime regime in
the region.
2. National Claims in the Region
2.1. The Republic ofKorea (South Korea)
2.1.1. The Territorial Seas
In 1910, Korea was placed under the Japanese colonialist rule and was then liberated in
1945 at the time of the end of World War II.1 Then the southern part of the Korean peninsula
was placed under the control of the United States Army Military Governor who headed the
"South Korean Interim Government" until 1948 when the independent Government of the
Republic of Korea was established in the southern part of the Korean peninsula.2 The
legislation of South Korea that first mentioned the "territorial waters" is the "Ordinance on
the Functions ofthe Korean Coast Guard" promulgated on 10 May 1948 by the South Korean
Interim Government.3 The Ordinance defined the extent of the territorial sea of South Korea.
Paragraph (b) of section III of the Ordinance provided that:
Territorial waters include the ports, harbours, bays and other enclosed areas of the sea along the
coast of Korea and a marginal belt of the sea extending from the coastline outward one marine
league, or three geographical miles.
It is understood that the three miles was adopted for the extent of the Korean territorial
waters by the United States Military Governor in Korea because the Governor's own country,
the United States, had adopted three mile limits for her own territorial seas.4
Although the South Korean Interim Government led by the U.S military Governor was
1 The whole ofKorea was under the control of Japan from 1910 to 1945 and there was no distinction between
South Korea and North Korea until 1945 when the Korean peninsula was divided along with Latitude 38° North
by the Allied Powers for the purpose of the military operation against the Japanese army in the Korean
peninsula.
"
North Korea was placed under the control ofthe Soviet Union until 1948 when the communist Government of
the People's Republic of Korea was established.
3 Official Gazette, USAMGIK Ordinance No. 189, 10 May 1948.
4 The United States adopted a 3-mile territorial sea in 1794 through the Neutrality Act made by Congress on the
outbreak ofwar between Great Britain and France. The Act is understood as the decisive step in the translation
of the cannon-shot rule into three-mile rule: see D. P. O'connel, The International Law of the Sea, p.131.
However, the United States extended the extent of the territorial sea to 12 miles in December 1988: United
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replaced by the independent Government of the Republic ofKorea in 1948, most of the laws
enacted by the Interim Government remained valid in the independent Korean Government
until 20 January 1962.5 The "the Ordinance on the Functions of the Korean Coast Guard" by
the U.S Governor was one of the Ordinances which survived until 20 January 1962 and thus
the extent ofthe territorial seas ofSouth Korea was three N.M. from the year of 1948 to 1962.
However, the extent of the territorial waters of the Republic of Korea became blurred on 20
January 1962 when the Ordinance on the Function of the Korean Coast Guard was abolished,
without being replaced with new legislation, by the "Act on Special Measures regarding Old
Laws and Regulations" along with other many Ordinances. This vagueness to the extent of
the territorial waters of the South Korea lasted 16 years until 31 December 1977 when the
"Act on the Territorial Seas", which specifies the extent of the Korean territorial waters, was
promulgated.6
The Territorial Sea Act of 1977 and its Enforcement Decree of 1978 provides twelve
miles for the extent of the Korean territorial waters generally, but provides only three N.M.
for the extent of the territorial waters in the Western Channel of the Korea Strait, where the
coasts of Korea and Japan are facing each other with only 22.75 N.M. distance at the
narrowest points. Article 1 of the Act provided that: "The territorial sea of the Republic of
Korea shall be the area of the sea up to a limit not exceeding twelve N.M. from baselines:
Provided that the breadth of the territorial sea in specified area shall be otherwise determined
Nations, The Law of the Sea: National Claims to Maritime Jurisdiction, 1992, p. 137.
5 The Korean government gave force to laws and regulation made in the reign of the interim Government
through Article 100 of the first Constitution of the Republic of Korea promulgated on 17 July 1948. It provided
that "current laws and regulations continue to be effective as far as they do not conflict with this constitution
(translated by the author)". As the provision on the three-mile territorial waters in the Ordinance on the
Function ofthe Korean Coast Guard did not conflict with the first Constitution, the three-mile rule was regarded
to be effective. In 1961, however, the Korean Government took measure to abolish so-called "old laws and
regulations" as of 20 January 1962. Article 1 of the Act on Special Measure regarding Old Laws and
Regulations provided that "Old laws and regulations in this Act refer to the laws and regulations which were
entered into force before 16 July 1948 and continued to be effective by Article 100 of the Constitution
(translated by the author)". Article 2 of the Act provided that "old laws and regulations will be regarded
abolished as of 20 January 1962 unless otherwise provided in accordance with Article l(translated by the
author)". As there was no provision to save the Ordinance on the Functions of the Korean Coast Guard, the Act
was considered abolished.
6 The Territorial Sea Act of 1977 went into effect on 30 April 1978 along with its Enforcement Decree of 1978.
The title of the Act changed to the "Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone Act" in 1995 for the purpose of
establishing contiguous zone in accordance with relevant provisions of the LOS Convention.
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within the limit of twelve N.M. in accordance with the Presidential Decree." Following
Article 1 of the Act, the Enforcement Decree of the Act contains special provisions for the
extent of the territorial waters in the Western Channel of the Korea Strait. The main reason
for the adoption of the three-mile extent in the Korea Strait is that the Korea Strait is used for
international navigation.7 Article 3 of the Enforcement Decree is clear on this point. It
provides that: "In accordance with the provisions of the provision of Article 1 of the Act, the
territorial sea in the seas forming the Korea Strait usedfor international navigation shall be
the area of the sea on the landwards side of the line joining the lines...(emphasis added)".
Map 26: The Korea Strait
In this regard, it appears that the Korean Government also took into account the United
7
The Western Channel of the Korea Strait is situated at an important position linking the East Sea (Sea of
Japan) to the north and the East China Sea to the south. The narrowest width of the Channel is only 22.75 miles
between the eastern end ofGeoje-do on the Korean side and Saozaki on the Tsushima islands ofJapan. As both
Korea and Japan have adopted three-mile limits for the breadth of their respective territorial waters, there is a
high seas corridor in the Western Channel of the Korea Strait: see Hyun-soo Kim, The Impact of the U.N.




Kingdom and the United States' concern on leaving a high seas corridor in the Korea Strait.8
However, as the LOS Convention is now in force and Korea is a Party to it, questions can
arise as to whether Korea is willing to extend the extent of its territorial waters up to 12 miles
as it is entitled to a maximum of 12 mile territorial waters. Note that even ifKorea extends its
territorial sea to 12 miles in the Korea Strait, it would not cause real inconvenience for other
States in terms of navigation. It is because other States now under the LOS Convention,
unlike under the Geneva Convention regime, can enjoy "transit passage" in straits used for
international navigation where there is no the high seas left. But, the possibility seems very
high that Korea will prefer to keep the high sea /EEZ corridor in the Korea Strait because if
there is no high sea/EEZ corridor left in the Korea Strait then the other States are entitled to
transit passage in the whole areas of the Strait except the internal waters in the Korea Strait.
Note that the regime of transit passage is not applicable to the straits through which there is a
high-seas route, or route through an exclusive economic zones according to Article 36 of the
LOS Convention.9 Note also that under the current regime in the Korea Strait Korea can keep
the territorial sea belt where only innocent passage is applicable and encourage the ships of
other countries to take routes of the high seas/EEZ corridor rather than the territorial sea.10
University ofWales College ofCardiff (1993), pp.57-59.
8
Diplomatic notes were sent to the Korean Government by the Governments of United Kingdom and the
United States of America to show their concern on this matter in 1976. In this regard, Michael and Westerman,
referring to Maritime Claims Reference Manual (2 vols.1987) by U.S Department of Defence, wrote that: "In
the Korea Strait, both Japan and South Korea have enacted legislation limiting their otherwise 12-mile
territorial seas, leaving a high seas corridor in the western channel of the strait. By setting its baseline for the
territorial sea in the manner in Fig.5.37, however, South Korea has significantly reduced freedom of passage in
this corridor... .The United States and other international users have refused to recognise South Korea's claim in
this area, as well as the attendant provision in South Korean law requiring prior notification for warship entering
territorial waters: W. Michael Reisman and Gayl S. Westerman, Straight Baselines in International Maritime
Boundary Delimitation, Macmillan(1992), p.178.
9 This provision was derived from the UK proposal. The rationale for the proposal was that "if the strait had a
good and wide enough high-seas route down in the middle, it was unnecessary to provide a special right of
transit passage since ships and aircraft could navigate on the high sea through the strait". See S.N. Nandan and
D.H. Anderson, "Straits Used for International Navigation", 61 B. Y.I.L.( 1990), pp.176-178.
10
Note that only ships are entitled to innocent passage. Submarines are required to navigate on the surface
showing their flags under the innocent passage, whereas under the transit passage regime both ships and aircraft
are entitled to more free passage than under innocent passage. Submarines are under no such obligation as is
required under the innocent passage: see Articles 17-20 and Article 39 of the LOS Convention. In this legal
framework of the LOS Convention Korea would feel that it is better to keep a high/ EEZ corridor in the Korea
Strait for the sake of security. Note that there is no part of high seas but exclusive economic zone left in the
Korea Strait because both Korea and Japan established exclusive economic zones in 1996. However, as the
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2.1.2. Baselines
The Territorial Sea Act of 1977 adopted straight baselines as well as normal baselines for
measuring the breadth of the territorial sea of Korea. Article 2 of the Act provides that:
(1) The normal baselines for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea shall be the low-water line
along the coast as marked on large-scale charts officially recognised by the Republic of Korea.
(2) In the area of the sea where special geographical circumstances exist, straight lines joining
points as provided for in the Presidential Decree may be employed.
Following Article 2 of the above-mentioned Act, the Enforcement Decree specified 19
points selected from the islands and rocks off the Korean peninsula in the south and the west.
Along with the straight baselines in the south and the west of the Korean peninsula, the
Korean Government drew closing lines for two small bays in the East Sea.
Map 27: Korea's Straight Baselines
freedom of the navigation is guaranteed in the waters of the exclusive economic zone like in the high seas and
the transit passage regime remains in the Korea Strait as far as there is exclusive economic zone routes left: see
Articles 58 and 87 of the LOS Convention.
Cholmyong-do
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It is to be noted that many of the straight baseline points under the Territorial Sea Act of
1977 are identical with the points chosen for the measurement of the twelve-mile fisheries
zone of Korea under the fisheries agreement between Korea and Japan signed in 1965.11 We
will discuss in detail the fisheries agreement between Korea and Japan of 1965 in the next
Chapter.
With regard to the validity of the straight baselines of Korea, none of Korea's
neighbouring Countries, i.e. Japan and China has challenged so far. When the Korean
Government was preparing the legislation on the territorial seas, Japan, U.K, and the U.S
showed their wishes through diplomatic notes that straight baselines were not to be drawn to
connect the Korean peninsula and the island of Cheju. In particular, the Japanese
Government asked for consultation on this matter with the Korean Government and some
consultation was carried out between the two governments. And the Korean Government did
not draw straight baselines to connect the island of Cheju and the Korean peninsula.12
It is generally understood that the geographical situation of the Korean coastline in the
south and west are deeply indented and fringed with islands, and thus meet the basic
conditions for drawing straight baselines provided for in Article 7 of the LOS Convention.13
However, the fact that the coast is deeply indented and cut into and fringed with islands does
not mean that any points chosen from the coast for drawing straight baselines would meet the
other conditions provided for in Article 7 of the LOS Convention. For example, Article 7 of
the LOS Convention provide that straight base lines should join the "appropriate point" and
that "the drawing of straight baselines must not depart to any appreciable extent from the
general direction of the coast". Reisman and Westerman noted that the southern part of the
11 The baseline points for measuring the Korea's exclusive fisheries zone were adopted by Exchange Notes
between Korea and Japan after consultation between the two countries in accordance with Article 1 of the
fisheries agreement. Article 1 of the fisheries agreement provided that: "... However, in case where either
Contracting Party uses a straight baseline in establishing its fisheries zone, such straight baseline will be
determined upon consultation with the other Party".
12 The issue ofdrawing straight baselines connecting Cheju island and the Korean peninsula was raised in 1960s
in the context of establishing fisheries zone ofKorea when Korea and Japan negotiated the fisheries agreement.
As a result of compromise, Korea did not draw straight baseline connecting the Korean peninsula and Cheju
island but established its fisheries zone between the Korean peninsula and Cheju island.
13 W. M. Reisman and G.S. Westerman, Op. Cit.( 1992), p.175. The Korean peninsula has about 3,500 islands,
mostly in the south and the west.
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Korean peninsula is generally deeply indented and cut into and fringed with islands, but they
expressed a critical view on the way some of the Korea straight baselines are drawn.14 The
U.S States Department expressed similar views on the Korean straight baselines.15
2.1.3. The Peace Line
On 18 January 1952 the President of the Republic ofKorea declared Korea's sovereignty
over the waters and the continental shelf adjacent to the Korean peninsula through the
"Proclamation of Sovereignty over the Adjacent Seas".16 Although the Proclamation used
the term sovereignty, the Proclamation is generally somewhat similar to that of the Truman
Proclamations of 1946. The Proclamation purported to forestall the foreseen influx of
Japanese fishing vessels into the waters around the Korean peninsula as the MacArthur Line
which restricted the fishing activities of Japanese vessels to the designed area around Japan
was then expected to be lifted soon. 17 Although the Proclamation used the term
"sovereignty" rather than "sovereign right", it is clear from the context of the Proclamation
that its purpose was not to declare extended territorial waters but to declare limited rights for
18
preserving and utilising the natural resources in, on or under the seas adjacent to Korea.
14
W. M. Reisman and G. S. Westerman, Ibid, pp. 175-178. They wrote that: "The southern coast ofSouth Korea
is a Norwegian-style coastline, deeply indented and fringed with islands like a skjaergaard. The basepoints
selected to enclose this area of coast, however, are located on rocks and islands which are not a part of the island
fringed and are therefore inappropriate". For a critical examination of the Korea's straight baselines, see United
States Department of States, Limits in the Seas No. 121- Straight Baseline and Territorial Sea Claims: South
Korea, 1998.
15 United States Department of States, Limits in the Sea No. 121- Straight Baseline and Territorial Sea Claims:
South Korea, 1998, p.6.
16 U.N. Docs. ST/LEG/SER.B/6( 1957) and ST/LEG/SER.B/8(1959). The text of the proclamation is
reproduced by Choon-ho Park, The Law and Practice Relating to the International Regulation ofFisheries in
Asia with Particular Reference to the Korea-Japanese Dispute, University of Edinburgh, Ph.D Thesis(1971),
pp.398-379.
17
Statement by President Rhee on February 8 1952. The MacArthur Line was imposed by the Occupation
Authorities in Japan to restrict the Japanese fishing vessels' fishing activities to the waters around Japan. The
MacArthur Line was finally lifted on 25 April 1952, three days before the entry into force of the Peace Treaty
between the Allied Powers and Japan.
18
It is notable that a U.S naval officer expressed a sympathy with Korea saying that: "During the years of
occupation ofKorea by Japan, this area was so badly depleted by the Japanese beam trawlers that the fishing in
the area was practically unproductive due to the destruction of bottom feeding grounds and sea grasses...
Therefore, from the conservation angle, the Korean Government has a point in advocating the necessity of
controlling fishing in the area." See Burdeck H. Brittin, International Law for Seagoing Officers, U.S. Naval
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The Proclamation specified the zone where the Proclamation was to be applied. The outer
limits of the zone reach as far as 150 N.M. from the coast ofKorea.
Map 28: The Peace Line
The Japanese Government has strongly challenged the legality of the Peace Line.19 The
zone established by the Proclamation came to be called "the Peace Line" because Dr. Rhee,
then the Korean President, argued in response to Japan's protests that the zone was intended
to maintain peace between Korea and Japan.20 In 1954 Korea enacted the Law on
• 21
Conservation of Fisheries Resources with a view to implementing the Proclamation. As the
Institute, 1956, pp. 78-79.
19 The Japanese Foreign Ministry announced its disapproval of the Korean claims on 25 January 1952 relying
on the principle of the freedom of the high seas; see Shigeru Oda, "The Normalization of Relations between
Japan and the Republic ofKorea", 61 A.J.I.L. (1967), pp.51-52.
20 The Statement by President Rhee on February 8 1952 went on that, "...The main object in establishing a
boundary line on the seas is to maintain peace between Korea and Japan, and I believe Japan will naturally
comply with this...."
21 The question whether or not the Law for Conservation of Fisheries Resources of 1954 based upon the Peace
Line were to be abolished arose within the Korean Government when the Korean Government took measures
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Korean coast guard seized a number of Japanese fishing vessels found fishing within the
• t t • 99
Peace Line, the disputes between Korea and Japan regarding the Peace Line escalated.
However, the dispute between Korea and Japan regarding the so-called Peace Line was
shelved in 1965 when Korea and Japan concluded a fisheries agreement, whereby both
countries recognised the rights of either Party to establish a exclusive fisheries zone up to 12
N.M. from the coasts and also guaranteed the freedom of fishing beyond the outer limit of the
exclusive fisheries zones, and thus the Peace Line became inapplicable to Japanese
fishermen.23
2.1.4. The Continental Shelf
The above-mentioned President's Proclamation of 18 January 1952 also claimed the
Republic of Korea's rights over the continental shelf although the primary purpose of the
Proclamation was to prevent Japanese fishermen from fishing in the waters around the
Korean peninsula. Paragraph 1 of the Proclamation stated that:
The Government of the Republic of Korea holds and exercises the national sovereignty over the
shelf adjacent to the peninsula and insular coasts of the national territory, no matter how deep it
may be, protecting, preserving and utilising, therefore, to the best advantage of national interests,
all the natural resources, mineral and marine, that exist over the said shelf, on it and beneath it,
known, or which may be discovered in the future.
However, the Korean Government has never enforced the provisions of the Proclamation
on the continental shelf. Later in 1970 the Korean Government legislated the "Submarine
Mineral Resources Development Act" with a view to exploiting petroleum and natural gas
for establishment of EEZ and enactment of EEZ Fisheries Law. However, no measure was taken to abolish
neither the Peace Line nor the Law for Conservation of Fisheries Resources. But, as there is a provision in the
Enforcement Decree of the EEZ Fisheries Law of 1996 to the effect that fishing regulations by the Law for
Conservation ofFisheries Resources applicable within the Peace Line are superseded by the relevant provisions
of the EEZ Fisheries Law, there no conflicts between the EEZ fisheries regime and the Peace Line Fisheries
regime: Sang-hoon Cho and Sun-pyo Kim, "Some Critical Issues on the Law ofthe Sea in the North East Asia
between 1995-1997 (written in Korean for internal use within the Foreign Ministry of Korea), 1997.
22 It was estimated that 282 Japanese trawlers and 2,784 fishermen were arrested by the Korean authorities in
the period between 1952 and 1964; see Shigeru Oda, Ibid, 61 A.J.I.L. (1967), p.51.
23 Article 4 of the fisheries agreement made it clear that neither Parties cannot have jurisdiction in the waters
outside the exclusive fisheries zones.
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existing under the waters adjacent to the coasts of the Korean peninsula.24 Following the Act
its Presidential Decree designated the so-called "submarine mineral exploitation area" in
1971. Korea's continental shelf claim that was embodied in the "submarine mineral
• 25
exploitation area" overlapped with the continental shelf claims made by Japan, and Taiwan.
In 1974, Korea and Japan concluded two treaties on the continental shelves to solve the
disputes: one is on delimitation of the boundary of the continental shelf in the East Sea and
the other is on joint development of the continental shelf in the East China Sea. We will
discuss the two treaties in detail at a later stage.
Map 29: Overlapping Continental Shelf Claims of Korea and Japan in 1970s
24 Article 1 of the Act provides that: "The purpose of this Act is to contribute to the industrial development by
rationally exploiting petroleum and gas, etc.(hereinafter referred to as 'submarine minerals') from among the
natural resources existing under the waters adjacent to the coasts of the Korean peninsula and its adjacent
islands that are the territory of the Republic of Korea, or in the continental shelf over which the Republic of
Korea may exercise all her rights".




The Korean Government promulgated the "Exclusive Economic Zone Act" on 8 August
1996. Generally, the provisions of the Act follow relevant provisions on EEZ in the LOS
Convention on the Law of the Sea. Article 1 of the said Act makes it clear that the EEZ,
which is to be established by the Act, is the one that is referred to in the LOS Convention on
the Law of the Sea. Article 1 of the Act provided that, "The Republic of Korea shall establish
an exclusive economic zone referred to in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea under this Act".
With regard to the boundary of EEZ, the Act on the Exclusive Economic Zone provides
that the boundary shall be established by agreement with the relevant States on the basis of
international law."26 However, paragraph 2 of Article 5 of the Act implies that the Korean
Government would use a median line as a geographical limit in the exercising of rights in the
absence of agreed delimitation. It provides that:
The rights of the Republic of Korea in the exclusive economic zone referred to in the provisions
ofArticle 3, unless otherwise agreed upon between the Republic ofKorea and the States concerned,
shall not be exercised in the area of the sea beyond the median line between the Republic of Korea
and the States concerned..."27
Even if paragraph 2 of Article 5 of the Act employs prohibitive language, it in fact hints
that the Republic of Korea might exercise its EEZ rights in the waters within the median line
pending an ultimate EEZ delimitation with its neighbouring States. There is doubt as to
whether this provision of paragraph 2 of Article 5 can be justifiable in the light of the
provision of paragraph 3 of Article 74 of the LOS Convention. It is to be recalled that we
have noted in an earlier discussion in Chapter Two that the LOS Convention, unlike the
Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, does not contain provisions for justification of
26 Article 2 of the Exclusive Economic Zone provides that:
(1) The exclusive economic zone of the Republic of Korea shall be the zone other than the territorial sea
from among the sea area stretching from the outer line of the baseline referred to in Article 2 of the
Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone Act in accordance the Convention by 200 nautical miles.
(2) The delimitation of the exclusive economic zone between States with opposite or adjacent to the
Republic ofKorea (hereinafter referred to as the 'relevant States') shall, notwithstanding the provisions
of paragraph (1) be established by agreement with the relevant States on the basis of international law".
27
Paragraph 2 of Article 5 of the Exclusive Economic Zone of the Republic ofKorea.
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a unilateral median line pending an ultimate delimitation of the EEZ/continental shelf
boundary.
It is also notable that Korea has designated, through the "Law on the Exercise of
Sovereign Rights with respect to Foreigners' Fishing in the Republic of Korea's EEZ,
Special Prohibition Zones in its EEZ (the so-called 'EEZ Fisheries Law')", where fishing of
foreign fishing vessels are not permitted at all.28 Article 4 of the EEZ Fisheries Law provides
that: "Foreigners shall not conduct fishing activities in the zones which are to be designated
by the President for the conservation of fisheries and restructuring of fisheries industries".
And Article 5 of the EEZ Fisheries Law provides that: "Those foreigners who wish to
conduct fishing activities in the Exclusive Economic Zone, except in the Special Prohibition
Zones, must obtain permits per vessel issued by the Minister of the Ministry of Maritime
Affairs and Fisheries".29 The Special Prohibition Zones were established in the East Sea, the
Yellow Sea and in the western Channel of the Korea Straits.
Map 30: Korea's Special Prohibition Zones
28 Article 5 of the Law on the Exercise of Sovereign Rights with respect to Foreigners' Fishing in the Republic
of Korea's EEZ. The law went into force on 7 August 1997.
29 The only exception where foreigners can get access to the Special Prohibition Zones is through a fisheries
agreement with Korea as Article 2 of the law make it clear that provisions of agreements with foreign countries
shall override the provisions of the law.
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The Special Prohibition Zone in the western Channel of the Korea Strait extends from the
Korean coast up to 12 miles or to the median line with the Japanese coasts. The Special
Prohibition Zone in the western Channel of the Korea Strait is justifiable in the light of the
fact that the extent of the territorial sea in the western Channel of the Korea Strait is only 3
miles and Korea has a right, under its title to the territorial sea, to exclude foreigner's fishing
in the zone within 12 miles from the Korean coasts. However, it is notable that the Special
Prohibition Zone in the East Sea extends as far as 120 miles from the Korean coast and the
Zone in the Yellow extends as far as 60 miles from the Korean coast.
It is doubtful whether the total prohibition of foreigners fishing in the Special Prohibition
Zones in Korea's EEZ in the Yellow Sea and the East Sea is justifiable under Korea's
sovereign right based upon the LOS Convention.
2.2. Japan
2.2.1. The Territorial Seas
Japan traditionally has kept a 3-mile territorial sea since the 19th century.30 The Japanese
official position on the extent of its territorial waters was first shown in 1870 when the
Japanese Government made a proclamation of neutrality during the Franco-Prussian war
indicating that it kept a 3-mile distance for its territorial sea.31 Since then, Japan kept the
3-mile territorial waters until 1977. In 1977 Japan enacted the Law on the Territorial Sea
thereby extending its territorial sea to 12 miles.32 However, Japan kept the breadth of its
territorial seas 3 miles at its major five straits used for international navigation.33
30 P. C. Jessep, The Law of Territorial Waters and Maritime Jurisdiction, G. A. Jennings Co., Inc.(1927),
pp.45-46.
Mizukami Chiyuki, Japan and the Law of the Sea(written in Japanese), Yooshindou Press(1995), pp.1-5.
32 Article 1 of the Law on the Territorial Sea. The law is reproduced by United Nations, Legislative Series,
ST/LEG/SER.B/19, p.56.
33
Those straits are the Soya Strait, the Tsugaru Strait, the eastern channel of the Tsushima Strait (the Korea
Strait), the western channel of the Tsushima Straight and the Osumi Strait: Supplementary provisions of the
Law on the Territorial Sea.
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The Law on the Territorial Sea provides for the median line for the delimitation of the
territorial waters. Article 1 of the law provides that:
The territorial sea of Japan comprises the areas of the sea extending from the baseline to the line
twelve miles seawards thereof. Provided that, where any part of that line as measured from the
baselines beyond the median line, the median line (or the line which may be agreed upon between
Japan and a foreign country as a substitute for the median line) shall be substituted for that part of
the line.
From the provision ofArticle 1 of the Japanese law on the territorial sea, we can see that
the boundary of Japan's territorial waters is to be automatically the median line for the area
where there are overlapping claims unless there is an agreement with its neighbouring States
on delimitation. As the LOS Convention allows room for unilateral application of the median
line for the demarcation of territorial seas, the above-mentioned provision seems somewhat
justifiable under the provisions of the LOS Convention. Article 15 of the LOS Convention
provides that: "Where the coasts of two States are opposite or adjacent to each other, neither
of the two States is entitled, failing agreement between them to the contrary, to extend its
territorial sea beyond the median line every point of which is equidistant from the nearest
points on the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial seas of each of the two States
is measured".
2.2.2. Baselines
The Japanese Law on the Territorial Sea of 1977 adopted the method of straight baselines
along with normal baselines for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea. However, the
enforcement order of the law of 1977 relied in principle on the method of normal baselines
and exceptionally adopted the straight baselines only in Seto Naikai and in five straits which
are used for international navigation.34 In 1996, however, Japan adopted straight baselines
for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea for most parts of its coasts. The Enforcement
Order of 1996 of the Law on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone provided 162
34 Article 2 and Annexed Schedule of Enforcement Order of the Law on the Territorial Sea (Cabinet Order
No.210 of June 1977); reproduced by the United Nations, Legislative Series, ST/LEG/SER.B/19, p.57.
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straight baselines connecting a total of 194 base points.35
The United States Department showed very critical views on the legality of the Japanese
straight baselines. It commented that: "Japan's coastline in many locations does not meet the
LOS Convention's geographical conditions required for applying straight baselines. And, for
the most part, the waters enclosed by the new straight baseline system do not have the close
relationship with the land, but rather reflect the characteristics of the territorial sea or high
35 For an Analysis of the Straight Baselines of Japan, see United States Department of States, Limits in the Sea
No.l20-Straight Baseline and Territorial Sea Claims: Japan{\99%), p.3.
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seas."36
The Japanese straight baselines adopted in 1996 sparked off a diplomatic row with Korea
as the Korean Government challenged the legality of some of the Japanese straight baselines
in the light of the relevant provisions of the LOS Convention. Korea also argued that prior
consultation for drawing the straight baselines had not been met in accordance with Article 1
of the fisheries agreement of 1965 between Korea and Japan and thus the newly adopted
straight baselines could not be applied to fisheries relations between Korea and Japan. As the
Japanese authorities arrested a number of Korean fishing vessels applying the newly adopted
straight baselines, the disputes between Korea and Japan escalated.37
The main point here is whether the new straight baselines adopted by the Japanese
Government can be applicable to Korean fishermen. Articles 1 and 4 of the fisheries
agreement of 1965 contain provisions relevant to our analysis here. Korea and Japan agreed
in Article 1 that they recognise the rights of each other to establish a 12 miles fisheries zone
where each Party has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to fisheries vis-a-vis the other Party
and then went on to agree that "in case either High Contracting Party uses the straight
baseline for the establishment of its fishery zone, the straight baseline shall be determined
through consultation with the other High Contracting Party'.38 And the two countries agreed
in Article 4 that, "the rights of control (including the right to halt and inspect vessels and
jurisdiction) in waters outside the exclusive fisheries zone shall be exercised only by the
High to which the ships belong".
In this regard, Japan argued that the provisions in Article 1 of the agreement is only about
the straight baseline for the fisheries zone and not for the territorial sea, and thus the need for
36 United States Department of States, Limits in the Sea (No. 120)-Straight Baseline and Territorial Sea Claims:
Japan( 1998), p.2.
j7
Jong-hwa Choi, Modern History of Korea-Japan Fisheries Relations (written in Korean), Sejong Press
(2000), pp.276-289.
j8 The Agreement between the Republic ofKorea and Japan concerning Fisheries is reproduced in English with
an illustration map in D.W. Bowett, The Law of the Sea, Manchester University Press (1967), pp.102- 109:
Paragraph 1 of Article 1 of the agreement provides that:
"The High Contracting Parties mutually recognise that each High Contracting Party has right to establish a
sea zone (hereinafter 'fishery zone'), extending not more than 12 nautical miles from its respective coastal
base line, over which it will have exclusive jurisdiction with respect to fisheries. However, in case either High
Contracting Party uses the straight base line shall be determined through consultation with the other High
Contracting Party".
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prior consultation envisaged in the provisions did not arise when Japan adopted straight
baselines for measuring the breadth of the territorial waters.39
The question as to whether the new straight baselines adopted by the Japanese
Government can be applicable to Korean fishermen actually arose in Japanese domestic
courts. The Hamada branch of the Matsue District in Shimane Prefecture of Japan, when
faced with the question of whether the Japanese authorities can exercise enforcement
jurisdiction over a Korean fishing vessel, Daodong-Ho No. 999 with regard its fishing
activities in the waters newly included into territorial waters by the new straight baselines,
declared on 15 August 1997 that the Japanese authorities has no jurisdiction over the Korean
fishing vessels in the Japan's newly expanded waters.40
As the disputes persisted and the arrest of Korean fishing vessels continued, several
rounds of talks were held between the two Governments in 1997 and 1998. The talks,
however, were not successful in resolving the disputes. Although the fisheries agreement of
1965 contains a compulsory arbitration clause, neither Korea nor Japan has asked for
arbitration.41 Japan notified its intention to terminate the fisheries agreement on 23 January
1998 and thus the agreement was terminated a year after the notification in accordance with
Article 10 of the agreement. Now it remains to be seen whether the Korean Government
wishes to refer to arbitration under the arbitration clause the dispute that arose under the
"
The views of the Japanese Government was conveyed to the Korean Government by a diplomatic note dated
19 December 1996 and repeated by Japanese prosecutors in proceedings in the Japan V. Kim Sun-ki Case No.35,
1977 in Japan: See Hee Kwon Park, "Case Reports- Japan v. Kim Sun-Ki Case No.35. 1977, Matsue District
Court, Shimane Prefecture, Japan, August 15, 1977", 92 A.J.I.L. (1998), pp.301-305.
40
Hee Kwon Park, Idem, 92 A.J.I.L. (1998): Masahiro Miyoshi, "Japan's Straight Baseline System", 111 The
Journal of International Affairs, Aichi University, Japan (1999), pp.1-17. The Korean vessel, Daedong-ho
No.909, was arrested on charge of illegal fishing in the territorial waters of Japan at a point 19 miles off a
nearest Hamada coast on 9 June 1997. The Japanese Government tried to apply the "Law on the Regulation of
Fisheries by Foreigners of 1967" which prohibits foreign nationals from fishing in the "Japanese waters",
except in cases where they are legally resident in Japan and designated as fishermen by the Minister of
Agriculture. Here the Japanese waters are understood as indicating internal waters and territorial waters of
Japan: However, the appeal court dismissed the ruling of the Matsue District Court and the Supreme Court of
Japan upheld the Japanese Government position, making distinction between the territorial waters and fisheries
zone mentioned in the Agreement of 1965.
41 Article 9 of the agreement provides that:
"1. Any dispute between the High Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation or implementation of
this Agreement shall be settled primarily through diplomatic channels.
2. Any dispute which cannot be settled under the provision of paragraph 1 shall be submitted for decision to
an arbitration commission of three arbitrators;..."
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fisheries agreement of 1965, which came into termination.42
2.2.3. The Continental Shelf and EEZ
Japan denied even in the mid-1980s the continental shelf regime embodied in the Geneva
Convention on the Continental Shelf because it feared the regime might negatively affect its
sedentary species fisheries overseas.43 Japan has therefore never ratified the Geneva
Convention on the Continental shelf. However, with regard to the mineral resources, the
Japanese Government began to recognise the coastal state right over the continental shelf in
the late-1960s. Since then Japanese Government indirectly, without specific legislation on
the continental shelf, have laid claims to the continental shelf by way of recognising and
approving applications for mining by Japanese companies in the continental shelf around
Japan.44 In 1969 four Japanese oil companies applied mining rights in four blocks, which
were delineated by the Japanese companies in the East China Sea and the Japanese
Government approved the mining rights by the Japanese oil companies in the four blocks.45
In this way, the mining areas of Japan designated by companies have increased in number
and in total size 46
42
Korea needs to rely on "the autonomy of the arbitration clause" if it wishes to bring the disputes to the
arbiritation tribunal because the fisheries agreement of 1965 was terminated in 1999. However, it is to be noted
that an arbitration clause in a contract is considered as being seperated from the contract ofwhich it forms part,
thereby ensuring its existence when for all other purposes the contract itself is effectively at an edd: Alan
Redfern and Martin Hunter, Law and Practice of International Commercial Arbitration(Second Edition),
Sweet& Maxwell(1991), p. 174. A. Redfern and M. Hunter pointed out that: "Most claims are brought to
arbitration following termination of a contract. It would be a nonsense if for some reason the arbitration clause
was held to be terminated. This is the time when it is most needed, as a method of determining the claims and
counterclaims of the parties".
4j Mizukami Chiyuki, Japan and The Law of the Sea(written in Japanese), Yoosindou Press (1995), p.l 12. Its
national court indicated Japan's different views on the continental shelf regime on the mineral resources and on
the sedentary resources. On 14 March 1984, in Odeco Nippon Company case, Tokyo Higher Court has said that,
"Rules embodied in Articles 1, 2 and 3 of the 1958 Continental shelf Convention- excluding the rule on
sedentary living resources- had become the international customary law at the latest by the time point of the
judgement of 20 February 1969 by ICJ on the North Sea Continental ShelfCase.
44 Choon-ho Park, "Oil under Troubled Waters" 14 H.I.L.J. (1973), No.2, pp.212-260.
45
Yong-jeon Ma, Legal Problems ofSeabed Boundary Delimitation in the East China Sea, Occasional Papers /
Reprint Series in Contemporary Asia Studies Inc.(1984), pp.34-35.
40
Masayuki Takeyama, "UNCLOS and Exclusive Economic Zone in East Asia", A paper presented at the
international Conference on the Law of the Sea organised by the SLOC Study Group-Korea, Seoul Korea,
29-30 November, 1995.
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In 1977, Japan proclaimed a 200-mile exclusive fisheries zone.47 It is generally
understood that the Japanese proclamation of the 200-mile exclusive fisheries zone was
prompted mainly to match its position with the Soviet Union, which proclaimed such a zone
in the previous year.48 However, Japan did not apply its exclusive fisheries zone regime to
the nationals of Korea and China because of its fisheries agreements with them, which
provided the freedom of fishing in the area beyond certain distant from the shore.49
Map 32: Japan's Continental Shelf Claims
47
Law No. 31 of 2 May 1977 on Provisional Measures Relating to the Fishing Zone; reproduced by the United
Nations, Legislative Series, ST/LEG/SEWR.B/19,pp.226-240
48
Mizukami Chiyuki, Op. Of.(1995), p.70: The Soviet Union issued "the Decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet for the Provisional Measure Concerning the Conservation of Living Resources and Fisheries
Regulation in the Areas ofthe Oceans Contiguous to the Coasts ofthe Soviet Union" on 10 December 1976; the
U.S Congress passed the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act in
49 Article 6 of Enforcement Order of 17 June 1977 of Law No.31 of 31 May 1977 on Provisional Measures
Relating to the Fishing Zone; reproduced by the United Nations, Legislative Series, ST/LEG/SEWR.B/19,
pp.226-240.
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In 1996 Japan proclaimed an exclusive economic zone and a continental shelf through the
Law on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf.50 The law came into effect
on 20 July 1996 on the same day when the LOS Convention came into effect for Japan.51 The
law makes it clear that the sovereign rights and other rights of Japan in its exclusive
economic zone and continental shelf are based upon the relevant provisions of the LOS
Convention.52 However, as Japan was not in a position to apply the fisheries regime in the
Law of 1996 to the nationals ofKorea and China because of the old fisheries agreements with
them, Japan began to negotiate new fisheries agreements with Korea and Japan.
It is notable that Japan established five Special Prohibition Zones in its EEZ, through the
Law on the Exercise of Sovereign Rights with respect to Foreigners' Fishing in Japan's EEZ.
The Special Prohibition Zones are the zones where fishing of foreign fishing vessels is not
permitted at all. The Special Prohibition Zones are designated in the five straits- the Soya
Strait, the Tsugaru Strait, the eastern channel of the Tsushima Strait/the Korea Strait, the
western channel of the Tsushima Straight/the Korea Strait and the Osumi Strait- which are
used for international navigation and where the extents of the territorial waters are only 3
miles. The Special Prohibition Zones extend from the coasts to 12 miles or to the median line
with its neighbouring countries. It seems that the Special Prohibition Zones are justifiable
under Japan's entitlement to a 12- mile territorial sea in the five straits where it claims only
3-mile territorial waters.
Although the Law on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf of Japan
follows the concept of the zone and the shelf prescribed by the LOS Convention, the
provisions of the law on the delimitation do not seem to fully follow the letter and spirit of the
50 The law is reproduced in English by the United Nations, Law ofthe Sea Bulletin No. 35, 1997.
51 Article 1 of the supplementary provisions of the Law on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental
Shelf provides that "This law shall be entered into force on the day when the Convention enters into force
vis-a-vis Japan". Japan deposited the instrument for the ratification of the LOS Convention with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations on 20 June 1996 and thus the Convention went into force on 20 July
1996, the thirtieth day following the deposit of its instrument of ratification in accordance with Article 308 of
the LOS Convention.
52 Article 1 of the Law on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf provides that: "An exclusive
economic zone, in which Japan exercises its sovereign rights and other rights as a coastal State, as prescribed in
Part V of the United Nations Convention is hereby established, in accordance with the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea". Article 2 of the same law on the continental shelf also refers to the LOS
Convention.
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relevant provisions of the LOS Convention. With regard to the delimitation ofEEZ, the Law
on the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf provides for the median line where
there are overlapping claims. It seems appropriate to scrutinise Article 2 of the law. It
provides that:
... where any part of that line [i.e., 200 N.M. line form the baseline] as measured from the baseline
of Japan lies beyond the median line ..., the median line (or the line which may be agreed upon
between Japan and a foreign country as a substitute for the median line) shall be substituted for that
part of the line" ,53
And an identical provision is found in Article 2 of the law on the delimitation of the
continental shelf. As we have discussed in Part I of this thesis, the median line provision of
Article 2 of the law on the continental shelfmight be justified under Article 6 of the Geneva
Convention on the Continental Shelf which provides the median line as a boundary in the
absence ofagreement unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances. It is,
however, notable here that Japan has never ratified the Geneva Convention and has ratified
the LOS Convention, which dropped any mention of median or equidistance line for the
delimitation of EEZ or the continental shelf.54
Now a question arises as to whether these provisions can be justified under customary
international law. It appears that 27 or so countries have domestic legislation mentioning an
equidistance line and many of the delimitation of boundaries have been settled applying the
equdistance line.55 Therefore, the main problem in the Japanese legislation is not the fact that
it mentions the equdistance line. The problem of the Japanese legislation is the fact that it
upholds an equidistance line which is to be drawn unilaterally when there is no agreement.
This means that the legislation actually empowers the Japanese law enforcement authorities
53 Note that the phrase within [ ] is this author's own addition and the phrase within ( ) is provided for in the
original text. It can be noted here that the identical provision is found in Article 3 of the Law No. 31 of 2 May
1977 on Provisional Measures Relating to the Fishing Zone. The law on fishing zone of 1977 was abolished as
the law on the EEZ and the continental shelfwent into effect.
54
Japan objected to the adoption of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf in the first United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea because it feared that the Convention would negatively affect the pearl
fisheries and crab fisheries. Mizukami Chiyuki, Op. Cit., pp. 108-110.
"For the legislation on the EEZ and the continental shelf by States over the world, see Robert W. Smith,
Exclusive Economic Zone Claims: An Analysis and Primary Document, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers(1986),
pp.61-499. See also "l.Can a Unilateral Equidistance Line Can be a Solution", in Chapter Two of this thesis.
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to exercise Japanese jurisdiction at sea against foreign vessels within unilaterally drawn
equidistance lines.56 It is to be recalled that States are under the obligation ofmutual restraint
pending the delimitation of EEZ/continental shelf boundaries as we have discussed. If the
Japanese authorities exercise its jurisdiction in the disputed areas against foreign vessels,
then it might constitute an act which can "jeopardise or hamper the reaching of the final
delimitation". Therefore, the Japanese legislation which presupposes that a unilateral and
mechanical median line is justified in the absence of an agreed boundary is not in accordance
with the provisions ofParagraph 3 ofArticles 74 and 83 of the LOS Convention which places
primary emphasis on the co-operation and mutual restraints between relevant States in the
absence of a boundary.
2.3. The People's Republic of China (China)
2.3.1. The Territorial Sea
China's position on the breadth of its territorial sea was unclear until 195 8.57 On 25
October 1958 the Chinese Government announced through its Declaration on China's
Territorial Sea that the breadth of its territorial sea was 12 miles.58 Later in 1992 China
enacted the Law on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone whereby confirming its
position on a 12-mile territorial sea and newly establishing a contiguous zone.59 The law of
1992 employed only the method of straight baselines for measuring the breadth of the
territorial sea and did not mention normal baselines.60 However, it was not until 1996 that the
Chinese Government specified its straight baselines by issuing Declaration on the Baselines
30 The Japanese Maritime Security Agency seized two Korean fishing vessels in the East China Sea where there
is no agreed boundaries between China and Japan in February 1999, applying its own equidistance line: see
Chosunilbo, 27 March 1999, available in English at wMrw.chosun.com/w21data/html/news.
3' The Chinese Government's initial concept of its territorial sea first appeared in 1864 in its protest against
Prussia's seizure of three Danish vessels in the Gulfof Pohai: See Hyun-soo Kim, Op. C/r.(1993/ Ph.D. thesis),
pp.224-225.
58
T. Cheng, "Communist China and the Law of the Sea", 63 A.J.I.L.( 1969), pp.54-56.
59 The Law is reproduced in English by Office of Legal Affairs, The Law ofthe Sea: National Legislation on the
Territorial Sea, the Right of Innocent Passage and the Contiguous Zone, United Nations (1995), pp.86-88.
60 Article 2 of the law provides that, "... The baseline of the territorial sea of the People's Republic of China is
designated with the method of straight baseline, formed by joining the various base points with straight lines".
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of the Territorial Sea of the People's Republic of China on 15 May 1996.61
2.3.2. Baselines
The Declaration on the Baselines of the Territorial Sea of the People's Republic ofChina
on 15 May 1996 specified its straight baseline points.
Map 33: China's Straight Baselines
61 Window (A Weekly Hong Kong Newsmagazine published in English), 24 May 1996, pp.28-29.
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The straight baselines are divided into two groups: one is for its territorial sea of the
mainland and the other is for the separate territorial seas of the Xisha Islands (Paracel
Islands) that are an object of territorial dispute with Vietnam.62 The Chinese declaration
sparked off protest from neighbouring countries. Vietnam has protested against the Chinese
straight baselines around the Paracel islands, arguing for sovereignty over the islands.63
Korea challenged, on the basis of the provisions in the LOS Convention, the legality of some
of the Chinese baselines drawn in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea where Korea is also
a coastal State.64 It is notable that the United States showed critical views of the Chinese
baselines. It mentioned that: "Much ofChina's coastline does not meet either of the two LOS
Convention geographic conditions required for applying straight baselines. And for the most
part, the waters enclosed by the new straight baselines system do not have the close
relationship with the land, but rather reflect the characteristics of high seas or territorial
2.3.3. The Continental Shelf and EEZ
In the early 1970s, China showed interest in its rights over its continental shelf without
specific positions on the geographical limits of the continental shelf when Korea, Japan and
Taiwan showed attempts to exploit the resources in the continental shelf in the East China
Sea.66 The Ren-min Ri-bao, a daily news paper published by the Chinese Government
asserted on 29 December 1970 that:
Taiwan Province and the islands appertaining thereto ... are China's sacred territories. The
62 The Paracel islands are situated equidistant from the Chinese and Vietnamese coasts and have been in
Chinese control since 1974. There was a two-day armed clash between South Vietnam and China in the islands:
see Choon-ho Park, East Asian Executive Reports, Vol. 3, No.5 (May 1981), pp. 8-13.
63 The Vietnamese protest was deposited with, and was published by the United Nations: see United Nations,
Law of the Sea Bulletin No.32 (1996), p. 91.
64
Korea Times (An English daily news paper published in Korea), 16 May 1996. However, unlike Vietnam,
Korea has not deposited its Note Verbales which contain protests with the United Nations. Window reported
that "The three base points Seoul objects to are located at two lately emerged islands- Macaiheng and
Waikejiao- off the sandy coast of Jiangsu Province in the Yellow Sea as well as a rocky island- Haijiao or
Dongdao. The objection was on the ground that they were not inhabited.": see Window, 24 May 1996, p.28.
65 United States Department of States, Limits in the Seas, No. 117- Straight Baseline Claim: China (1996), p.3.
66 Choon-ho Park, "Oil under Troubled Waters" 14 H.I.L.J. (1973), No.2, pp.212-260; Jeanette Greenfield,
China's Practice in the Law of the Sea, Oxford Clarendon Press(1992), p.l 17.
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resources of the sea-bed and subsoil of the seas around these islands and of the shallow seas
adjacent to other parts ofChina all belong to China, their owner, and we will never permit others to
lay their hands on them. The People's Republic of China has the right to explore and exploit the
resources of the sea-bed and subsoil of these areas...67
The Chinese position on the continental shelf can be found in its proposal at the
"Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of
National Jurisdiction" held on 16 July 1973. The proposal stated that:
... By virtue of the principle that the continental shelf is the natural prolongation of the continental
territory, a coastal State may reasonably define, according to its specific geographical conditions,
the limits of the continental shelf under its exclusive jurisdiction beyond its territorial sea or
economic zone. The maximum limits of such a continental shelfmay be determined among States
through consultation. ...The coastal State may enact all necessary laws and regulations for the
effective management of its continental shelf.68
Based upon its position on the continental shelf, the Chinese Government, through a
governmental agency, began exploratory drillings in the continental shelf off China in the
East China Sea in February 1981.69 And in February 1982 the Chinese Government
promulgated the Regulation on the Exploitation of Offshore Petroleum Resources in
Co-operation with Foreign Enterprises.70 China's exploratory and exploitation activities in
the continental shelf in the East China Sea appears to have been very successful. In 1992, the
Chinese Government established two mining areas in the East China Sea. One is called the
Northern Acreage and the other is called the Southern Acreage. And it was found that the
Northern Acreage overlaps with the a mining area of Korea, Submarine Mining Area No. 4
which was established in 1971 through the Enforcement Decree of Submarine Mineral
resources Development Act.71
67 The statement was reprinted in English in Peking Review, 1 January 1971, p. 28.
68
Working paper on Sea Area within the Limits ofNational Jurisdiction Submitted by the Chinese Delegation
(A/AC.l38/SC.II/L34), 16 July 1973: Reproduced by J. Greenfield(1992), pp.230-232.
69
Ying-jeou Ma, Legal problems ofSeabed Boundary Delimitation in the East China Sea, Occasional Papers /
Reprint Series in Contemporary Asia Studies Inc.(1984), p.274.
70 The Regulation is reproduced by J. Greenfield, China's Practice in the Law of the Sea (1992), pp.244-249.
71 S. H. Jhe, "Some Delimitation Issues in the Maritime Areas Surrounding the Korean Peninsula", 11
Hae-yang-jung-chak-yon-ku (Studies on Marie Policy) No. 1, p 109-110: The article was written in English.
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The Chinese Government declared on 15 May 1996 that China has sovereign rights and
jurisdiction in its exclusive economic zone and continental shelf.72 On 26 June 1998, the
Chinese Government promulgated the Act on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the
Continental Shelf.73 Note that it took years from the declaration of 15 May 1996 for the
Chinese Government to legislate a law on its EEZ and continental shelf. It was because there
7" Xinhwasha Telegraph, 15 May 1996.
73 The Act was adopted at the third session of the Standing Committee of the Ninth National People's Congress,
26 June and entered into force on the same day. For the English translation of the Act, see Law of the Sea
Bulletin No.38, United Nations(1998), pp.28-31,.
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were worries from the local Chinese governments in the coastal areas that the legislation
might cause a negative impact on the Chinese fisheries industries. The Act provides for
China's sovereign rights and jurisdiction in its EEZ and continental shelf generally in
accordance with provisions of the LOS Convention.74 With regard to the breadth of the EEZ
and the continental shelf, the Act provides that China's EEZ extends to a distance of 200
miles and China's Continental Shelf extends to the outer edge of the continental margin.75
With regard to the delimitation, the Act provides equitable principles. Article 2 of the Act
provides that:
... Conflicting claims regarding the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf by the
People's Republic of China and States with opposite and adjacent coasts shall be settled, on the
basis of international law and in accordance with the principle of equity, by an agreement
delimiting the areas so claimed.
As we have discussed in Part I, Article 74(1) and 83(1) the LOS Convention is the
outcome of a compromise which purported to please the conflicting groups, i.e., one group
which upheld the equidistance principle and the other group which vindicated equitable
principles and thus it can be argued that Article 2 of the China's Act on EEZ and continental
shelf which specifically mentions "the principle of equity" for delimitation is slightly
different from the provisions of the LOS Convention. Nevertheless, however, it is to be noted
that the provision upheld some of the essential elements of Article 74(1) and 83(1) of the
LOS Convention such as "on the basis of international law", and "by an agreement". It might
be the Chinese provisions are in fact corresponding to the customary international law on
delimitation.76 In this sense, it can be said that the Chinese provision on the delimitation of
4
Article 3 of the Act provides that, "In the exclusive economic zone the People's Republic of China shall
exercise sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural
resources of the waters superjacent to the seabed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the
economic exploitation and exploration of the zone, such as t he production of energy from the water, current and
winds. The People's Republic ofChina shall have jurisdiction in the exclusive economic zone with regard to the
establishment and use of artificial islands, installation and structures: marine scientific research; and the
protection and preservation of the marine environment....": Article 4 of Act provides that, "The People's
Republic of China shall exercise sovereign rights over the continental shelf for the purpose of exploring it and
exploiting its natural resources. The People's Republic of China shall have jurisdiction over the continental
shelf with regard to the establishment and use of artificial islands, installation and structures; marine scientific
research; and the protection and preservation of the marine environment...".
75 Article 2 of the Act on the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf.
76
Evans pointed out that the provisions of Articles 74(1) and 83(1) reflect the current status of the customary
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EEZ and continental shelf is much more in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
LOS Convention than the Japanese one that purports to justify a unilateral and mechanical
median line in the absence of a boundary by agreement as we discussed earlier.
2.3.4. Military Zones
China proclaimed three military maritime zones in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea
in the 1950s. However, it is not clear precisely when, how and what the Chinese Government
proclaimed. It was Japanese negotiators who, while negotiating in 1955 for the conclusion of
a non-governmental fisheries agreement, found that China had proclaimed that maritime
military zones and foreign vessels' fishing were restricted or even prohibited in the zones.
The Japanese fishermen found that: there is a Military Warning Zone situated in the
north-western part of the Yellow Sea where foreign fishing vessels would not be admitted
except by special permission of the Chinese Government; a Military Navigation Zone
situated in the Hangchou Bay south-east of Shanghai where foreign fishing vessels would not
be admitted at all; and a Military Operation Zone situated south of Latitude 29° North and
north of Taiwan where foreign fishing vessels might enter only at their own risk.77
As the Geneva Conventions of 1958 and the LOS Convention have no specific provisions
on military zones, there can be differing views on the legality of maritime zones or security
zones. In the time of armed conflict, however, there is room for justification of the military
zones such as self-defence or necessity.78 O'Connell once observed that 'operational zones,
ifpermitted on the high seas at all in cases of limited wars, are permitted only for the purpose
of belligerent operations among the protagonists and not for the purpose of molesting
international law; see M. D. Evans, "Delimitation and Common Maritime Boundary", 64 B. Y.I.L. (1993), p.294.
77 Choon-ho Park, "China and Maritime Jurisdiction", 22 G.K/.L.(1979), pp.119-141; J.R.V. Prescott,
Maritime Jurisdiction in East Asian Seas, East-West Environment and Policy Institute Occasional Paper No.4
(1987), pp.41-42. In a non-governmental fisheries agreement between China and Japan signed in 1955, The
Japan-China Fisheries Council of Japan agreed to observe the military zones ofChina; In 1975 when Japan and
China concluded a fisheries agreement between the two Governments, Japan stated its intention to guide its
fishing vessels to refrain from fishing in the military zones, while reserving its position against the military
zones: see Masahiro Miyoshi, "New Japan-China Fisheries Agreement" 41 J.A.I.L. (1998), pp.32-34.
78 R. P. Barston and P. W. Birnie, "The Falkland Islands/ Islas Malvinas conflict: A question of zones", 7 M.P.
(1983), p.20.
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neutrals'.79 The 200-mile Total Exclusion Zone established by the British Government at the
time of the armed conflict between the United Kingdom and Argentina over the Falkland
Islands/Islas Malvinas is an example of this.80 However, in the light of the freedom of the
high seas provided in the LOS Convention and also in the light of the fact that the security
rationale was finally rejected as a basis for the contiguous zones by the ILC in 1956, a
81
justification for the military zones in time of peace are highly difficult to find.
Map 35: China's Military Zones
79
D. P. O'Connell, The Influence ofLaw on the Sea Power, Manchester University Press(1975), p.167.
80 R. P. Barston and P. W. Birnie, "The Falkland Islands/ Islas Malvinas conflict: A question of zones", 7 M.P.
(1983), p. 14-34.
81 F. C. Leiner, "Maritime Security Zones: prohibited yet perpetuated", 24 V.J.I.L.( 1984), p.980.
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3. Delimitation of Boundaries ofEEZ and the Continental Shelf in the Region
3.1. Delimitation between Korea and Japan in the East Sea
3.1.1. Background
Korea and Japan are facing each other over the East Sea.82 Korea laid a claim to the
continental shelf in the East Sea and the East China Sea through the enactment of "The
Submarine Mineral Resources Development Act" of 1970 and its Enforcement Decree of
1971. In 1968 when the Korean Government was drafting the Act, the Japanese Government
showed interest in the Act and asked the Korean Government to notify the Japanese
Government of the contents of the bill.83 As the so called "submarine mineral exploitation
area" of Korea that was de facto the continental shelf extended to the area where Japanese
Government thought part of Japan's continental shelf, the need for negotiation arose and thus
the two governments began to negotiate for the delimitation of their overlapping continental
shelf in 1970. In 1974, the two countries agreed on the delimitation in the Western Channel
of Korea Strait/Tsushima Channel and in the south of the East Sea/Sea of Japan on the basis
of the equidistant line by signing the "Agreement between the Republic of Korea and Japan
concerning the establishment of boundary in the Northern Part of the Continental Shelf
Adjacent to the two Countries (hereinafter referred to as 'the Northern Continental Shelf
Boundary Agreement')"84. At the same time Korea and Japan agreed on a joint development
of continental shelf in the East China Sea.
As Korea and Japan proclaimed EEZ in 1996, there also arose the need for demarcation of
their EEZ in the East Sea and East China Sea. They embarked on the negotiation for the
delimitation of their overlapping EEZs in 1996 and the negotiation is hardly moving forward
and thus still under way. It does not appear that Korea and Japan will reach an agreement on
delimitation in the foreseeable future.
82 The East Sea is about one million sq. km. in size and semi-enclosed by Japan, Korea, and Russia.
83 Sankei shinboon ( a Daily Newspaper in Japanese), 29 August 1968.
84 Choon-ho Park, "Report Number 5-12: Agreement between Japan and Republic of Korea Concerning the
Establishment of Boundary in the Northern Part of the Continental Shelf Adjacent to two Countries",
International Maritime Boundaries, pp.1058-1089.
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3.1.2. Northern Continental ShelfBoundary Agreement
The Northern Continental Shelf Boundary runs approximately 260 miles connecting 35
points in the Western Channel of the Korea Strait and in the southern part of the East Sea.
There was no difficulty for Korea and Japan in agreeing on applying the equidistance
principle in drawing the boundary. Numerous islands and islets in the area were taken into
consideration as basepoints. An analysis shows that there are slight deviations from the strict
equidistance in the boundary.85 It is interesting to see that the boundary line stops at Point 35
leaving vast areas of the East Sea undelimited. Here arises a question of why the two
countries did not delimit the East Sea further to the north. One can surmise that the territorial
issue between Korea and Japan over Dok-do might be a reason for the incomplete
delimitation. In sharing with the view, Professor Park wrote that:
Since 1952, Japan and South Korea have been engaged in a serious territorial dispute over the
ownership of Dokto (in Korean), Takeshima (in Japanese), or Liancourt Rocks (in the West), a
cluster of rocks and two uninhabited islands (under South Korean control) situated North East of
the terminus (Point 35). Consequently, the boundary line provisionally ends at 71.3 N.M.
southwest ofDokto, pending settlement of this dispute.86
Map 36: Northern Continental Shelf Boundary between Korea and Japan
85 Choon-ho Park, "Report Number 5-12: Japan-South Korea", J. I. Charney and L. Alexander, International
Maritime Boundaries, p. 1059.
86 Choon-ho Park, Ibid., p. 1057.
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In this regard, a close analysis of the charts shows that Point 35 is situated closer to
Dok-do than to Changki-gap in the Korean coast and to Hinomi-saki in the Japanese coast
both of which were used as basepoints. Note that Dok-do is 71.3 miles from point 35 and
Changki-gap and Hinomisaki are 80 miles from Point 35.
It means that Dok-do is located in the position which might have affected the northern
continental shelf boundary but it was disregarded as a basepoint. In other words, the northern
continental shelf boundary agreement is a precedent where Dok-do is ignored as a basepoint
in a maritime delimitation.
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Now a question arises of why Dok-do was ignored as a basepoint in the northern
continental shelf boundary agreement. It might be the case that the island was ignored
because there was no continental shelf in terms of the provisions of the 1958 Geneva
Convention on the Continental Shelf.87 It is to be recalled that the Geneva Convention on the
Continental Shelf defined the continental shelf in terms of the depth of the waters superjacent
to the submarine areas and exploitabiiity of the submarine areas.88 Note that the area around
Dok-do is more than 2,000 metres deep and thus did not allow exploitation by the technology
of the 1970s. In this regard, it is to be noted that Korea's domestic legislation "Submarine
Mineral Resources Development Act of 1970 and its Enforcement Decree of 1971 did not
establish any submarine mineral exploitation area around Dok-do and that Point 35 of the
northern continental shelf boundary is identical with the Northernmost point (Point No.l in
the seabed mining block 6-1) in Korea's submarine mineral exploitation area in the East Sea.
Now let us turn to the southern terminus of the Northern Continental Shelf boundary.
Point 1 of the boundary was chosen as an equidistant point from Korea's basepoint Cheju-do
and Japan's basepoint Tori-Shima.89 It is to be noted that Torishima is comprised of three
tiny rocks that might be classified as rocks under the provisions ofparagraph 3 ofArticle 121
of the LOS Convention. However, it appears that Korea did not challenge the legality of
Tori-Shima as Japan's basepoint in the negotiation on the delimitation90
87 For similar observation, see S. Oda and H. Owada, "Annual Review of Japanese Practice in International Law
XV"(1976-77), 28 J.A.I.L.{ 1985), pp.132-134.
88 Article 1 ofthe Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelfprovides that: "For the purpose of these Articles,
the term 'continental shelf is used as referring (a) to the seabed and subsoil; of the submarine areas adjacent to
the coast but outside the area of territorial sea, to a depth of200 meters or, beyond that limit, to where the depth
of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas; (b) to the seabed
and subsoil of similar submarine areas adjacent to the coasts of islands".
89
However, point 1 is not a strict equidistant point from Cheju island and Tori-Shima. Point 1 is 47.4 miles from
Tori-Shima and 47 miles from Cheju island.
90 Korea and Japan agreed to delimit the boundary of northern continental shelf on the basis of the equidistant
line in December 1970. In September 1971, Korea argued and Japan denied that straight baselines should be
used for drawing the equidistant line. Later, Korea dropped the position that straight baseline should be used
and agreed in principle with Japan that the equidistant line should be drawn from all the relevant basepoints of
territories of Korea and Japan. Then, Japan proposed 42 points for the equidistant boundary using all parts of
relevant coasts. Later, the 42 points were reduced to 35 points. In the process of negotiation Korea argued to
pick up Point 35 as it stands now, which was chosen from Korea's domestic legislation.
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3.1.3. Applicable Principles ofDelimitation ofEEZ in the East Sea
It would not be difficult for Korea and Japan to agree to apply the equidistance principle in
the East Sea. In the negotiation at the UNCLOS III, Japan joined the group which supported
the principle of "equidistance-special circumstance" for the delimitation of EEZ or the
continental shelf between adjacent or opposite States. 91 Japan's adherence to the
equidistance principle is well illustrated by the provisions in its Law on Exclusive Economic
Zone and the Continental Shelf referring to equidistance line as we have discussed earlier.
According to Japan's domestic legislation, Japans' boundary ofEEZ and continental shelf is
the equidistance line with its neighbouring States when there is no agreement with the
neighbouring States. It is also to be recalled that Japan argued for the equidistance line in the
negotiations with Korea on the delimitation of the continental shelf in 1970s. In the same
manner, Japan has been arguing for application of the strict equidistance line for the
boundary ofEEZ between Korea and Japan in the East Sea and in the East China Sea.
Korea did not voice its position on the delimitation of EEZ and continental shelf in the
negotiation at the UNCLOS III. The reason why Korea kept silent on the issue ofdelimitation
might be that any uniform approach would not serve the interests ofKorea. That is to say that
the equidistance line best serves Korea's interests in the East Sea with Japan and in the West
Sea with China whereas equitable principles can best serve the interests of Korea in the East
China Sea. Thus Korea agreed with Japan to delimit the boundary of the continental shelf in
the East Sea on the basis of an equidistance line in 1974, but argued for the principle of
natural prolongation for the delimitation of the continental shelf in the East China Sea in the
1970s. Therefore, it would not be difficult for Korea to agree in principle with Japan to apply
the equidistance principle for the delimitation of EEZ in the East Sea, while arguing for
application of equitable principles for the delimitation of EEZ in the East China Sea.
91
See, for example, the joint proposal on the delimitation of EEZ and the Continental Shelf by Bahamas,
Barbados, Canada, Colombia, Cyprus, Democratic Yemen, Denmark, Gambia, Greece, Guyana, Italy, Japan,
Kuwait, Malta, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Arab Emirate, United Kingdom and Yugoslavia, which is
reproduced by Platzoedor Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, Vol. IV, p.468. Also see
Japan's proposal on the delimitation ofthe continental shelf- A/CONF.62/C.2/L.31/Rev.l (1974) reproduced in
Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea Official Records Vol. Ill, p.211.
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However, even ifKorea and Japan can agree to draw a boundary in the East Sea following
an equidistance line, there are some obstacles, which make the delimitation difficult. We will
discuss these obstacles in detail now.
3.1.4. Disputes regarding the legality of Japan's Straight Baselines
As mentioned earlier, Japan's new straight baselines promulgated in 1996 sparked off
serious disputes with Korea. At first glance, Japan's straight baselines might appear to have
been drawn in a modest way, because 116 segments of the baselines are less than 24 miles
long and 31 segments are between 24 to 48 miles long.92 However, the problems of Japan's
straight baselines appear to be in the fact that in many cases they were employed in the
locations where neither the coastline is deeply indented and cut into nor is there a fringe of
islands along the coast in its vicinity. The States Department of the United States commented
that:
Generally, the coastal geography of the Japanese islands along which the straight baselines have
been drawn do not conform to the requirement called for in article 7, paragraph 1 of the LOS
Convention. For the most part, the coastline of these Japanese islands are neither "deeply indented
and cut into", nor is there a "fringe of islands" in the immediate vicinity.
It can be said that the conditions provided in paragraph 1 of Article 7 are primary ones
which serve as criteria to see whether the use of straight baselines in certain localities is
permissible, and conditions such as length of straight baselines and extent of deviation of
straight baselines from the general direction of the coast are secondary.93 And thus if a
straight baseline satisfies the secondary conditions while failing to meet the primary one, it
cannot be valid under the relevant provisions of the law of the sea. In many cases, the
Japanese straight baselines seem to meet the secondary conditions while failing to meet the
first one. The Korean Government challenged the legality of some of the straight baselines
9~ United States Department of State Bureau ofOceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs,
Limits in the Seas No. 120, 1998, p.4.
93 In this regard, Churchill and Lowe wrote that: "Having established the situation where the use of straight
baselines is permissible, the Territorial Sea and Law of the Sea Convention go on to lay down a number of
conditions governing the way in which straight baselines may be drawn". R. R. Churchill and A.V. Lowe, Op.
C/f.(1999), p.35.
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employed by the Japanese Government.94 Three rounds of talks were held on the legality of
Japan's straight baselines between the Korean Government and the Japanese Government
without any resolution of their disputes. As the provisions of the LOS Convention do not
provide any numerical conditions for the straight baselines,95 the relevant provisions of the
LOS Convention would be of little help in solving a dispute on the legality of straight
baselines between two littoral States unless they agree to submit the dispute to a third party
for resolving their dispute.
There is also another important aspect of the implication of the dispute on the delimitation
with regard to the relationship between the EEZ boundary and the continental shelf boundary
in the area where the northern continental shelf boundary was drawn in 1974 between Korea
and Japan. The northern continental shelf boundary was drawn following the equidistance
line between the coasts of the two countries in the area. Then, Korea employed straight
baselines in the area in 1978, and Japan employed straight baselines in 1996. Thus, if an
equidistance line is to be drawn in the area taking into account of straight baselines of both
countries, the equidistance line would not be the same as the northern continental shelf
boundary. Interestingly, some amount of natural gas was found in the part of the area which
is now on the Korean side but would fall onto the Japanese side if straight baselines were
taken into account in drawing the boundary.96 Of course, the issue of re-drawing of
continental shelf boundary would not arise unless both Parties agree to do so because the
94 The Korean Government challenged the legality of some of the Japanese straight baselines through
diplomatic notes, but the Korean Government did not circulate the diplomatic notes in the United Nations. Dr.
Hee Kwon Park, a former director of international legal affairs division of Foreign Ministry of the Republic of
Korea denies legality of some twenty or so straight baselines ofJapan in his book, The Law ofthe Sea andNorth
East Asia: A Challengefor Co-operation" Kluwer Law lnternational(2000), at p.28.
95
For example, there are different views on the maximum permissible length of straight baselines. For the
United States Department of State, it is 48 miles. J. Ashley Roach and Robert W. Smith argued for 24 miles.
Some attempts were made to find out the maximum length limitation of straight baselines from the
Anglo-Norwegian case with different conclusions. Beazley argued for a 45-nautical mile. Hodgson and
Alexander suggested the use of a 40-nautical miles: United States Department, Op. Cit., p.15; J. Ashley Roach
and Robert W. Smith, United States Responses to Excessive Maritime Claims, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers,
1996, p. 64; J. Ashley Roach and Robert W. Smith, "Straight Baselines: The Need for a Universally Applied
Norm" 31 O.D.I.L., (2000), p.50.; P. B. Beazley: Maritime Limits and Baselines: A Guide to their Delineation,
The Hydrographic Society Special Publication No.2, 1978, p.9.; R. Hodgson and L. Alexander, "Towards an
Objective Analysis of Special Circumstance of Oceanic Archipelagos and Atolls", Law of the Sea Institute
Occasional Paper, No. 13, 1971, p.42.
96
Korea Petroleum Development Corporation, Strategy for Comprehensive Exploration in the Continental
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northern continental shelf boundary agreement. No doubt that the agreement was concluded
to provide a permanent continental shelf boundary as the fact that the agreement does not
contain a termination clause shows. Furthermore Japan did not challenge the legality of
Korea's straight baseline in the area and Korea challenged the legality of Japan's straight
baselines in the area. However, the problem here is whether Korea and Japan prefer to draw
an EEZ boundary that is identical to the northern continental shelf boundary. If they prefer to
draw a different line for the purpose of a boundary of the water column in the area where the
northern continental shelf boundary is drawn, then they have to resolve the dispute over the
Japanese straight baselines.
3.1.5. Question of Sovereignty over Dok-do and Delimitation Issue
The question of ownership over Dok-do (known as Liancourt Rocks in the western world
and Takeshima in Japan) was raised by Japan in January 1952 on the occasion when the
Korean President, Mr. Lee proclaimed the so-called "Peace Line" adjacent to the Korean
peninsula, whereby placing Dok-do within the Korean side of the line. In a diplomatic note of
1952 sent by the Japanese Government to the Korean Government, the Japanese Government
noted the fact that Dok-do was placed within the Korean side of the line and argued that the
island is without question Japanese territory and it does not recognise any claim by Korea
over the island.97 Thereafter a series of diplomatic notes containing lengthy and detailed
arguments on the sovereignty of Dok-do were exchanged between the two countries. It is
notable that in 1954 Japan proposed and Korea rejected that the question of sovereignty over
Dok-do be brought to the International Court of Justice.98 The basic position of the Korean
Government regarding Dok-do is that there is no dispute as such over Dok-do. In fact, there is
a sentiment among the Korean people that Japan's territorial claim over Dok-do was caused
by greed and old imperialism and that Japan tries to create a dispute ofDok-do because Japan
SfeZ/Xwritten in Korean, 1996), p.48.
97
Diplomatic note dated 28 January 1952 sent by the Japanese Government to the Korean Government
(unpublished).
98
Diplomatic note dated 25 September 1954 sent by the Japanese Government to the Korean Government
(unpublished).
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has nothing to lose by doing so. Sharing this line of thinking, Dr. Hee Kwon Park, a former
director of international legal affairs division at the Foreign Ministry of the Republic of
Korea wrote that:
It is interesting, however, to observe that Japan tries to avoid or even objects to submitting other
territorial disputes involving Japan to the ICJ. Neither in the dispute with China over Senkaku
(Diaoyuta) Islands nor in the case against Russia over the so-called "Northern Territories" has
Japan shown any willingness to submit these issues to the ICJ. This apparently contradictory
position on the part of Japan seems to stem from its belief that it has nothing to lose in the case of
Tokdo, whatever the judgement of the ICJ might be."
Even if the Korean Government denies even that there is a dispute over the ownership of
Dok-do, a third party institution would rule that there is a legal dispute over the ownership of
Dok-do on the basis of jurisprudence of the PCIJ in the Mavrommatis case where the PC1J
defined a dispute as 'a disagreement on a point of law or fact, a conflict of legal views or of
interests between two persons',100 if the question of sovereignty over Dok-do is ever to be
brought before an international judicial institution. However, it is to be recalled that the ICJ
can establish its jurisdiction on the basis of an agreement between the parties and Korea has
neither accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ provided in Article 36 of the Statute
of the ICJ nor is willing to agree to submit the issue to the ICJ. Furthermore in 1965 when the
two governments normalised their diplomatic relations, they agreed, through an Exchange of
Notes concerning the Settlement of Disputes between the Government of the Republic of
Korea and the Government of Japan, to exclude any compulsory dispute settlement. The
Exchange ofNotes provides that:
Unless agreed otherwise, both Governments shall try to resolve disputes between the two countries
first through diplomatic channels and then through conciliation in accordance with procedures
agreed upon by the two Governments when they cannot resolve disputes through diplomatic
channels.101
Therefore, it is hard to imagine that both Korea and Japan will stand in the courtroom of
the ICJ to resolve the question of territorial sovereignty over Dok-do. And Korea would not
99 Hee Kwon Park, Op. Cit\2000), p.89.
100
PCIJ, Ser. A, No. 2, p.ll.
101 The Exchange ofNotes was concluded in Korean and Japanese. The quoted provision here is translated into
English by this author.
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negotiate with Japan over the question of sovereignty over Dok-do as long as Korea has
effective control over Dok-do. As such, the presence ofDok-do in the middle of the East Sea
stands in the way of negotiations on the delimitation ofEEZ boundary in between Korea and
Japan.
Now difficult question arises in relation to the dispute settlement procedures under the
LOS Convention for resolving the disputes of delimitation of EEZ in the East Sea. The
question is whether a third party institution can deal with the dispute on delimitation of EEZ
in the East Sea between Korea and Japan on the basis of compulsory procedure of Section 2
of Part XIV of the LOS Convention. It is to be recalled that the disputes on maritime
delimitation are subject to compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention unless a State
Party declares in writing that it does not accept the compulsory procedures regarding disputes
concerning the interpretation or application of articles 15, 74 and 83 of the Convention
relating to sea boundary delimitation.102 As neither Korea nor Japan has opted out of the
compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention for the disputes on maritime delimitation, it
seems prima facie that the delimitation dispute in the East Sea between Korea and Japan is
subject to the compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention. However, it remains to be seen
whether the above-mentioned Exchange of Notes concerning the Settlement of Disputes
between the two countries can be used by one of the two countries in order to exclude the
compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention relying on Article 281 of the Convention.
Paragraph 1 of Article 281 provides that:
If the States Parties which are parties to a dispute concerning the interpretation or application of
this Convention have agreed to seek settlement of the dispute by a peaceful means of their own
choice, the procedures provided for in this Part apply only where no settlement has been reached
by recourse to such means and the agreement between the parties does not exclude any further
procedure.
It seems important to discuss the implication of Article 281 of the LOS Convention in
connection with the Exchange of Notes in the delimitation dispute in the East Sea.
Interestingly, Article 281 of the LOS Convention was relied upon along with Articles 280
[Settlement of disputes by any peaceful means], 282 [Obligations under general, regional or
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bilateral agreement] and 283 [Obligation to exchange views] by Japan in Southern Blue/in
Tuna Arbitration to challenge the jurisdiction of the arbitration court constituted under
Section 2 of Part XV of the LOS Convention by the request of Australia and New Zealand,
which challenged the legality of Japan's experimental fishing activities in the light of the
provisions of the LOS Convention and the Convention for the Conservation of Southern
Bluefin Tuna (hereinafter referred to as "the CCSBT").103 Japan noted to the fact that Article
16 of the CCSBT provides for its own dispute settlement procedures and argued that Article
16 of the CCSBT excludes the compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention without the
consent of all parties to the dispute.104 It appeared to Australia and New Zealand that Article
16 of the CCSBT does not provide any compulsory dispute settlement procedures for
disputes concerning the interpretation and application of the CCSBT, but merely provides a
list of various means of disputes settlement procedures and that any such disputes shall be
referred to the International Court of Justice or arbitration with the consent of all parties to
the disputes.105 However, the arbitral tribunal noted to the importance of the term 'consent'
used in Article 16 of the CCSBT in referring any disputes to dispute settlement procedures
saying that: "the ordinary meaning of these terms ofArticle 16 makes it clear that the dispute
is not referable to adjudication by the International Court of Justice (or, for that matter,
ITLOS), or to arbitration, at the request of any party to the dispute".106 The arbitral tribunal
went onto conclude that, 'the intent ofArticle 16 is to remove proceedings under that Article
102 The Exchange ofNotes was concluded on 22 June 1965 and entered into force on 18 December 1965.
103 Southern Bluefin Tuna Arbitration{Australia and New Zealand v. Japan), Award on Jurisdiction and
Admissibility, August 4, 2000, para.39.
104 Southern Bluefin Tuna Arbitration Award, idem.
105 Article 16 of the CCSBT provides that:
1. If any dispute arises between two or more of the Parties concerning the interpretation or
implementation of this Convention, those Parties shall consult among themselves with a view to
having the dispute resolved by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial
settlement or other peaceful means of their own choice.
2. Any dispute of this character not so resolved shall, with the consent in each case of all parties to the
dispute, be referred for settlement to the International Court of Justice or to arbitration; but failure to
reach agreement on reference to the International Court of Justice or to arbitration shall not absolve
parties to the dispute from the responsibility of continuing to seek to resolve it by any of the various
peaceful means referred to in paragraph 1 above.
3. In cases where the dispute is referred to arbitration, the arbitration tribunal shall be constituted as
provided in the Annex to this Convention. The Annex forms an integral part of this Convention.
106 Southern Bluefin Tuna Arbitration Award, para.57.
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from the reach of the compulsory procedures of section 2 of Part XV of UNCLOS, that is, to
exclude the application to a specific dispute of any procedure of dispute resolution that is not
accepted by all parties to the dispute'.107 We can see that the tribunal in the Southern Bluefin
Tuna Arbitration recognised the dispute settlement procedure in the CCSBT as "peaceful
means of their own choice" under Article 281 of the LOS Convention, which excludes the
compulsory dispute settlement procedure under the LOS Convention.108
Now let's turn to the question as to whether the Exchange ofNotes in 1965 between Korea
and Japan can exclude the compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention for the settlement
of the dispute over EEZ delimitation in the East Sea. As neither Korea nor Japan have
exercised their rights provided by Article 298 of the LOS Convention to opt out of the
compulsory procedures of the LOS Convention and neither of them have chosen any of the
procedures in Article 287 of the LOS Convention, the maritime delimitation dispute might be
brought before an arbitration tribunal constituted in accordance with Annex VII of the LOS
Convention upon the request of either country after exhaustion of "exchange of views".
However, there is a possibility that the other country might successfully challenge the
jurisdiction of the arbitral tribunal relying on the Exchange ofNotes as "peaceful means of
their own choice" excluding the compulsory dispute settlement procedure under the LOS
Convention, if the Party does not wish to stand before the arbitral tribunal constituted under
the LOS Convention.
What if either Korea or Japan declares to opt out of the compulsory procedures of the LOS
Convention for the delimitation issue in accordance with Article 298 of the Convention? In
that situation, can either Japan or Korea alone bring the delimitation dispute between them to
a compulsory conciliation? This question is of practical importance, because the opt-out
declaration can be made at any time in writing.109 Article 298 provides that even if a State
107 Southern Bluefin Tuna Arbitration Award, idem.
108
Southern Bluefin Tuna Arbitration Award, para.55.
109 Article 298, paragraph 1, subparagraph (a) (i) of the LOS Convention provides that:
1. When signing, ratifying or acceding to this Convention or at any time thereafter, a State may, without
prejudice to the obligation arising under section 1, declare in writing that it does not accept any one or more
of the following categories of disputes:
(a) (i) disputes concerning the interpretation or application of article 15, 74 and 83 relating to sea boundary
delimitations, or those involving historic bays or titles, provided that a State having made such a
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opted out of the compulsory procedures entailing binding decisions for the disputes on
delimitation, the disputes, nevertheless, shall be referred to conciliation by the request of the
other State, unless the dispute necessarily involves the concurrent consideration of any
unsettled dispute concerning sovereignty or other rights over continental or insular land
territory. Now a difficult question arises as to whether the delimitation disputes in the East
Sea between Korea and Japan necessarily involve the concurrent consideration of unsettled
sovereignty dispute over Dok-do. It would be the conciliation committee, which decides as to
whether the delimitation disputes in the East Sea between Korea and Japan necessarily
involve the concurrent consideration of the unsettled sovereignty dispute over Dok-do. If the
conciliation committee is inclined to draw the boundary in the East Sea without any
consideration of the presence of Dok-do and thus without touching upon the question of
territorial sovereignty over Dok-do, then the committee would decide to carry out
conciliation. However, if the conciliation committee is inclined to give any effect to Dok-do
in the delimitation, then the committee would face the question of sovereignty over Dok-do
and then it should declare that it has no competence to carry out conciliation because then the
delimitation dispute in the East Sea between Korea and Japan necessarily involves the
concurrent consideration of unsettled sovereignty dispute over Dok-do.
3.1.6. Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention
As Dok-do is a small island situated in the middle of the East Sea, an important question
arises as to whether Dok-do is a rock in terms of Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention,
which provides that:
Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own shall have no exclusive
economic zone or continental shelf.
If Korea and Japan can agree that Do-do is a rock in terms of Article 121(3) of the LOS
declaration shall, when such a dispute arises subsequent to the entry into force of time is reached in
negotiations between the parties, at the request of any party to the dispute, accept submission of the matter
to conciliation under Annex V; and provided further that any dispute that necessarily involves the
concurrent consideration ofany unsettled dispute concerning sovereignty or other rights over continental or
insular land territory shall be excluded from such submission.
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Convention and thus disregard it in the delimitation, then delimitation of EEZ boundaries in
the East Sea would be attained without raising the sovereignty issue. Before examining
whether Dok-do is a rock, it will be appropriate to briefly examine the drafting history and
issues of interpretation of the provision of Article 121(3).
In the two Geneva Conventions on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, and on the
Continental Shelf, there is no distinction between islands and rocks.110 However, from far
back as the early 1930s, there have been arguments that an island should meet certain
standards to be entitled to maritime zones. For example, Gidel from France put forward the
following definition of island in the Hague Codification Conference of 1930: "An island is a
natural elevation of the sea-bed, surrounded by water, which is above water at high tide and
the natural conditions which permit the stable residence of organised groups of human
beings (emphasis added)".111 In a similar context the United Kingdom argued in the same
conference that an island should be "capable of occupation and use".112
In the U.N Sea-Bed Committee which was the forerunner to the third U.N Conference on
the Law of the Sea, the Maltase Ambassador, Pardo raised the need for restricting maritime
zones from small islands, saying that: "If a 200 mile limit jurisdiction could be founded on
the possession ofuninhabited, remote or very small islands, the effectiveness of international
administration of ocean space beyond national jurisdiction would be gravely impaired".113
With this line of reasoning, various proposals were put forward to set the standards for
qualification of islands which are entitled to the exclusive economic zone and the continental
shelf.114 However, it is to be noted that there were also States such as Greece, the United
110 See Article 10 of the Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone and Article 1 ofthe
Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf.
111
B. Gidel, Le droit internationalpublic de la mer (1934), p.684; English translation is provided in A. Soons,
Artificial Islands and Installations in International Law, 17 Law of the Sea Occasional Paper No.22. (1977).
""A. Soons, Artificial Islands and Installations in International Law, 17 Law of the Sea Occasional Paper
No.22. (1977).
113
U.N Sea-Bed Committee Doc. A/AC.138/SR.57. pl67.
For example, Malta proposed to distinguish between islands and islets by their size; African States proposed
to set up criteria such as size, geological characteristic, population, distance from main land of islands; Romania
proposed to use the term "islands and small islands, uninhabited and without economic life"; Turkey proposed
to restrict the maritime zones of "islands with out economic life" , rocks and low-tide elevation; and Colombia
proposed to restrict the maritime zones of "islands without a life of their own, without a permanent and settled
population": see M. H. Nordiquist et al eds., United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982 A
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Kingdom, Japan and islands States in the Pacific which advocated for the same legal status
for all islands and thus for deleting rocks-provision.115 The problem in the Paragraph 3 of
Article 121 of the LOS Convention is that it was adopted without further elaboration on the
terms used in the paragraph once it was introduced into ISNT/Part II in the Second Session of
the UNCLOS III in 1974.116 Thus, there is now vagueness in the terms of "human habitation"
and "economic life of their own". For instance, it is not clear at all as to how many people are
required to meet the "human habitation" and what level of economic life can be seen as
"economic life of their own".117
Noting the problem, Hodgson and Smith argued in 1976 that: "this paragraph should be
eliminated for geographical reasons as being impossible to administer, If for other reasons,
this paragraph must remain it is essential that a rock be defined objectively so as to remove
all doubts as to which rocks would be affected by this provision".118 E. D. Brown said that the
provision is 'intolerably imprecise' on the meaning of 'cannot sustain human habitation or
economic life of their own', and thus the provision is 'difficult to apply'.119 Kwiatkowska
and Soons pointed out that: "the meaning of the apparently simple provision of Article 121,
paragraph 3 is not easily identifiable".120 For J. I. Charney the paragraph is 'a laconic
• • 121
provision'.
Commentary, Vol.3, Kluwer (1985), pp.328-; see also U.N, The Law ofthe Sea, Regime ofIslands- Legislative
History ofPart VII (Article 121) of the UnitedNations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1988), pp.22-81.
115 M. H. Nordquist et al eds., United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982 A Commentary, Vol.3,
Kluwer (1985), pp.328-; U.N, The Law of the Sea, Regime ofIslands- Legislative History ofPart VII (Article
121) of the UnitedNations Convention on the Law ofthe Sea (1988), pp.89-108.
116
U.N, The Law of the Sea, Regime of Islands- Legislative History ofPart VII (Article 121) of the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1988), pp.93.
117
B. Kwiatkowska and A. H. A. Soons, raised the following questions with regard to the "human habitation or
economic life of their own": How large are the groups of people involved?; Does economic life need to be of a
commercial nature; Do fisheries in the waters and mineral exploitation from the sea-bed surrounding the island
amount to economic life?; Does human habitation and /or economic life depend on the area of the island,
existence of potable water, tillable soil, natural resources, biotic life; and Does the term 'of their own' exclude
the possibility ofartificial extension of the area of an island to make it habitable and economically viabley?: see
B. Kwiatkowska and A. H. A. Soons, "Entitlement to maritime areas of rocks which cannot sustain human
habitation or economic life of their own", 21 N.Y.I.L (1990), p.165.
118 R. D. Hodgson and R. Smith, "The Informal Single Negotiating Next (Committee II): A Geographical
Perspective", 3 O.D./.L.(1976), p.225.
119 E.D. Brown, The International Law of the Sea, Dartmouth( 1994), Vol. I, p.150.
120 B. Kwiatkowska and A. H. A. Soons, Op. Cit., p. 142.
121 J. I. Charney, "Rocks that cannot sustain human habitation", 93 A.J.I.L, 1999, p.862, and p.872.
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It is not clear whether prior customary international law denies the entitlement of rocks
and whether the rock-provision in the LOS Convention is declaratory of the customary
law.122 State practices are diverse in this regard. The diversity in the state practice might be
explained not only by the fact that the rock-provision was not known in the Geneva
Convention regime buy also by the fact that States tend to take into account various factors
such as the delimitation methods, distance from the mainland and nearby islands, general
geography in the relevant coastlines, beside size of the feature, when they consider whether
or not, or how much, effect is given to a feature.123 For instance, Rockall played no role in the
U.K- Ireland delimitation agreement of 1988.124 Similarly, Paulau Perak, a rock some 80
N.M. from the mainland of Malaysia played no role in the Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand
delimitation agreement of 1971.125 However, the small Venezuelan island, Aves Island was
given full effect in the U.S-Venezuela agreement of 1978126 and in the Netherlands(Antilles)
-Venezuela agreement of 197 8.127 As the state practice does not appear to be consistent in
giving effect or no-effect to small features in the maritime delimitation, it is not appropriate
to draw a conclusion from the practice that rocks have been always been disregarded or that
rocks which have been disregarded in the delimitation were disregarded always because they
are rocks.128
However, no matter how vague the provision might be and how diverse the state practices
might be, it can not be now denied that the provision has a binding force on the Parties to the
122 J. I. Charney, Idem.
123
D. Bowett, "Islands, Rocks, Reefs and Low-tide Elevations", International Maritime Boundaries,
pp.131-151.
124
D.H. Anderson, "Report Number 9-5: Ireland-United Kingdom", International Maritime Boundaries,
pp. 1767-1780.
125 J. R. Victor Prescott, "Report Number 6-12: Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand" International Maritime
Boundaries, pp. 1443-1454.
126 Kaldone G. Nweihed., "Report Number 2-14; United States (Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands)-Venezuela", International Maritime Boundaries, p.695.
127 Kaldone G. Nweihed., "Report Number 2-12; The Netherlands(Antilles)-Venezuela", International
Maritime Boundaries, p.623.
128 For example, Bowett emphasised, inter alia, the impact of the method of delimitation on the role of islands
in the delimitation, saying that: "where there is no reliance on equidistance, the relevance of islands diminishes.
In other words, where a method other than equdistance is chosen, because it better suits the geographical
relationship viewed as a whole, it necessarily follows that islands which have little significance for the totality
of the geographical relationship will tend to have effect on the method". He also observed that "Equally, while
mere 'rocks'(within the meaning of Article 121(3)of the!982 Covention) cannot generate a shelf or economic
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LOS Convention, and there is a convincing assertion that the provision is now general
international law binding even on states that are not parties to the LOS Convention.129 It is
also to be recalled that the LOS Convention does not allow any reservation to be made.130 It
seems that there are a number of islands which might fall into the category of "rocks" in
terms of Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention and some states might wish to rely on the
rock-provision. For example, the Dominican Republic, St. Vincent & Grenadines have been
arguing that the Venezuelan Aves is a rock in terms ofArticle 121(3) of the LOS Convention
and thus it would be very difficult for Venezuela to use Aves as its basepoint in delimitation
with these countries.131 It is notable that the U.K Government renounced its 200 N.M.
fisheries zone around Rockall in 1997 when she acceded to the Convention, indicating that
Rockall is a rock under Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention and thus it is incompatible
with her obligation under the Convention to keep Rockall as a basepoint for her fisheries
zone, there is no reason why they cannot be used as basepoints", D. Bowett, Op. Cit., p.134 and p.148.
129 J. I. Charney, Idem. However, note that there are views that the rock provision in the LOS Convention is a
rule ofcustomary law; see Churchill and Lowe, The Law ofthe Sea (1990), p. 164; H. Dipla, Le regime juridique
des iles dans dans le droit international de la mer (1984),pp.48-49; B. Kwiatkowska and A. H. A. Soons, Op.
Cit., p. 175.
130 Article 309 of the LOS Convention provides that: "No reservation or exceptions may be made to this
Convention unless expressly permitted by other articles of this Convention". An article is found in the
Convention which expressively permits a reservation.
131
L.D.M. Nelson, "The Delimitation ofMaritime Boundaries in the Caribbean", Johnston and Saunders, eds.,
Ocean Boundaries Making: Regional Issues and Development (1988), 167; Nweihed, EZ(uneasy) Delimitation
in the Semi-enclosed Caribbean Sea" 8 O.D.I.L (1980), pp. 20-23.
132
D.H. Anderson, "British Accession to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea", 46 I.C.L.Qf 1997),
778-779: Rockall has been a point of dispute between the U.K and other neighbouring countries: Ireland,
Denmark and Iceland. The United Kingdom proclaimed a continental shelf in 1964, and a 200 N.M. fisheries
zone in 1976. The British Government designated some 52,000 square miles of continental shelf in 1974 and
used Rockall as a base point under its Fisheries Act 1976. Note that the United Kingdom did not sign the LOS
Convention and thus she became a Party to the LOS Convention by way of accession in accordance with Article
307 of the LOS Convention. The U.K Foreign and Commonwealth Office wrote that: "Following British
accession to the Convention, Rockall remains part ofBritish territory, with a twelve mile territorial sea- it is part
of Scotland. But Rockall is not able to sustain human habitation and so upon accession British fishery limits
were brought into line with the provisions of the Convention by measuring that part of British fishery limits
previously measured from Rockall from St Kilda instead": U.K Foreign & Commonwealth Office,
"Background Brief: Britain's Accession to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea", London,
January 1998, p.7. available at www.Faco.gov.uk/news/archive.asp.
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3.1.7. Issue of Entitlement of Dok-do
It would not be difficult for Korea and Japan to agree to apply the equidistance principle
for delimiting the EEZ boundary in the East Sea, because they have a precedence of drawing
an equidistance line for a maritime boundary in the Northern Continental Shelf Boundary
Agreement in 1974. However, even if they agree to draw the boundary following an
equidistance line in the East Sea, they have to face a difficult question as to whether Dok-do
is a rock in terms of paragraph 3 of Article 121 of the LOS Convention. If Dok-do is not a
rock and thus has some effect in the delimitation, then the question ofwhich country benefits
from Dok-do would arise. However, ifKorea and Japan agree that Dok-do is a rock and thus
Dok-do would not have any effect, then the question of ownership over Dok-do would not
hamper the process of negotiations.133 Therefore, the way of interpretation and application of
paragraph 3 of Article 121 of the LOS Convention seems very important in the delimitation
in the East Sea.
It appears that Korea prefers to disregard Dok-do in the delimitation relying on Article
121 (3) and thus avoid the question of sovereignty over Dok-do in the negotiations on the
delimitation. It is not difficult to see why Korea prefers to do this. Firstly, by doing so the
Korean Government can avoid the sovereignty question being raised. Note that the Korean
Government denies even the presence of territorial disputes, whereas the Japanese
Government wishes to raise the question. If an equidistance line is to be drawn between
Korea's Ullung-do and Japan's Oki-syoto134 disregarding Dok-do, then Dok-do would be
placed 18 N.M. from the Korean side of the boundary.
Also, by relying on Article 121(3) in the delimitation of the East Sea, Korea can reinforce
its argument for disregarding a number of Japanese islets in the East China Sea in the
delimitation. If the Korean Government insists that Dok-do is not rocks in term of Article
121(3), then it would be difficult for the Korean Government to argue to disregard Japanese
133 For example, a Japanese scholar argued that: "As for the territorial issues, the Takeshima and Senkaku
Islands, which are uninhabited under normal conditions, should be disregarded in the drawing ofboundaries for
the continental shelf as well as for the fisheries zone": Kiyofumi Nakauci, "Problems ofDelimitation in the East
China Sea and Sea of Japan", 6 O.D.I.L.(\919), p.314.
134 "syoto" in Japanese means islands.
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islets in the East China Sea, where the prospect for sizeable oil reserve is very high.
Map 38: Islands and Delimitation in the East Sea
Sharing this argument, the Korean Prime Minister said in the Parliament on 21 November
1998 that:
The Government does not exclude the possibility of arguing that Dok-do can have its own EEZ.
However, the Government is of the view that it is good for Korea in terms of cause and real
interests to regard Dok-do as a rock. By doing so, Korea can have a good justification in terms of
international law and the possibility of including Dok-do in the Korea's EEZ is enhanced. ...We
need to note to the fact that China and Japan have a number of rocks in the East China Sea and they
wishes to use those rocks as their basepoints. We need, therefore, to note the possibility that we
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might end up with shrunken EEZ in the East China Sea where prospect for oil and other economic
values are high ifwe provide justification for China and Japan in their attempts to use their rocks in
the delimitation.135
However, it would not be easy at all for Korea to persuade Japan to agree on the
delimitation of boundaries where Dok-do is given no-effect in accordance with Article
121(3) of the LOS Convention and thus Dok-do is placed within the Korea's EEZ. It is to be
recalled that Japan is one of the countries which argued for the deletion of paragraph 3 of
Article 121 of the LOS Convention in the UNCLOS III negotiations.136 And furthermore
• 137
Japan might wish to place Dok-do in its EEZ or at least straddling the boundary line.
Therefore, Japan is very much tempted to make use of the vagueness of the terms "economic
life of their own" and "human habitation" in Paragraph 3 of Article 121 of the LOS
Convention in order to argue that Dok-do is not a rock but an island and its should be used as
Japanese basepoint.
Here it will be useful to examine briefly the natural situation of Dok-do to see whether
Article 121(3) is applicable to Dok-do. Dok-do is not a single rock, but it is a group of two
main islets and a number of tiny rocks. The combined area of these islets and rocks is only
0.187 km2 in area. There is one family, which has an address in Dok-do, but the family does
not live all-year round in Dok-do. Only the chiefof the family spends three to four months for
seasonal fishing in Dok-do. Fresh waters were found in Dok-do, however, the quality of the
water is not good enough for drinking in its natural state. Dok-do has a manned lighthouse
• 138and there is a platoon of 30 or so Korean para-military policemen stationed in Dok-do.
Dok-do itself does not have any natural resources and the seabed around Dok-do is as deep as
2000 metres, thus the prospect of oil reserves there is almost non-existent.139 However,
135 Record ofNational Assembly of 21 November 1998. The English translation is made by the author.
136
For the Japanese proposal of 3 May 1978 to delete the paragraph of the ICNT, see Second Committee
Informal Suggestion of 3 May 1978, Doc C.2//Informal Meeting/27(reproduced by Platzoeder Vol., V, p.37);
see also UNCLOS III Official Record Vol. IX, p.68.
137 If an equidistance line is to be drawn between Korea's mainland and Japan's mainland in the East Sea then
the line pass about 2 miles to the west ofDok-do.
138 The author visited Dok-do on 7 June 2001 and met the Korean paramilitary policemen and lighthouse
keepers stationed there.
139
However, there is a view that the seabed around Dok-do is rich in hydrate, which began to be recognised as
new sources of energy.
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waters off Dok-do are rich in squid and sardine.
As there are diverse opinions on the interpretation and application of paragraph 3 of
Article 121 of the LOS Convention, and there is no case law on the question of interpretation
and application of Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention, answers to the question as to
whether Dok-do is a rock would be different from person to person.140 For instance, J. I.
Charney would say that Dok-do is not rock but an island. He stresses that Article 121(3) uses
the word "or" between "human habitation" and "economic life of their own", and then argued
that a feature does not need both human habitation and an economic life of its own for getting
away from the restrictions of Article 121(3).141 He went on to argue that human habitation
does not require that people reside permanently on the feature or the economic life be capable
of sustaining a human being throughout the year.142 He also supports the view that a feature
may serve as a base of seasonal fishery operations and its status depend upon its actual
economic worth rather than classic agrarian concept ofviability and thus a feature need not to
have tillable soil and sufficient portable water to sustain human habitation to qualify as an
island not a rock.143 However, Van Dyke, for instance, would say that Dok-do is a rock. Van
Dyke emphasises that paragraph 3 ofArticle 121 requires a stable human community resided
on a feature to qualify as an island not a rock. We can imagine here that the opposing views
on the interpretations of Article 121(3) would be exchanged between Korea and Japan in the
negotiations on the delimitation ofEEZ boundary in the East Sea. IfDok-do is to be regarded
as an island not a rock and thus to have any effect in the delimitation then the question as to
who will benefit from Dok-do should inevitably arise in the negotiations.144
Apart from the question of interpretation and application of Article 121(3) of the LOS
140 In the Jan Mayen Conciliation and in the Jan Mayen case in the ICJ, the conciliation committee and the ICJ
both mentioned Article 121(3) without attempt to interpret the paragraph. In the Monte Confurco case in the
ITLOS, where Sheycell's fishing vessel was arrested on a charge of illegal fishing by a French warship in the
French Kergueln's EEZ that was claimed from tiny rocks, Sheichell did not challenge the legality of the zone
itself relying on Article 121(3), but simply asked the ITLOS for a reduction of the bond payable and prompt
release of the vessel.
141 J. I. Charney, Op. Cit., 93 A.J.I.L, 1999, p.868.
142 J. I. Charney, Idem.
143 J. I. Charney, Ibid., p.870.
144
A. E. Boyle, Korean Exclusive Economic Zone (March 1996, written for Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Korea), p.25.
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Convention which concerns the issue of entitlement, the question whether Dok-do can be
used as a basepoint can also be examined in terms of delimitation principles. Although there
is no case law on the interpretation and application of Article 121(3) of the LOS Convention,
there has developed a rule in case law which restricts or ignores minor features lying far from
the coast in the delimitation. Note that Dok-do is located in the middle of the East Sea; it is
119 N.M. from the Korean mainland, 49 N.M. from Korean Ullung-do, 117 N.M. from the
Japanese mainland and 86 N.M. from Japanese Oki-syoto. Giving Dok-do full effect would
produce an inequitable solution.
In fact, international courts have been trying to achieve an equitable solution in
delimitation by giving limited or zero effect to small features situated far from the coastal
line. In the North Sea Continental Shelfcases,, the ICJ, in mentioning the role of equidistance
line, said that:
The continental shelf area off, and dividing, opposite States, can be claimed by each of them to be
a natural prolongation of its territory. These prolongations meet and overlap, and can therefore
only be delimited by means of a median line; and, ignoring the presence ofislets, rocks andminor
coastal projections, the disproportionally distorting effect of which can be eliminated by other
means, such a line must effect an equal division of the particular area involved (emphasis
added).145
The above-mentioned consideration in the North Sea Continental Shelf case has been
respected for equitable solutions in the subsequent cases. In Anglo-French Arbitration, the
tribunal completely ignored the small rocks and islets in the Channel Islands when it gave 12
N.M. enclave of the continental shelf to the Channel Islands.146 The tribunal gave only half
effect to the Britain's Scilly Isles lying some 21 miles from the mainland for 'an appropriate
abatement of the inequitable effects of the distorting geographical feature', even if the Isles
are inhabited.147 The ICJ in the Tunisia-Libya case, gave only half effect to the Kerkennah
islands 11 miles off the Tunisia coast, although the islands are inhabited and 180 km2 in
area.148 In the GulfofMaine case, the Chamber, when considering a provisional starting line
for delimitation, referred to the above-mentioned passage of the 1969 Judgement of the ICJ
145 1969 ICJ Reports, para. 57.
146 18 R.I.A.A 1980, reprinted in 18 I.L.M. 379 (1979), para. 184.
147 Ibid., para.251.
148 1982 ICJ Reports, para. 129.
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saying that:
In pursuance of this remark, the Chamber likewise would point out the potential disadvantage
inherent in any method which takes tiny islands, uninhabited rocks or low-tide elevations,
sometimes lying at a considering distance from terra firma, as basepoint for the drawing of a line
intended to effect an equal division of a given area.149
Taking this line of thinking, the Chamber in the GulfofMaine case gave only halfeffect to
Canada's Seal island off the southwest coast of Nova Scotia although the Seal island is
inhabited.150 In the Libya-Malta case, the ICJ ignored Filfla which is uninhabited and
situated 3 N.M. south of Malta, saying that 'the Court find it equitable not to take into
account ofFilfla in the calculation of the provisional median line between Malta and Libya',
and thus ignored Filfla even though the rock was used for a basepoint drawing straight
baselines by Malta.151 In the Eritrea-Yemen arbitration, the tribunal decided not to give any
effect to the Yemeni mid-sea islands, namely the small sole island of Jabal al-Tayr and the
group of islands and islets called Zubayr, noting that these features are "small and
uninhabitable" and far away from the Yemeni main coastline.152
In the Qatar/Bahrain case, the ICJ decided that a tiny feature, Qit'at Jaradah, belongs to
Bahrain and an island which is above the waters at high tides, but the Court noted that the
island is "very small, uninhabited and without vegetation" and thus was denied the right to
use it as a basepoint in drawing a provisional median line to eliminate disproportionate
effects in the delimitation.153 All these cases confirm the following observation made by Van
Dyke: "In summary, recent arbitrations, judicial decisions and negotiations have been
1984 ICJ Reports, para. 201.
150 1984 ICJ Reports, para. 222.
151 1985 ICJ Reports, para. 64; Faraj Abdullah Ahnish, The International Law ofMaritime Boundaries and the
Practice of States in the Mediterranean Sea, Clarendon Press Oxford (1993). pp. 175-176.
152 1999 Eritrea-Yemen Arbitration Award, paras.115-119: the award is reproduced in the Permanent Court of
Arbitrator's internet homepage, www.pca-cpa.org. The sovereignty over these islands were disputed between
emen and Eritrea along with other islands in the Red Sea, and the arbitral tribunal decided in 1998 that Yemen
has sovereignty over the islands. In its award of 1998, the tribunal described the disputed islands as follows:
"The disputed islands and islets range from small to tiny, are uniformly unattractive, waterless, and habitable
only with great difficulty": 1998 Eritrea-Yemen Arbitration Award, para. 93. For the analysis of the two awards,
see Barbara Kwiatkowska, "The Eritrea-Yemen Arbitration: Landmark Progress in the Acquisition of
Territorial Sovereignty and Equitable Maritime Boundary Delimitation", 32 O.D.I.L.(2001), pp. 1-25.
153
Qatar/Bahrain Case, 2001 ICJ Reports, paras. 197 and 219: According to the report of the expert
commissioned by Bahrain, Qit'at Jaradah's length and breadth are about 12 by 4 metres at high tide, whereas at
low tide they are 600 and 75 metres.
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relatively consistent in refusing to give full effect to small insular formation in delimiting
maritime boundaries".154 It appears from the various sources that Dok-do is not larger than
Scilly, Kerkennahm and Seal island.155 It also seems that Dok-do is more or less similar to
Filfla in size. Note that Dok-do is further away from its mainland than Scilly, Kerkennah,
Seal island and Filfla are from their respective mainlands.156 Thus, it is highly probable that
an international court would give no-effect or very limited effect to Dok-do for an equitable
solution, if the dispute on delimitation in the East Sea is ever brought to an international court
for settlement.157
However, even if Dok-do would seem, prima facie, to be a rock, and the Korean
Government wishes to draw an EEZ boundary disregarding Dok-do, the disputes on
delimitation of an EEZ boundary would remain unsolved for a long time unless one of the
Party asks for a compulsory conciliation provided for in Article 298 of the LOS Convention.
158
3.2. Delimitation between Korea and China in the Yellow Sea
3.2.1. Different Positions on the Delimitation Principles
As both Korea and China proclaimed EEZs and the continental shelf in the Yellow Sea
and in the East China Sea where the width between the nearest coasts of the two countries are
less than 400 N.M., the need for delimitation of boundaries has arisen. It was in 1996 when
the two countries embarked upon bilateral negotiations for delimitation ofboundaries of their
EEZs and the continental shelves. And the negotiation is still under way. Korea has argued
for the application of the equidistance-special circumstances principles for the boundaries in
154 J. M. Van Dyke et al., "The Exclusive Economic Zone of the Northern Hawaiian Islands: When do
uninhabited islands generate an EEZ", 25 S.D.L.R.{ 1988), p.449.
155 Isles of Scilly is an archipelago of five inhabited islands with a total population of two thousand and
numerous other small rocky islets 28 miles off Lands End- the most South Westerly point of the British Isles;
Kerkennah island is 20 km off the coast Sfax and it has been inhabited and Seal island is inhabited: www.
scillyonline. co.uk/home.html; www. homesteadVkerkennak/ index~main.html', 1984 ICJ Reports, para.222.
156 Various photos and description of these islets are available in internet at www.jwkc. com/ encyclopedia/ low/
articles/e /e007000245f.html; www. seawatchtours. com/pffins.html; www. millionl. com/malta/ 288. Shtml.
157 A.E. Boyle, Korean Exclusive Economic Zone, p.26.
158 The Yellow Sea is about 400,000 sq. km. in size and is enclosed by Korea on the eastern side and by China
on the west side. To its south the Yellow Sea is connected to the East China Sea and on its way to the East
China Sea, there is the island ofCheju of Korea on the eastern side.
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the Yellow Sea, whereas China argued for the application of equitable principles.159 In the
negotiation the Korean Government argued that an equdistance line should be drawn first for
the prima facie boundary in the Yellow Sea and then the check can be made as to whether
there are any special circumstance which require modification of the prima facie
equidistance line. China, however, refused to draw an equidistance line even for the sake of
negotiation at an earlier stage, which is subject to modification according to the special
circumstances. China argued that the first step in delimiting boundaries is to list up and
balance all the relevant factors and then the next step of drawing the boundaries is to be
followed.160
China's basic preference for the equitable principles is well illustrated by Article 2 of the
Act on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf on 26 June 1998, which
provides for "the principle of equity" for delimitation of boundaries of EEZ and the
continental shelf as was mentioned earlier. It is also to be noted that China has clearly
supported the equitable principles in the negotiations in the UNCLOS III. A Chinese delegate
at the Plenary Meeting of the 9th Session on 25 August 1980 of the UNCLOS III said that:
... In our view, the delimitation of the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf between
States with opposite or adjacent coasts should be determined through negotiations on an equal
footing by the parties concerned, in accordance with the principle ofequity and taking into account
all relevant factors and circumstances. This is the only way to attain a result which is fair and just to
all parties concerned. The median or equidistance line is only one method of delimitation, which
maybe adopted only when it is conformity with the principle of equity.161
Even if the China's adherence to the equitable principles in the negotiations with Korea on
the delimitation ofmaritime boundaries in the Yellow Sea is understandable in the light of its
basic position on the equitable principles, the difference of positions between Korea and
China on the applicable principles on delimitation ofmaritime boundaries in the Yellow Sea
is hard to be narrowed down. It is not clear as to what factors China thinks relevant in the
159
Zou Keyuan, "China's exclusive economic zone and continental shelf: developments, problems and
prospects, 25 M.P. (2001), pp. 77-78,
160 Records of the First Round ofTalks between Korea and China on Delimitation of the EEZ (written in Korean
for internal use of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Korea), 1997, pp. 12-13..
161 UN Official Records, xiv: Summary Records of Meeting, Third UN Conference on the Law if the Sea
(Geneva, 1980), p.24
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delimitation of the Yellow Sea. Some writers mentioned that China's position in the
delimitation in the Yellow Sea is to draw a maritime boundary following the silt line, which
is the line where the sediments from the Chinese rivers reach.162 If the silt line is adopted as a
boundary then two thirds of the Yellow sea will fall into to the Chinese zones. However, it is
difficult to see why a maritime boundary or shelf boundary should be drawn along with the
silt because the delimitation in question is about continental shelf and water column and has
nothing to do with the question of where the additional subsoil is from. Note that the two
countries share a common geological continental shelf. With regard to the silt-line claims of
China, Charney pointed out that: "Such arguments have attracted little contemporary support,
notwithstanding the language of the North Sea Continental Shelf cases".163 The Chinese
Government might also argue the principle of proportionality as a relevant factor. However,
it appears that there is no fundamental discrepancy between the lengths of the relevant coasts
of Korea and China. And also there appears to be no substantial gap between the ratio of the
lengths of the relevant coats and the ratio of the zones that is to be divided along the
equidistance line.164
From Korea's standpoint, the Chinese argument that the listing up and balancing up of all
the relevant factors should come first before drawing any prima facie line would seem a
tactic for delaying the delimitation of boundaries in the Yellow Sea and thus for keeping the
traditional fishing patterns as long as possible.165 In this regard it is interesting to note that
China does not always stick to the equitable principles. Note that China vindicated
equidistance lines for demarcations in the Bay of Korea with North Korea and in the Gulf of
162 Richard T. S. Hsu, "A Rational Approach to Maritime Delimitation", 13 OD.I.L.I 1983), pp.108-112; J. R.V.
Prescott, Maritime Jurisdiction in East Asian Seas, The East-West Environment and Policy Institute,
Occasional Paper No.4, East-West Centre (1987), p.51.
163 Jonathan I. Charney, "Central East Asian Maritime Boundaries and the Law of the Sea", 89 A.J.I.L. (1995),
741.
164
For the discussion on the proportionality, see M.D. Evans, Relevant Circumstances and Maritime
Delimitation, Oxford Clarendon Press (1989), pp.224-231.
165 It is to be noted that it took two years for China to legislate the Act on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the
Continental Shelf since the Chinese Government declared that China had sovereign rights and jurisdiction in its
exclusive economic zone and continental shelf. The main reason for the delay of the legislation of the Act was
the worries of the local fishermen and local governments in the coastal area of the Yellow Sea that the
introduction of the EEZ regime would facilitate the shaping of new fisheries regime and thus would mean loss
of fishing ground to the local fishermen.
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Tongkin with Vietnam.166
It remains to be seen how long it will take for the Korean Government and the Chinese
Government to be able to overcome their differences on the applicable principles on the
delimitation. However, the equidistance line seems appropriate for a boundary in the Yellow
Sea where Korea and China are opposite States and there is no any particular factor to be
taken into account. Furthermore, the Yellow Sea is within a common geographical structure.
Jeanette Greenfield expressed a similar view:
Having regard to the geographical common shelf area between China and Korea in the Yellow
Sea, it appears that the median line method would be the most suitable.167
Ironically, however, Korea would still have some difficulty in accepting the equidistance
line for the boundary of the continental shelf, even if China agreed with Korea to draw an
equidistance line for the delimitation of a boundary in the Yellow Sea, because the western
limits of the Korean submarine mineral exploration areas are not drawn in accordance with
the equidistant line and the western limits areas are drawn further out to the Chinese side
beyond the equidistance line.
3.2.2. Disputes over the Basepoints
There is no territorial dispute over islands between Korea and China. However, it would
not be at all easy for Korea and China to agree on each other's valid basepoints as there are
several problematic islets and submerged features situated far from the shores. As mentioned
earlier, Korea has challenged some of the straight baselines adopted by China in 1996 in the
light of the provisions ofArticle 7 of the LOS Convention. Among others, the disputes on the
effect of Haijiao(Barren Island or Tungtao), Dongnanjiao, Macaiheng and Waikejiao which
China used in drawing straight baselines would be the most problematic in the negotiations.
Haijiao is a tiny rock situated about 69 miles from Shanghai, and Dongnanjiao also a tiny
rock and situated further out to sea than Haijiao. Note that Macaiheng and Waikejiao appears
166 Ji Guoxing, Maritime Jurisdiction in the Three China Seas, University of California Institute on Global
Conflict and Co-operation, Policy Paper No. 19(1995), pp.9-12.
167 Jeanette Greenfield, China's Practice in the Law ofthe Sea, Clarendon Press Oxford (1992), p. 125.
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to be submerged sand features situated about 40 miles from the Chinese coasts.
It appears that the Korean Government challenged the legality of using the Haijiao,
Hainanjiao, Macaiheng and Weikejiao as basepoints for drawing straight baselines. Dr.
Hee-Kwon Park, a former director at the international legal affairs division of the Korean
Foreign Ministry, pointed out that the straight baselines running through the Haijiao and
Hainanjiao departs to an appreciable extent from the general direction of the coast and the
area lying within the baselines running through the two rocks is too distant from the mainland
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to be adequately subject to the regime of internal waters.168 And he also asserted that
Macaiheng and Weikejiao may be submerged sand banks or low-tide elevations and there is
no fringe of islands around.169 The U.S States Department similarly noted that Macaiheng is
located in the waters of less then 3 metres depth and Weikejiao is a low-tide elevation.170
However, China would try to defend the legality of the use of those problematic Haijiao,
Dongnanjiao, Macaiheng and Weikejiao as basepoints for straight baselines and thus to use
the these features as basepoints in the delimitation. Also China might wish to challenge
Korea's island Soheuksando which is situated some 60 miles away from the mainland of
Korea and is used for drawing straight baselines by Korea in 1978. Although the Korean
Soheuksando is inhabited and much larger than the Chinese Haijiao and Donnanjiao and
China has never challenged the use of Soheuksando as basepoints for drawing straight
baselines, the effect of the island as a basepoint in drawing a boundary can be challenged by
China for strategic reason.
3.3. Delimitation in the East China Sea
3.3.1. Background
The East China Sea is about 751,100 km2 in area. The water-depth is generally less than
349 meters except in the Okinawa Trough, that is situated along and off the Japanese Ryukyu
islands chain and is 2,717 meters in depth.171
The interests of coastal States in the possible deposit of gas and oil resources arose in the
late 1960s after the CCOP(the Committee for Co-ordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral
Resources in Asian Offshore Areas) had conducted prospecting research in the area under the
auspices of the UN ECAFE(the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and Far
East) in 1968 and published a promising report on potential deposits of hydrocarbon
168 Hee Kwon Park, The Law of the Sea and North East Asia: A Challenge for Co-operation, Kluwer Law
International (20000), pp. 25-26.
169 Hee Kwon Park, Idem.
170 U.S States Department, Straight Baselines Claim: China, Limits in the Seas No.l 17, 9 July 1996, p.6.
171 Encyclopaedia Britannia, "China Sea", available at www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=24514.
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resources in the East China Sea in 1969.172
Following the report by the UN ECAFE, Korea, Japan and Taiwan have laid overlapping
continental shelf claims to the East China Sea.173 The Beijing Government did not lay down
any specific continental shelf claims at that time. But when a liaison office of
non-governmental nature was established by Korea, Japan and Taiwan in Seoul in November
1970 for consultation of joint development in the region, the Beijing Government protested
against the establishment of the liaison office, and then the liaison office became inactive.174
It was later in 1992 when the Chinese Government established two mining areas in the
region: one is the Northern Acreage and the other is the Southern Acreage.
As mentioned earlier, when the Korean Government was preparing for the enactment of
the "Submarine Mineral Resources Development Act" in 1968, the Japanese Government
showed interests in the Act and thus the two Governments began to negotiate for the
delimitation of their overlapping continental shelf in 1970. The negotiations led to a joint
development agreement in the East China Sea.
The need for the delimitation ofEEZ boundaries in the East China Sea arouse in the late
1990s when Korea, China and Japan ratified the LOS Convention and enacted laws on EEZ
and the continental shelf. And thus bilateral negotiations between Korea, Japan and China for
delimitation of EEZ boundaries began in late 1996.
The delimitation of EEZ/ the continental shelf boundaries in the East China Sea is some
what more complicated than that in the East Sea or in the Yellow Sea: the coastal States are
not two, but three; there is a territorial dispute regarding the Senkaku/Diaoyutai between
China and Japan; there is a dispute on the baselines and basepoints; the three coastal States
does not have common positions on the applicable principles on the delimitation; and the
existence of the Okinawa Trough raise a difficult question with regard to the effect of the
172 The CCOP/ECAAFE reported that "a high probability exists that the continental shelf between Taiwan and
Japan may be one of the most prolific oil reservoirs in the world..CCOP/ECAFE, "Geological Structure and
Some Water Characteristics of the East China Sea and Yellow Sea" 2 Technical Bulletin^ 1969), pp.39-40;
Choon-ho Park, "Oil under Troubled Waters", 14 A.J.1.L.(\91?>), pp.212-216. Note that ECAFE was renamed
as ESCAP(Economic and Social Commission for Asia and Pacific) in 1974.
173 Note that Taiwan, the Republic of China, then represented China in the Security Council of the United
Nations and then replaced by the Beijing Government, the People's Republic of China in October 1971.
174 Choon-ho Park, Continental Shelf Issues in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea, Law of the Sea Institute
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Trough on the delimitation and the relationship between the boundaries of EEZ and the
continental shelf.
It can be reasonably presumed here that the negotiations between Korea, China, and Japan
for delimitation of EEZ/the continental shelf boundaries in the East China Sea would not
result in a solution in the near future.
3.3.2. Southern Continental Shelf Joint Development Agreement
In 1974 negotiations between Korea and Japan on delimitation of the continental shelf in
the East China Sea hardly moved forward mainly due to the fundamentally different
positions of the two countries on the applicable delimitation principle. Japan argued for a
strict equidistance method for the delimitation, whereas Korea based its position on the
natural prolongation relying on the existence of the Okinawa Trough in the East China Sea,
along which Korea established the southern limit of its submarine mineral exploitation area
by the Enforcement Decree of the Submarine Mineral Resources Development Act of 1970.
The ICJ judgement of 1969 on the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, which was based on
the natural prolongation theory reinforced the position ofKorea in the negotiations.175 It is to
be recalled that the ICJ recognised the natural prolongation as a basis of title to the
continental shelf176 and also as an important principle in the delimitation, saying that:
Delimitation is to be effected ... in such a way as to leave as much as possible to each Party all those
parts of the continental shelf that constitute a natural prolongation of its land territory into and
under the sea, without encroachment on the natural prolongation of the land territory of the other.177
However, the confrontation between the two countries on the applicable principles did not
appear to be resolved by negotiation.178 So the Japanese Government then proposed to bring
Occasional Paper(1972), pp.20-22.
175
M. Takeyama, "Japan's Foreign Negotiations over Offshore Petroleum Development", in R.L. Friedheim et
al eds., Japan and new Ocean Regime, 1984, p.287.
176 The ICJ said that: "... the rights of the coastal State in respect ofthe area of continental shelf that constitutes
a natural prolongation of its territory into and under the sea exist ipso facto and ab initio, by virtue of its
sovereignty over the land...": 1969 ICJ Reports, para. 19.
177 1969 ICJ Reports, para, 101.
178 Official Record of the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs(Japan), 22 April
1977, p.23; partly translated unto English in 28 J.A.I.L.( 1985), pp.134-137.
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the issue to the ICJ, but the Korean Government rejected the proposal.179 Then in 1974, both
countries agreed to establish a joint development zone accommodating both sides' positions
by signing the "Agreement between the Republic of Korea and Japan concerning Joint
Development of the Southern Part of Continental Shelf Adjacent to the two Countries"
(hereinafter referred to as 'the Southern Continental Shelf Joint Development Agreement').
In shaping the joint development zone in the East China Sea, both Korea's and Japan's
arguments were all accommodated. The joint development zone encompasses about 24,101
square miles. And the joint development zone was divided into 9 sub-zones.
Map 40 Joint Development Zone between Korea and Japan
The equidistant line which had been argued by Japan and the line along the Okinawa





As China is also a coastal State, the question of drawing a western boundary of the joint
development zone was a difficult task as China did not participate in the negotiations for
political reasons. Korea and Japan used a hypothetical equidistance line between China,
Korea and Japan for drawing the western limits of the joint development zone.180
The joint development zone is comprised of 35 points. Point 1 of the joint development
zone is identical to point 1 of the northern continental shelf boundary which means the joint
development zone is connected to the south of the northern continental shelf boundary
between Korea and Japan. The line connecting Points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 is the line, which
was proposed as the boundary line by Japan and it is the equidistant line between Korea and
Japan. Point 6 of the Joint Development Zone is equidistant from Korea's Mara-Do, Japan's
Tori-Shima and China's Barren Island, even though China did not participate in the
negotiations. The line connecting Points 9 through 20 is the line that was argued by Korea as
the boundary line, and is identical to the line connecting Points 5 through 16 in the Korean
mining block 7 provided by its Enforcement Decree of the Submarine Mineral Resources
Development Act of 1970. Points 9, 10, 11, 12 are situated along the deepest points in the
Okinawa trough.
Korea and Japan signed the Southern Continental Shelf Joint Development Agreement in
1974 but the agreement entered into force in 1978.181 The Agreement on delimitation of
Northern Continental ShelfBoundary between Korea and Japan in the Korea Strait and south
of the East Sea went into effect also in 1978.182
Article 28 of the Agreement provides a without-prejudice clause. It provides that
"Nothing in this Agreement shall be regarded as determining the question of sovereign rights
over all or any portion of the Joint Development or as prejudicing the positions of the
respective Parties with respect to the delimitation of the continental shelf." The agreement,
180
Immediately after the conclusion of the agreement, the Chinese Government announced its position that it
did not recognise the joint development zone.
181 The Agreement between Japan and the Republic of Korea Concerning Joint Development of the Southern
Part of the Continental Shelf Adjacent to the two Countries. The text is reproduced in Choon-ho Park, "Report
Number 5-12: Japan-South-Korea", International Maritime Boundaries, pp.1073- 1089.
182 The Agreement between Japan and the Republic ofKorea Concerning the Establishment of Boundary in the
Northern Part of the Continental ShelfAdjacent to the two Countries. The text is reproduced in Choon-ho Park,
Ibid., pp.1063- 1065.
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however, does not oblige the parties to negotiate for ultimate maritime boundaries. The
Agreement was to be in force 50 years from 22 June 1978. And one of the parties can
terminate the Agreement at the end of the initial 50 years or at any time with a 3-year prior
written notice.
Each Party were to authorise concessionaires with respect to each sub-zone and, the
concessionaires of both parties shall enter into an operating agreement to carry out joint
exploitation and exploration of natural resources. However, so far any production of oil has
not been made.
After the agreement was signed, the Chinese Government immediately protested against
the agreement.183A statement of the Chinese Foreign Ministry read that:
The Chinese Government holds that according to the principles that the continental shelf is the
natural extension of the continent, it stands to reason that the question of how to divide those parts
of the continental shelf in the East China Sea involving other countries should be decided by China
and the related countries through consultation184
In this regard, the Japanese Government tried to justify the joint development zone
agreement relying on the fact that the joint development zone had been restricted within the
Korean and Japanese side of the hypothetical equidistance lines between Korea, Japan and
China.185
3.3.3. Exploration and Exploitation Activities in the East China Sea
Although Korea and Japan have conducted some exploration research in the joint
• • 186
development zone, they were not successful in finding any oil reservoirs in the zone.
Ironically, however, it was China who was successful in finding and exploiting some sizeable
deposits of oil and gas in the East China Sea. China embarked on its own exploration
183 Hee Kwon Park, Op. 07.(2000), p.39.




An unpublished paper by the Korea Petroleum Development Company which was established by the Korean
Government. However, there is still a possibility of finding sizeable amounts of oil and gas in the joint
development zone, because the exploration in the zone was not sufficiently done due to the China's protests and
foreign companies' caution. See P. A. Soeparjadi et al, "World Oil Development: Far East", 70 AAPG
Bulletin(\985), pp. 1479-1485.
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activities in the East China Sea in 1974. After ten years of exploration in the East China Sea,
China succeeded in finding a sizeable amount of oil and gas in the so-called "Pinghoo No. 1
well" in 1983. China also found a good amount of oil and gas in the so-called "Chunziao
No.l well" in 1995, and in the so-called "Chunziao No. 3 well" in 2000.187 China set up an oil
platform in the Pinghoo No. 1 well and installed two 400 km long pipelines for transporting
oil and gas from the well to Shanghai in 1998.188 Those wells developed by China are within
the Chinese side of the hypothetical equidistance lines between Korea and China and
between China and Japan and thus are not in the joint development zone between Korea and
Japan.
Map 41: Chinese Exploitation Activities in the East China Sea
However, encouraged by its successful exploration and exploitation in the East China Sea,
China begun to conduct some sort of scientific research and exploration activities beyond the
187 S. Hiramotsu, "China's Oil Wells Development in the East China Sea"(written in Japanese), Towoa Monthly
(June 2000).
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hypothetical equidistance line between China and Japan in the late 1990s.189 Most of the
exploration activities conducted by the Chinese vessels are seismic surveys, and analysis of
temperature and salinity by putting instruments into the sea. However, an actual drilling was
reported to have taken place by the Chinese vessels.190 Japan regarded these exploration
activities by the Chinese vessels in the Japanese side of the hypothetical equdistance line as
an infringement on its rights and, thus the Japanese foreign minister, Yohei Gono, conveyed
such Japan's view when he paid a visit to China on 28 August 2000.191 Then the two foreign
ministers ofChina and Japan agreed in principle to set up through negotiations at the working
level a prior notification scheme regarding marine scientific research in the East China Sea
between the two countries under the premise that such a regime does not affect the
delimitation of maritime boundaries.192 However, it appears that the negotiators of the two
Governments at working level encountered a problem of designating an area where the
mutual prior notification scheme is to be applied and thus agreed on a prior notification
scheme without a specific geographical scope. Here arises a question of whether such a
scheme can be effective or valid, because Korea, one of the littoral States in the East China
Sea, has not been invited to take a part in the scheme.
3.3.4. Different Positions of the Coastal States on the Delimitation
Although Korea has been arguing for the equidistance principle in the Yellow Sea and in
the East Sea, Korea has been upholding the equitable principles in the East China Sea relying
on the natural prolongation theory.193 Korea's reliance on the equitable principles in the East
China Sea is derived from its position that the underwater natural prolongation of the Korean
peninsula extends to the Okinawa Trough which is situated about 280 miles from Korea's
188 S. Hiramotsu, Idem.
189 S. Hiramotsu, Idem.
190 Yomiuri Shinbun (A Japanese Daily Newspaper) of 28 August 2000 reported that the number ofthe cases of
exploration by the Chinese vessels in the Japanese side of the hypothetical equidistance line is 4 in 1997, 14 in
1998, 30 in 1999 and 19 in 2000 as of the end of the August 2000.
191 Sankei Shinbun (A Japanese Daily Newspaper) of 29 August 2000.
192 Sankei Shinbun, Idem.
193 Ji Guoxing, Op.Cit., p. 10.
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southernmost island of Marado, and that Japan's natural prolongation underneath the sea
ends at the Okinawa Trough which is only about 100 miles from the Japanese Ryukyu
islands.194
China also upholds the natural prolongation theory for the delimitation of boundaries in
the East China Sea relying on the presence of the Okinawa Trough.195 In this regard, the
Chinese Government argued that:
194 Choon-ho Park, "The Sino-Japanese-Korean Sea Resources Controversy and the Hypothesis of a 200-Mile
Economic Zone", 16 H.I.L.J. (1975), pp.41-42.
195
Zou Keyuan, "China's exclusive economic zone and continental shelf: developments, problems, and
prospects", 25 M.P. (2001), pp.77-78.
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The East China Sea continental shelf is the natural extension of the Chinese continental territory.
The People's Republic of China has inviolable sovereignty over the East China Sea continental
shelf'.196
The Chinese Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf Act of 1998 specifically
mentions "natural prolongation" in Article 2, which provides that: "The continental shelf of
the People's Republic of China comprises the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas that
extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the
outer edge of the continental margin".
Japan, however, has been arguing to adopt a strict equidistance line for maritime
boundaries in the East China Sea whether it be the continental shelf or the exclusive
economic zone, as it best benefits Japan because Japan has a number of small islands in the
East China Sea and wishes to refute the natural prolongation theory with the argument for an
equidistance line.197
Korea and China might not stick to the natural prolongation with regard to the delimitation
of exclusive economic zone (water column) boundaries whereas they would do so with
regard to the delimitation of the continental shelf boundaries in the East China Sea, because
there is no doubt that that Japan is also entitled to 200 N.M. economic zone under the
institution of the exclusive economic zone of the LOS Convention. With regard to the
Chinese position, Mr. Keyuan wrote that: "Recently, China has realised the difficulty of
applying the natural prolongation principle to maritime boundary delimitation, and begun to
consider the principle ofproportionality which is favourable for China. ... IfChina insists on
natural prolongation for the delimitation of the continental shelfwhile agreeing to the median
line as the line of delimitation of the EEZ, then there would be two different delimitation
lines in the East China Sea with Japan..."198 With regard to Korea's possible position, it is to
be noted as will be seen in the next Chapter that Korea agreed to establish a joint fishing zone
in the East China Sea on the basis of two contending hypothetical equidistance lines argued
196
Statement by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Ministry, 13 June 1977, partly reproduced in English in
Beijing Review, 17 June, p. 17.
197 Mark J Valencia, "North East Asia: Petroleum Potential, Jurisdictional Claims and International Relations",
20 O.D.I.L. (1989), p. 47.
198 Zou Keyuan, Op. Cit., pp.77-78.
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by Korea and Japan respectively and the most ofthe joint fishing zone is situated in the upper
part of the joint development zone of 1974. This arguably implies that Korea might agree to
apply distance criteria as long as the boundaries ofwater column concerns in the East China
Sea.199
Now therefore, a question as to whether two different boundaries, that is to say, one is for
the water column and the other for the continental shelf can be drawn, would occur in the
negotiations on the delimitation of maritime boundaries in the East China Sea. It is to be
recalled that as we examined in Chapter I, a single boundary is normally a matter of choice
which is to be decided by coastal States through negotiations and thus the question is who has
the stronger argument.200 The points of argument in this regard would be whether the
Okinawa Trough really disrupts the unity of the continental shelf in the area. The question of
whether a geological factor such as the Okinawa Trough really disrupts the unity of the
continental shelf appears to be a decisive factor in the maritime area where the distance
between the nearest coasts of neighbouring States is less than 400 miles. We will discuss
these questions soon, but before that we need further discussion on the delimitation of the
EEZ in the East China Sea.
3.3.5. Proportionality and Cut-off Effect in the East China Sea
As we have seen above, China might argue for the application of proportionality in the
delimitation ofmaritime boundaries in the East China Sea because China appears to have the
longest coastal line among the three littoral States in the area. In particular, China appears to
have a good case for arguing the application of proportionality in relation to Japan because
the substantial part of the Japanese coast in the area is formed not by the coasts of the
Japanese main islands but by the chain of Ryukyu islands which has a great many openings
1Q9
As there is a "without-prejudice clause" in the Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement, it cannot be said that
Korea is obliged to adopt distant criteria in future delimitation of EEZ boundaries with Japan.
200
It is no be noted that the ICJ in the Qatar-Bahrain case said that; "the concept of a single maritime boundary
does not stem from multilateral treaty law but from State practice, and that itfinds its explanation in the wish of
States to establish one uninterrupted boundary line delimiting the various-partially coincident-zones of
maritime jurisdiction appertaining to them(emphasis added)"; 2001 ICJ Reports, para.173.
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therein.
The concept of proportionality can be seen in the judgement by the ICJ in the North Sea
Continental Shelfcases when it mentioned "a reasonable degree of proportionality, which a
delimitation carried out in accordance with equitable principles ought to bring about between
the extent of the continental shelf areas appertaining to the coastal state and the length of its
coast measured in the general direction of its coastline"201 However, as the term "reasonable
degree" suggests, the proportionality test does not require that the ratio of sizes of delimited
areas should be the same as the ratio of coastal lengths in the relevant areas. The ICJ did not
accept the German argument in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases that the delimitation
should be made as to ensure "a just and equitable share of the available continental shelf in
proportion to the length of its coastal line or sea-frontage".202 From this line of reasoning, the
ICJ in the Tunisia/Libya case said that the delimitation it was going to deliver satisfied the
proportionality test as the ratio of the coastal lengths of Libya and Tunisia was calculated at
between 31:69 and 34:66 and the ratio of areas divided by the line that the Court was going to
render was put at 40 (Libya): 60 (Tunisia).203 Although proportionality plays a role mainly
as an ex post factor to check the equitableness of the delimitation of boundaries in
international courts,204 it sometimes plays a decisive role in the process of drawing
boundaries by states in negotiations.205 For example, France and Spain measured their
coastal lengths in the process of delimitation in the Bay of Biscay and the ratio was put at
1.549 (France): l(Spain) and they divided the continental shelf between them at a ratio of
1.63 (France): 1 (Spain).206
'01 1969 ICJ Reports., para. 101(d) (3).
202 1969 ICJ Reports, paras. 15 and 18: Note that the Court in this regard distinguish between apportionment and
delimitation, saying that: "its task in the present proceedings relates essentially to the delimitation and not the
apportionment of the concerned, ... Delimitation in an equitable manner is one thing, but not the same thing as
awarding a just and equitable share of a previously undelimited area, even though in a number of cases the
results may be comparable , or even identical": para. 18.
'°3 1982 ICJ Reports, para.131.
204 P. Weil, The Law ofMaritime Delimitation-Reflection, Cambridge Grotius Publication Limited (1989),
p.238; M. D. Evans, Relevant Circumstances and Maritime Delimitation, Oxford Clarendon Press(1989),
p.231.
205 L. Legault and B. Hankey, "Methods, Oppositeness and Adjacency, and Proportionality in Maritime
Boundary Delimitation", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, p.219.
206 L. Legault and B. Hankey, Ibid., pp.219-220; D. Anderson, "Report No.9-2: France-Spain", International
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Regardless of when proportionality plays a role in the process of delimitation, the main
problem in applying proportionality appears to be in the vagueness of the desired relationship
between the relative lengths of the coastlines and the divided areas.207 In other words, the
question is how far the "reasonable degree" allows gap between the two ratios of the coastal
lengths and the divided areas. The reasonable degree appears to be different from case to case.
For example, in the St. Pierre andMiquelon arbitration, the tribunal put the ratio of relevant
coastal lengths at 15.3 (Canada): 1 (France)208 and then drew a boundary in such a way as to
divide the maritime area at the ratio of 16.4 (Canada): 1 (France).209 This an instance where
the ratio of the divided areas followed the ratio of coastal lengths very closely. However, in
the Jan Mayen case between Norway and Denmark, the ICJ left a big gap between the two
ratios: it drew a line which divides the areas at the ratio of 3 (Denmark): 1 (Norway)210
although the Court calculated that the ratio of the relevant coastal lengths is between 9:1 and
9: 2(Denmark: Norway).211
In the East China Sea, the ratio of relevant coastal lengths among China, Japan, and Korea
seems to be at 2.1: 1.2: 1 and the ratios of areas divided along the equidistance line appears to
be at 3.3: 3.6: 1 when the Chinese and Japanese rocks are used as their basepoints, or at 2.2:
2.3: 1 when the rocks are excluded from the basepoints.212 Note that Korea does not have any
rock in the area whereas Japan has a number of rocks and China has a few rocks in the East
China Sea and some of their rocks are situated far away from their main coasts. Therefore,
China and Japan have common interest in arguing for the utilisation of their rocks as their
basepoints. From the rough assessment, we can also see that China and Korea has a good
Maritime Boundaries, pp. 1719-1734.
207 P. Weil, Op. Cit., p. 238.
20S St. Pierre and Miquelon arbitration award, para. 33: the award is reproduced in 31 I.L.M.( 1992).
209
St. Pierre andMiquelon arbitration award, para. 93.
210 1993 ICJ Reports, Dissenting opinion of Judge ad hoc Fischer, para.13 at 309.
211 1993 ICJ Reports, para.61.
212 This rough assessment is done with a geographer with the use of a chart with the scale of 1/1,500,000 and a
computer software programme. In the measurement of the coastal lengths, a number of artificial straight lines
were used and the openings in the Ryukyu chain were not included in the Japanese coastline. Also note that the
coastlines of China and Japan below Lat. 27° N. are excluded in calculating the coastlines. This rough
assessment can be justified for the purpose of this thesis and note that the arbitral court in the Anglo-French case
said that: "the Court does not consider that the course of the boundary between the United Kingdom and the
French Republic in that region depends on any nice calculations of proportionality based on conjecture...":
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position for arguing for application of the proportionality factor in delimiting maritime
boundaries in the East China Sea whereas Japan would argue for the application of the strict
equidistance line.
Korea might be tempted to argue for remedying the cut-off effect, noting that its
southernmost point in the hypothetical boundaries drawn by applying the equidistance
method fall far short of the middle of the East China Sea whether or not its neighbours' rocks
are used as their basepoints. It can be recalled that Germany successfully argued for the
problem of cut-off effect which was to be brought about when the equidistance method was
applied.213
However, the hypothetical Korean argument for the need of addressing the cut-off effect
begs the following question: can the German reliance on the problem of a cut-off effect also
be utilised by Korea where unlike Germany its coastline is not concave? In other words, the
question is whether the concavity of the shape of the coastline is a necessary condition for
advancing the argument of a cut-off effect. It may not be. Professor Charney observed that
the international courts have shown a tendency "to delimit maritime boundaries so that all
disputant are allotted some access to areas approaching the maximum distance from the coast
permitted for each zone"214 He observed that Germany was given a seaward window that
approaches the middle of the North Sea in the North Sea Continental Shelfcases; Honduras
was given a share in the ocean seaward of the gulf closing line in the GulfofFonseca case;
France was given a corridor of200 miles long in the St. Pierre andMiquelon arbitration; and
Norway(Jan Mayen) was allowed to the middle of the disputed areas in the Jan Mayen
215 •
case. It is not clear whether the so-called "maximum reach" is now a rule of customary
international law. However, it is clear that there is a general support for the application of
maximum reach from the state practice because "in virtually all maritime boundary
delimitations already established (approximately 140), coastal states are not cut-off from
either access to the open sea or to areas near the centre of the water body on which their
1977 Award, para.27.
213 1969 ICJ Reports, paras.8 and 15.
^'4 J. I. Chareney, "International Maritime Boundary Delimitation", 88 A.J.I.L.( 1994), p.247.215 J. I. Chareney, Ibid., pp.247-254.
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coastlines are located".216
3.3.6. The Question ofTri-junction in the East China Sea
As there are three coastal States in the East China Sea, there should be a common
understanding among the three States in order for the maritime boundaries in the area to be
complete. Of course, the negotiations for drawing maritime boundaries can be conducted in
three bilateral negotiations; namely, negotiations between Korea and Japan, between Japan
and China, and between China and Korea. However, if the three boundaries between Korea
and Japan; between Japan and China; and between China and Korea do not meet with each
other altogether, then the boundaries cannot be complete. Because if the three boundaries do
not join together somewhere in the East China Sea, it means that there is an undelimited area
or that there are different views among the three States on where the boundaries should go.
Therefore, the task of reaching agreement on tri-junctions among the three coastal States in
the East China Sea is of vital importance for the completion of the delimitation of the
maritime boundaries.
It would be ideal for the three relevant States to "get together around a table" and agree on
tri-junctions. The following agreements are examples of tripartite agreements on
tri-junctions: the agreement among Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand of 1979 for the
delimitation in the Malacca Strait;217 the agreement among India, Sri Lanka and The
Maldives of 1976 for the delimitation in the Indian Ocean;218 and finally the agreement
216 Professor Charney noted that the maximum reach trend is particularly apparent in the Caribbean Sea, the
Baltic Sea, Africa and South America. He pointed out several exceptions to the general terms but he asserted
that the exceptions appear to be "exceptions to the general practice in maritime boundary agreements": see J. I.
Chareney, "The Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands Maritime and Territorial Dispute", Taiwan Law Society and Taiwan
Institute of International Law eds, International Law Conference on the Dispute over Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands
(2-3 April 1997, Taiwan), pp. 128-129.
217 The Agreement provided a tri-junction and also provided that the tri-junction was connected to the boundary
between Indonesia and Thailand agreed on 17 December 1971, to the boundary between Indonesia and
Malaysia agreed on 27 October 1969 and to the boundary between Thailand and Malaysia agreed on 21
December 1971. For the analysis of the Agreement, see Victor Prescott, "Report Number 6-12. :Indonesia-
Malaysia- Thailand", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, pp. 1443-1450.
218 The tri-junction agreement among Sri Lanka, India and The Maldives simply provides for the co-ordinates
of the tri-junction and stipulates that the tri-junction is equidistant form the three States. For the analysis of the
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among India, Indonesia and Thailand of 1978 for the delimitation in the Andaman Sea.
However, three bilateral agreements can also establish tri-junctions with prior
co-ordination among the relevant coastal States. The three tri-junctions in the North Sea were
all agreed by way of three bilateral agreements. These are tri-junctions among Norway,
Denmark and the United Kingdom; Denmark, Germany and the United Kingdom; and
Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.220 It seems that co-ordination behind the
scenes play an important role in agreeing on a tri-junction by way of three bilateral
agreements. If the co-ordination is not successfully conducted then a tri-junction cannot be
successfully established. For instance the United Kingdom concluded two boundary
agreements in 1966: one was with Denmark and the other was with the Netherlands, whereby
establishing a tri-junction among Denmark, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom in the
North Sea. In the agreements, however, the United Kingdom appears to have disregarded the
possibility that her continental shelfwould border that ofGermany. However, after Germany
and Denmark, and Germany and the Netherlands concluded boundaries agreements in 1971
giving Germany a corridor leading to the middle of the North Sea following the ICJ
judgement on the North Sea Continental Shelf cases of 1969, the United Kingdom had to
conclude new agreements with Denmark and The Netherlands and also with Germany for
new tri-junctions in the North Sea.221
Unfortunately, however, exclusive bilateralism has made its presence in the East China
Sea as the joint developments agreement of 1974 between Korea and Japan and the on-going
Agreement, see Victor Prescott, "Report Number 6-9: India-Maldives-Sri Lanka", International Maritime
Boundaries, pp.1401-1408.
219 The agreement was signed by the three States on 22 June 1978. The tri-junction is connected to the boundary
between India and Indonesia agreed in 1977, to the boundary between Indonesia and Thailand agreed in 1975
and to the boundary between Thailand and India agreed on the same the tri-junction agreement was signed. For
the analysis of the Agreement, see Victor Prescott, "Report Number 6-7: India-Indonesia-Thailand",
InternationalMaritime Boundaries, pp.1374-1388.
~20 The boundary between the United Kingdom agreed in 1966 and the boundary between the United Kingdom
and Netherlands agreed in 1965 meet at a point of Latitude 55° 45' 54" North, Longitude 3° 22' 13" East. Thus
the point was a tri-junction before 1971 when the United Kingdom signed three separate agreements with
Denmark, Germany and The Netherlands and thus established new three tri-junctions. For the analysis of these
agreements, see Davis H. Anderson, "Report Number 9-10: Denmark-U.K"; "Report Number 9-ll:Federal
Republic of Germany- The Netherlands"; "Report Number 9-12: Federal Republic ofGermany-U.K"; Report
Number 9-13:The Netherlands-U.K", InternationalMaritime Boundaries, pp.1825-1869.
221 David H. Anderson, Idem.
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discussion between China and Japan on the prior notification scheme on the marine scientific
research between China and Japan illustrate. And the fisheries agreement between China and
Japan, which will be discussed in the next Chapter is also an instance where the exclusive
bilateralism played a role. If therefore tripartite negotiations is difficult to take place to
pinpoint a tri-junction in the East China Sea and thus the bilateralism is to be utilised, then
there should be caution in bilateral agreements not to delimit the area to which a third party
which is also a coastal State lay claims in good faith.222
Apart from the procedural aspects of agreeing on tri-junctions such as whether it is
through bilateral negotiations or trilateral negotiations and also apart from the different
position on the principles applicable to the delimitation in the region, there are some
substantive aspects as to the valid basepoints in the East China Sea as there are a number of
small islands in the East China Sea. Korea has only one island, called Mara-do which is in a
position to affect the delimitation in the East China Sea. As Mara-do is big enough to
accommodate about twenty families (about 80 people) and only 3 miles from the main island,
Cheju island, there would not be any objection from China or Japan in using Mara-do as
Korea's basepoint. However, as the Chinese tiny rocks, Haijiao and Dongnanjiao which we
discussed earlier are in a position to affect the delimitation in the East China Sea and Korea
has objected to the use of these rocks as basepoints for drawing straight baselines, the
question of how much effect the Chinese rocks can have in the delimitation is a point of
dispute between Korea and China. It appears from the Chinese literature and charts that the
island, Chen-chien-shan, which is located about 18 miles from Haijiao to the Chinese coast
can be a valid basepoint as it is a big island with 900 inhabitants.223
It is Japan which has the largest number of islands, islets and rocks in the East China Sea.
From the Japanese literature and charts it appears that there are 14 or so small islands which
might affect the delimitation ofmaritime boundaries with Korea and China in the East China
Sea and that about half of these islands are not capable of sustaining human habitation or
222 In this regard Korea laid a continental shelf claim to the mid-channel of the Okinawa Trough which is about
280 miles for the nearest Korean territory and also argues that EEZ boundaries in the region should be drawn in
such a way as not to cut-off the Korea's EEZ from the mid-ocean of the East China sea; Choon-ho Park, East
Asia and the Law of the Sea, Seoul National University, 2nd edition(1985), p.l 1.
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economic life of their own.224 However, as Japan tries to play down the provisions ofArticle
121(3) of the LOS Convention and tries to use all the features, China and Korea have
discussed with Japan the selection of Japanese basepoints and the degree of the effect of the
Japanese tiny islands. Here the territorial dispute over the Senkaku/Diayoutai between
• • • • 99S
China/Taiwan and Japan are also factors which stand in the way of effective negotiations.
Once the three coastal States agree on the valid basepoints and the effect of the basepoints,
then provisional tri-equdistance lines and provisional tri-junctions can be marked on the map
and from there further negotiations can be carried out for adjusting the initial equidistant
tri-junction.226 In the negotiations for adjusting the initial positioning of the tri-equidistance
line, Korea and China would have a strong argument to take account of the geography as an
important relevant factors in delimitation in the area.
3.3.7. Effect of the Okinawa Trough in the Delimitation
Even if Korea, China and Japan could agree on the valid basepoints and their effect on the
boundaries, they might be in a situation where they should consider the effect of the Okinawa
Trough in the delimitation. Both Korea and China have argued for the application of the
natural prolongation theory relying on the presence of the Okinawa Trough in the
delimitation of maritime boundaries in the East China Sea where the distance between the
nearest costs of the coastal States is less than 400 miles.227 Thus the question of whether
223
Shandung Local Government, Geography ofShandung (written in Chinese, 1984), pp.30-33.
2"4 Maritime Safety Agency of Japan, Maritime Sea Lanes (written in Japanese, 1991), vol.2, pp.20-100; The
Japanese islands are Kotoretto, Takara-shima, Akuseki-shima, Nakano-shima, Kutino-shima, Amaomi-shima,
Taira-shima, Yokoate-shima, Tori-shima, Me-shima, Woochimukai-shima, Gazya-shima, Iotori-shima and
Kusakaki-shima. Among these islands only the first 8 islands appear to have inhabitants at present. In
Kusakaki-shima, there are no inhabitants at the moment, but some seasonal fishing was done in the 19th century.
225 For the legal analysis of the dispute regarding Senkaku/Diaoyutai, see Dispute over Diayo/Senkaku islands,
edited by Taiwan Law Society and Taiwan International Law Society from the papers and discussions at an
international law conference held in Taiwan on 2-3 April 1997.
'26 In this regard Japan has been arguing that the tri-equidistance point among Korea's Marado, China's Haijiao
and Japan's Tori-shima should be the final tri-junction among Korea and China and Japan. It is noted that Point
6 of the joint development zone between Korea and Japan in 1974 is identical with the tri-equidistance point
among Korea's Marado, China's Haijiao and Japan's Tori-shima.
"7
According to Keyuan, China recently realised the difficulties of applying the natural prolongation principle
to maritime boundary delimitation, and began to consider the principle ofproportionality which is favourable to
China, however, there is a possibility that China would insists on natural prolongation for the delimitation ofthe
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China and Korea can benefit from the presence of the Okinawa Trough necessarily arises. If
the Okinawa Trough can be accepted as an important factor in the delimitation then there is a
high possibility that the EEZ boundaries would be drawn differently from the continental
shelf boundaries.
As I have examined in Chapter I, the ICJ or arbitration courts have not made different
boundaries of the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone when they have dealt
with the issue of the delimitation of boundaries of the zone and the shelf at the same time. It
may be recalled that the courts have made single boundaries in the GulfMaine case, Jan
Mayen case, Guinea-Guinea Bissau arbitration, St. Pierre and Miquelon arbitration,
Qatar/Bahrain case, and Eritrea/Yemen arbitration.22* As was also noted in Chapter I, the
number of instances where there are two different boundaries are few.229 However, different
boundaries can be drawn ifKorea and China have a good argument vis-a-vis Japan relying on
a possible effect of the Okinawa Trough. Because, as the ICJ put it, "the concept of a single
maritime boundary does not stem from multilateral treaty law but from State practice, and
that it finds its explanation in the wish of Sto/esfemphasis added)".230 However, Japan
would not prefer different boundaries as Japan sticks to the equidistance principle both for
continental shelf and the EEZ boundaries. Thus the answer to the question of whether
different boundaries can be drawn depends on which States have stronger argument.
Therefore, the question of whether the Okinawa Trough can have some effect in the
delimitation takes vital importance.
In the Libya-Malta case Libya argued for the application of the natural prolongation
theory saying that there is fundamental discontinuity between the continental shelves of the
two Parties along with the rift zone situated between Libya and Malta.231 However, the Court
rejected the Libyan argument. It declared that:
... since the development of the law enables a State to claim that the continental shelfappertaining
to it extends up to as far as 200 miles from its coasts, whatever the geological characteristics of the
continental shelf: see Zou Keyuan, "China's exclusive economic zones and continental shelf: developments,
problems, and prospects", 25 M.P. (2000), pp.77-78.
228 See Chapter I, pp.26-30.
229 See Chapter I, pp.29-30.
230
Qatar-Bahrain case, 2001 ICJ Reports, para. 173.
231 1985 ICJ Reports, para.36.
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corresponding sea-bed and subsoil, there is no reason to ascribe any role to geological or
geophysical factors within that distance either in verifying the legal title of the States concerned or
in proceeding to a delimitation as between their claims. ... It follows that, since the distance
between the coasts of the Parties is less than 400 miles, so that no geophysical feature can lie more
than 200 miles from each coast,...232
Although we can understand the Court's emphasis on the distance criterion, it appears that
the Court went too far when it refused to give "any role" to the geological factors, which
might be one of the relevant factors in achieving an equitable solution.233 In this regard,
Evans has a point when he said that:
The Court correctly saw 'distance' as an element within the concept of natural prolongation but
erred in seeing it as the primary component of it.234
Ironically the ICJ gave thought to the possible existence of the trough which Libya argued
and then concluded that:
The Court is not satisfied that it would not be able to draw any sufficiently cogent conclusions from
it as to the existence or not of the fundamental discontinuity on which the Libyan argument relies.235
What does this mean? It might imply that if there had been a fundamental discontinuity
between Malta and Libya, then the Court would have taken account of the fundamental
discontinuity along the Rift Zone in the delimitation. Note that in the paragraph of the
judgement where the Court denied any role to geological or geophysical factors within 200
miles, the Court mentioned a fundamental discontinuity, implying that the Court would have
taken into account of the rift zone if the rift zone constituted a fundamental discontinuity. It
thus said:
the feature referred to as the 'rift zone' cannot constitute a fundamental discontinuity terminating
the southward extension of the Maltese shelf and the northward extension of the Libyan as it were
232
1 985 ICJ Reports, para.39.
233 The reason why the Court played down the role of the rift zone might be that the Court was not sure of the
existence of the rift zone. The Court said that: "the Court is not satisfied that it would be able to draw any
sufficiently cogent conclusions from is as to the existence or not of the fundamental discontinuity on which the
Libyan argument relied": see 1985 ICJ Reports. Para.41.
"34
M.D. Evans, Relevant Circumstances and Maritime Delimitation, Clarendon Press- Oxford(1989), p.101.
Evans made it clear that the discussion in his book on this point assumed the inaccuracy of the Court's
reasoning in the Malta-Libya case.
235 1 98 5 ICJ Reports, para. 41.
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some natural boundary.236
In fact, that ICJ in the Libya/Tunisia case admitted that it can take account of certain
geomorphological configurations of sea-bed in the delimitation, saying that: "the physical
factor constituting the natural prolongation is not taken as a legal tile, but as physical
circumstances considered to be elements of an equitable solution.237 The Court, however,
decided not to give a role to the Tripolitanian Furrow as "it is not such a significant feature
that it interrupts the continuity of the Pelagian Block as the common natural prolongation of
the territory of both Parties".238 Then the Court went on to make it clear that the fact whether
there is a fundamental discontinuity of the seabed in order for a submarine feature can be
taken into account in delimitation. It thus said:
unless it were such as to disrupt the essential unity of the continental shelf so as to justify a
delimitation on the basis of its identification as the division between areas of natural prolongation,
it would be an element inappropriate for inclusion among the factors to be balanced up with a view
to equitable delimitation.239
The position of the ICJ in the Libya/Tunisia case which look into whether there is
disruption in the essential unity of the continental shelf appears to be in line with the
consideration of the court in the Anglo/French arbitration. In the Anglo/French arbitration
the U.K proposed a boundary along the Hurd Deep and Hurd Deep Zone, as an alternative to
the equidistance line, which is situated alongside 1000 metre isobath and somewhat south to
the equidistance line.240 In consideration of the U.K proposal, the court compared the Hurd
Deep and Hurd Deep Fault Zone with the Norwegian Trough in the North Sea and noted that
the former is "minor faults in the geological structure of the shelf' in comparison with the
"deep Norwegian Trough".241 And the court decided not to accept the U.K proposal noting to
" 1985 ICJ Reports, para. 39.
237 1982 ICJ Reports, para. 68.
238
1 982 ICJ Reports, para. 80.
2j9 1982 ICJ Reports, para. 80. Note that "it" in the passage means the Tripolitanian Furrow.
240
Anglo-French Arbitration, Decision of 1977, paras. 104, 105, and 108.
241
Anglo-French Arbitration, Decision of 1977, para. 107. ICJ in the North Sea Continental Shelf case, noted
that; "the self area in the North Sea separated from the Norwegian coast by the 80-100 kilometres of the Trough
cannot in any physical sense be said to be adjacent to it, nor to be its natural prolongation". However, in the
agreement between the U.K and Norway in 1965 on the continental shelf boundary, both Parties drew the
boundary following the equidistant line sharing the view that the Norwegian Trough did not exclude Norway
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the "essential continuity of the continental shelf in the Channel and the Atlantic region". It
thus said:
The geological faults which constitute the Hurd Deep and the so-called Hurd Deep Fault Zone,
even if they be considered as distinct features in the geomorphology of the shelf, are still
discontinuity in the seabed and subsoil which do not disrupt the essential unity ofthe continental
shelfeither in the Channel or the Atlantic region.242
From the observation made above, the question whether the Okinawa Trough constitutes a
fundamental discontinuity appears to be important in the delimitation. Unlike the Rift Zone,
the Tripolitanian Furrow and the Hurd Deep and Hurd Deep Fault Zone, the Okinawa Trough
appears to disrupt the unity of the continental shelf in the region, as it is generally as deep as
2700 metres and thus could be argued as an important relevant circumstance in the
delimitation in the region.243 However, even if the three littoral States have a common
understanding that a fundamental discontinuity of the shelf is a relevant circumstance, there
might be different views on whether the Okinawa Trough really disrupts the unity of the
seabed in the East China Sea.244 In this regard, a question arises as to whether the
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf can play a role in ascertaining the legal
nature of the Okinawa Trough in the light ofArticle 76 of the LOS Convention. Note that the
main function of the Commission is to make recommendations to coastal States on matters
relating to the establishment of the outer limits of their continental shelf where that shelf
extends beyond 200 N.M. from the coast.245 If there is only one coastal State or there are no
from the seabed beyond it. D.H. Anderson, "Report Number 9-15: Norway-United Kingdom", International
Maritime Boundaries, pp. 1881-1882.
'4~
Anglo-French Arbitration, Decision of 1977, para. 107.
C. H. Park, Continental shelf issues in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea, Law of the Sea Institute
Occasional Paper No.15, University of Rhode Island (1972), p.2; H. Schulte Nordholt, "Delimitation of the
Continental Shelf in the East China Sea", 32 N.I.L.R.{\985), p.136.
"44
Kiyofumi Nakauci, "Problems of Delimitation in the East China Sea and Sea of Japan", 6 O.D.I.L.( 1979),
p.312.
"45
See paragraph 9 of Article 76 of the LOS Convention. UK argued with Canada, Australia, and Denmark at
the UNCLOS III in favour of a Commission with no more than recommendation competence lest a powerful
Commission would erode her rights over the continental margin: see. UNCLOS III Official Records, vol.13.
pp.17-33; see also "Landlocked and Geographically Disadvantaged States and the Question of the Outer Limit
of the Continental Shelf', 59 B. K/.Z,.(1988), p.290. At the Sixth Meeting of States Parties to the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (New York, 10 - 14 March 1997) 21 members of the Commission were
elected for a term of five years on 13 March 1997 and began their term ofoffice on the date of the first meeting
of the Commission - 16 June 1997.
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overlapping claims of the continental shelf in the East China Sea, then surely the
recommendations by the Commission on the outer limits of the continental shelfwill be final
and binding as paragraph 8 of Article 76 provides.246 But as there are overlapping claims
over the continental shelf in the East China Sea, it is doubtful whether the Commission can
make recommendations on the legal status of the Okinawa Trough upon the request of a State
in the region. It appears from the provisions ofArticle 9 ofAnnex II of the LOS Convention
that the Commission would not be in a position to make any recommendations on the legal
status of the Okinawa Trough at the request of a coastal States in the East China Sea. Because
it provides that: "The actions of the Commission shall not prejudice matters relating to the
delimitation of boundaries between States with opposite or adjacent coasts". The Rules of
Procedure of the Commission further elaborates on this issue. According to the Rules of
Procedures, the Commission may examine the submissions in the area under dispute only
with prior consent by all States concerned and the recommendations shall not prejudice the
position of States that are parties to the dispute.247
Therefore, in the light of the provisions of the LOS Convention and the Rules of the
Procedure, the prior consent by all three coastal States is needed to find out from the
Commission whether the Okinawa Trough constitutes a juridical continental margin. And
note that even if there is a recommendation by the Commission, it does not affect the
positions of the coastal States on the delimitation of the continental shelf. Furthermore, the
possibility ofJapan giving its prior consent for any submission on the Okinawa Trough to the
246
Paragraph 8 of Article 76 provides that: "Information on the limits of the continental shelf beyond 200
nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured shall be submitted by
the coastal State to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf set up under Annex II on the basis of
equitable geographical representation. The Commission shall make recommendations to coastal States on
matters related to the establishment of the outer limits of their continental shelf. The limits of the shelf
established by a coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall be final and binding".
247 The Rules ofProcedure of the Commission on the Limits ofthe Continental Shelfwas adopted in its entirety
on 4 September in the 4th Session of the Commission (Document No. CLCS/3/Rev.2) and revised on 5
February in 2001 in the 9th Session (Document No. CLCS/Rev.3). Article 5 of the Annex of the Rules of the
Procedure provides that:
"5. (a) In cases where a land or maritime dispute exists, the Commission shall not examine and qualify a
submission made by any of the States concerned in the dispute. However, the Commission may examine one or
more submissions in the areas under dispute with prior consent given by all States that are parties to such a
dispute.
(b) The submissions made before the Commission and the recommendations adopted by the Commission
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Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf would be very low. Therefore, the best
way to solve the disputes on the delimitation of the EEZ/the continental shelf in the East
China Sea would be to refer the disputes to the ICJ, ITLOS or arbitration. Note that neither
Japan nor Korea nor China has exercised their rights under Article 298 of the LOS
Convention to opt out of the compulsory procedures for disputes on the sea boundary
delimitation.
3.3.8. Diaoyutai /Senkaku and Delimitation
Diaoyutai in Chinese or Senkaku in Japanese is a chain of eight small islands located to
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thereon shall not prejudice the position of States which are parties to a land or maritime dispute."
~48 Kenneth Y. Choy, "Overview of Taiwan's Legal and Jurisdictional Considerations in the Diaoyu/ Senkaku
Dispute", in Taiwan Law Society and Taiwan Institute of International Law ed., International Law Conference
on the Dispute over Diaoyu/Senkaku Islnads, April 1997, p.l 19.
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It seems appropriate to briefly summarise the positions ofChina(Taiwan) and Japan on the
territorial issue over the island, and then to consider the implications the disputed island
might have over the delimitation. China(Taiwan) relies for its territorial title on its discovery
and her long use of the islands since the Ming Dynasty in the 15th century. The Chinese
position is that the islets was ceded to Japan by the Simonoseki Treaty of 1895 after the
Sino-Japanese War between 1894-1895 along with Taiwan and Japan who renounced its title
over the islets along with Taiwan by the San Fransico Peace Treaty of 1951.The Japanese
position is that the islets were terra nullius when it incorporated the islets in January 1895,
and thus the islets were not ceded from China by the Simonoseky Treaty, and the islets have
been Japanese territory except in the time ofU.S. trusteeship after World War II.249
This island appears to sit at the top of the eastern marine of the continental shelf
protruding from China and is located to the west of the Okinawa Trough.250 Therefore China
(Taiwan) would have a good argument, if this island is declared to be Chinese(Taiwanese),
that the Okinawa Trough should be a boundary delimiting the eastern location of a Chinese
(Taiwanese) boundary with Japan; but, if this island is declared to be Japanese, then Japan
might be in a position to link the maritime zones generated from the Ryukyu islands and
Senkaku.251 It might not be easy for either Party to argue to disregard the disputed island by
simply relying on the provision ofArticle 121(3) of the LOS Convention. It is to be noted that
not all of the islands in the group ofDiaoyutai /Senkaku appear to be rocks in terms ofArticle
121 (3) of the LOS Convention because some of the islands have soil with a variety of tropical
vegetation and the largest one is as large as 3.5 km2 in size although most of the islets are
249 For the analysis of the territorial dispute see Kenneth Y. Choy, Op. Cit., pp.2-11; Yoshiro Matsui, "Legal
Bases and Analysis of Japan's Claims to Diaoyu Islands, in International Law Conference on the Dispute over
Diaoyu/Senkaku Islnads, pp.21-45; J. Greenfield, China's Practice in the Law of the Sea, pp.128-129;
Choon-ho Park, "The South China Sea Disputes: Who owns the islands and the natural resources", 5
O.D.I.L.( 1978), pp.27-59.
250 C. H. Park, Continental shelf issues in the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea, Law of the Sea Institute
Occasional Paper No.15, University of Rhode Island (1972), p.2; H. Schulte Nordholt, "Delimitation of the
Continental Shelf in the East China Sea", 32 N.I. L.R.(1985), p. 136. But there is a differing view that the island
is part of the upheaval belt connecting Taiwan and the northern part of the island of Kyushyu in Japan: see
Kiyofumi Nakauci, "Problems of Delimitation in the East China Sea and Sea of Japan", 6 O.D.I.L.(\919),
p.312.
251 Jonathan I. Chamey, "The Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands Maritime and Territorial Dispute", in Taiwan Law
Society and Taiwan Institute of International Law ed., Ibid., p. 126
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relatively small.252 But apart from the provision ofArticle 121(3) of the LOS Convention, it
seems probable that the maritime zone around Diaoyutai /Senkaku would be enclaved or the
effect of the island would be very limited for an equitable solution because of its relatively
small size and remoteness either from China(Taiwan) or Japan.253 In this regard, it can be
recalled that the Channel Islands, which belongs to the U.K but are located closer to the
French coast than to the British coast, were given only limited effect and thus the continental
shelfof the islands were enclaved in the Anglo-French Arbitration,254
4. Observation
In this chapter, we have examined dispute regarding unilateral claims and delimitation in
North East Asia. Although there have been some talks at bilateral level between the littoral
States on these issues, the disputes are still there and do not appear to be resolved in the
foreseeable future unless ICJ, ITLOS or arbitration comes in to play. Note that there has been
no successful attempt in the region to solve the dispute with recourse to such a third party
institution. Perhaps, the reason might be due to traditional Asiatic culture where people see
legal litigation with neighbours as the end of the friendly relationship.
However, again, the bilateral negotiations would not be an efficient way to resolve the
disputes on the unilateral claims and maritime boundaries. It is partly because the LOS
Convention doe not provides such clear rules as to give concrete answers to the specific
points of dispute in many cases. For example, there is neither numerical limits on lengths of
the straight baselines nor definition of'immediate vicinity' which are important restrictions
in drawing straight baselines. 255 Similarly, there is vagueness in the provisions on
252 Jonathan I. Charney, Ibid., p. 120.
25~ A.E. Boyle, "UNCLOS, ITLOS and the Settlement of Maritime Boundary Disputes between Taiwan and
Japan", in Taiwan Law Society and Taiwan Institute of International Law ed., Ibid. pp.143-144: Jonathan I.
Charney, "The Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands Maritime and Territorial Dispute", Ibid., p. 126; J. Greenfield, China's
Practice in International Law, p. 131
"54 Case concerning the Delimitation ofthe Continental Shelfbetween the United Kingdom ofGreat Britain and
Northern Island and the French Republic, Decision ofJune 30 1977, 18 R.I.A.A., paras. 184 and 202: the award
is reproduced inl8 /.L.M(1979).pp.397-494.
"55 In this regard, the United States Department of States has been trying to provide with specific standards for
evaluating straight baselines: see United States Department of States, Limits in the Seas No. 106: Developing
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delimitation in Article 74 and 83 and also on the definition of rocks in paragraph 3 ofArticle
121. Still, however, there is a possibility of these disputes being brought before a compulsory
disputes settlement procedure as none of the coastal States have opted out of the procedure
on the sea boundary dispute.
In this situation, the three coastal States in North East Asia concluded three bilateral
fisheries pending the ultimate resolutions of disputes on unilateral claims and delimitation
reserving their final positions. We will discuss the three provisional fisheries agreements in
the next Chapter.
Standard Guidelines for Evaluating Straight Baselines, 1987; see also J. Ashley Roach and Robert W. Smith,
"Straight Baselines: The Need for a Universally Applied Norm", 31 O.D.I.L. (2000), pp.31-47.
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Chapter Five:
Provisional Fisheries Regime in North East Asia
1. Provisional Fisheries Regime between Korea and Japan
1.1. Background
For 35 years between 1965 and 1999, the fisheries relations have been governed by the
fisheries agreement of 1965, whereby both countries established their respective 12 N.M.
exclusive fisheries zones from the coats of each State; a joint regulation zone outside the
Korea's exclusive fisheries zone; and a joint resources research zone outside the joint
regulation zone.1
Map 44: Fisheries Agreement between Korea and Japan of 1965
1 For detailed analysis of the agreement, see Choon-ho Park, The Law andPractice Relating to the International
Regulation ofFisheries in Asia with Particular Reference to the Korea-Japanese Dispute, Ph.D Thesis at the
University of Edinburgh (1971); Hideo Takabayashi, "Normalisation of Relations between Japan and the
Republic of Korea", 10 J.A.I.L. (1966), pp.16-23.
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It is generally understood that the fisheries agreement of 1965 between Korea and Japan
was negotiated under the influence of the UNCLOS I and II where the argument to give the
coastal States exclusive or preferential fisheries rights over the waters up to 12 miles had
been very strong, although the argument fell short of getting a necessary majority for
producing such rules.2 In the 1960s, it was Japan who wanted to have a fisheries agreement
concluded with Korea because Korea proclaimed the so-called "Peace line" in a vast area of
the sea around the Korean Peninsula in 1952 and enforced the line against the Japanese
fishing vessels.3 By concluding the fisheries agreement, the Japanese Government succeeded
in rendering the Peace line inapplicable to its fishermen and thus the Japanese fishermen
gained access to fisheries resources even within the Peace line as long as they did not fish
with the 12-mile fisheries zone of Korea. Although there were some restrictions in the joint
regulation zone as to the number and size of fishing vessels, types of fishing gear, time of
fishing operations, there had not been serious disputes in the zone because the maximum
catch had been set at such a high level so as to satisfy the need for the Japanese fishermen and
the enforcement over the vessels in the joint regulation was to be exercised solely by the flag
State of the vessels.4
However, problems began to arise in the late 1970s as the Korean fishing vessels became
much more active in the waters off the Japanese coast with the improved power and fishing
equipment thanks to modern technology. In this situation, the proclamation of 200-mile
fisheries zone by the Soviet Union in 1976 also provided a backdrop against which new
fisheries disputes arose afresh because the Korean distant water fishing vessels that lost their
fishing ground in the waters around the Soviet Unions in Northwest Pacific began to swamp
the coastal areas of Japan's Hokkaido to catch the Alaska Pollock.3 Although this situation
2
Although there was an attempt to distinguish inner six and outer six in the Geneva Conferences, there was no
such distinction in the 12-mile fisheries zone envisaged in the agreement of 1965. Choon-ho Park gave 14
examples of twelve-mile fishery zone agreements which were concluded in a various forms in 1960s under the
influence of the two Geneva Conferences; Choon-ho Park, Ibid., pp.303-304.
3
Shigeru Oda, "The Normalisation ofRelations between Japan and the Republic of Korea", 61 A.J.I.L.{\961),
pp.51-51.
4 The total maximum catch of mackerel in the joint regulation zone was set at 150,000 tons per year with a 10
percent fluctuation according to the status of the stocks: see Article 6 of the agreement of 1965.
5
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Korea, Issues of Fishing in the Waters off Cheju-island and Flokkaido(written
in Korean), 1981, pp.7-10.
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was not welcomed at all by Japan who also proclaimed its 200-mile fisheries zone in 1977, it
could not enforce the zone against Korean fishermen in the waters beyond the 12 miles from
its coasts because of the fisheries agreement of 1965, which provided for, as Japan had
wished, the freedom of fishing under the flag-state jurisdiction in the area beyond 12 miles
from the coasts.6 Then the fisheries agreement of 1965 turned to benefit Korean fishermen
more than Japanese fishermen. Obviously this was not the situation which Japan expected in
the 1960s when it asked Korea to conclude a fisheries agreement.
In this situation Japan raised the need to amend the fisheries agreement of 1965 but Korea
tried to keep the agreement as it stood because it benefited Korean fishermen. However, after
long discussions, Korea and Japan reached a compromise formula in 1980, establishing
zones where certain types of fishing regulations were to be applied.7 The zones were
established in the waters around Korea's Cheju island, Japan's Kyushu and Hokkaido.
According to the regulation scheme, Japanese fishermen were to apply fishing regulations
in the designated waters around the island of Cheju and Korean fishermen were to apply
fishing regulations in the designated waters around Kyushu and Hokkaido of Japan.
Although the fishing regulations were agreed between the two Governments, this scheme of
fishing regulation was named "autonomous fishing operation regulation measures" because
fishing vessels operating in the areas where the measures were to be applied were subject
only to the jurisdiction of the State whose flag the vessels flew.8 As the fact that flag State
jurisdiction was applied in the autonomous fishing operation regulation zones, the
autonomous fishing operation scheme was not intended to replace the 1965 agreement but to
complement it on the basis ofArticles 1 and 4 of the agreement, which made it clear that the
enforcement jurisdiction in the waters beyond the 12-mile fisheries belonged only to the flag
States.
However, the autonomous fishing regulation scheme was not fully successful in
6
It is also to be noted that the joint regulation was set up only in the waters outside Korea's exclusive fisheries
zone and there was no such zone around the Japanese coasts.
7
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Korea, Negotiation History ofthe Autonomous Fishing Operation Regulation
Measures between Korea and Japan (written in Korean for internal use with the Ministry), 1982: The
Autonomous Fishing Operation Regulation Measure was revised five times until it was abolished along with the
fisheries agreement of 1965 in 1999.
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preventing fisheries disputes arising between Korean and Japan. This was particularly so
with regard to fishing activities by Korean fishermen in the waters around the Japanese island
ofHokkaido, as some of the Korean fishing vessels sometimes did not faithfully observed the
autonomous fishing operation regulations. There was even antagonism among the Japanese
local fishermen of Hokkaido against the Korean fishing vessels because the Japanese
fishermen applied their own conservation measures in the waters even beyond 12 miles from
the Japanese coasts whereas some of the Korean fishing vessels appeared not to have due
regard to the Japanese conservation measures, thus making the Japanese conservation efforts
much less effective. Therefore, the local fishermen and politicians from Hokkaido took the
initiative for the movement for abolishing the agreement of 1965 in the mid-1990s and
establishing a new fisheries agreement with Korea.9
In 1996 when Japan and Korea proclaimed their respective EEZ Japan began to emphasise
the need to abolish the fisheries agreement of 1965 and conclude a new fisheries agreement
on the basis of the EEZ fisheries regime in accordance with the LOS Convention. In March
1996, three Japanese ruling parties jointly declared their position that "a new fisheries
agreement between Japan and Korea should be concluded within a year".10 In the face of the
Japanese proposals for a new fisheries agreement, Korea voiced its position that a new
fisheries agreement should be established based upon the delimitation of EEZ boundaries,
and thus the delimitation of EEZ boundaries should come first. The question whether the
delimitation ofEEZ boundaries should come first or provisional fisheries agreements should
come first became a heated issue between Korea and Japan even in the summit talks between
the two countries. In the summit meeting of 25 January 1997, the Japanese Prime Minister,
Ryutaro Hashimoto, asked the Korean President, Young-sam Kim, co-operation from the
8 Mark J. Valencia, A Maritime Regime for North East Asia, Oxford University Press (1996), p.255.
9
Tsuneo Akaha, "Fishery Relations in North East Asia", a Paper presented at the International Conference on
the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea and East Asia, held in Seoul on 29-30 November, 1995. p.9; He
argued that: "The 1965 pact has proved woefully inadequate, from the Japanese perspective, in controlling
South Korean fishing in Japanese coastal areas and this has prompted coastal fishery interests in the northern
and north-western parts of Japan to demand the expansion of Japanese jurisdiction uniformly to a distance of
200 miles from their coasts."
10 On dealing with the Issues ofSino-Japanese and Korean-Japanese fisheries agreements on the occasion of
ratification of the LOS Convention, issued in Japanese jointly by representatives from Liberal Democrats,
Social Democrats and New Sakigake Party of Japan, 22 March 1996.
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Korean side for attainment of an objective of concluding a new fisheries agreement within
the year of 1997, arguing that the delimitation ofEEZ boundaries should not be a prerequisite
for concluding a new fisheries agreement."
In March 1997 the Korean side presented a proposal of an outline of a new fisheries
agreement, which provided that a new fisheries agreement should come into effect after
Korea and Japan agreed on the delimitation of EEZ boundaries and that the level of current
fishing catch should be respected for five years after the coming into effect of the new
fisheries agreement. Various proposals were exchanged since March 1997 between Korea
and Japan. At this time, Korea appears to have tried hard to get an agreement on an EEZ
boundary line between Korea and Japan because the momentum for the delimitation of an
EEZ boundary would be significantly lessened if the EEZ boundary were not drawn now
before the conclusion of a new fisheries agreement. When the delimitation of an EEZ
boundary was proven difficult to be done before the conclusion of a new fisheries agreement,
the Korean Government proposed in September 1997 to draw a provisional fisheries
boundary following the equidistance line between Korea's Ulleung-Do and Japan's Oki-
syoto. But the Japanese side did not accept this proposal.12 Since November 1997 Korea and
Japan have begun to discuss in detail the shape and extent ofjoint fishing zones and the zones
where EEZ fisheries regime is to be applied. In January 1998 as the Japanese Government
notified its intention to terminate the fisheries agreement of 1965, the agreement of 1965 was
doomed to be terminated on 22 January 1999 a year after the notification.13 After hard
11 For the history of the negotiations between Korea and Japan on new fisheries agreement, see jong-hwa Choi,
The History ofModern Fisheries Relations between Korea and Japan(written in Korean), Sejong Press(2000),
pp.55-90; The Korean President said that Korea will co-operate with Japan for settlement of fisheries issues but
the delimitation of EEZ boundaries should come first before the conclusion of a fisheries agreement.
12 S. P. Kim and S. G. Hong, A Study on the Provisional Fisheries Zones between Korea and Japan (written in
Korean), Korea Maritime Institute (1999), pp. 18-22.
13 On the same day when Japan notified its intention to terminate the Fisheries Agreement of 1965, Korea
notified, as a counter measure to Japan's notification, its intention that it would suspend the implementation of
the autonomous fishing operation regulation measures for an indefinite period, which Korea has been keeping
in the waters off the Japanese coasts since 1980. This counter measure was unexpected by Japan and was in fact
effective in reminding Japan that mutual co-operation is important for the successful management of a good
fisheries regime between Korea and Japan. One of the reasons why the Korean Government took this kind of
counter measure was that the Korean Government had been asking the Japanese Government not to terminate
the Fisheries Agreement in the middle of the negotiations to set the deadline for the conclusion of a new
fisheries agreement unilaterally. The Korean Government resumed the implementation of autonomous fishing
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negotiations conducted at various levels, Korea and Japan reached an agreement on a new
fisheries agreement in September 1998 on the basis ofmodified 35-mile EEZ fisheries zones
of each country and establishment of joint fishing zones outside the EEZ fisheries zones.14
The new fisheries agreement was signed on 28 November 1998 in Kagoshima, Japan and the
instruments of ratification were exchanged on 22 January 1999 in Seoul, Korea bringing the
new agreement into effect on the same day.15
1. 2. Main Features of the New Fisheries Agreement between Korea and Japan
1.2.1. Basic Structures of the Agreement
The Agreement of 1999 is agreed not upon the ultimate EEZ boundaries but upon the
provisional joint fishing zones and EEZ fisheries zones of a limited extent which are to be
considered as each Party's EEZ for the purpose of implementation of the Agreement.16 As
such, there is no doubt that the Agreement is a provisional arrangement of a practical nature
envisaged in Paragraph 3 of Article 74 of the LOS Convention pending the ultimate
agreement on boundaries ofEEZ. Thus the Agreement purports to regulate fisheries relations
between Korea and Japan pending the ultimate delimitation of EEZ boundaries between the
two countries. Related to this, the Agreement obliges the two countries "to continue to
negotiate in good faith for an earlier delimitation of the exclusive economic zone".17 The
"without-prejudice clause" of the Agreement provides a quite comprehensive protection of
the positions of each Parties, providing that: "Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to
prejudice the position of each Contracting Party relating to issues on international law other
than matters on fisheries".18
Here it will be appropriate to examine the basic structure of the new Agreement. As the
operation regulation measures on 1 July 1998 taking account of Japan's request conveyed by a Japanese
Member of Parliament, Koukou Sato, who was the Chairman of the International Fisheries Committee in the
ruling Party, Liberal Democrat Party, to the Korean President, Foreign Minister and Minister of Maritime
Affairs and Fisheries on June 25 1998.
14 The Korea Herald, 26 September 1998.
15 The Korea Times, 23 January 1999.
16 The text of the Agreement is reproduced in the Appendix to this thesis.
17
Paragraph 1 of Annex I of the Agreement.
18 Article 15 of the Agreement.
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new Agreement is based on the EEZ fisheries regime, Article 1 of the agreement provides
that: "This Agreement applies to the exclusive economic zone of the Republic of Korea and
the exclusive economic zone of Japan". Then, Articles 2 to 6 of the agreement provides
detailed provisions on fishing access of fishing vessels of one Party to the EEZ of the other
Party. Each Party shall permit nationals and fishing vessels of the other Party to harvest in its
exclusive economic zone pursuant to the agreement and its relevant laws and regulations
(Article 2). Each Party may take necessary measures in accordance with international law in
its exclusive economic zone to ensure that nationals and fishing vessels of the other Party
engaged in fishing activities in its exclusive economic zone comply with the fisheries
agreement, its relevant law and regulations and specific conditions imposed upon them
(Article 5).
However, as there is no EEZ boundary between Korea and Japan the agreement deals with
the question of what are the geographical limits of the EEZ of each Party in applying the
provisions on EEZ fishing access. In this regard, the Parties agreed to use the Northern
Continental Shelf Boundary of 1974 as a fisheries boundary for the purpose of the
application of the Agreement (Paragraph 2 ofArticle7). Thus the continental shelf boundary
is now also a fisheries boundary even if it is a provisional one. And for the waters where there
is no continental shelf boundary, Korea and Japan agreed to set up two joint fishing zones;
one is in the East Sea connected to the northern terminus of the Northern Continental Shelf
Boundary and the other is in the East China Sea connected to the southern terminus of the
Shelf Boundary (Article 9).
The Agreement makes it clear that the provisions of Articles 2 to 6 on EEZ fishing access
do not apply to the joint fishing zones (Article 8). The lines constituting the outer limits ofthe
joint fishing zones are to be considered as geographical limits for the exercise of sovereign
rights for the purpose of application of the Agreement by each State (Annex II). Therefore
each Party is to exercise EEZ fisheries rights against the other Party under the Agreement in
the area situated between the outer limits of its territorial sea and the outer limits of the joint
fishing zones on its side. This is a sort of presumption on the fisheries boundaries using the
outer limits of the joint fishing zones. However, one exception to this assumption is provided
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for the area where the fisheries relations between North Korea and Japan are concerned
(Paragraph 3 of Annex).19
Article 9 does not attempt to name the two joint fishing zones, and thus there are no
official names for the two zones. However, the Korean Government favours the term "middle
zones" or "intermediate zones", whereas the Japanese Government prefers the term
"provisional zones".20 Detailed provisions are laid down on the management ofmarine living
resources in the two joint fishing zones (Annex I).
Korea and Japan set up "Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee" to consult, and render
recommendations and binding decisions to both Governments on the various matters relating
to the implementation of the Agreement (Article 12). The Committee can make
recommendations or decisions only through an agreement between the representatives of the
Parties participating in the Committee (Paragraph 2 ofArticle 12).21 The range of the issues
that the Committee may deal with is very broad. The Committee may consult and render
recommendations, inter alia, on the matters relating to EEZ fishing access such as the species
of fish allowed to be caught, quotas of catch, areas of fishing and specific conditions on
fishing operations (Articles 3 and Article 12). The Committee can consult also on the matters
relating to the state of marine living resources in the two joint fishing zones. However, a
distinction was deliberately made between the joint fishing zone in the East Sea and the joint
fishing zone in the East China Sea in this regard: That is to say that the Committee can make
19
Paragraph 3 of Annex II provides for specific three points chosen from the points which constitute the joint
fishing zone in the East Sea and provides that the above mentioned assumption is not applied to a certain part of
the areas situated to the north west of the line formed by the straight lines connecting those point. This exception
was originally proposed by Japan and Korea accepted it with the insertion of "certain". It provides thus: "The
provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not be applied to a certain part of the Agreement Zone situated to the
north west of the line formed by the straight lines joining the following points in sequence". Note that the
'Agreement Zone' refers to the exclusive economic zone of the Republic ofKorea and the exclusive economic
zone of Japan (Article 1). There appears to be room for different views on the meaning of "certain part of the
Agreement Zone" between Korea and Japan.
20 S. P. Kim and S. G. Hong, Op. Cit., pp.1-6; Hee Kwon Park, Op. Cit., pp. 60-61; Sinsuge Sukiyama, "The
Meaning of the Conclusion of the New Fisheries Agreement between Korea and Japan" (written in Japanese),
Jurist (1999) No.1151, pp.98-104: Note that Sukiyama was a director at the Treaties Division of the Japanese
Foreign Ministry when the fisheries agreement was negotiated. The reason why the Korean Government prefers
the term "middle zones" or "intermediate zones" is that it wishes to avoid the implications that the zones are set
up because the delimitation negotiations was unsuccessful.
21 The Committee is composed of one Representative and one Member appointed respectively by Governments
of the Contracting Parties. Usually the Representatives are the Assistant Minister in the Ministry of Maritime
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only recommendations with regard to conservation and management of marine living
resources in the East Sea, whereas it can make even decisions with regard to the same matters
in joint fishing zone in the East China Sea. This distinction is crucial to the Korean
Government because the Korean Government wishes to avoid the impression that Korea and
Japan take "joint" measures with regard to the waters around Dok-do, which is "an inherent
part ofKorean territory", and is "geographically" located in the joint fishing zone in the East
22Sea. Note that the presence of Dok-do in the middle of the "middle zone" in the East Sea
appears to be intolerable to some Korean people.23 Therefore, on the basis of this distinction
the Government of the Republic of Korea explained to the Korean people that the middle
zone in the East Sea is not "jointly" managed by Korea and Japan, whereas the middle zone
in the East China Sea is "jointly" managed by Korea and Japan.24
The dispute settlement procedures are also provided in the Agreement mentioning
arbitration procedure in detail. However, unlike the fisheries agreement of 1965, the
arbitration envisaged in the new fisheries agreement is not compulsory; only through the
consent of both Parties can disputes be brought to arbitration (Article 13). These provisions
on dispute settlements can have a significant impact when a dispute arises and the dispute
relates to the provisions of the LOS Convention as well as the new fisheries agreement. In the
case where such a dispute arises and either Party wishes to bring the case before an arbitral
court constituted under the LOS Convention, then it is highly probable that the other Party
can successfully challenge the jurisdiction of the arbitral court as did Japan in the Southern
Affairs and Fisheries are Korea and the Minister of Fisheries Office of Japan.
22
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea , "Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement", -www. mofat. go.
kr/main/top. Html:, the Korean Government used the term "geographically" to emphasise that Dok-do is not
part of the joint fishing zone.
23 For example, Kwangbokhoi (an old Korean Association for Independence from Japan), made a statement on
its positions that the new Korea-Japan fisheries agreement should not be ratified because Dok-do is included in
the joint fishing zone in the East Sea: the statement was published in Dongah Ilbo (a Daily News Paper), 22
December 1998.
24 S. Hong, "The Contribution of the New Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement to the Development of the
Korea-Japan Relation (written in Korean)" at www.mofat.go.kr/main/top.html: Note that Mr. Hong was Foreign
Minister at the time of his writing the article: see also Hai-ung Jung, "The EEZ Regime and the Korea-Japan
Fisheries Agreement (written in Korean)", 6 Seoul International Law Study (1999), pp.24-27: Seo-Hang Lee,
"The Negotiations on and Main Contents of the Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement (written in Korean)",
presented at Maritime Policy Seminar held in Seoul on 23 October 1999.
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Bluefin Tuna arbitration of 2000.25 It was Japan who preferred to provide for consensual
arbitration, whereas Korea wished to reproduce the compulsory arbitration clause in the
fisheries agreement of 1965.26
1.2.2. Shaping of the Joint Fishing Zones (Intermediate Zones)
Korea and Japan needed to establish the two joint fishing zones in the East Sea and in the
East China Sea because they did not reach an agreement on delimitation of their overlapping
EEZ claims. In other words, if Korea and Japan succeeded in drawing EEZ boundaries then
the fisheries agreement could have been simpler than the one they have now. It took more
than two years of intensive negotiations for Korea and Japan to reach an agreement in
shaping the outer limits of two joint fishing zones.27 In shaping the joint fishing zone in the
East Sea, the following elements were considered: 35-mile lines from the coasts, in particular
from Ulleung-do and Oki-syoto, the line of Lat. 38° 37.0' E. being the northern limits line
between South Korea and North Korea, the line of Lat. 135.5° E. as the eastern limits of the
joint fishing zone, the location of Yamato Tai which is an important squid fishing ground,
and the basepoints which were used in making the northern terminus (Point No.35) of the
Northern Continental Shelf Boundary.28 However, the most important consideration in
25 Southern Bluefin Tuna arbitration (Australia and New Zealand v. Japan), Award on Jurisdiction on
Jurisdiction andAdmissibility, August 4, 2000, para.57.
26 It is not clear why Japan wanted to avoid the compulsory arbitration provisions in the new Fisheries
Agreement. But it might be due to the fact that Japan experienced the situation where an arbitration tribunal
could have been set up at the request of Korea with regard to the disputes on the arrests of Korean fishing
vessels by the Japanese authorities applying its new straight baselines in late 1990s and Japan does not want
such a situation arising again. Or it might be that Japan foresaw that the Japanese authorities would seize
Korean fishing vessels more than the Korean authorities would seize the Japanese fishing vessels and did not
want to stand before an arbitration tribunal on the charge of arresting Korean fishing vessels.
27 "Negotiations on Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement", Shin-Dong-Ah (a monthly magazine published in
Korean), January 1999. pp.67-88.
28 Hai Uung Jung, Op. Cit. p.13. The Northern Limits Line (NLL) or the Northern Boundary Line (NBL) in the
East Sea and in the Yellow Sea was drawn by the United Nations Command in Korea immediately following
the conclusion of the Armistice Agreement in 1953 since the Armistice Agreement contains no provisions on
maritime boundary between the South and North Korea. The NLLs are generally understood as de facto
maritime boundaries between the two Koreas. However, North Korea has challenged the NLL in the Yellow
Sea arguing that the NLL is drawn in such a way to cut into the 12-mile line of the North Korea's territorial
waters: see Charn-kyu Kim, "Northern Limit Line as Part of the Armistice System", Korea Focus on Current
Topics, Korea Foundation, Vol. 7, No. 4, July - August 1999, p. 100-105.
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shaping the joint fishing zones was the equitable division of the zones which are regarded as
EEZ of each Party for the purpose of application of the fisheries agreement.29
29 S. P. Kim and S. G. Hong, Op. Cit. pp. 18-20.
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With regard to the shaping and location of the Intermediate Zone in the East Sea, a serious
question arose whether the Intermediate Zone effect on the territorial issue of Dok-do.
However, it seem absurd to assume that the provisional fisheries agreement between Korea
and Japan based upon Article 74(3) of the LOS Convention affects a territorial issue, as the
"without-prejudice clause" clearly provides that: "Nothing in this Agreement shall be
deemed to prejudice the position of each Contracting Party relating to issues on international
law other then matters on fisheries".30 It is to recalled that in the Minquiers and Ecrehos case
where the French Government tried to reinforce its position by using a bilateral fisheries
agreement of 1839, arguing that the Minquires and Ecrehos groups were included in the
common fisheries zone,31 the ICJ Court held that:
The Court does not consider it necessary, for the purpose of deciding the present case, to
determine whether the waters of the Ecrehos and Minquires groups are inside or outside the
common fishery zone established by Article 3. Even if it be held that these groups lies within this
common fishery zone, the Court cannot admit that such an agreed common fishery zone in these
waters would involve a regime ofcommon use of the land territory ofthe islets and rocks, since the
Articles relied on refer to fishery only and not to any kind of use of land.32
Here, however, another associated question lingers as to whether the joint fishing zone in
the East Sea can be seen as a precedent where Dok-do is excluded from being used as a
basepoint. It can be said that Dok-do was not used as Korea's basepoint in shaping the joint
fishing zone in the East Sea, in the sense that the joint fishing zone could have been
established to the east of Dok-do if Dok-do had been used as Korea's basepoint. But at the
same time by the same token, it can be said that Dok-do was not used as Japanese basepoint
in shaping the joint fishing zone. If Dok-do had been used as Japanese basepoint then the
joint fishing zone could have been situated somewhere between Ulleung-do and Dok-do. Let
us approach the question from a different angle: Can the location and shape of the joint
fishing zone be seen as a precedent where either Korea or Japan denounce its claims to use
Dok-do as its basepoint? From close examination of the map, it can be argued said that the
shaping of the joint fishing zone is a precedent where Japan's claim to use Dok-do was
30 Article 15 of the Korean-Japanese Agreement.
31 The Minquiers and Ecrehos Case, 1953 ICJReports P.58.
32 1 953 ICJ Reports, idem.
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denounced whereas Korea's claim was not. Note that some part of the median line between
Ulleung-do and Dok-do, which could have been argued by Japan in the delimitation
negotiation is located to the west of the joint fishing zone, i.e., in Korea's EEZ, whereas the
median line between Dok-do and Oki-syoto is well within the joint fishing zone.
Korea might be tempted to stress this aspect of the location of the joint fishing zone if
Japan argues to use Dok-do as its basepoint in the maritime delimitation.
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However, again it is to be recalled both countries are free from the possible precedence in
the Fisheries Agreement, as Article 15 of the Fisheries Agreement provides that:
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to prejudice the position of each Contracting Party
relating to issues on international law other than matters on fisheries.
Now let us turn to the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea. The outer limits of the zone
are adopted in such a way as to include in the zone the two following hypothetical water
column boundaries between Korea and Japan: one is the equidistance line drawn by using all
the nearest features in the coasts of Korea and Japan in the region whether they are rocks or
islands, and the other is a line drawn by excluding rocks in terms of Paragraph 3 ofArticle
121 of the LOS Convention. Even after having agreed to include two such lines in the joint
fishing zone, Korea and Japan had further difficulty in agreeing on the co-ordinates of the
southern limits of the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea, because there were different
views on the southernmost point of the water column boundaries between Korea and Japan.
Korea's basic position in this regard is that the water column boundary in the East China Sea
between Korea and Japan should be drawn in such a way as not to produce a cut-off effect for
Korea and thus the boundary should reach the 200 mile line from Korea's southernmost
island Mara-do and thus the southern limits of the joint fishing zone should be identical with
the 200 mile line from Mara-do.33 For Japan it was also difficult to agree with Korea's
position particularly because Japan and China had already concluded a fisheries agreement in
November 1997 whereby establishing a joint fishing zone in the East China Sea which
encroaches upon the 200-mile line from Mara-do.34 As they could not agree on the specific
co-ordinates of the southern limits of the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea, they agreed
to adopt the term "the southern-most parallel of the exclusive economic zone of the Republic
of Korea" to describe the southern limits of the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea with
a mutual understanding that different views on the southern limits of the joint fishing zone in
33
For the discussion of the cut-off effect in the delimitation, see 3.3.5 Proportionality and Cut-offEffect in the
East China Sea in Chapter IV.
34 China and Japan agreed to establish a joint fishing zone, the so-called "Provisional Measure Zone" and the
latitude of the northern limits of the zone is Lat. 30° 40'. We will discuss the new China-Japan Fisheries
Agreement later in this Chapter.
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the East China Sea exist between Korea and Japan.35 Thus for Korea the southern limits line
of the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea is at the parallel of Lat. 29° 43' N. in line with
the 200-mile line from Mara-do, whereas for Japan the line would be at the parallel
somewhere of Lat. 30° 40' N. following the latitude of hypothetical tri-equidistant point
among Korea's Mara-do, Japan's Tori-shima and China's Haijiao. Note that China's position
on the delimitation of maritime boundaries is not for the equdistance principle but for
equitable principles particularly with regard to the East China Sea and it did not participated
in the negotiation on the shaping of the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in the area. In this
context, China expressed it positions that it does not recognise the Korea-Japan joint fishing
zone in the East China.36
1.2.3. Jurisdiction in the Joint Fishing Zones
The separate provisions on the two joint fishing zones with respect to the jurisdiction
therein and, to the conservation and management of the marine living resources thereof are
almost identical except that the Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee can make decisions with
regard to the joint fishing zone in East China Sea whereas it can only make recommendations
with regard to the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea.37 It will be appropriate to examine
the exceptional difference between the two zones and then discuss the common aspects of the
two zones with respect to jurisdiction in the zones and conservation and management of the
marine living resources of the zones.
As mentioned earlier the difference is deliberately made by, and meaningful to, Korea as
Korea wished to avoid any implication that the joint fishing zone in the East Sea where
Dok-do is geographically situated is jointly managed by Korea and Japan. The Korean
Government's position on this point is that the joint fishing zone in the East Sea is not a zone
jointly managed by Japan and Korea, because it would be either Korea alone or Japan alone,
35
Paragraph 2 ofArticle 9 of the Fisheries Agreement.
36 Records ofNegotiations on Sino-Korean Fisheries Talks (recorded in Korean for internal use of the Korean
Foreign Ministry, unpublished), 1998.
37
Paragraph 2 ofAnnex I of the Agreement is about the joint fishing zone in the East Sea and Paragraph 3 ofthe
same Annex is about the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea.
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which decides any conservation and management measures in the joint fishing zone in the
East Sea and thus the Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee, which is a international juridical
body, does not have any prescriptive competence with regard to the joint fishing zone in the
East China Sea.38 Here, the Korean Government appears to presuppose that the joint fishing
zone might affect the territorial issue if it is jointly managed by the joint committee. An
important question arises here: if the joint fisheries committee has the competence to
prescribe any conservation measures with regard to the zone in the East Sea and thus the zone
is to be called a "joint management" zone, then does the competence of the joint committee
affect territorial status of Dok-do? It seems unreasonable to suggest that a joint fishing zone
affects sovereignty over an island if its fisheries resources is jointly managed by the fisheries
committee and that the zone does not affect a territorial issue if the committee has no power
to decide on the conservation of fisheries resources in the zone. Interestingly, however, a few
Korean scholars have argued that the new fisheries agreement between Korea and Japan
affects negatively Korea's territorial sovereignty of Dok-do.39 However, it would be absurd
to assume that a provisional fisheries agreement such as the one between Korea and Japan
affects the issue of territorial sovereignty. As we discussed in Chapter III, the clear
distinction should be made between a joint fishing zone or joint development zone and
condominium, as the formers is related to sovereign rights and the latter is related to
sovereignty. We need to recall the provisions of Paragraph 3 of Article 74, the
without-prejudice clause in the Agreement and the dicta of the ICJ in the Minquiers and
38
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea, "Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement", www. mofat. go.
kr/main/top. Html. For discussion on legislative jurisdiction, see D. W. Bowett, "Jurisdiction: Changing
Patterns ofAuthority over Activities and Resources" 52 B.Y.I.L. (1983), pp.12-22.
39
See, for instance, Myung-ki Kim, "New Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement and Territorial Ownership of
Dok-Do (written in Korean)", a paper delivered at the Great Debate on the Territorial Ownership of Dok-Do,
held in the Seoul Press Centre, Seoul, 8 September 2000, pp.7-9; Young-koo Kim, "Territorial Ownership and
New Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement in the Light of International Law (written in Korean)", a paper delivered
at the Great Debate on Dok-Do, held in Seoul Press Centre, Seoul, 21 October 1998; Sang-myun Lee, "Issues of
Dok-do and its Adjacent Waters under the New Korea-Japanese Fisheries Agreement (written in Korean)", 40
Seoul Law Journal (1999), pp. 109-132, Sang-myun Lee, "The Problems of the Intermediate Zones in the New
Korea- Japan Fisheries Agreement".(written in Korean), The Korean Journal of International Law, Vol. 43,
No.2 December 1998, p. 151: The main argument of those scholars is that the Dok-do and its territorial water
should have been expressly excluded from the joint fishing zone in the East Sea: In response to their argument,
the Korean Government explained that the ratione loci of the fisheries agreement is exclusive economic zones
ofKorea and Japan as Article 1 provides and thus it has nothing to do with territory or its territorial waters.
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Ecrehos case. If a provisional fisheries agreement can affect territorial issues against the
clear intentions of the Parties notwithstanding all the safeguards, then no country in the world
would venture to conclude a provisional fisheries agreement fearing that the provisional
agreement would affect its position on the delimitation of EEZ boundaries, even when there
is no territorial dispute.
Now let us turn to the common aspects of the two joint fishing zones. The fundamental
common aspect is that the flag-State jurisdiction is applied in the two joint fishing zones. It is
provided in identical terms that: "Each Contracting party shall not apply its relevant laws and
regulations on fisheries to the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party in
the zone".40 And even if there is a conservation measure adopted by a decision by the
Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee, it is up to each Party to take any necessary measures upon
its nationals and fishing vessels.41 However, an indirect form of co-operation in enforcement
can be made in these joint fishing zones if there is a measure adopted by the Committee or a
measure adopted by each State in accordance with recommendations by the Committee: in
the case where a Party finds a fishing vessel of the other Party engaged in fishing in violation
of such a measure, the Party notifies the violation to the other Party, and then the other Party
should take necessary measures with regard to the violation by its fishing vessels and report
back to the Party of the measures it has taken.42 However, such indirect co-operation has not
happened thus far because the Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee has not yet made any
recommendation or decision. The reasons why the Committee has not made any
recommendation with regard to the conservation and management of the living resources in
the joint fishing zone in the East Sea is that Korea has been reluctant to agree on any measure
in the face of a domestic criticism that the status of Dok-do is impaired because of the
40
Paragraph 2 (a) and Paragraph 3 (a) of Annex I of the Agreement.
41
Paragraph 3 (b) of Annex I of the Agreement.
42
Paragraph 2 (e) and Paragraph 3 (e) ofAnnex I of the Agreement. Note here that the Party who finds a fishing
vessel of the other Party engaged in fishing in such violation may not draw attention of the fishing vessel to the
fact of such violation. Japan proposed in the negotiations a provision which would enable the enforcement
authorities ofa Party draw attention ofthe other Party's fishing vessels to their violation of fishing regulation in
the joint fishing zone in the East Sea if they are found engaged in such fishing activities, but Korea refused. This
restriction in calling to attention fishing vessels of the other Party to the in the sea is the only one but the most
important difference from the indirect form of co-operation provided in the China-Japan Fisheries agreement
and the China-Korea fisheries agreement as we will see later.
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establishment of the joint fishing zone in the East Sea.43 And it appears that there has been no
serious discussion on the conservation and management of the joint fishing zone in the East
China Sea.44
It seems appropriate to discuss further the issue of the conservation and management of
the living resources in the joint fishing zone in the East Sea because this issue has been the
most controversial issue in the discussion of the Korea-Japan joint fisheries committee. In the
zone in the East Sea, the main species caught are squids, Spanish mackerel and large crab.45
Korean fishermen increased catch in the joint fishing zone in the East Sea after the
Korea-Japan fisheries agreement came into effect because their catch in the waters which
was part of the high seas and turned into Japan's EEZ fisheries zone decreased
significantly.46 Against this backdrop, Japan asked Korea that the joint committee should
adopt a number of conservation measures and some form of enforcement co-operation with
regard to the joint fishing zone in the East Sea. However, Korea refused to adopt any
conservation measure, even placing ceiling on the number of fishing vessels per mode in the
zone, which is illustrated as an example of a conservation measure in the fisheries
agreement.47 In the negotiations in 1999 between Korea and Japan for the fishing quotas and
fishing conditions in each other's EEZ in 2000, Japan argued that unless the effective
conservation measure is agreed with regard to the middle zone in the East Sea, then the
negotiations on fishing quotas in the EEZ cannot be made. But surprisingly Korea responded
to Japan saying that it would not agree to adopt any conservation measure through
recommendation of the joint committee with regard to the East Sea joint fishing zone,
43
Pusanilbo ( a Newspaper published in Korean), 21 September 1999.
44 Records of the first, second and third meetings of the Committee (in Korean, unpublished).
45
According to a statistics by the Korea's National Fisheries Promotion Institute in 1998, about 700 Korean
fishing vessels fish in the joint fishing zone in the East Sea, catching 55,000 tonnes of fish every year.
46
In 1999, Korean fishermen were allowed to catch 149,218 tonnes of fish in the Japanese EEZ. However, et
the end of the 1999, it was turned out that they fished only 24,358 tonnes in the Japanese EEZ; in 2000, Korea
was allowed to catch 130,197 tonnes in Japan's EEZ, but caught only 31,422 tonnes; in 2001, Korea was
allowed to catch 109,773 tonnes. Japanese fishermen have been in a similar situation, with their catch having
fallen far short of their fishing quota in the Korea's EEZ; Japanese fishermen was allowed to fish 93,773 in
Korea's EEZ in 2000 and in 2001: The Korea Herald, 23 December 2000; Ministry ofMaritime Affairs and
Fisheries ofKorea, "Agreement on Fishing Quotas between Korea and Japan for 2001 "(written in Korean), at
www.momaf.go. kr.
47
Paragraph 2(b) of Annex I to the Agreement.
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because it might affect its territorial ownership over Dok-Do, even if it gave up its fishing
quota in Japan's EEZ. In this dramatic confrontation, both countries agreed in 1999 that each
Party should implement its own conservation measures under the principle of flag-state
jurisdiction in the joint fishing zones and that autonomous fishing regulations of
non-governmental nature may be agreed and implemented through the consultation between
their fishermen's organisations.48 It is not reasonably expected that Korea would agree to
adopt any conservation measure in the joint committee with regard to joint fishing zone in the
East Sea because of its unyielding position on this issue influenced by the public worries
about the possible implications of conservation measure on Dok-do.49
In this regard, a question arise in this author's mind as to whether Japan is really interested
in proper management of the marine living resources in the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in
the East Sea. Because notwithstanding Japan's strong demands for the adoption of
conservation measures through the joint committee, Japan agreed with China that it would
allow Chinese fishermen to fish up to 7,000 tons of squid annually in the middle of the
Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in the East Sea without consultation with Korea.50 Also note
that Japan has never asked to adopt a conservation measure in the Korea-Japan fishing zone
in the East China Sea. Now a further question can arise: Is it Japan's hidden intention, as the
Korean public worries, to take some advantage in territorial issues over Dok-do from the
fisheries agreement? The answer is unknown to this author. But one thing is very clear that
the provisional fisheries agreement cannot affect territorial questions at all as we have
discussed fully thus far.
48
Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of Korea and Korea Maritime Institute, A Study on the Legal
Status, and Management of the Intermediate Zones of the Fisheries Agreements between Korea, Japan and
China, (written in Korean for internal use), June 2000, p.8-9.
49 In the agreement between Korea and Japan on fishing quotas for 2001, no recommendation was adopted with
regard to the conservation and management of fisheries resources in the East Sea joint fishing zone; see
Ministry ofMaritime Affairs and Fisheries ofKorea, "Agreement on Fishing Quotas between Korea and Japan
for 2001"(written in Korean), at www.momafgo.kr.
50 A letter dated 11 November 1997 was sent to the Chinese ambassador in Tokyo by the Japanese Foreign
Minister to show that the Japanese Government take note ofthe Chinese request to allow the Chinese fishermen
to fish squid in the East Sea and the Pacific Ocean without paying fee to Japan for 5 years after the entry into
force of the Sino-Japanese fisheries agreement. In 18 May 2000, the Japanese Government agreed to allow the
Chinese fishermen to fish squid up to 7,000 in the middle of the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in East Sea
except the Yamatotai area. The letter is reproduced in the Appendix to this thesis.
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1.2.4. The Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement and the Fishing Order in the East China
Sea
As the "Provisional Measure Zone" between Japan and China overlaps with the Korean
version of the joint fishing zone in the East China Sea, there arises a need to address this
problem in the negotiations between Korea and Japan. Because if this problem were not to be
solved in one way or another, then jurisdictional conflicts could occur in the East China Sea.
Suppose that a Korean fishing vessel is engaged in the overlapped zone on the presumption
that it is only subject to the jurisdiction of the Korean authorities in the overlapped zone as it
is part of the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in accordance with the provisions of the
Korea-Japan fisheries agreement. Suppose also that a military ship or coast guard ship of
China or Japan finds the Korean vessel engaged in fishing in the zone and tries to enforce its
fisheries laws on the Korean vessel. In this situation, a jurisdictional conflict could take place
when a ship from the Korean Maritime Police Agency comes along and argues that it has the
sole jurisdiction over the Korean fishing vessel under the principle of the flag state
jurisdiction provided in the Korea-Japan fisheries agreement. To avoid such jurisdictional
conflicts, Korea and Japan tried to address the problem by signing an Agreed Minutes.51 In
the Agreed Minutes, the Korean Government expressed its "intention to co-operate with the
Government of Japan in order not to damage fisheries relations established by Japan and a
third country in a certain area of the East China Sea (emphasis added)".52 In this passage the
• 53third State seems to imply China because China is the only country relevant in this context.
However, it is not clear from its ordinary meaning what the term "a certain area of the East
China Sea" indicates. However, in the light of the fact that the Agreed Minutes was intended
to deal mainly with the problem of overlap between the Korean version of Korea-Japanese
joint fishing zone in the East China Sea and the Sino-Japanese provisional measure zone, it
51 The Agreed Minute was signed on 28 November 1998. The Agreed Minute is reproduced in the Appendix to
this thesis.
52
Paragraph 2 of the Agreed Minute.
53
Hai-ung Jung, "EEZ Regime and Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement"(written in Korean), 6 Seoul
International Law Study (1999), reproduced at www.mofat.go.kr/main/top.html.
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can be reasonably assumed that the term "a certain area" indicates the part of the Korean
version of the Korea-Japanese joint fishing zone which is located within the Sino-Japanese
provisional measure zone.54
Map 47: Korea-Japan Joint Fishing Zone in the East China Sea
54
However, a Japanese official in the Treaties Bureau of the Japanese Foreign Ministry told this author that in
his view the "a certain area" indicates the area corresponding to the Japanese version of the Korea-Japanese
joint fishing zone in the East China Sea. His explanation has a point in the light ofthe fact that Japan and China
agreed in their Agreed Minutes signed in November 1997 along with the New Sino-Japanese Agreement, to try
to respect current fishing activities in an area north of the Sino-Japanese provisional measure zone and thus
Japan need to get an understanding from Korea in this regard. But there was no such understanding between
Korea and Japan in drafting the Agreed Minutes. The understanding was that both Korea and Japan needed to





Korean Version of the
Southern Limit of the
Korea-Japan Joint Fishing Zone
Korea-Japan
Joint Fishing Zone in
East China Sea
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Thus interpreted, Korea's intention in the Agreed Minutes can be seen as a compromise
from its position with regard to the location of the southern limits line of the Korea-Japanese
joint fishing zone and also to its challenge to the legality of the northern limit line of the
Sino-Japanese provisional measure zone.55 Therefore, immediately after this undertaking is
made it is provided that: "However, this shall not be deemed to prejudice the position of the
Republic of Korea on the fisheries agreement concluded by Japan with such a third
country".56
In the same document, the Japanese Government also made an important quid pro quo
non-binding undertaking, saying that it has "an intention to co-operate with the Government
of such a third country in order to render possible certain fishing activities by nationals and
fishing vessels of the Republic ofKorea in the other certain area ofthe East China Sea under
the fisheries relations established by Japan and the third country (emphasis added)".57 As the
Agreed Minutes does not show where "the other certain area" in the East China Sea is located,
there arises the need to figure out where "the other certain area" is placed. Firstly, it is clear
that "the other certain area" is an area that does not belong to "a certain area" where Korea is
willing to co-operate with Japan in order not to damage fisheries relations between Japan and
China. Thus, the part of the Korean version of the Korea-Japanese joint fishing zone that is
located in the Sino-Japanese provisional measure zone is excluded from consideration.
Second, it should be noted that the Japan's undertaking is related to co-operation with a third
State (China) for allowing the fishing activities by Korean fishermen. Thus it can be assumed
that the other certain area is an area where both China and Japan have some rights over
fisheries and where Japan cannot exercise the rights alone.58 Therefore it can be assumed that
"the other certain area" is the area of the Sino-Japanese provisional measure zone except "a
fishing zone in the East China Sea.
55 The position of the Korean Government is that the northern limit line of the Sino-Japanese provisional
measure zone is not valid under international law because the line is chosen by Japan and China without
consultation with Korea which is also a coastal State and has EEZ entitlement. We will discuss this issue when
we discuss the fisheries agreement between Japan and China.
56 Second sentence of Paragraph 2 of the Agreed Minutes.
57
Paragraph 3 of the Agreed Minutes.
58
Hai-ung Jung, Op. Cit., reproduced at www.mofat.go.kr/main/top.html
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certain area".59
Korea and Japan jointly expressed in the Agreed Minutes their intention "to negotiate
specific ways for maintenance of good fisheries order in the East China Sea" through the
three separate joint fisheries committees between Korea, Japan and China. Now therefore,
the role of the three joint fisheries committees between Korea, China and Japan is expected
for maintaining a good fishing order in the East China Sea where the three coastal States
made overlapping claims of EEZ.
2. Provisional Fisheries Regime between Korea and China
2.1. Background
As there were no diplomatic relations between the Republic of Korea and People's
Republic of China during the Cold War, talks for a fisheries agreement between Korea and
China at government level were not possible until 1992 when the two countries established
diplomatic relations.60 However, from time to time incidents of arrest of Korean fishing
vessels by the Chinese authorities occurred in the area within the East China Motor Trawl
Prohibition Line (the so-called Mao Tse-teung line) as claimed by China in the early 1950s,
the Korean Government had to advise the Korean fishing vessels not to approach the Mao
Tse-teung line for the sake of safety of the Korean fishing vessels.61 Thus, in 1975 the
Korean Government drew a fishing operation restriction line along and off the Mao
59
Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of Korea and Korea Maritime Institute, A Study on the Legal
Status, and Management of the Intermediate Zones of the Fisheries Agreements between Korea, Japan and
China, (written in Korean for internal use), June 2000, pp.95-97: However, a Japanese official in the Treaties
Bureau of the Foreign Ministry told this author that in his view "the other certain area" indicates the whole of
the Korea-Japanese joint fishing zone.
60 The Republic of Korea had diplomatic relations with the Republic of China (Taiwan) until 1992. In the
Korean War between 1950-1953, the People's Republic of China's volunteer military troops participated in the
war to assist North Korea. After the cold war, the Republic ofKorea established diplomatic relations with the
People's Republic of China cutting off the diplomatic relations with the Republic of China. Since 1992, China
has maintained diplomatic relations both with the Republic ofKorea and the People's Republic ofKorea (North
Korea).
61 The East China Motor Trawl Prohibition Line was drawn on 16 December 1950 by the Fisheries
Management Bureau of the East China Military Administration Committee. The line is 30 - 70 miles from the
Chinese shore; see Choon-ho Park, "Fishing under Troubled Waters: The North East Asia Fisheries
Controversy", 2 O.D.I.L. (1974), pp.114-115.
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Tse-teung line for keeping Korean fishing vessels form approaching the line62.
Since the mid-1980s, as the fishing activities by the Chinese fishing vessels became very
active and thus disputes at sea between the fishing vessels of Korea and China frequently
arose, the fishermen's organisations of the two countries concluded an "agreement for
dealing with disputes between their fishing vessels at sea" in 1989.63
The two Governments began to negotiate for a fisheries agreement in 1993 a year after
they established diplomatic relations. In the early stages of the negotiations, China argued
that all the area between the outer limits of the territorial waters of the two countries should
be a joint fishing zone until final delimitation ofEEZ boundaries were drawn, whereas Korea
argued that EEZ fisheries regimes should be applied in an area as large as possible and a joint
fishing zone should be as small as possible.64 While the negotiations between Korea and
China made little progress and massive fishing activities were conducted by the Chinese
fishermen off the Korean coasts, a difficult question arose within the Korean Government as
to whether the Korean Government should enforce its EEZ Law of 1996 and its EEZ
Fisheries Law of 1997 against the Chinese fishermen applying a hypothetical line as a
fisheries boundary.65 The issues involved in this question are (i) whether a unilateral line can
be justified in international law, (ii) whether the enforcement activities by one coastal State
can be justified under international law when the negotiations for a fisheries agreement is
under way with its neighbouring States, and (iii) whether a coastal State can drive out
Rules on Safety of Vessel Operation, announced in 1968 amended thereafter several times.
63 Since the late 1990s, the number of Chinese fishing vessels found fishing in the territorial waters of Korea
increased rapidly. The number was 249 vessels in 1991, but it was 472 in 1995. According to statistics by the
Korean Ministry ofMaritime Affairs and Fisheries, the number ofChinese fishing vessels seized by the Agency
on charge of illegal fishing in the territorial waters ofKorea are 15 in 1992; 17 in 1993; 17 in 1994:45 in 1995:
45 m 1996: 39 in 1997; 31 in 1998; 60 in 1999; and 24 in 2000.
64 Korea also proposed that two countries adopt a vertical line, as a fisheries boundary, which equally divides
the Yellow Sea in size if the delimitation take some time: Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea and
The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, Exposition on Korea-China Fisheries Agreement (written in
Korean, unpublished), April 1999, pp.8-9: The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, "Exposition
Material on Korea-China Fisheries Agreement (written in Korean)", February 2001, at www.momaf.go.kr. p.6.
65 hi the negotiations Korea emphasised that it is was going to enforce its EEZ fisheries law against China if a
fisheries agreement was not concluded in a near future. In fact various plans for such enforcement were
examined by the Korean Government. Note, however, that such a question did not arise with regard to the
fisheries relations between Korea and Japan because the fisheries relations between Korea and Japan were
regulated by the Fisheries Agreement of 1965, which guaranteed freedom of fishing in the areas beyond 12
miles from the coasts.
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completely foreigners' fishing activities without any reasonable ground based on a total
allowable catch(TAC) system.66 After serious consideration, Korea decided not to apply its
EEZ fisheries regime against the Chinese fishermen and thus provided for a clause for an
exception ofapplication of its EEZ Fisheries law to the Chinese fishermen in its Enforcement
Decree of 1997 for the EEZ Fisheries Law.67
In September 1997 after four years since the first round of talks, Korea and China agreed
in principle to establish joint fishing zones in the middle of the Yellow Sea.68 From
December 1997, various proposals on how to shape a joint fishing zone in the Yellow Sea
were exchanged between the two countries.69 As Korea wished to set up a joint fishing zone
of a narrow width whereas China wanted a joint fishing zone of a wide width, it was difficult
for the two countries to agree on the shape of the joint fishing zone. In this situation, the idea
of "transitional zones" was introduced to settle the dilemma in the negotiations on the shape
of the joint fishing zone in September 1998. The concept is as follows: there is to be
established two transitional zones, one is situated between the joint fishing zone and Korea's
zone which is regarded as Korea's EEZ for the purpose of application of the fisheries
agreement and the other transitional zone is situated between the joint fishing zone and
China's zone, and fishermen from both Korea and China can fish in the transitional zones
until the fourth year after the entry of the fisheries agreement, and then the transitional zones
turn into part of the zones where each State can exercise its sovereign rights on fisheries for
the purpose of the fisheries agreement.70 After settling the different views on the shape of the
56
Korea enacted a regulation on TAC Management in April 1998 after revising Fisheries Law in 1995 and the
Presidential Decree on Preservation of Fisheries Resources in 1996 for introduction ofTAC in its EEZ and then
implemented a trial TAC on a limited species between 1999-2000 and planed to embark upon a real TAC in
2001: see Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of Korea, Basic Management Plan of TAC System and
Implementation Plan in 2001 (written in Korean), at www.momaf.go.kr.
67 As the Enforcement Decree promulgated on 6 August 1997 provided for an exception of application of its
EEZ Fisheries Law against the Chinese fishermen for one year, the exception expired on 5 August 1998, when
Korea and China still negotiated for a fisheries agreement. However, thereafter a tacit mutual understanding
reached between Korea and China to reserve the application of their EEZ fisheries regime against each other's
fishermen until the entry into force on the fisheries agreement.
68
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea and The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries,
Exposition on Korea-China Fisheries Agreement (written in Korean, unpublished), April 1999, pp.7-9.
69
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea and The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries,
Exposition on Korea-China Fisheries Agreement (written in Korean, unpublished), April 1999, pp.8-9.
70 Article of the Fisheries Agreement between Korea and China. The Text of the Fisheries Agreement is
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joint fishing zone and transitional zones, the two countries were able to initial the fisheries
agreement in November 1998.71 However, it took another two years since the initialling for
the two Governments to finally sign the fisheries agreement because there arose different
views on the interpretation of the provisions of the initialled text of the fisheries agreement
on the fishing orders in the waters off the Yangste river as we will see later. The Parties
agreed to bring the fisheries agreement into force on 30 June 2001.72
2.2. Main Features of the Fisheries Agreement between Korea and China
2.2.1. Basic Structure
The Fisheries Agreement between Korea and China shares some of the fundamental
aspects with the Fisheries Agreement between Korea and Japan: it is a fisheries agreement
based upon the EEZ fisheries regime of the LOS Convention and it is a provisional fisheries
agreement pending the ultimate delimitation of EEZ boundaries. As it is a fisheries
agreement based upon the EEZ regime of Korea and China, Article 1 of the Agreement
makes it clear that the Agreement applies to Korea's EEZ and China's EEZ. And then Article
2 of the Agreement provided that: "Each Contracting Party shall permit, in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement and its relevant laws and regulations, the fishing activities
by the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Party in its exclusive economic zone".73 And
then detailed provisions on mutual fishing access follow in Articles 2 to 5 of the
Agreement.74
However, as there is no EEZ boundary drawn between Korea and China, joints fishing
zones were established under two different nomenclatures: one is the so-called "Provisional
reproduced in English in the Appendix to this thesis.
71 The Korea Herald, 12 November 1999.
7~ Korean Ministry ofMaritime Affairs and Fisheries, Press Release, 5 April 2001, available at www. momaf.
go.kr.
73
Paragraph 1 ofArticle 2 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
74
It is estimated that the annual fishing quotas for the Korean fishermen in the China's EEZ will be 60,000
tonnes, and the Korean Government is trying to set the fishing quota for the Chinese fishermen in Korea's EEZ
within 120,000 whereas China argued that its traditional annual fishing catch, 400,000 tonnes should be
respected in setting its quotas: Source Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, "Situations of the
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Measure Zone" which is in the middle of the Yellow Sea and the other is the so-called
"Transitional Zones", one ofwhich is situated nearby Korea's coast and the other ofwhich is
situated nearby Chinese coast.75 We will discuss in detail the characteristics of the joint
fishing zones at a later stage.
As the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement is a provisional arrangement of a practical
nature envisaged in Paragraph 3 of Article 74 of the LOS Convention, it shall be without
prejudice to the final delimitation. For the sake of a double safeguard, the "without-prejudice
clause" is adopted in the Fisheries Agreement, providing that: "No provision in this
Agreement shall be interpreted in such a way as to prejudice the position of either
Contracting Party on issues in the law of the sea".76
A Korean-Chinese Joint Fisheries Committee is to be established in order to facilitate the
implementation of the Agreement.77 The Committee has the power to decide matters
regarding the conservation and management measures in the Provisional Measure Zone and
Transitional Zones, and it can recommend to the Government of each Contracting Party
measures relating to fishing access to EEZ such as the species of fish allowed to be caught,
fishing quotas, and fishing operation conditions.78 The Committee needs consent between
the representatives of both Parties in order to make any decision or recommendation.79 The
Governments of Korea and China should respect recommendations made by the Committee
and should take necessary measures following a decision when there is a decision by the
Committee.80
It is notable that the agreement does not contain provisions on dispute settlement, because
Korea-China Fisheries Negotiations and Plans (written in Korean), March 2001, at www.momaf.go.kr. pp.5-7.
75 Articles 7 and 8 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
76 Article 14 of the Korean-Chinese Agreement. A question arises here why the agreement adopted the term
"issues in the law of the sea" rather than the term "issues in the law of the sea other than fisheries". Because
obviously the fisheries agreement can have an effect of modifying the rights and obligations of the LOS
Convention as between the Parties with regard to fisheries matters between the two Parties, and thus the
agreement affect each Party's position on the issues of fisheries though it is a provisional arrangement: Note
that the fisheries agreement between China and Japan also adopts the same language in its without-prejudice
clause.
77
Paragraph 1 ofArticle 13 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
78
Paragraph 2 of Article 13 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
79
Paragraph 3 ofArticle 13 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
80
Paragraph 4 ofArticle 13 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
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China did not want to have them in the Agreement.81 China's position might have been
derived from its wishful thinking that a dispute should not arise, and a dispute, if it did arise
by any chance, should be resolved amicably through diplomatic negotiations. However, due
to the very fact that there is no provision on the dispute settlement procedure in the Fisheries
Agreement, a Party can take a fisheries dispute, if it arises, to the dispute settlement
procedure under the LOS Convention without restrictions which would have been imposed
otherwise by the fisheries agreement, when the dispute relates to the interpretation and
implementation of the LOS Convention as well as to the Fisheries Agreement.82 It is to be
recalled that Japan successfully challenged the jurisdiction of arbitration tribunal constituted
under the LOS Convention relying on the dispute settlement procedure in the
CCSBT(Convention for Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna) in a dispute regarding its
• • 83
unilateral experimental fishing of Southern Bluefin Tuna with Australia and New Zealand.
The Agreement is to be effective initially for five years and can be terminated by one-year
prior notice.84
2.2.2. Provisional Measure Zone and Transitional Zones
The shape of the Provisional Measure Zone is not a modified form of overlapping claims
of EEZ by both Parties. In negotiating the shape of the Provisional Measure Zone,
negotiators of both Parties bore in mind a hypothetical line which equally divides the Yellow
Sea in size in order to check whether the shaping of the Provisional Measure Zone and the
zones where each State exercises its sovereign rights on fisheries vis-a-vis the nationals of
the other State are equitable.85 Note also that the sizes of the two Transitional Zones are
81
In the negotiations China proposed not to have a dispute settlement clause in the Fisheries Agreement saying
that the Sino-Japanese Fisheries Agreement signed in November 1997 also do not have provisions on dispute
settlement procedure: Ministry ofForeign Affairs and Trade ofKorea, "Record ofNegotiations on Sino-Korean
Fisheries Talks" (recorded in Korean for internal use, unpublished), 1998.
82 See Paragraph 1 of Article 281 of the LOS Convention.
83 Southern Bluefin Tuna arbitration (Australia and New Zealand v. Japan), Award on Jurisdiction and
Admissibility, 4 August 2000, para.39.
84 Article 16 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.




Map 48: Korea-China Fisheries Agreement of 2000
86 Transitional Zone in the Korean side is 28.716 sq. km and the Transitional Zone in the Chinese side is 26,192
sq. km; calculated by using a delimitation software Delma.
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In the Provisional Measure Zone the fishing vessels are only subject to the enforcement
jurisdiction of the State ofwhich flag the vessels are flying.87 In the Transitional Zones, as in
the Provisional Measure Zone, enforcement authorities of one Party cannot exercise its
enforcement jurisdiction against the fishing vessels of the other Party.88 But note that joint
monitoring and surveillance measures can take place in Transitional Zones89 However, even
if the joint monitoring and surveillance is applied, a law enforcement officer of one Party
would not be able to take an initiative role for its own enforcement purpose when he/she is
onboard a fishing vessel of the other Party with an officer of the other Party because the
Agreement clearly provided that "each Contracting Party may not apply management or
other measures to nationals and fishing vessels of the other Party" in the joint fishing zones,90
and there is no provision which alludes to this strict application of flag-state jurisdiction
being relaxed in a case ofjoint monitoring and surveillance.
However, an indirect form of co-operation in enforcement is possible in addition to the
joint monitoring and surveillance scheme: in the case where one Party finds a fishing vessel
of the other Party engaged in fishing in violation of decisions by the Korea-Chinese Joint
Fisheries Committee in either Provisional Measure Zones or Transitional Zones, then the
former Party can draw attention of the fishing vessel to the violation at sea, and notify the fact
to the latter Party together with relevant circumstances, and the latter Party should take
necessary measure with regard to the vessel in question and report back to the former Party
about the measures it has taken.91
Although the Transitional Zones are a sort of joint fishing zone like the Provisional
Measure Zone, the former zones have their own distinctive characteristics with respect to
conservation and management of the fisheries in comparison with that of the latter zone:
firstly, each coastal State is expected to take necessary measures to implement EEZ fisheries
regimes step by step in the Transitional Zones situated in its side; secondly, each Party should
87
Paragraph 2 and 3 ofArticle 7 the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
88
Paragraph 3 of Article 8 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
89
Paragraph 3 of Article 8 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
90
Paragraph 3 ofArticle 7 and Paragraph 2 of Article 8 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
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notify the list of its nationals and its fishing vessels fishing in the Transitional Zone situated
in the other Party's side; thirdly, each State should exert efforts to reduce the degree of
fishing activities of its nationals and its fishing vessels in the Transitional Zone in the other
Party's side; and lastly, the two Transitional Zones, as mentioned earlier, will become
respectively parts of the area where each Party can respectively exercise its EEZ rights on
fisheries for the purpose of implementation of the Fisheries Agreement after four years from
the Agreement going into effect.92
Having thus examined the relevant provisions of the joint fishing zones between Korea
and China, a question arises with regard to the first point mentioned above as to which
measures a coastal State can take to implement step by step the EEZ fisheries regime in a
Transitional Zone situated off its coast under the circumstances where the Joint Fisheries
Committee has the power to decide conservation and management measures with regard to
the Transitional Zones.93 It appears that under these provisions, the step-by-step measures
that the coastal State can take in the Transitional Zone in its side should come from the
decisions of the Joint Fisheries Committee and there is virtually nothing which the coastal
State can do by itself for the step-by-step implementation of EEZ fisheries regime in the
Transitional Zone in its side, except some sort of scientific research on marine living
resources in the zone.
2.2.3. Zones Where Current Fishing Patterns are to be Maintained (Current Fishing
Pattern Zone)
Besides the EEZ Fisheries Regime Zones, Provisional Measure Zone and Transitional
Zones, there are areas where the current fishing patterns will be maintained. It appears that
the term 'current fishing pattern' was intended to indicate 'free fishing activities' which the
nationals and fishing vessels of the Parties have enjoyed thus far in the most parts of the Sea
between them.94 In the Current Fishing Patterns Zone, the two Parties are not to apply their
91
Paragraph 3 of Article 8 of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
92
Paragraph 2, 3 and 5 ofArticle 8 of the Korean-Chinese Agreement.
93
Paragraph 2 of Article 7 and Paragraph 3 of Article 8 of the Korea-Chinese Agreement.
94 The term "current fishing pattern" might seem inappropriate for a term to indicate "free fishing" because both
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laws and regulations on fisheries against nationals and fishing vessels of the other State,
unless agreed otherwise between the two Parties.95
Where are the areas where free fishing activities can take place in the Yellow Sea and in
the East China Sea? According to the complicated language of Article 9 of the Agreement,
the Current Fishing Pattern Zones are "'certain areas" one ofwhich is situated to the north of
the Provisional Measure Zone and the other of which is situated to the south of the
Provisional Measure Zone and Transitional Zones.96 In other words, fishermen ofKorea and
China can engage in free fishing activities in 'certain areas' situated to the north of the
Provisional Measure Zone and also in 'certain areas' situated to the south of the Provisional
Measure Zone and the Transitional Zones, unless there is a special agreement to the contrary.
As the term "certain" implies, not all the area situated to the north of the Provisional Measure
Zone and not all the areas to the south of the Provisional Measure Zone and Transitional
Zones would be the areas where the free-fishing activities are to be guaranteed. Notice that
the whole area of the East China Sea is situated to the south of the Provisional Measure Zone
and Transitional Zones.
In order to find out the "certain areas" where the current fishing patterns are to be
maintained, we need to firstly examine the Memorandum ofUnderstanding which shows that
there are zones where the free fishing patterns are not to be maintained, although these zones
are situated to the north of the Provisional Measure Zone or to the south of the Provisional
Measure Zone and the Transitional Zones. These zones are again expressed as certain areas:
one is situated in the Korean side to the north of the Provisional Measure Zone and the other
is situated in the Chinese side to the south of the Provisional Measure Zone and Transitional
Zones. In these areas, the two Parties shall 'respect the laws and regulations which the coastal
States are now enforcing and the two Parties should take necessary measures to ensure that
their respective nationals and fishing vessels observe such laws and regulations', as these
zones are not part of the areas where the current fishing patterns are to be maintained. In this
Korea and China already proclaimed their respective EEZ when they initialled the fishing agreement in 1998. It
appears that negotiators of both countries had begun to use the term "current fishing pattern" before both
countries proclaimed their respective EEZ.
95 Article 9 of the Agreement of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
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regard, there is no difference ofopinion between Korea an China over the point that the zone
where Korea can enforce its laws and regulations, in the Korean side of the north of the
Provisional Measure Zone, is Korea's Special Prohibition Zone. This is situated nearby the
Northern Limits Line between South Korea and North Korea and where foreign nationals and
fishing vessels are not permitted to fish at all. However, different views arose after they
initialled the text of the Fisheries Agreement and the Memorandum of Understanding with
regard to the location of the other zone where China can enforce its fisheries laws and
regulations on Korean fishermen, which is provided to be situated in the Chinese side to the
south of the Provisional Measure Zone and Transitional Zones. Korea argued that the zone is
a small box off the Chinese Yangtse river, ofwhich eastern limit is basically Mao Tse-teung
line. However, China revealed its intention to enforce its fisheries laws and regulations in a
wider area for tighter conservation than Korea thought.97
The reason was that China adopted a new conservation measure in March 1999, which is
larger in its geographical scope and is more prohibitive in conservation terms than the
previous measures in the waters off the Yangtse river: the new measure prohibits all the
• 98
fishing activities in the area except by Chinese local fishermen in the area.
It took one year and three months to settle this dispute regarding the new Chinese
conservation measure. In August 2000, the two Parties managed to settle their differences
through the following compromise formula: the fishing activities by the Korean fishermen
96 Article 9 of the Agreement of the Korean-Chinese Fisheries Agreement.
97 The area where the new conservation measure is to be applied is the area bounded by the lines connecting the
following points: Point at Lat. 34° N, Log. 122° 30', Point at Lat. 32° N, Log. 122° 30', Point at Lat. 32° N, Log.
124° and Point at Lat. 29° 30' N, Log. 124°.
98 As the Chinese Government adopted the new conservation measure after it had initialled the Agreement and
the Memorandum of Understanding, Korea argued that the new measure cannot be applicable to Korean
fishermen because the measure were not known the Agreement and Memorandum of Understanding were
initialled. However, it was difficult for Korea to base its argument on the law of treaties because the Chinese
new conservation measure was adopted when the Agreement and the Memorandum ofUnderstanding were not
yet formally signed and initialling would not have any legal effect for preventing China from adopting a new
conservation measure. It appears the new conservation measure by China in the waters off the Yangtse river
was adopted under its new fisheries policy adopted in 1999 which aims at 0 % growth of catch in the marine
capture fisheries sector for the purpose of sustainable development of fisheries, and thus it would be
inappropriate to say that the new conservation measure adopted by China after it initialled the Agreement was to
cheat Korea. For the new fisheries policy of China, see Ministry of Agriculture of China, Fisheries Bureau,
Analysis ofFisheries Economics ofChina in 1999 and Plansfor Fisheries Policy in 2000 (written in Chinese),
Policy Paper 28 January 2000. at www.agri.gov.cn/news/2000/yuyezhln/jibenqk.htm
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are to be allowed in the area where China has adopted the above-mentioned new
conservation measure under the gradual phase-out scheme within 2 years after the entry into
force of the Fisheries Agreement on the condition that the Korean fishermen can be allowed
to fish again in the area if the fisheries stocks in the area improved in the future."
However, even after Korea and China have settled this problem, they had to have further
negotiations to settle the different views on how far south the southern limits of the Current
Fishing Pattern Zones go down.100 In the negotiations, Korea argued that the southern limits
line of Current Fishing Patterns Zone between Korea and China should be drawn at Lat. 29°
43' N. where the 200-mile line reaches from Korea's southernmost island of Mara-do. Note
that the parallel of Lat. 29° 43' N. is far south of the parallel of Lat. 30° 40' N. at which the
northern limits line of the Sino-Japanese Provisional Measure Zone is drawn. Thus, in the
argument, Korea challenged the legality of the northern limits line of the Provisional
Measure Zone between Japan and China stressing that the Sino-Japanese line was drawn
without the consultation with Korea whereas Korea's EEZ claims go further south beyond
the line. Korea and China at last agreed to set the southern limits of the Current Fishing
Pattern Zone between Korea and China at Lat. 29° 40' N. under the condition that Korean
fishermen should observe seasonal fishing restrictions in the areas, which Chinese fishermen
are observing.101
3. Provisional Fisheries Regime between China and Japan
3.1. Background
In the early 1950s China established the so-called "Mao Tse-teung line" and began to
99
Ministry ofMaritime Affairs and Fisheries, "Situations of the Korea-China Fisheries Negotiations and Plans
(written in Korean), March 2001, at www.momaf.go.kr. p.3.
100
No such differences arose between Korea and China with regard to the area situated in the north of the
Provisional Measure Zone once they reached the understanding that Chinese fishermen are not allowed to fish
in the Korea's Special Prohibition Zone, because the fishing activities by Korean fishermen are not active in
elsewhere other than the Special Prohibition Zone in the area to the north of the Provisional Measure Zone and
the fishing activities by Chinese fishermen in the area are not matters of concern to Korea.
101 Korean Ministry ofMaritime Affairs and Fisheries, "Situations of the Korea-China Fisheries Negotiations
and Plans(written in Korean), March 2001 and Press Release of 5 April 2001, available at www.momaf.go.kr.
p.6. According to the seasonal restriction, trawl and purse seine vessels are not allowed to fish in the area
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enforce the line against the Japanese fishermen.102 As Japanese fishermen were much more
active with their advanced technology than the Chinese fishermen in the 1950s until the
mid-1980s in the waters in North East Asia, Japan wished to conclude a fisheries agreement
in order to have more and safer access to the resources in the waters off the Chinese coasts.103
However, as there were no diplomatic relations between the Peoples' Republic ofChina and
Japan until 1972, Japan-China Fisheries Council in the Japanese side negotiated with the
Chinese counterpart, China Fisheries Council, for a fisheries agreement of a
non-governmental nature. The two Councils succeeded in concluding a fisheries agreement
in 1955. But in the agreement, Japan did not succeed in repudiating any ofthe Chinese claims
such as the Mao Tse-teung line, fishing restriction zones in the East China and Yellow seas,
and several military zones, but instead Japan had to acknowledge these Chinese claims.104
However, Japan did not lose in the negotiations completely. Japan was successful in
safeguarding Japanese fishing vessels from the seizure by the Chinese authorities in the
waters beyond the territorial sea of China through provisions on flag-state jurisdiction in the
agreement.105 From 1955 onwards, the agreement of 1955 has been a solid basis for the
fisheries relations between China and Japan, although the agreement has revised several
times thereafter and sometimes there were times when there was no valid agreement between
China and Japan.106 Even in 1975 when the two Governments concluded a fisheries
between 16 June and 19 September.
102 The number of the Japanese fishing vessels seized by the Chinese authorities between 1950-1954 was 154
and the number of Japanese crew seized was 1909: Z. Ohira and T. Kuwahara, "Fisheries Problems between
Japan and People's Republic of China", 3 Japanese Annual ofInternational Law (1959),p.109.
103 Masahiro Miyoshi, "New Japan-China Fisheries Agreement" 41 Japanese Annual of International
Law{ 1998), pp.31-33; Hee Kwon Park, The Law ofthe Sea andNorth East Asia: A Challengefor Co-operation,
Kluwer Law International Law(2000), p.51.
104 Masahiro Miyoshi, Ibid.p.31.
105 Article 3 of the fisheries agreement of 1955.
106 The fisheries agreement of 1955 was concluded for a period of one year, and it was renewed in 1956 and in
1957. In 1958 the Chinese side refused to renew the agreement asserting that Japanese fishing vessels did not
faithfully observe the fishing regulations by the agreement and thus there was no fisheries agreement from 1958
to 1962. But there were no substantial disputes between them in this period as Japanese fishing vessels followed
the fishing regulations provided for in the agreement of 1955. In 1963 Japan and China concluded a new
fisheries agreement of a non-governmental nature with some modification to the Mao Tse-teung Line, which
was valid for 2 years. In 1965 a third agreement ofa non-govemmental nature was renewed six times until 1975
when the Governments of China and Japan concluded a fisheries agreement, on the basis of the fisheries
agreements of non-governmental nature: see Choon-ho Park, "Fishing under Troubled Waters: The North East
Asia Controversy", 2 O.D.I.L. (1974), pp.116-118.
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agreement, there was no substantial change to the fisheries relations between the two
countries as the agreement of 1975 was predicated upon the basis of the agreement of 1955
and its subsequent revisions. Since the mid-1980s as the fishing activities by the Chinese
fishing vessels became much more active even in the waters off the Japanese coasts, the
fisheries dispute began to arise again yet in a different footing.107
In 1996 when the LOS Convention was brought into effect in respect of China and Japan,
the Japanese fishing industry voiced its strong wish for a new fisheries agreement with China
on the basis of the EEZ fisheries regime. In this situation, China and Japan began talks for a
new fisheries agreement in April 1996. After hard negotiations, China and Japan signed a
new fisheries agreement in November 1997, agreeing to shelve the delimitation issue and to
establish a joint fishing zone in the East China Sea, the so-called "Provisional Measure
Zone". However, it was not until February 2000 that China and Japan reached an agreement
on fishing quotas and fishing conditions in each other's EEZ, and on the fishing order in the
waters to the north of the Provisional Measure Zone. In February 2000, China and Japan also
108
agreed to bring their new fisheries agreement into force on 1 June 2000.
3.2. Main Features of the Sino-Japanese Fisheries Agreement of 1997
3.2.1. Basic Structure of the Agreement
The new fisheries agreement between China and Japan is a provisional fisheries
agreement for regulating fisheries relations between them on the basis of an EEZ fisheries
regime pending the ultimate delimitation of EEZ ultimate boundaries between China and
Japan. Thus the two Governments expressed 'their intentions to continue the consultations on
107 The fisheries production of China increased dramatically from 1980. It was 5.16 million tonnes in 1980,
14.30 millions tonnes in 1990, and 41.22 million tonnes in 1999; This dramatic increase is not only due to the
development of captured fisheries but also the development of aqua-culture fisheries: Source "Basic Situation
of the Chinese Fisheries Economy and System of the Fisheries Product Quality Control"(written in Chinese)
Fisheries Bureau of the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture, www.argi. gov. cn/nres/2000/yuyezhln/jibenqk. htm.
108 The two countries also agreed on the annual fishing quotas in each other's EEZ on 18 May 2001. Japanese
fishermen are allowed to fish up to 78,000 tonnes in the China's EEZ and Chines fishermen are allowed to fish
up to 70,000 tonnes in the Japan's EEZ: Press releases by Japanese Fisheries Agency (written in Japanese), 27
February 2000, and 18 May 2000.
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the delimitation of the exclusive economic zones and the continental shelves of both
countries', and 'to make efforts so that a mutually acceptable agreement be reached'.109 Both
Parties agreed that: "Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to prejudice the position of
either Contracting Party in regard to any question on the law of the sea".110 Also more
specifically, both Parties confirmed in the Agreed Minute that the Provisional Measure Zone
'should not be deemed to prejudice the position of either Contracting Party in regard to the
delimitation of the exclusive economic zones and the continental shelves'.111
Although the agreement is a provisional arrangement, it is based on the EEZ fisheries
regime. Article 1 of the agreement makes it clear on this point, providing that: "The area to
which this Agreement is applied shall consist of the exclusive economic zones of both Japan
and of the Peoples' Republic China". And Articles 2 to 5 of the agreement provides detailed
provisions on fishing access of fishing vessels of one Party to the EEZ of the other Party on
the mutual basis. Each Party shall permit nationals and fishing vessels of the other Party to
conduct fishing operations within its exclusive economic zone in accordance with the
agreement and its relevant laws and regulation (Article 2). Each Party may take necessary
measures, subject to international law, to ensure that nationals and fishing vessels of the other
Party engaged in fishing activities in its exclusive economic zone comply with the
conservation measures ofmarine living resources and other terms and conditions established
in its laws and regulations (Article 5).
Having setting out detailed provisions on fishing access to EEZ, the Agreement provides
for zones where fishing can be conducted by fishermen of both Parties without a need to get
fishing permits from each other, which we will discuss in detail later.
A Japan-China Joint Fisheries Committee is established for the purpose of achieving the
objectives of the Fisheries Agreement.112 The Committee has the power to recommend to the
Government of each Party on matters relating to fishing access to EEZ such as species
allowed to catch, fishing quotas, fishing operation conditions, and it can determine on the
109 First sentence of Paragraph 1 of the Agreed Minute. The Agreed Minute is reproduced together with
Fisheries Agreement in the appendix to this thesis.
110 Article 12 of the Fisheries Agreement of China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
111 Second sentence of Paragraph 1 of the Agreed Minutes.
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matters relating to the conservation and management measures in the Provisional Measure
Zone.113 All the recommendations and determinations by the Committee shall be reached
only through consent between the members of both Parties in the Committee.114 The
Governments of Japan and China should respect recommendations by the Committee and
should take necessary measures in accordance with the determinations115
The Agreement does not contain a provision on a dispute settlement mechanism like the
Fisheries Agreement between Korea and China, and thus the dispute settlement procedures
of the LOS Convention might be applied without restrictions which would have been
imposed otherwise by the agreement if a dispute arose relating to the interpretation and
implementation of the LOS Convention as well as to the Fisheries Agreement between
them.116 The Fisheries Agreement between China and Japan have been in force since 1 June
2000 for an initial period of five years and it can be terminated on and after the date of
expiration of the initial 5 years by six month prior written notice of one Party.117
3.2.2. Provisional Measure Zone
Japan and China established the Provisional Measure Zone in the East China Sea where
the EEZ claims of both countries overlap. The Provisional Measure Zone is situated between
the parallels of Lat. 27° N and Lat. 30° 40'. The western and eastern limits of the Provisional
Measure Zone are situated generally at the distance of 52 miles from the nearest coasts. Thus
in the area between the parallels of Lat. 27° N and Lat. 30° 40' in the East China Sea, China
and Japan can exercise their respective EEZ fisheries rights against each other up to broadly
52 miles from its respective coasts. Korea challenged the legality of the northern limit of the
Sino-Japanese Provisional Measure Zone arguing that Korea's EEZ claims reach far south
beyond the northern limit of the Sino-Japanese Provisional Zone and China and Japan did not
112
Paragraph 1 ofArticle 11 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
113
Paragraph 2 ofArticle 11 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
'14
Paragraph 3 ofArticle 11 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
115
Paragraph 4 ofArticle 11 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
116 Southern Bluefin Tuna Arbitration Case (Australia and New Zealand v. Japan), Award on Jurisdiction and
Admissibility, 4 August 2000, para.39.
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consult with Korea in setting the northern limit.118
China and Japan undertook to take proper conservation measures in the Provisional
Measure Zone in accordance the determinations by the China-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee in order to ensure that the maintenance of marine living resources is not
endangered by over-exploitation.119 The vessels of the Parties fishing in the Provisional
Measure Zone are subject only to the enforcement jurisdiction of the Party ofwhich flag they
fly. However, an indirect form of co-operation in enforcement can take place between the
two Parties: in the case where one Party finds a fishing vessel of the other Party engaged in
fishing in violation of conservation measures determined by the China-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee, then the former Party can draw the violation to the attention of the fishing vessel
and notify the fact to the latter Party together with relevant circumstances, and the latter Party
should take necessary measures with regard to the vessel in question and report back to the
former Party about the measures it has taken.120
3.2.3. Two Untitled Joint Fishing Zone
There two more joint fishing zone agreed between China and Japan besides the
Provisional Measure Zone, which is situated in the south of the Provisional Measure Zone
and the other is in the north of the Provisional Measure Zone. The former is located to the
south of the parallel of 27° in the East China Sea and to the west of line of longitude 125° 30'
E excluding the South China Sea.121 This joint fishing zone is the area concerning the
disputed Senkaku/Diyaoyutai and Taiwan. In this sensitive area those provisions on fishing
access to each other's EEZ does not apply, but the China-Japan Joint Fisheries Committee
can recommend to each Party on the state of the marine living resources and fishing order in
the area. Letters were exchanged between the China and Japan regarding the fishing order in
the area. The letters expressed the intentions of the two Governments not to apply their laws
117
Paragraph 1 of Article 14 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
118 Hee Kwon Park, Op. Cit., p.57.
119
Paragraph 2 ofArticle 7 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
120
Paragraph 3 of Article 7 of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
121 Article 6(b) of the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
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and regulations on fisheries against each other's fishermen in the area.122
Map 49: Two Untitled Fishing Zones between Japan and China
The joint fishing zone in the north of the Provisional Measure Zone is provided for in the
Agreed Minute, through which both Parties expressed their intentions "to respect current
fishing activities in a certain area" to the north of northern limit of the China-Japan
Provisional Measure Zone. It took two years and three months for Japan and China to fix the
certain area, as Japan wanted a narrow zone and China wanted to designate a large area. In
February 2000 China and Japan agreed to set up an area, so called
"No-Fishing-Permits-are-Required-Zone(hereinafter "No Fishing Permit Zone") where
fishermen of both Parties could fish without permits from each other and thus where the
1-2 The letters are reproduced in the Appendix to this thesis along with the China-Japan Fisheries Agreement.
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current fishing activities could be maintained. The No Fishing Permit Zone is set up in the
waters to the north of the China-Japan Provisional Measure Zone between Lat. 124° 45' E and
123Lat. 127° 30'. Interestingly, the No Fishing Permit Zone designated by China and Japan is
closer to the Korean coast, and than to the Chinese and Japanese coasts and it comprises the
most part of the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in the East China Sea and also a bit of the
Transitional Zones between Korea and China.
Map 50: No Fishing Permit Zone between China and Japan
It will be appropriate to consider here what the implications of the designation of the area
by Japan and China will be on Korea's sovereign rights on fisheries in this area and on the
123 Mainich Shinbun(a Japanese Daily Newspaper), 27 February 2000. The Japanese newspapers used the term
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management of the living resources in the Korea-Japan Provisional Measure Zone and in the
China-Korea Transitional Zones. As Korea is a third Party to the agreement between China
and Japan, Korea would not be bound by the agreement, as the maxim "pacta tertiis nec
nocent nec prosunt" indicates. Also Article 34 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties will be applied, which provides that: "a treaty does not create either obligations or
rights for a third State without its consent". Thus Korea will not be bound by the agreement
by China and Japan on the zone where fishing permits are not required. Furthermore, Korea
is in a position to require fishermen of Japan to get fishing permit from it in accordance with
the provisions of the Korea-Japan fisheries agreement in order to fish in the waters which is
to be regarded as Korea's EEZ for the implementation of the Korea-Japan fisheries
agreement. Note that the waters in the Korean side to the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in
the East China Sea is to be regarded as part of Korean EEZ by the provisions.124
However, the agreement between China and Japan can be seen as an expression of their
intention that they are not interested in conservation and management of living resources in
the area: China would argue that the area included into the No Fishing Permit Zone between
China and Japan should also be included into the Current Fishing Pattern Zone between
Korea and China; and Japan would be very reluctant to adopt any effective conservation
measures with regard to the living resources in the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in the East
China Sea.125 If this is what Japan and China wishes to pursue for the benefit of their
fishermen at the cost of the conservation of marine living resources in the waters where
Korea has the most share to the EEZ in this area, then Korea has to do something for the
sustainable maintenance of fisheries resources in the area.
4. Observation
In this Chapter, we have examined the three fisheries agreement between Korea, China
"intermediate zone" for the No Fishing Permit Zone.
1-4
Annex I to the Korea-Japan Fisheries Agreement of 1998.
1-5 This area that is included into the Fishing-Permit-Is-Not-Required between Japan and China is the area
where the Japanese fishermen is the most active among the waters around the Korean peninsula. Chinese
fishermen are also very active in this area.
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and Japan. These fisheries agreements are all provisional agreement pending the ultimate
delimitation of EEZ boundaries between them. All these fisheries agreements purport to
establish joint fishing zones under various names or without names. As we have discussed in
Chapter III, there are already a number ofjoint fishing zones in place around the globe: some
of these are classified into so-called "Grey Zones", some of these are into "White Zones" and
some of these are somewhere between the two categories.
These classifications can be also applied in North East Asia. The following zones can be
classified as Grey Zones: the two Korea-Japan joint fishing zones; Sino-Chinese Provisional
Measure Zone; the untitled joint fishing zone between China and Japan situated to the south
of the parallel of 27° in the East China Sea; Sino-Korea Provisional Measure Zone; and
Sino-Korean Transitional Zones. And the following zones can be classified as white zones:
the Current Fishing Pattern Zone between Korea and China and No Fishing Permit Zone
between China and Japan.
We also saw that in this Chapter that there are potential conflicts between the three littoral
States because some of the zones overlap with each other. These overlaps are between the
Sino-Japanese Provisional Measure Zone and Korea-Japan joint fishing zone in the East
China Sea; Sino-Korean Current Fishing Pattern Zone and Sino-Japanese Provisional
Measure Zone; Sino-Japanese No Fishing Permit Zone and Korean-Japanese joint fishing
zone in the East China Sea; And Sino-Japanese No Fishing Permit Zone and Sino-Korean
Transitional Zone at the Korean side.
In the overlapped areas, proper conservation of the living resources would be very hard to
achieve because agreement between the two Parties on conservation measures is difficult to
achieve. These phenomena may be the result of the fact that third parties in each do not
recognise provisional zones between two others and thus deliberately try to break the
provisional zones. Note that Korea does not recognise the northern limits of the
Sino-Japanese Provision Measure Zone and it succeeded in breaking it and making a Current
fishing Pattern Zone with China. Similarly, China broke the Korea-Japan joint fishing zone
in the East China Sea, establishing No Fishing Permit Zone with Japan there. Japan who has
been insisting on adopting conservation measures through the joint fisheries committee agree
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with China to allow Chinese fishing vessels to fish in the joint fishing zone in the East Sea.
In this very complicated situation, confused further by conflicts between one exclusive
bilateralism against another, the proper management of fisheries resources in the areas would
be difficult to achieve. In this regard, we need to note that in the three fisheries agreements,
there is no provision on the exercise of jurisdiction over the fishing activities in the various
joint fishing zones by the vessels of third countries. Thus each joint committee should
consider the issues on the allocation of fishing quotas to, issuing of fishing permits to, and
enforcement jurisdiction over the vessels of third countries.126
126 For example, in the grey zone agreement of 1976 between Norway and the Soviet Union, they agreed to
share almost equally the total allowable catch in the grey area between them. And flag-state jurisdiction has
been applied vis-a-vis each other's fishing vessels. But fishing quotas can be given to third Parties out of their
own respective quotas and where the quota is given to a third Party, then the Party can exercise enforcement
jurisdiction over vessels of the third Party to which the Party gave its fishing permit; In the 1977 Protocol,
Canada and the United States agreed to apply However, they agreed that each of them shall exercise
enforcement jurisdiction over any fishing vessels of third Parties in the North Pacific and the Bearing Sea.
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Chapter Six:
How to Address the Defects of the Current Regime
in North East Asia
1. Need for Further Development of the Current Maritime Regime in North East Asia
As we saw in Chapter IV, there are a number of disputes regarding unilateral claims and
delimitation of maritime boundaries between the littoral States in the region. However, the
three coastal States in the region have not solved most of the disputes, and the prospect for
the resolution of these disputes is not optimistic.
Those agreements which the littoral Sates have produced for maritime delimitation and
provisional arrangements thus far are as follows: the partial continental shelf boundary
between Korea and Japan; a joint continental shelf development agreement between Korea
and Japan; and three provisional fisheries agreements between Korea, China and Japan.
At this juncture, an important question arises: Are these agreements, whether provisional
or permanent, sufficient for the proper management of the seas in North East Asia? The
answer to this question would be in the negative because these agreements are limited in
terms of ratione materie and ratione loci.
Let us begin with the northern continental shelf boundary of 1974 between Korea and
Japan. Its geographical scope is limited to the southern part of the East Sea and it does not
delimit the water column. The need to draw a water column boundary arose because both
Korea and Japan proclaimed their respective EEZ in 1996. Secondly, it is to be recalled that
Korea and Japan have not succeeded in finding oil in the joint development zone under the
complicated procedures of the joint development agreement of 1974, which is often cited as a
good example of joint development zone agreements.1 It seems that sufficient exploration
has not been made partly due to the complicated consensual procedures that should be
applied at almost every stage of exploration and exploitation, and due to the Chinese
1
See, for instance, H. Fox, eds., Joint Development ofOffshore Oil and Gas: A Model Agreementfor States or
Joint Development with Explanatory Commentary, British Institute of International Law (1989), pp.89-97.
challenge to the development zone. Thirdly, the three provisional fisheries agreements in the
region appear not to be sufficient for proper conservation of the fisheries stocks in the region,
because there is potential for conflict between the Parties concerning implementation of the
fisheries agreements; there are challenges to the agreements from a third Party within the
region; and there is significant overlap of joint fishing zones of the three agreements.
Furthermore, apart from the issues of the challenges to the agreements and overlaps between
the joint fishing zones, these provisional fisheries agreements would not be effective for the
proper conservation of certain important species which straddle the EEZs of the three States.
Besides all these defects in the current maritime orders ofNorth East Asia, there are some
fundamental areas which the incumbent order do not address at all. These are the protection
of the marine environment and the marine scientific research in the area. Here a question
arises as to whether the protection of the marine environment and the marine scientific
research can be carried out without any difficulty in the disputed areas. If not, what can be
done? Do the littoral States in the region need further arrangements of a practical nature for
dealing with environmental and marine scientific research issue in the disputed areas?
Bearing in mind such questions, I will examine, in this Chapter, the marine environment
issues, marine scientific issues and then the issues of conservation of transboundary fish
stocks in the region, all of which the three fisheries agreements have not addressed.
2. Need for Arrangements for the Prevention ofJurisdictional Conflicts with regard to
the Protection Marine Environment in the Disputed Areas
The coastal State has a broad jurisdiction with regard to the protection and preservation of
the marine environment of its EEZ.2 The coastal State has legislative and enforcement power
in its EEZ to deal with the dumping of waste, other forms of pollution from vessels and
pollution from sea-bed activities.3 And the coastal State also has the right to permit, regulate,
2
Paragraph 1 (b)(iii) of Article 56 ofthe LOS Convention provides that:" 1. In the exclusive economic zone, the
coastal State has: .. .(b) jurisdiction as provided for the relevant provisions ofthis Convention with regard to: ...
(iii) the protection and preservation of the marine environment".
3 Article 210(5), 216; Article 211(5)-(6), 220, 234; and Article 208, 214.
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and control the dumping ofwastes in its continental shelf.4 Here an important question arises
as to whether the coastal State can effectively exercise its rights with regard to the protection
of the marine environment when there is no boundary with their neighbouring coastal States.
Note that coastal States have competence to enforce its national laws and regulations and the
applicable international rules and standards regarding dumping within its exclusive
economic zone or continental shelf. There is a possibility that a coastal State might attempt to
stop and detain a vessel of the other coastal State in the event of a dumping violation in a
disputed area relying on its power as a coastal State.5 Thus it appears that the neighbouring
coastal States need a provisional arrangement in order to avoid jurisdictional conflicts. On
what circumstances, can jurisdictional conflicts happen?
First, let us begin with possible problems with regard to dumping. Suppose that vessel X
obtained an authorisation from coastal State A to dump waste into the disputed area and the
other coastal State B objected to the dumping. Or suppose that vessel X did not obtain any
authorisation either from State A or State B, and both State A and State B attempt to exercise
enforcement jurisdiction against vessel X. In the former situation, it seems that State B has
the right to oppose dumping on the basis of its assessment of the impact of dumping on the
marine environment because State B is also a coastal State or affected State at the least. We
can see here that there is potential conflict between the two coastal States regarding the
marine environment in the disputed areas. The latter situation does not seem different from
4 Besides dumping, other provisions are not found in the LOS Convention that manifestly deal with the
continental shelf coastal state's jurisdiction with regard to pollution. Paragraph 5 of Article 210 provides that:
"Dumping within the territorial sea and the exclusive economic zone or onto the continental shelf shall not be
carried out without the express prior approval of the coastal State, which has the right to permit, regulate and
control such dumping after due consideration of the matter with other States which by reason of their
geographical situation may be adversely affected thereby". In relation to enforcement on the dumping on the
continental shelf, the LOS Convention provides that coastal States can enforce its relevant law and regulation
with regard to dumping within its territorial sea or its exclusive economic zone or onto its continental shelf:
Article 216(1) of the LOS Convention provides that "l.Laws and regulations adopted in accordance with this
Convention and applicable international rules and standards established through competence international
organisations or diplomatic conference for the prevention, reduction and control of pollution of the marine
environment by dumping shall be enforced: (a) by the coastal States with regard to dumping within its territorial
sea or its exclusive economic zone or onto its continental shelf'.
5 Kari Hakapaa wrote that: "In the event of a dumping violation in the exclusive economic zone coastal
authorities may stop the vessel and, if necessary, detain it for the purpose of instituting legal proceedings at a
coastal port": Kari Hakapaa, Marine Pollution in International Law, Suomalinen Tiedeakatemia (1981), p.
24-248.
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the situation of concurrent jurisdictions over a criminal matter and there is no clear rule to
give an absolute priority either to State A or to State B in such situations.6 Thus, a conflict
can arise between the two coastal States with regard to jurisdiction over dumping in the
maritime areas where there is no boundary in place.
Let us turn to the issue of possible concurrent jurisdiction between the two coastal States
with regard to the pollution from the ship. Careful reading of Article 220 (Enforcement by
coastal State) and Article 228 (Suspension and restrictions on institution of proceeding)
discloses that coastal State enforcement with regard to pollution from vessels is very
restricted. According to Article 220, the coastal State, in normal circumstances, cannot
exercise its enforcement jurisdiction against the polluting vessel even if the vessel is in
passage in its exclusive economic zone. In a normal situation, when the vessel is in passage,
the coastal State can only request the vessel to give some information regarding the vessel's
identity and planned journey.7 Normally, the coastal State can exercise its enforcement
jurisdiction against the polluting vessel only when the vessel is voluntarily within a port or an
offshore terminal of the coastal State.8 Therefore in normal situations conflict ofjurisdiction
would not arise because the ship cannot be at the ports of the two States at the same time. The
competing jurisdiction, however, can occur when the delinquent vessel is registered in
coastal State A, and coastal State B attempts to exercise its enforcement jurisdiction against
the vessel because it was found in a port of State B after polluting in the disputed area. In this
situation, State A can successfully assert it jurisdiction against the vessel as a flag state of the
vessel because a flag State's jurisdiction will normally override the coastal State's
jurisdiction according to the LOS Convention.9 Thus it can be said that the concurrent
6 D.W. Bowett, "Jurisdiction: Changing Patterns ofAuthority over Activities and Resources", 52 B. T./.L.(1983),
p. 14. He wrote that: "However trite it may seem, the question of the purpose and utility of the rules or principles
ofjurisdiction, summarised above, needs to be answered. The answer cannot be that these rules serve to indicate
the State which ought to exercise jurisdiction. For, generally speaking, situations of concurrent jurisdiction are
normally enough, so the propriety of a given State exercising jurisdiction is rarely raised in an absolute
sense..."
7 Article 220(5) of the LOS Convention.
8 Article 220(1) of the LOS Convention.
9 Article 228 of the LOS Convention: A similar situation actually arose between Korea and Japan regarding the
Korean cargo vessel "Sunny Rose" in 1997. On 14 December 1997, the Japanese law enforcement vessel
"Yanaka" approached the Sunny Rose at the 50 miles away from the Japanese Hamada Port on charge of
discharge of 311 litres of bilge when it was in passage, and then took the Sunny Rose to the Hamada Port after
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jurisdiction would not occur in the sea in a normal situation between the two coastal States
with regard to the protection of the marine environment in the disputed areas.10
However, there seems to be potential for jurisdictional conflicts between the two coastal
States with regard to the pollution from ships in the disputed areas, when the situation is not
normal, i.e., where there is "major damage or threat ofmajor damage" to the environment of
the coastal State or where there is a "substantial discharge causing or threatening significant
pollution". Note that in the latter case, the coastal State can undertake physical inspection of
the vessel in certain situations even if the vessel is in passage, and in the former case the
coastal State can institute proceedings, including detention of the vessel even if the vessel is
in passage." We can see here that that the problem of concurrent jurisdictions could arise at
sea when the two coastal States attempts to undertake a physical inspection of the vessel in
passage in the disputed areas on the basis of "substantial discharge" or when the two coastal
States attempt to exercise their enforcement jurisdiction against the vessel as it passes
through the disputed area of the exclusive economic zone on the basis of "major damage". Or
it can be the case where a coastal Sate argues that there is no major damage and thus the other
coastal States has no power to seize the vessel. Although it can be assumed that "substantial
the officers of the Yanaka failed to board the Sunny Rose due to the bad weather. In the Hamada Port, the
Japanese officers boarded the vessel, inspected the vessel and took evidence from the vessel. On the following
day, the Sunny Rose and its crews were released from detention after they were formally charged and paid the
bond of one million Yen to the Japanese authorities. Then the Korean Government then pointed out to the
Japanese Government that the discharge of 311 litres of oil could not be seen as "major damage" and thus the
Japanese Government infringed upon the free passage of the Sunny Rose. Then Korean Government initiated
its own criminal proceedings against the Sunny Rose and asked Japan to forsake its proceeding against the
Sunny Rose. Later the Japanese Government ceased its proceeding after the Korean court imposed fines on the
Sunny Rose. Source: Korean Foreign Ministry, Legal Examination of the Sunny Rose Case (written in Korean
for internal use), March 1998.
10
However, a dispute can arise between two coastal States when coastal State A tries to enforce its law on Ship
X of coastal State B when the vessel is in State A's port with regard to a discharge in the disputed areas, if State
B argues that the discharge in question has occurred in State B's waters and not in State A's waters and thus
State A does not have jurisdiction over the vessel X. However, this kind of dispute would not occur at sea
between the two law enforcement vessels of the two coastal Sates, but would occur between the foreign
ministries of the two countries.
1' Article 220(5) of the LOS Convention provides that: "Where there are clear grounds for believing that a
vessel navigating in the exclusive economic zone or the territorial sea of a State has, in the exclusive economic
zone, committed a violation referred to in paragraph 3 resulting in a substantial discharge causing or threatening
significant pollution of the marine environment, that State may undertake physical inspection of the vessel for
matters relating to the violation if the vessel has refused to give information or if the information supplied by the
vessel is manifestly at variance with the evident factual situation and if the circumstances of the case justify
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discharge" means lesser pollution than the major damage, the LOS Convention does not
provide for the criteria for "major damage" or "substantial discharge".12 It means that there
can arise different views on these criteria.13
The above analysis shows that it is highly desirable for the contending neighbouring
coastal States to have arrangements on the issue of enforcement jurisdiction in the disputed
areas with regard to the marine environment for the purpose of prevention of jurisdictional
conflicts. It is to be recalled as seen in Chapter III that the U.K and Denmark(Faroe Islands)
agreed to refrain from exercising jurisdiction with regard to environmental issues against
vessels of each other in the Special Zone without agreement with each other.14
3. Protection and Preservation of the Marine Environment in North East Asia
Although there is a possibility ofjurisdictional conflicts between the neighbouring coastal
States with regard to the protection and preservation of the marine environment when there
is no boundary, it does not mean that co-operation cannot take place due to the absence of
boundaries. The neighbouring coastal States can co-operate with each other at a bilateral
plane or multilateral plane for better management of the marine environment, which they
share, regardless ofwhether there is amaritime boundary in place or not. And the vehicles for
the co-operation need not be a provisional arrangement envisaged in Article 74(3) or Article
83(3) of the LOS Convention. As there have been attempts to co-operate between the littoral
States in the region for the protection and preservation of the marine environment in the
region, it will be useful to briefly examine those attempts.
3.1. Bilateral Agreements for Co-operation on Environmental Matters
As the East Sea, Yellow Sea and the East China Sea in North East Asia are semi-enclosed
such inspection".
12 Kari Hakappa, Op.Cit., pp. 244-245.
13
According to a commentary, the term "major damage" was intended to indicate incidents like the Amoco
Cadiz incident: see Myron H. Nordquist, eds., United Nations on the Law of the Sea 1982 A Commentary,
Martinus NijhoffPublishers (1991), Vol. IV, p.301.
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seas,15 they are more vulnerable to the pollution than the seas which are not semi-enclosed or
enclosed. There have been keen worries about the dumping of radioactive waste such as
nuclear submarines, waste from nuclear power plants, and nuclear containers into the East
Sea by the Soviet Union (later Russia) over the three decades between 1959 and 1993.16 The
Yellow sea is also said to be seriously contaminated by industrial water waste and, oil spills
from oil and gas explorations.17 It is to be noted that under the LOS Convention, the coastal
States bordering a semi-enclosed sea are obliged to co-operate with each other in the exercise
14 See "3.1.6. United Kingdom and Denmark" in Chapter III.
15
Article 122 of the LOS Convention defines the enclosed or semi-enclosed seas as follows: "For the purpose of
this Convention, 'enclosed sea or semi-enclosed sea' means a gulf, basin or sea surrounded by two or more
States and connected to another sea or the ocean by a narrow outlet or consisting entirely or primarily of the
territorial seas and exclusive economic zones of two or more coastal States'. The Mediterranean, Baltic,
Caribbean, North Sea, Persian Gulf, and Red Sea are all examples of enclosed or semi-enclosed seas, and have
developed regional treaties. The provision of Article 122 of the LOS Convention can be said as an attempt to
define one category of region, ofwhich concept determined by reference to the geography of the surrounding
landmass: A.E. Boyle, "Globalism and Regionalism in the Protection of the Marine Environment", and
Budislav Vukas, "United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the Polar Marine Environment" in
Davir Vidas ed., Protecting the PolarMarine Environment, Cambridge University Press(2000) at pp. 26-27 and
pp.35-37.
16
It is said that the possibilities are very high that this waste will be corroded in ten to thirty years and then
produce radio-activity: Jong-bum Choi and Ki-Soon Kim, Natural Environment and International Law (written
in Korean), Bumyangsa Press(1994), p.129. As the Soviet Union Joined the London Dumping Convention on
the Prevention on Marine Pollution by Dumping ofWastes and Other Matter in December 1975 and the Russian
Federation succeeded the membership in December 1991, Soviet Union (later the Russian Federation)'
dumping of nuclear wastes into the Sea of Japan since December 1975 is generally in violation of the London
Convention even if the Soviet Union (and the Russian Federation) made a reservation regarding the Annexes III
(Regulation for the Prevention of Pollution by Harmful Substances Carried by Sea in Package Forms, or in
Freight Containers, Portables Tanks or Road and Rail Tank Wagons), IV (Regulations for the Prevention of
Pollution by Garbage from Ships). However, it has been said that as the nuclear waste dumped by the USSR
(later Russia) mostly fall into the category of Annexes III, and there is no provisions in the London Dumping
Convention Text on nuclear waste it is difficult to rely on the Convention to argue against Russia. However, it
seems to this writer, it does not follow that USSR (Russia) has not been in violation of the customary
international law rule of good neighbourhood or the general provisions of the London Dumping Convention.
For example the Article 1 of the Convention provides that' Contracting Parties shall individually and
collectively promote the effective control of all sources of pollution of marine environment, and pledge
themselves especially to take all practicable steps to prevent the pollution of the sea by the dumping of waste
and other matter that is liable to create hazard to human health, to harm living resources and marine life, to
damage amenities or to interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea'. Geneva Convention on the High Seas
(Article25) also provides that- Every State shall take measures to prevent pollution of the seas from the
dumping of radioactive waste...'
17
The Yellow Sea is said to be one of the seven most contaminated seas in the World, as it is contaminated by
7510,000 tons of heavy metals from the Chinese Yellow River every year and by 21,000 tonnes of crude oil
from exploitation activities every year. Source: World Watch 1995: see also, for marine pollution problem in the
Yellow Sea, Y. H. Seung and Y.C Park, Physical and Environmental Character of the Yellow Sea, East and
West Studies Series 11, Institute of East and West Studies, Yonsei University (1990).
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of their rights and in the performance of their duties" with respect to the protection and
preservation of the marine environment of the semi-enclosed sea.18
In this situation, there have been attempts to improve the situation through co-operation
both at the bilateral level and at the multilateral level among the littoral States in the region.
Let us first look at the efforts made at the bilateral level. The following bilateral agreements
were concluded for co-operation on the environmental issues: the Agreement between Korea
and Japan of 1993, the Agreement between China and Korea of and the Agreement between
Korea and Russia of 1997.19 The form and substance of the agreements are almost identical
to each other: they are relatively brief; they are intended to deal with the environment as a
whole and thus are not restricted to the marine environmental issue in their scope; and, they
do not contain provisions on the issues of the exercise ofjurisdiction by the coastal States in
the disputed areas. However, they do contain several important principles and vehicles for
co-operation between the neighbouring States on the environmental issues on a broad basis
of regionalism.
Regionalism in the Agreements
These three Agreements are all based upon an environmental "regionalism" in North East
Asia. This can be illustrated by the preamble to the Korea-Russia Agreement, which provides
that: "Believing that the co-operation between the Parties in the field of environment is of
mutual advantage for addressing the environmental challenges and is essential for the
protection and improvement of the regional and global environment... (emphasis
added)".20 Similarly, the other two Agreements recognise "the urgent need of regional
efforts" to prevent environmental deterioration.21
However, as there is no explanation of "region" in the Agreements we need to consider on
what basis the term "region" was mentioned. Some scholars have tried to identify the basis
18 Article 123 of the LOS Convention. Korea, China, Japan and Russia are Parties to the LOS Convention.
North Korea is a Signatory to the Convention, but has not yet ratified the Convention.
19 The three environmental Agreements are reproduced in the appendix to this thesis.
20 Preamble to the Korea-Russia Agreement.
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on which the regions have been established in the marine environmental matters. Professor
Boyle tried to distinguish the following three senses in which the term "region" has been
used in a maritime context: formal dimension focusing on physical and geographical
character of a marine region; functional definition focusing on patterns of use of the marine
region; and political dimension which is essentially defined by the decisions of a group of
states to co-operate.'2 Alexander identified two kinds of basis for regional groupings: first,
ideological or political identity of interest and second, mutual needs and interests of states
regardless of ideological consideration. Alexander named the grouping based upon the first
kind "common policy grouping" and the second kind "complementary-use regions".23 It
seems to this writer that Alexander's first type ofgrouping is rather irrelevant considering the
wide range of ideological backgrounds in North East Asia. Okid also accepted that
geopolitical factors can be the banner for some regional groupings, but he was more inclined
to the "problem sheds" type which seems basically the same as Alexander's
"complementary-use" regions.24 "Problem sheds" is a region within which the levels of
pollution are relatively or completely independent of the discharge of pollutants elsewhere,
and thus the states in the problem sheds will have common interests in working together. In
North East Asia, several "problem sheds" can be identified. For example, in terms of the air
mass, the whole North East Asia is an environmental community which can be
distinguishable from the rest of the global environment.25 In terms ofthe marine environment
which we are now discussing, each of the Yellow sea and the East Sea(the Sea of Japan) and
21 Preambles to the Korea-Japan Agreement and to Korea-China Agreement.
22
A. E. Boyle, "Globalism and Regionalism in the Protection of the Marine Environment", in Davir Vidas ed.,
Protecting the Polar Marine Environment, Cambridge University Press (2000), pp. 19-33.
23
L. Alexander, "Regional Arrangements in the Oceans", 71 A.J.I.L(\911), p. 84.
24 L. Alexander, Idem.
25 The environmental community of the North East Asia comprise North and South Korea, Japan, Mongol,
China, and the eastern part of Russia. The community is separated from the Pacific by the Japanese Islands to
the south and east, to the west from the Europe and West Asia by the Himalayan Mountains and the Pamirs, and
to the north from the Western Russia by the Ural and Altai Mountains. The environmental community of the
North East Asia comprises North and South Koreas, Japan, Mongol, China, and eastern part of Russia. The
environmental community in North East Asia in term of air mass is under the influence of the monsoon
originating from the Mongol plateau and the Lake Baikal and travelling to the south. For characteristics of the
North East Asian environmental community, see Sang-Gyu Lee, "Co-operational Approach for the
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the East China Sea can constitute an independent region.
However, as the Agreements deal not only with the marine environment nor the air mass,
but the environment as a whole, the word "regional" in the Agreements appears to have been
used in a rather broader and flexible way so that the co-operation between the Parties can take
place targeting at various problem-sheds in North East Asia. In terms of the LOS Convention
the regionalism in the three agreements can be associated with the co-operation provided in
Article 194, which provides that: "States shall take, individually orjointly as appropriate, all
measures consistent with this Convention that are necessary to prevent, reduce and control
pollution of the marine environment from any source, using for this purpose the best
practicable means at their disposal and in accordance with their capabilities, and they shall
endeavour to harmonise theirpolicies in this connection (emphasis added)".26
Preventive Approach and Co-operation Mechanism in the Agreements
The three agreements are based upon the preventive approach in the sense that its main
objective is to protect the environment through co-operation before damages occur. For
instance, the Korea-China Agreement provides that "preventive measures should serve as
important elements in the co-operative activities of the Parties to minimise the possible
adverse effects of environmental damage".27
The preventive approach is well justified from economic, scientific, and legal points of
views. Economically, it will be much more costly to clean up the damage than to prevent it.
The cost mighty be even prohibitive. In a worse case scenario, the damage would be
irreversible involving important synergism in the environment. Moreover, it is difficult or
26 Professor Boyle used the term "liberal model of regionalism" for a regional action to set its own standard for
the land-based sources under the general requirements ofArticle 194: He also noted that the function of regional
rules or treaties is relatively limited with regard to dumping and pollution from ships because derogation from
the global standards is not permitted except for more stringent standards: See A. E. Boyle, "Globalism and
Regionalism in the Protection of the Marine Environment", in Davir Vidas ed., Protecting the Polar Marine
Environment, Cambridge University Press (2000), pp. 19-33.
27 The 5th Paragraph of the Preamble to the Korea-China Agreement: The Korea-Russia Agreement also has
similar provision in its 5th paragraph of the Preamble. However, there is no direct mention of the preventive
measures in the Korea-Japan Agreements.
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even impossible sometimes to calculate damage accurately, to provide adequate
compensation and to apportion liability. According to the preventive approach, lack of full
scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to
prevent environmental degradation.28 It is to be noted that many international instruments
now adopt the preventive approach, and various methods are being developed for a
preventive approach such as an early-warning system, risk assessment, and
monitoring-system....etc.29 Principles are emerging that would strengthen procedural
requirements such as notification, consultation, access to information or environmental
impact assessment that would have to be fulfilled before states could engage in activities that
could significantly harm the environment outside their jurisdiction.30
On the basis of the preventive approach, the three Agreements provide for environmental
impact assessment, and exchange of information, science and technology on the
environmental protection.31 As the agreements are primarily intended to provide better
opportunities to exchange information, technology, and experience related to the
environment including the marine environment, it is expected that the Agreements will
advance "the level of the best practicable means" at the disposal of the three Parties and
therefore the duties of the three Parties under Article 194 of the LOS Convention "to prevent,
reduce, and control pollution of the marine environment" will be more substantive and more
pressing.32
28
Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development. It is also notable here that the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change also adopted precautionary principle by providing in the
Article3(3) that; 'The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimise the cause of
climate change and mitigate its adverse effects...lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason
for posting such measures.'
29
P. Birnie and A.E. Boyle, International Law and the Environment, Oxford University Press (1992), pp.
30 E B. Weiss ed., Environmental change and international law: New Challenges and Dimensions, UN
University Press, pi8.
31 Article 2 of each of the three Agreements.
32 As Article 194 of the UNCLOS implies a general obligation on the parts of states to act with diligence and
due diligence requires the introduction of legislation and administrative controls applicable to public and
private conduct which are capable of effectively protecting other states and the global environment, and it can
be expressed as the conduct to be expected of a good government. P W. Birnie & A E. Boyle, International law
and the Environment, Oxford (1992), pp.92-93.
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Environmental Impact Assessment
Article 2(4) of the Korea-Chinese agreement provides for the "joint assessment of
• 33environmental impact" as one of co-operative activities between the two countries.
Environmental impact assessment can be said to be a "preliminary method of investigation
aimed at determining not just the viability of a proposed project but also, and more
significantly, the effect of the proposed activity" on the environment.34
Environmental impact assessment is developed, in a sense, from the recognised need to
integrate environmental concerns into development planning process so as, as the World
Commission on Environment and Development put it, "to make development sustainable-to
ensure that development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs".35
To encourage the incorporation of assessment information in planning and
decision-making for activities that risk environmental impacts, the UNEP Governing
Council in 1982 requested that appropriate guidelines, standard and model legislation be
drawn up in the field of environmental impact assessment. And the resulting 13 principles
were approved by the UNEP Governing Council for use as a basis for preparing appropriate
national measures, including legislation and for international co-operation.36 Principle 17 of
the Rio Declaration strongly recommends environmental impact assessment for proposed
activities that are likely to have a significant adverse impact on the environment.
However, as the environmental impact is usually related to the possible impact of a
planned project- in other words, future activities, environmental impact assessment would
not be sufficient in preventing environmental damage unless it goes along with the
33 There is no provision on environmental impact assessment in Korea-Japan and Korea-Russia agreements.
But the possibility of implementing the environmental impacts assessment is not excluded because both
agreements provide for other forms of co-operation as may be mutually agreed upon.
"4 Phoebe N. Okowa, "Procedural Obligations in International Environmental Agreements", 68 B. Y.I.L. (1997),
p.275.
35 World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future, Oxford University Press
(1987), p.8. P. Birnie and A. E. Boyle, International law and the Environment, Oxford University Press (1992)
p.96.
36 E. B. Weiss, ed., Environmental Change and International law: New challenge and dimensions, p.92: UNEP
G.C Decision (14/25) June 1987.
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monitoring of current activities. Although the three Agreements in the region, however, do
not provide the monitoring programme, the possibility is not excluded that the monitoring
programme will be agreed upon as one of "other forms of co-operation as may be mutually
agreed upon".37 Under the Korea-Chinese Agreements, Korea and China conducted the joint
monitoring of the marine environment in the Yellow Sea in 1997 and in 1998.38
Exchange ofInformation and Co-operation on Environmental Science of Technology
The main objective of the three Agreements appears to be "to provide better opportunities
to exchange information, technology and experience related to the environmental
protection".39 It is well recognised that the availability of scientific and technological
information of environmentally sound technologies are essential for environmental
protection.40 It is recalled that the LOS Convention encourages states, for the protection and
preservation, to co-operate in scientific research and the exchange of information and data
about marine pollution41.
Technology co-operation involves joint efforts by private enterprises and government, of
suppliers and recipients. Therefore such co-operation entails an interactive process involving
government, the private sector and research and development facilities to ensure the best
possible results from technological co-operation.42 As a large body of useful technological
knowledge lies in the public domain, and there is a need to improve access to the information
37 Article 2(5) of each of the three Agreements. In fact, Korea and Japan agreed at the Joint Environmental
Committee which was held in February 1994 to jointly monitor NOx and S02 in the air even though there is no
provision on monitoring in the Agreements; Dong-ah Ilbo (a Korean newspaper) 11 Feb. 1995.
8
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea, "Current Situations of the Environmental Co-operation in
North East Asia (written in Korean)" at www.mofat.go.kr/main/top.htma.
39 Article 1 (2) of Korea-China Agreement.
40
Agenda 21(chap.34.1-3) explains the environmentally sound technologies as follows. 'Environmentally
sound technologies protect the environment, are less polluting, use all resources in a more sustainable manner,
recycle more of their ways and products and handle residual waste in a more acceptable manner than the
technologies for which they were substitutes. ... Environmentally sound technologies are not just individual
technologies but total systems which include know-how, procedures, goods, and services and equipment as well
as organisational and managerial procedure'.
41 Article 200 of the LOS Convention.
42
Agenda 21 Chapter 34(4). The Convention on Biological Diversity, Article 16 (2).
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about such technologies as are not covered by patents.43 In such cases, a clearing house of
information will be instrumental in promoting the flow of technology. But, as many of the
state-of-the-art technologies are owned by the private sector and the royalties for the use of
the technology is usually high, there is a need for technological co-operation on preferential
terms.44 For example, the Convention on Biological Diversity provides that: "Access to and
transfer of technology .. to developing countries shall be provided and/or facilitated under
fair and most favourable terms, including on confessional and preferential terms where
mutually agreed...". In North East Asia, as the levels of technologies and economic
development of the countries are different, preferential terms for co-operation on
environmental science and technology would be useful in facilitating the co-operation. But,
technological co-operation on preferential terms seems difficult to take place under the
Agreements as the three Agreements emphasise "the basis of equality and mutual benefit".45
3.2. Co-operation at the Multilateral Level on the Marine Environmental Issues
As the three environmental agreements recognise, there is "the urgent need of regional
efforts" to prevent environmental deterioration in North East Asia. It is to be recalled many
regions where there are semi-enclosed seas, regional co-operation regimes are in place. It
appears that the littoral States in the Mediterranean Sea are the states which have adopted the
43
Agenda 21, Chapter 34( 9).
44
As state-of-the-art technologies are usually owned by private enterprises and covered by intellectual property
rights and thus commercial channelling is an important vehicle for technology transfer. Commercial
channelling occurs in many ways, from selling the intellectual property rights to exporting the
technology-based products or services to the host country. Yet the most common way is to give licences in
return for royalties, a practice which is often enhanced through the establishment ofjoint ventures in the host
country with whom licensing agreements are subsequently concluded. Recognising that the royalties for those
state-of-the-art technologies are usually high, UNCED recommended to supplier countries' the purchase of
patents and licenses on commercial terms for their transfer to developing countries on non-commercial terms as
part of development co-operation for sustainable development'. And there are some multilateral treaties which
provide technological co-operation on preferential terms. For example, the Convention on Biological Diversity
provides that, Access to and transfer oftechnology .. to developing countries shall be provided and/or facilitated
under fair and most favourable terms, including on confessional and preferential terms where mutually
agreed...': Agenda 21 Chapter 34 17(e)-iii; The Convention on Biological Diversity, Article 16 (2); Inge
Govaere, "The Impact of Intellectual Property Protection on Technology Transfer between EC and Central and
Eastern European Countries". 25 Journal ofWorld Trade, p 58.
45 Article 1 of the three Agreement.
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largest number of international instruments for combating specific types of pollution as well
as a comprehensive convention on a regional basis. These are the Convention for the
Protection of the Marine Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean adopted
in 1976 and amended in 1995;46 the Protocol for the Prevention and Elimination of Pollution
of the Mediterranean Sea by Dumping from Ships and Aircraft or Incineration at Sea adopted
in 1976 and amended in 1995of 1976; the Protocol Concerning Co-operation in Combating
Pollution from Ships and Aircraft of the Mediterranean Sea by Oil and Other Harmful
Substances in Cases of Emergency of 1976; the Protocol Concerning Mediterranean Sea
Against Pollution from Land-Based Sources and Activities adopted in 1980 and amended in
1996; Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution resulting from
Exploration and Exploitation of the Continental shelfand the Seabed and its Subsoil of 1994;
Protocol Concerning Specially Protected Areas and Biological Diversity in the
Mediterranean Sea of 1995; and Protocol; on the Prevention of Pollution of the
Mediterranean Sea by Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal
of 1996.47
Although there is no multilateral regional environmental convention in place in North East
Asia, some environmental forums have been developed since the 1990s for co-ordinated
action for better management ofthe marine environment among the States in the region. The
North East Pacific Action Plan, the so-called NOWPAP was launched as a part of UNEP
Regional Seas Programme, for protection of the marine environment in North East Asia in
Seoul in September 1994.48 The geographical scope of the Action Plans is the East Sea and
the Yellow Sea.49 The participating States are Korea, Japan, China and Russia.50 The Action
46 The Parties to the Convention amended the Convention so as to extend its ratione materie in accordance with
the development, inter alia, in the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development of 1992, the
Declaration of Tunis of 2994 on the Sustainable Development of the Mediterranean and the LOS Convention.
In line with the amendment, the Protocols adopted in 1980s and 1980s were amended and new protocols were
adopted 1990s, see Tullio Scovazzi, "Regional Co-operation in the Field of the Environment", in Tullio
Scovazzi ed., Marine Specially ProtectedAreas: The General Aspects and the Mediterranean Regional System,
Kluwer Law International(1999), pp.82-99.
47 Peter H. Sand, Marine Environmental Law in the UnitedNations Environment Programme, 1988, pp37-.
48
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea, "Current Situations of the Environmental Co-operation in
North East Asia (written in Korean)" at www.mofat.go.kr/main/top.htma.
49 The geographical scope of the Action Plan is agreed as the maritime area between Lat. 33 -52 N, and
Lon.121-143 E. in 1996: Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea, Idem.
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Plan is not provided for by international legal instruments, although there is a possibility that
a convention will be negotiated and adopted in the future.51
The implementation of the Action Plan is divided into five stages: the establishment of a
comprehensive database and information management; a survey of national legislation,
objectives, strategies, and policies; the establishment of a collaborative regional monitoring
programme; the development of effective measures for regional co-operation in marine
pollution preparedness and response; and public awareness of the marine, coastal, and
associated freshwater environment.52 The participating States agreed in 1997 to raise a trust
fund with a total annual deposit of half a million U.S dollars and are now planning to set up
its regional co-ordinating unit in the near future.53 Although the NOWPAP is not a
fully-fledged body and it has yet to produce a tangible achievement,54 the prospects of the
NOWPAP are good.55
There are other regional forums for co-operation on the environment in North East Asia
such as "Meeting of Senior Officials on Environmental Co-operation in North East Asia",
and "Environment Congress for Asia and the Pacific(the so-called "Eco-Asia)".56 But these
forums have been focusing on the issues of air pollution, acid rain, pollution from the energy
plants and the conservation of forests, and it seems that no work has been done on the marine
environment so far by these forums.57
Having seen that multi-lateral co-operation for the protection and preservation of the
50 North Korea has taken in a very limited part in the Action Plan; North Korea has participated in the experts
meeting before the Action Plan is launched in 1994, but after the Action Plan has been launched, the North
Korean Government has not participated: Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea, Idem.
51






Hee Kwon Park, The Law of the Sea and North East Asia, Kluwer Law International(2000), p.48.
55
Jorge E. Illueca, the Assistant Executive Director at the UNEP's Division of Environmental Conventions,
wrote that: "If the level of co-operation and commitment continues, NOWPAPwill find itself at the forefront of
the world's regional seas conventions and action plans and a leader in the sustainable management of marine
and coastal areas". UNEP, Synergies, Issue 3, September 2000, p.3.
56 The Meeting of Senior Officials on Environmental Co-operation in North East Asia was initiated by Korea
and its annual meetings have been held since 1993: Environment Congress for Asia and the Pacific(the
so-called "Eco-Asia)" was initiated by Japan and its annual meeting have been held since 1991: Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Trade ofKorea, "Current Situations of the Environmental Co-operation in North East Asia
(written in Korean)" at www.mofat.go.kr/main/top.htma.
57
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Korea, Idem.
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marine environment is in the initial stage in North East Asia, it seems necessary to begin to
develop regimes for dealing with specific pollution in the region, like the regime in the
Mediterranean Sea. NOWPAP can be a base for the development of such a regional
environmental regime. The littoral States can establish a comprehensive convention and then
develop pollution-specific protocol like in the Mediterranean Sea and Persian Gulf.
Whatever the case might be, urgent measures seem to be required for preventing the
degradation of the Yellow Sea caused by the land based sources, and nuclear waste in the
East Sea.
4. Need for Provisional Arrangements for Prevention of the Jurisdictional Conflicts
with regard to the Marine Scientific Research in Disputed Waters
Marine scientific research has contributed to the development of human knowledge of
nature.58 It has been crucial for the rational management of the oceans and its resources, and
there is a pressing need for marine scientific research for the preservation of the marine
environment.59 However, the problem is that a marine scientific vessel today cannot travel
the oceans with the same freedom from regulations as the Beagle did in the nineteenth
century. Notice that the coastal States now have "the right to regulate, authorise and conduct
marine scientific research in their exclusive economic zone and on their continental shelf',60
although all States, in principle, have rights to conduct marine scientific research in the
exclusive economic zone and on the continental shelfofother States subject to jurisdiction of
the coastal States under the LOS Convention.61
It is not intended here to examine the legal characteristics of the freedom of the marine
58 John A. Knauss, Op. Cit., 1 O.D.I.L.(\973), p.94.
59 Alfred H. A. Soons, "The International Legal Regime of Marine Scientific Research", 24 N.I.L.R.(\ 977),
p.401.
60 Article 246 of the LOS Convention. The LOS Convention uses the term "jurisdiction" in relation to marine
scientific research. But the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Shelf did not use the term "jurisdiction" in relation
to marine scientific research. The term "jurisdiction" was used in the Geneva Convention only once in relation
to installation and other devices for exploration and exploitation; see articles 55(1 )(b) and 246 of the LOS
Convention and article 5 of the Geneva Convention. For the development of restriction on the marine scientific
research, see John A. Knauss, "Development of the Freedom of Scientific Research Issue of the Third Law of
the Sea Conference", 1 O.D.I.L.( 1973), p.94.
61 Article 238 of the LOS Convention.
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scientific research and jurisdiction of the coastal States. The main question here is whether it
is advisable for two coastal States in a disputed area to enter into provisional arrangements of
a practical nature in order to prevent jurisdictional conflicts on marine scientific research and
to ensure the freedom of marine scientific research by third States.
In order to come up with an answer to the main question just raised, we need to consider
these specific questions: (i) can coastal State A conduct marine scientific research without
the consent of the other coastal State B in the disputed areas?; (ii) can the marine scientific
research in the disputed area conducted by State A, without any protests from State B,
reinforce its claims to the part of the disputed area or natural resources in the disputed area? ;
and (iii) can a third State conduct marine scientific research in the disputed area without
consent from any of two coastal States?
Having thus raised these complex legal questions, we now face the reality that the LOS
Convention is silent on these questions. Also academic literature on this is hard to find.
However, it will be worthwhile to seek the answers to these questions because these are of
some practical importance. After considering these three questions, I will consider whether it
is advisable to have provisional arrangements on marine scientific research in the disputed
areas.
4.1. Can a coastal State conduct marine scientific research in the Disputed Areas
without consent from the other coastal State?
As the provisions of the LOS Convention on the marine scientific research mainly deal
with the rights and obligations between the coastal State and the researching State and thus
do not deal with the legal relations between the two coastal States in the disputed areas, these
provisions are not ofdirect relevance in considering the question whether coastal State A can
conduct marine scientific research in the Disputed Areas without consent from the other
coastal State B.
It is to be recalled, as was seen in the previous Chapter, the Chinese exploration activities
in the East China Sea where there is no boundary sparked off diplomatic rows with Japan as
Japan regarded these exploration activities by the Chinese vessels in the Japanese side of the
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hypothetical equdistance line as an infringement on its rights.62 In this situation, the question
necessarily arises as to whether all scientific research or explorations by a coastal State are
not permitted at all in the disputed areas without consent from the other coastal State?
Interestingly, this question was raised in the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf case. In this
case, Greece requested the International Court of Justice to direct the two coastal States to
refrain from all exploration activities or any scientific research with respect to the continental
shelf areas in dispute, unless with the consent of each other pending the final judgement of
the Court.63 Greece argued that all unilateral exploration activities and scientific research in
the disputed area are not allowed because these might prejudice the execution of any judicial
decision.64
If we read Greece's argument carefully we can find that Greece tacitly presupposes a
genuine coastal State which has the sole exclusive sovereign rights in the disputed area, when
it argues that "the exclusivity of knowledge" of the coastal State on its continental shelf
should be protected. Along this line of reasoning, Greece regarded any damages to
exclusivity of knowledge as irreparable damage to the rights of the coastal State which
should be protected by the ICJ until it declared that Greece is the coastal State, i.e., the
genuine coastal state.65 Thus, Greece argued that, "Turkey's grants of exploration licenses
and exploration activities must tend to anticipate the judgement of the Court, and that breach
of the right of a coastal State to exclusivity ofknowledge of its continental shelf constitute
irreparable prejudice (emphasis added)".66 Greece went on to argue that:
... Turkey's seismic exploration threatens in particular to destroy the exclusivity of the rights
claimed by Greece to acquire information concerning the availability, extent and location of the
natural resources of the areas...67
62 Sankei Shinbun (A Daily News Paper published in Japanese) of 29 August 2000.
63 The Aegean Sea Continental Shelf Case, 1976 ICJ Reports, para.2. A question can arise with regard to the
relationship between the marine scientific research and exploration. In this regard, it is understood the term the
marine scientific research used in the LOS Convention includes the concept of exploration: see P. Birnie "The
Legal Framework Relating to Ocean Resources and Their Development, Management and Protection:
Implications for Marine Scientific Research (provisional version)", a paper delivered at the International
Conference on Oceanography, held in Lisbon, 14-19 November 1994, p.12.
64 1976 ICJ Reports, paras.2 and 17.
65 1976 ICJ Reports, paras. 17 and 26.
66 1976 ICJ Reports, para. 17.
67
1976 ICJ Reports, para.26.
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However, the Court did not agree on the concept of "exclusivity of knowledge" of the
genuine coastal Sate, but looked into the physical nature of the activities undertaken by the
other possible coastal State. For the Court, seismic exploration was tolerable in the disputed
area because it is merely "of the transitory character" which does not involve "any risk of
physical damage to the seabed or subsoil or to their natural resources". The Court held that:
the seismic exploration undertaken by Turkey, of which Greece complains, is carried out by a
vessel traversing the surface of the high seas and causing small explosions to occur at intervals
under water; whereas the purpose of these explosion is to send waves through the seabed so as to
obtain information regarding the geophysical structure of the earth beneath it; whereas no
complaint has been that this form of seismic exploration involves any risk ofphysical damage to the
seabed or to their natural resources; whereas the continental seismic exploration activities
undertaken by Turkey are all of the transitory character just described, and do not involve the
establishment of installations on or above the seabed of the continental shelf; and whereas no
suggestion has been made that Turkey has embarked upon any operations involving the actual
appropriation or other use of the natural resources of the areas of the continental shelf which are in
dispute...68
With regard to the alleged damage to the exclusivity of rights to the information on the
natural resources, the Court held that:
Whereas, in the present instance, the alleged breach by Turkey of the exclusivity of the right
claimed by Greece to acquire information concerning the natural resources of area of continental
shelf, if it were established, is one that might be capable of reparation by appropriate means, and
whereas it follows that the Court is unable to find in that alleged breach of Greece's rights such a
risk of irreparable prejudice to rights in issue.. .69
From the passage above, we find that the Court looked into the nature of the exploration to
decide whether any unilateral exploration by one coastal State is prejudicial to the rights of
the other coastal State. If Turkey had undertaken any actual drilling into the disputed
continental shelf or actual exploitation of oil or gas in the disputed area then the decision of
the ICJ would have been different. Therefore, it can be said that a coastal State can conduct
marine scientific research in the disputed area without consent from the other coastal State as
long as the scientific research is of the "transitory character" which does not involve "any
risk of physical damage to the seabed or subsoil or to their natural resources".
As the ICJ looked into the nature of marine scientific research and made a distinction
68 1976 ICJ Reports, para.26.
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between the transitory character and non transitory character of the exploration, it might be
appropriate to see whether there is such a classification of marine scientific research in the
provisions of the Geneva Convention on the continental shelf and the LOS Convention.
We can see that the Geneva Convention makes a distinction between "purely scientific
research into the physical or biological characteristics of the continental shelf' and other
research and it provides that "the coastal State shall not normally withhold its consent" with
regard to such "purely scientific research".70 Although the Geneva Convention distinguished
between "purely scientific research" and other scientific research, it did not indicate what is
the other research which is not purely scientific. But the other scientific research which is not
purely scientific appears to be that research conducted for commercial or military purpose
and thus can be referred to as applied scientific research.71
The reason why the Geneva Convention made a distinction between purely scientific
research and other research appears to be the fact that there was a general view that the
enhancement of knowledge about the ocean is for the benefit ofmankind as a whole. When
Francois, the Special Repporteur, reported on the issue of scientific research in the eighth
session of the International Law Commission (ILC) in 1956, he introduced the resolution of
the International Council of Scientific Union (ICSU) on this issue, which asserts that
"fundamental research by any nation carried out with the intention of open publication is in
the interests of all" and the draft articles should be amended so as to ensure "such
fundamental research at sea may proceed without vexatious obstruction".72 Referring to the
resolution of the ICSU, the Special Repporteur stated his opinion that the coastal State will
not have the right to prohibit such purely scientific research.73
69 1976 ICJ Reports, para.33.
70 Article 5(8) of the Geneva Convention provides that:
"The consent of the coastal State shall be obtained in respect of any research concerning the continental shelf
and undertaken there. Nevertheless, the coastal State shall not normally withhold its consent if the request is
submitted by a qualified institution with a view to purely scientific research into the physical or biological
characteristics of the continental shelf, subject to the proviso that the coastal State shall have the right, if it so
desires, to participate or to be represented in the research, and that in any event the results shall be published.
71 E.D. Brown, The International Law of the Sea, p.419
72
For the drafting history of the article 5 of the Geneva Convention, see Alfred H.A. Soon, "The International
Legal Regime of Marine Scientific Research", 24 N.I.L.R. (1977), pp412-429; United Nations, ILC Yearbook
1956, vol.11, p. 10.
73 United Nations, ILC Yearbook 1956 vol.11, p.l 1.
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In the resolution by the ICSU. we can see an illustration of purely scientific research. In
the resolution, this is "fundamental research in the geophysics, submarine geology, and
marine biology of the sea-bed and subsoil of the continental shelf'.74 Alfred H. A. Soons,
having examined the drafting history of the provisions, pointed out that:
The reference to purely scientific research was intended to make it clear that the provision was not
intended to cover exploration activities, i.e., the collection of data with a view to exploitation.
Purely scientific research can yield results which are useful from the point of view of exploitation,
but the research is conducted without paying attention to such practical applications of the results.
The reference to "physical or biological characteristics of the continental shelf' was also intended
to emphasise that the research covered by the provisions excludes the collection of data with a view
of exploitation.75
Let us turn to the LOS Convention to see whether there is a similar distinction in the
marine scientific research. The LOS Convention adopts basically the same regime on the
regulation of marine scientific research on the continental shelf and in the exclusive
economic zone as that of the Geneva Convention. Under the LOS Convention, all scientific
research on the continental shelf and in the exclusive zone should be conducted with the
consent of the coastal State.76 And the LOS Convention, like the Geneva Convention, makes
a distinction between two different kinds of marine scientific research; one which is carried
out "exclusively for peaceful purposes and in order to increase scientific knowledge of the
marine environment for the benefits of all mankind" and the other scientific research.77 The
discretion of the coastal States with regard to the former type ofmarine scientific research is
restricted in the sense that the coastal States shall, in normal circumstances, grant consent for
marine scientific research of that type, whereas the coastal States have discretion to withhold
its consent with regard to the latter type of the marine scientific research.78 Here we can
associate the former type of the marine scientific research under the LOS Convention with
74
Paragraph 5 of the Resolution by the International Council of Scientific Unions in April 1954: reproduced in
the ILC Yearbook 1956, vol.II., p. 10.
75 Alfred H.A. Soon, "The International Legal Regime of Marine Scientific Research", 24 N.I.L.R. (1977),
p.429.
76
Paragraph 3 ofArticle 246 of the LOS Convention provides that:
"Marine scientific research in the exclusive economic zone and on the continental shelf shall be conducted with
the consent of the coastal State".
77
Paragraph 3 and 5 ofArticle 246 of the LOS Convention..
78 Ibid.
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the purely scientific research in the Geneva Convention.79
The LOS Convention, unlike the Geneva Convention, went on to elaborate what are the
other scientific researches for which the coastal States can withhold their consent. These
other scientific researches are those whi'ch (a) are of direct significance for the exploration
and exploitation ofnatural resources, (b) involve drilling into the continental shelf, the use of
explosives or the introduction of harmful substances into the marine environment, and (c)
involve the construction, operation or use of artificial islands, installations and structures.80
Having thus examined the provisions of the Geneva Convention and the LOS Convention
regarding the distinction between purely scientific research and other research in the two
conventions, an important question arises here as to whether the distinction between pure
scientific research and other research adopted in the two conventions have any relationship
with the distinction between the marine scientific research of transitional character and of
non-transitional character adopted by the ICJ in the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf case. If
there is some relationship between the two classifications, the provisions of Article 245 of
the LOS Convention can also be illustrative ofwhat research activities by a coastal State A in
the disputed areas are prohibited without consent from the other coastal State B.
In fact, we can find a significant overlap between two ways of classification by the ICJ and
the LOS Convention. We can see that paragraph 5 ofArticle 246 ofthe LOS Convention lists
several forms of research for which the coastal State has discretion to withhold its consent.
Furthermore, we find there in the paragraph the very illustrations of explorations of a
non-transitory character which were mentioned by the ICJ in the Aegean Sea Continental
Shelfcase.%x Note that according to the ICJ, scientific research is not of a transitory character
if the research involves either (i) "any risk of physical damage to the seabed or subsoil or to
79
Interestingly, Churchill and Lowe used the term "pure research" for the former and "applied research" for the
latter when they explained the provisions on the marine scientific research of the LOS Convention: R.R.
Churchill and Lowe, p.405.
80
Paragraph 5 ofArticle 246 of the LOS Convention. According to the paragraph, the coastal States also have
discretion to withhold their consent to the conduct of a marine scientific research when the project contains
information communicated pursuant to article 248 regarding the nature and objectives of the project which is
inaccurate or if the researching State or competent international organisation has outstanding obligations to the
coastal State from a prior research project.
81
Compare paragraph 5(b) and (c) of article 246 of the LOS Convention with the paragraph 30 of the Order of
the ICJ in the Aegean Sea continental shelfcase.
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their natural resources", (ii) "the establishment on or above the seabed of the continental
shelf, or (iii) "the actual appropriation or other use of the natural resources of the areas of the
continental shelf which are in dispute".82 Note that these kinds of marine scientific research
are provided for in paragraph 5 ofArticle 246 of the LOS Convention, for which the coastal
State can withhold their consent.83
Here, we can see that the two concepts of the applied scientific research in the LOS
Convention and "exploration of transitory character" appear to be almost the same in
reality.84 And thus it can be presumed that a coastal State would be ordered by the ICJ to
cease the marine scientific research if it involved the activities provided in paragraph 5 of
Article 246 of the LOS Convention in the disputed areas without consent from the other
coastal State.
By the same token, it can be said that the coastal State would not be ordered to cease the
purely scientific research conducted "exclusively for peaceful purposes and in order to
increase scientific knowledge of the marine environment for the benefits of all mankind" ,
which does not involve any of the activities provided for in paragraph 5 ofArticle 246 of the
LOS Convention.
However, it is not to be forgotten that even if one contending coastal State can carry out
some form of research activity in the disputed area it is, nevertheless, expected to follow
other rules applicable to scientific research, such as general principles for the conduct of
marine scientific research provided in Article 240 or the duty to publish and disseminate the
information and knowledge acquired form the research as provided in article 244 of the LOS
Convention.
82
Quoted from the 1976 ICJ Reports, para.30.
83 The elements of Paragraph 5 of Article 246 were introduced in 1976 by Informal Group of Juridical Expert:
Myron H. Nordquist et al eds., UnitedNations Convention on the Law ofthe Sea 1982 A Commentary, Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers(1990), Vol. IV, p.505.
84
However, it is not easy to draw a line between pure and applied research in actual circumstances. For example,
research on the geological structure ofthe continental shelf can turn out to be of important value for the location
of the gas and oil because the presence of oil and gas is closely related to the geological structure of the
continental shelf: Alfred H.A. Soon, Marine Scientific Research and the Law of the Sea, Kluwer Law and
Taxation Publishers(1982), pp.30-33. Therefore, in our discussion, a premise should be made that in order to
qualify as a purely scientific research it should not involve the activities provided for in Paragraph 5 of Article
246.
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From the examination above, we can reasonably infer that some types ofmarine scientific
research can be conducted by a coastal State in the disputed areas without consent from the
other coastal State. However, the problem is that there might be a situation where the coastal
States have different views on which research is permissible in the disputed areas without the
consent from the other contending coastal State. Or it might be the case where one of the
coastal States argues that any marine scientific research in disputed areas without its
permission is prejudicial to its rights. Note that Japan has objected to the Chinese marine
scientific research in the East China Sea, when the researches was conducted in the waters in
its side from the hypothetical equdidistance line between China and Japan. It was also noted
that there were several occasions where the Korean research vessels have been followed and
asked to stop the research in the waters in the Japanese side of a hypothetical equdidistance
line between Korea and Japan.85 It might mean that the Korean research vessel needs
permission for the geomorphological survey of the Okinawa Trough, in order to avoid
intervention from the Japanese maritime security agency at sea, although Korea is of the
view that the Okinawa Trough is the end of its natural prolongation. It might be that Korea
does not wish to apply for Japan's consent for the marine scientific research in to the
Okinawa Trough, fearing that it application might give the impression that Korea recognises
the Japanese position on the delimitation of the maritime boundaries of the continental shelf.
This kind of situation can happen in other disputed areas of the world. Therefore, we can see
that there is a clear need for neighbouring littoral States to talk in order to have a common
understanding as to which research can be conducted in the disputed areas without the
consent from the other coastal State and to enter into arrangements for marine scientific
research in the disputed areas. It is to be recalled as we have seen in Chapter III that there are
several instances where arrangements are in place in the disputed areas. These are the joint
regime area between Colombia and Jamaica; the common zone between Sudan and Saudi
Arabia; and the common scientific and fishing zone between Dominican Republic and
Colombia.86 Also as mentioned in the previous Chapter China and Japan are negotiating an
85 Korea Working Group on the Continental Margin led by Professor, Yong-ahn Park, a member of the
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf, Internal Working Paper, June 2000.
86 It is also to be noted that CIESM(lnternational Commission for the Scientific Exploration of the
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agreement on the prior notification scheme for the marine scientific research in the disputed
areas in the East China Sea.
4.2. Does the marine scientific research conducted by State A, without any protests,
reinforce its claims to the part of the disputed area or natural resources in the disputed
area?
The question just raised seems very important. Because when there is a doubt as to
whether the marine scientific research conducted by State A, without any protests from State
B might reinforce A's claims to the part of the disputed area or natural resources in the
disputed area, then the State B is tempted to intervene in the research activities by State A,
and State A, in turn, is tempted to carry out its research activities as much as possible in the
hope to reinforce ins position on the delimitation.
Canada and the United States conducted petroleum exploration activities on the
continental shelf in the Gulf ofMaine, including those locations on Georges Bank to which
both Parties laid claims.87 The question in the GulfofMaine case was as to whether unilateral
geographical limits for exploration activities by one coastal State can turn into a valid
international boundary on the basis of acquiescence by the other coastal State.88
Canada began in 1964 to issue, on its own side of what it regarded as the median line
dividing Georges Bank, permits for the exclusive exploitation of hydrocarbons, and from
• • • • 891964 onward seismic research was carried out under the authority of Canada. Canada
alleged that it was known to the United States authorities that Canada had issued such
permits but the United States had not protested to Canada with regard to such issuance of
permits, refraining from authorising any explorations in Canada's claimed area in the
Georges Bank.90 Canada went on to argue that this was evidence of acquiescence in the idea
Mediterranean Sea) was established as earlier as in 1919 and the text of the new Statute of the CIESM, adopted
in 1967. The CIESM is an intergovernmental body whose members are 20 coastal States and 3 non- coastal
States: see Tullio Scovazzi, "Reason for International Co-operation in the Mediterranean", in Tullio Scovazzi,
ed„ Op. Cit.( 1999), p.59.
87 The GulfofMaine Case, 1984 ICJ Reports, paras.60-78.
88 1984 ICJ Reports, paras. 128-129.
89 1984 ICJ Reports, para.131.
90 1984 ICJ Reports, paras.131 and 135.
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ofa median line as a boundary between the two countries.91 The United States challenged the
existence of evidence for such acquiescence, arguing that Canada never issued an official
proclamation or any other publication for the purpose of making its claims known
internationally and therefore it could not agree on the existence of such a median line claimed
by Canada.92 The United States went on to argue that on the contrary Canada had not even
taken an official stand in the Truman Proclamation and its possible implications for the
continental shelf in the Georges Bank area, which was included in its entirety therein.93
In this situation, the Court repudiated the claims by Canada pointing out that there were
"uncertainties" and "a fair degree of inconsistency" in the attitude of the United States. It
said that:
In the view of the Chamber, it may be correct that the attitude of the United States on maritime
boundaries with its Canadian neighbour, until the end of the 1960s, revealed uncertainties and a fair
degree of inconsistency. Notwithstanding this, the facts advanced by Canada do not warrant the
conclusion that the United States Government thereby recognised the median line once and for all
as a boundary between the respective jurisdictions over the continental shelf; nor do they warrant
the conclusion that mere failure to react to the issue ofCanada exploration permits, from 1964 until
the aide-memoir of 5 November 1969, legally debarred the United States from continuing to claim
a boundary following the North East Channel, or even including all the areas south west of the
adjusted perpendicular (emphasis added).94
Although, the ICJ rejected the Canadian claims, the decision of the ICJ might have been
different if there had been some degree of consistency in the United States attitude. Having
read the judgement, we can see that some degree ofconsistency by one coastal State in regard
to the permits of exploration and exploitation by the other coastal State might lead to
acquiescence of the de facto or de jure maritime boundary.
However, unlike the Geneva Convention, the LOS Convention provides a set of general
provisions applicable to marine scientific research in section 1 ofPart XIII and in Article 241
contains an important provision relevant in our discussion. It provides that:
Marine scientific research activities shall not constitute the legal basis for any claim to any part of
the maritime environment or its resources.
91
1984 ICJ Reports, para. 128.
92 1984 ICJ Reports, para. 134.
93 1984 ICJ Reports, apara.134.
94 1984 ICJ Reports, para. 138.
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Can this provision be applicable to the claims by the coastal States laying claims to the
parts or whole of the disputed areas and trying to reinforce its positions on the basis of
scientific research undertaken by itself in the disputed areas? There is not direct answer to it
in the LOS Convention. However, it can be reasonably assumed that if marine scientific
research cannot constitute a legal basis for the marine environment or to the resources then, it
can be said a priori, marine scientific research cannot constitute a claim to part of the
disputed area itself.
Although the observation made above appears to have reasonable grounds, it seems be
desirable to make it clear in the provisional arrangements that marine scientific research in
the disputed areas cannot constitute a claim to part of the disputed area itself.
4.3. Can a third State can conduct marine scientific research in a disputed area without
consent from any of two coastal States?
If a third State wishes to conduct marine scientific research in a disputed area, it would
have a number of questions connected to each other: which coastal State it has to apply to for
the consent, whether it has to apply to both of two coastal States, and whether it can conduct
marine scientific research in the disputed areas without a consent from the any of the coastal
States. The coastal States in the disputed area would also not be free from uncertainty
regarding its jurisdiction with regard to marine scientific research by a third State in the
disputed area. In this uncertainty, the coastal State in the disputed area might wish to refrain
from giving consent to the marine scientific research in the disputed area lest its consent
should aggravate the dispute.95 Or the coastal State might give its consent for marine
scientific research by a third State in the disputed area on its own assumption that the
disputed area is not disputed and it has rights to the area.
Can a third State conduct a marine scientific research in the disputed area without having a
consent from any of the two contending States? The answer seems to be no. It seems
95
According to Warren S. Wooster, 7 percent of the U.S requests to conduct marine scientific research in areas
under foreign jurisdiction were denied between 1972 and 1978, and disputed jurisdiction was one of the
reasons given for denials of consent to the U.S: see Warren S. Wooster "Research in Troubled Waters: U.S.
Research Vessel Clearance Experience, 1972-1978", 9 O.D.I.L. (1981), pp.219-231.
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unreasonable to assume that third States can undertake marine scientific research without
consent from the coastal States simply because the area of research is disputed. It should be
recalled that the disputed area is not the high sea but part of the exclusive economic
zone/continental shelf which is to be delimited, and "the coastal States have the rights to
regulate, authorise and conduct marine scientific research in their exclusive economic zone
and on their continental shelf'.96
Rather, it might be the case where the two contending coastal States ask the researching
State to get consent from each of them. Therefore the situation can arise where the
researching State needs to get consent from both coastal States. It is not clear whether the
researching State is required to get plural consent from all the contending coastal States in
order to conduct marine scientific research. But it is probable that the marine scientific
research by a third State in a disputed area will be faced with protest by a coastal State whose
consent it does not have and thus the marine scientific research will be interrupted. It means
that the freedom ofmarine scientific research by third States is in fact significantly restricted
in the disputed area. Therefore, the littoral States in the disputed areas need to negotiate for
the guarantee ofthe freedom of the marine scientific research in the disputed areas, and it can
be done by inserting in the provisional arrangements some relevant provisions on the
research by third parties in the disputed areas.
5. Conservation of the Transboundary Fish stocks in North East Asia
Although China, Japan and China are major fishing countries in the world and the living
resources in the seas in North East Asia have been over-exploited,97 there is no regional
fisheries organisation in the region. The absence of any regional fisheries organisations in the
region might reflect the fact that the littoral States in the region have been interested in
catching more, paying little attention to the need for the conservation of fish stocks. Note that
until very recently the vast area in North East Asia was part of the high seas without a proper
conservation scheme in terms of the LOS Convention, and the littoral States in North East
96
Paragraph 1 of Article 246 of the LOS Convention.
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Asia have concluded fisheries agreements on the EEZ regime very recently. This situation
does not seem to be in line with the global trend which has been restricting the freedom of
fishing even in the high seas noting the problem of the over-exploitation of the marine living
resources in the seas. It is to be recalled that Agenda 21 noted the general problem in fisheries
that:
There are problems of unregulated fishing, overcapitalisation, excessive fleet size, vessel
reflagging to escape controls, insufficiently selective gear, unreliable databases and lack of
sufficient co-operation between States. Action by States whose nationals and vessels fish on the
high seas, as well as co-operation at the bilateral, subregional, regional and global levels, is
essential particularly for highly migratory species and straddling stocks.98
On the continuation of this conception manifested in Agenda 21 above, the international
community have been developing international instruments to enhance sustainable fisheries.
These include the Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation and
Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas of 1993(hereinafter the
"Compliance Agreement")99; the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries of
1995(hereinafter "the Code of Conduct")100; Agreement for the Implementation of the
Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982
relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks of 1995(hereinafter the "UN Fish Stocks Agreement)101; and the
International Plan of Actions to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and
Unregulated Fishing of 2001 (hereinafter the "IPOA for IUU Fishing").102
The Compliance Agreement is trying to discourage flag-of-convenience and re-flagging
by the fishing vessels, through reinforcing the responsibility of the flag-states and exchange
of information between states on the high seas fishing activities.103 The Code of Conduct is
97
FAO, The State ofWorld Fisheries and Aquaculture (2000), pp.7-10.
98
A/CONF.151/26 (Vol. II): Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Rio
de Janeiro, 3-14 June 1992) Chapter 17/45.
99 The Agreement was adopted in November 1993 was adopted by the FAO Conference.
100 The Code was unanimously adopted on 31 October 1995 by the FAO Conference.
101 A/CONF. 164/37(8 September 1995).
102 Cofi/2001/7Add(February 2001, FAO).
103 G. Moore, "The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations Compliance", 10 I.J.M.C.L.
(1995), pp.412-416.
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not a binding legal instrument but voluntary, although certain parts of the Code are based on
relevant rules of international law and the Compliance Agreement is an integral part of the
Code.104 The Code of Conduct provides principles and standards applicable to conservation,
management and development of all fisheries.105 The UN Fish Stocks Agreement restricts
the time-honoured principles of flag-state jurisdiction in the high seas in the sense that it
enable a member of a regional fisheries organisation board and inspect fishing vessels flying
the flag of another State Party to the UN Fish Stocks Agreement engaged in fishing activities
on the high seas which is covered by the regional agreement even if the latter State is not a
party to the regional fisheries organisation.106 The IPOA for IUU Fishing is not a binding
instrument but voluntary.107 But it is to be noted that some provisions of the IPOA might turn
into binding domestic rules by those countries that try to combat the IUU fishing at their own
jurisdiction through legislation of the provisions in the IPOA. Note that the IPOA strengthens
the power of the port State with regard to IUU fishing vessels. Under the IPOA the port States
should require fishing vessels seeking permission to enter their ports to provide a copy of
their authorisation to fish, details of their fishing trip and other information.108 And also
under the IPOA the port States can also inspect the vessels.109 The IPOA also recognises the
rights of the members of a regional fisheries organisations to adopt measures against
non-members of the regional fisheries organisation, if the non-member State fails to ensure
that fishing vessels flying its flag do not engage in IUU fishing activities.110 Note that neither
Korea, Japan nor China joins the UN Fish Stocks Agreement and only Japan joins the
Compliance Agreement whereas Korea and China has not joined the Compliance Agreement.
It appears that the littoral States do not really welcome the new developments in the law of
fisheries, which places emphasis on the conservation of fish stocks and restricts the freedom
of fishing even in the high seas.
104 1.1 of the Code ofConduct.
105
FAO, Introduction to the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries.
106 Article 21 of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement: Peter G. g. Davis and Cathrrine Redgwell, "The Internation
al Legal Regulation ofStraddling Fish Stocks", 74 B. K/.Z,.(1997), pp.265-272: D.H. Anderson, "The Straddling
Fish Stocks Agreement of 1995-an initial assessment", 45 I.C.L.Q.(1996), pp.463-475.
107
Paragraph 4 of the IPOA for IUU Fishing.
108
Paragraph 45 of the IPOA for IUU Fishing.
109
Paragraph 46 of the IPOA for IUU Fishing.
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Now as there is no part of the high seas left in North East Asia, most of the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement does not seem to be directly applicable to the conservation of the marine living
resources in the region. Notice that the UN Fish Stocks Agreement of 1995 purports to deal
with those fish stocks which occur both within the exclusive economic zone and in the high
seas and highly migratory fish stocks.111 However, there is still a need for multilateral
co-operation between the littoral Stares in the region because a number of important fish
stocks such as mackerelsfScow/ier japonicus Houttuyn), squids(Todarodes pacificus) and
hairtails (Trichiurus lepturus Linnaeus) occur in economic zones ofmore than two States in
the region.112
Map 51: Migration Route of Squid
In this regard, it seems appropriate for the three riparian States to seek trilateral
110
Paragraph 75 of the IPOA for IUU Fishing.
111 Article 3 (1) of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides that: "Unless otherwise provided, this Agreement
applies to the conservation and management of straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish stocks beyond
areas under national jurisdiction, except that articles 6 and 7 apply also to the conservation and management of
such stocks within areas under national jurisdiction, subject to the different legal regimes that apply within areas
under national jurisdiction and in areas beyond national jurisdiction as provided for in the Convention".
112 Korean Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, Studies on the TAC-based Fisheries Management
System and Quota Allocations for Jointly Exploited Fisheries Resources under the EEZ Regime (written in
Korean, 2000),pp.391-399.
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co-operation for conservation of these fish stocks in accordance with Article 63(1) of the
LOS Convention, which provides that:
Where the same stocks or stocks of associated species occur within the exclusive economic zones
of two or more coastal States, these States shall seek either directly or through appropriate
subregional or regional organisations, to agree upon the measures necessary to co-ordinate and
ensure the conservation and development of such stocks without prejudice to the other provisions
of this Part.
It is to be noted that the above-mentioned provision obliges States sharing the
transboundary fish stocks to negotiate to agree upon the necessary conservation measures
and thus the three coastal States in the region are under this pactum de negotiando for the
proper conservation and management of the shared stocks.113 It would be undesirable to try
to establish trilateral joint fishing zones among the three littoral States for their co-operation
scheme because it would take a lot ofunnecessary time and energy as the transboundary fish
stocks know no manmade boundaries as well as joint fishing zones. It is to be noted that the
tribunal in the Eritrea-Yemen arbitration, decided to keep the traditional fishing in the
disputed areas even after delimitation ofmaritime boundaries without making specific limits
ofjoint fishing zones.114
For the conservation of the shared stocks, simply setting up a trilateral committee fisheries
committee and identifying shared fish stocks would be an appropriate start. In fact, a number
of multilateral co-operation schemes have been in place for shared stocks without having a
joint fishing zone or a fisheries boundary. As we have seen in Chapter III, the trilateral
fisheries agreement between Denmark (Greenland), Iceland, and Norway (Jan Mayen) for
the Capelin stocks is a good example.115
113 Moritaka Hayashi, "The Management of Transboundary Fish Stocks under the LOS Convention", 8
I.J.M.C.Li 1993), p.249.
114 Barbara Kwiatkowska, "The Eritrea-Yemen Arbitration: Landmark Progress in the Acquisition ofTerritorial
Sovereignty and Equitable Maritime Boundary Delimitation", 32 O.D.I.L.(2001), p.13: Eritrea-Yemen
Arbitration Award (1999), para.63; the award is reproduced in the Permanent Court of Arbitrator's internet
home page at www.pca-cpa.org. For the first stage of the arbitration on territorial disputes on island with map,
see Nuno Sergio Marques Anunes, "The Eritrea-Yemen Arbitration: First Stage-The Law of Title to Terrotory
Re-Averred", 48 I.C.L.Q.(\999), pp.362-386.
115 As we have seen in Chapter III, the Convention for the Halibut Fisheries of the North Pacific and Bearing
Sea of 1953 as amended by a Protocol of 1979 between U.S and Canada is be an example ofbilateral agreement
for conservation and management of transboundary fish stocks without setting-up of a joint fishing, but
focusing on a specific fish stock.
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In addition, the International Baltic Fisheries Commission which was established in 1973
by the Baltic coastal States with a view to co-operation for preserving the living resources of
the Baltic Sea and the Belts is also a good example ofmultilateral agreement for conservation
of transboundary fish stocks without making any boundary or joint fishing zone.116 The
participating Parties in the Commission are the European Community, Finland, Germany,
Poland, Sweden, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. The Commission works by means ofmaking
recommendations to the Parties with regard to measures establishing total allowable catch or
fishing efforts according to species, stocks, areas and fishing periods including total
allowable catches for areas under the fisheries jurisdiction ofContracting States.117 Although
the Convention uses the term "recommendation", the recommendation should be given effect
by each of the Parties, unless it objects to the recommendation within ninety days from the
date of notification of a recommendation to it.118
It seems advisable for the coastal States in North East Asia to first identify transboundary
fish stocks in the region and set up a multilateral co-operation scheme for the conservation
and management of transboundary fish stocks in the region. Otherwise, the three bilateral
fisheries agreements would turn out to be ineffective because oftheir limited competence and
overlaps between joint fishing zones of the three agreements.
116 Article 5 of the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources in the Baltic Sea and the
Belts (the Gdansk Convention) which was signed on the 13th September 1973. Note that the waters to which the
Gdansk Convention applies as an area which consists wholly of territorial sea and fisheries zone or exclusive
economic zone of the participating States. Information on the Convention is available at the IBSFC internet
home page at www. insfc. org.
117 Article 10 of the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources in the Baltic Sea and the
Belts. Article 10 of the Convention provides that:
"Measures relating to the purposes of this Convention which the Commission may consider and in regard of
which it may take recommendations to the Contracting States are:
a) any measures for the regulation of fishing gear, appliances and catching methods,
b) any measures regulating the size limits of fish that may be retained on board vessels or landed, exposed or
offered for sale,
c) any measures establishing closed seasons,
d) any measures establishing closed areas,
e) any measures improving and increasing the living marine resources, official reproduction and transplantation
of fish and other organisms,
f) any measures improving and increasing the living marine resources, official reproduction and transplantation
of fish and other organisms,
g) any other measures related to the conservation and rational exploitation of the living marine resources".




In this Chapter, I have examined the issues which were not dealt with by the three
provisional fisheries agreements and thus are needed to be addressed. These are issues on the
protection and preservation of the marine environment, marine scientific research and
conservation and management of transboundary fish stocks.
We saw that there is a possibility of jurisdictional conflicts between coastal States in the
disputed area with regard to dumping, and pollution from ships when these is suspected
substantial discharge or major damage to the environment. This means it is advisable to enter
into a provisional arrangement between the coastal States in the disputed areas for
co-operation in the exercise of enforcement jurisdiction and avoidance of jurisdictional
conflicts, with regard to the protection of the marine environment.
With regard to the marine scientific research in the disputed areas, there is also a
possibility of jurisdictional conflict between coastal States in the disputed area. However, it
seems unreasonable to argue that all scientific research or exploration by one coastal State
should be prohibited without the consent of the other coastal State. However, it would be also
unreasonable to suggest that all kinds of activities of scientific research or exploration can be
conducted by one coastal State without the consent of the other coastal State. It is to be
recalled that in the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf case, the Court made the distinction
between exploration of a transitory character and that of a non-transitory character.119 Even
though the same distinction by the Court was not found in the provisions of the LOS
Convention, there are, in fact, very similar distinctions.
As to the question ofwhether the marine scientific research or permit by one coastal State
can reinforce its claims to part of a disputed area or natural resources, some caution should be
taken because the ICJ considered whether there was consistency in the reaction of the United
States to the permits issued by Canada. It is not plain whether Article 241 in the LOS
Convention, which provides that "marine scientific research activities shall not constitute the
legal basis for any claim to any part of the marine environment or its resources", can also be
119 1974 ICJ Reports, para.30.
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applicable to the two contending coastal States which lay claims, not to the environment or
resources, but to part of the area itself. However, it seems safe to assume that if marine
scientific research cannot constitute a legal basis for the marine environment or to the
resources then, a priori, marine scientific research cannot constitute a claim to part of the
disputed area under the LOS Convention.
It seems unreasonable to assume that third States can undertake marine scientific research
without consent from the coastal States simply because the area of research is disputed. It
should be recalled that the disputed area is not part of the high seas but part of the exclusive
economic zone/continental shelf which is to be delimited. The two contending coastal States
might ask the researching state to get consent from them. Therefore the situation can arise
where the researching State needs to get consents from both coastal States. It means that the
freedom of the marine scientific research by third States in the disputed areas can be
seriously restricted and thus there is a need for an arrangement for co-operation between the
coastal States for safeguarding the right of the third States to the freedom ofmarine scientific
research.
Although some reasonable observations can be made with regard to the research
permissible without consent from the other coastal State and no legal effect of the research on
the delimitation, it nevertheless seems desirable for the littoral States in North East Asia to
the enter into provisional arrangements on the marine scientific research, making sure that
the research conducted in the disputed areas by a coastal State does not reinforce its position
on the delimitation and also the third parties enjoy freedom of the marine scientific research
in the disputed areas.
We have also seen that there is an obligation on the coastal States which share
transboundary fish stocks to negotiate to enter into an agreement to properly conserve the
transboundary fish stocks and this obligation is applicable to the three States in North East
Asia. Besides this obligation, there is an urgent need for the coastal States in the region to set
up co-operation schemes for the conservation of transboundary fish stocks to supplement the
three fisheries agreements between Korea, China and Japan.
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Conclusion
There have been constant battles between the concepts ofmare liberum and mare clausum
through the history of the law of the sea.120 However, since the second half of the 20th century
mare clausum has been dominant and as a result of that the space of the high seas has
significantly dwindled after World War II. Nowadays more than 100 states have claimed
extended maritime zones such as 200 N.M. EEZ, fisheries zone and the continental shelf.121
Disputes are bound to arise in the overlapping claims areas of the world, because the task
of making maritime boundaries is highly time-consuming or even politically impossible.
There are some factors making the task of achieving delimitation of maritime boundaries
122 • •elusive. First ofall, the task of delimitation involves a number ofpolitical decisions, which
make policymakers very cautious in agreeing on maritime boundaries. Second, the
provisions of the LOS Convention on delimitation of boundaries of the EEZ and the
continental shelf, which simply contain reference to international law and an equitable
solution are not of much help in solving delimitation disputes. Thirdly, the awareness of
policymakers of the stability of maritime boundaries and of the possible future ofmaritime
zones make them very cautious in negotiations on maritime boundaries. Fourthly, maritime
boundaries disputes in many cases are involved in sovereignty disputes over islands in
disputed waters. Finally, there are loopholes in the dispute settlement procedures in the LOS
Convention, by which Parties to maritime boundaries disputes can avoid the compulsory
judicial procedures of the LOS Convention.
In a circumstance where overlapping claims are made but delimitation of the area of
overlapping claims is not made, an obvious need arises to search for rules applicable between
neighbouring coastal States pending ultimate maritime boundaries which might never take
place.
Articles 74(3) and 83(3) of the LOS Convention are the only provisions which manifestly
deal with the legal problems pending the delimitation of EEZ/continental shelf. They
120 See "1. Mare Clausum in Dipute" in Chapter One.
121 Ibid.
122 See "4.4. What Makes Delimitation Difficult?" in Chapter One.
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provides, in identical terms, that "pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the
States concerned, in a spirit of understanding and co-operation, shall make every effort to
enter into provisional arrangements of a practical nature".
Even if there is a critical view on the use of Article 74(3) and 83(3) of the LOS
Convention,123 these provisions are the result of long negotiations and contain substantial
rules applicable to disputed areas.124 This provision creates new rules which are in not
accordance with provisions in the Geneva Convention. Note that there was great room for a
Sate to justify a unilateral provisional line in the absence of agreement if the line is a median
line under Article 6 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the continental shelf.125 It provides
that:
... In the absence of agreement, and unless another boundary line is justified by special
circumstances, the boundary is the median line...
However, unlike under Article 6 of the Geneva Convention the justification for a
unilateral median line cannot be found in the provisions of Article 74(3) and 83(3) of the
LOS Convention.126 These provisions are useful in some respects, at least, by prohibiting a
unilateral provisional line and obliging States concerned to make every effort to enter into
mutual arrangements.127 These provisions also provided for an obligation ofmutual restraint
not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching the final agreement on delimitation.128
Provisional arrangements share some common aspects with interim measures ordered by
domestic or international courts pending their final judgements on the merits. Although the
term "arrangement" is used frequently to indicate documents less formal than treaties, an
arrangement can take a formal treaty form and can be a treaty under the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties.129 Through such arrangements, coastal States can promote some
exploitation activities in disputed areas, while preserving their positions on the final
123 See "1.3. Rules under the LOS Convention" in Chapter Two.
U4 See "2. Drafting History ofArticle 74(3)/83(3) of the LOS Convention" in Chapter Two.
1-5 See "1.2. Rules under the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf' in Chapter Two.
126 See "1.3. Rules under the LOS Convention" in Chapter Two.
1-7 See "3.4.2 Obligations to Negotiate" in Chapter Two.
128 See "3.1.2. Provisional Arrangements by Mutual Consent" and "3.4.3. Obligation of Mutual Restraint" in
Chapter Two.
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delimitation. With regard to the obligation of mutual restraint, it can be safely argued that
there is a customary law rule. However, it does not necessarily follow that all activities are
prohibited in disputed areas. It remains to be seen if or when a black list of prohibited
activities in disputed areas can be completed through development of case law and state
110
practice.
There are a great number of instances where provisional arrangements are in place
pending ultimate delimitation, even though Articles 74(3)/83(3) do not provide illustrative
examples of such arrangements. The instances in use are joint development of oil and gas
zones, joint fishing zones, comprehensive joint exploitation zones, adoption of provisional
lines, and recognition of de facto maritime boundaries.131 There are common characteristics
in the instances of provisional arrangements. Firstly, formal treaties have been usually
utilised for the arrangements. Secondly, conflicting positions of neighbouring coastal States
on delimitation of boundaries have been accommodated in shaping joint development zones
or joint fishing zones. Thirdly, a "without prejudice clause" has normally been utilised to
preserve parties' positions on the ultimate delimitation of maritime boundaries. Fourthly,
132
usually joint commissions have been set up to implement arrangements.
It is notable that coastal States have taken great caution in shaping joint development
zones or joint fishing zones and management regime therein although these are provided for
in provisional arrangements with a without prejudice clause. Coastal States appears to have
concerned about possible impacts of the provisional arrangements on the final delimitation. It
is clear that provisional arrangements would not affect parties' positions on delimitation of
ultimate boundaries when there is a clearly formulated without prejudice clause in the
arrangements. But it would be normal that negotiators of State A sitting at a table with their
counterparts of State B for provisional arrangements are very careful in shaping a joint
fishing zone or a joint development zone because some of the negotiators from Sate A and
State B would also sit at a table for negotiations on delimitation ofboundaries and it would be
129 See "3.2.1. Practice in Use of the Term Arrangements" in Chapter Two.
130 See "3.4.3. Obligation of Mutual Restraint" in Chapter Two.
131 See generally Chapter Three: Provisional Arrangements in Disputed Areas.
132 See "8. Observation" in Chapter Three.
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hard, as a matter of fact, for them in delimitation negotiations to successfully argue for a
position which is not in line with those put forward in negotiations on provisional
arrangements.
A careful analysis shows that management regime in the joint fishing zone could affect the
timing of the ultimate boundaries.133 A coastal state might choose a white zone approach in
the expectation that an early agreement on delimitation would take place, because when there
is the effective management of fisheries through a grey zone approach then the urgent need
for a final boundary would not be felt. By way of contrast, there would arise an urgent need
for a final boundary where there is no effective management of fisheries resources.134 For
example, the Soviet Union concluded two fisheries agreements in the late 1970s: one is a
grey zone agreement with Norway and the other is a white zone approach with Sweden. In
1988 the Soviet Union and Sweden reached an agreement on final delimitation, whereas an
agreement on delimitation between the Soviet and Norway is still to be concluded.135
Perhaps delimitation is unlikely to take place as far as the effective resources management
scheme is in place because there is no urgent need to delimit there as far as fisheries resources
concern.
The disputes in North East Asia arose in a serious manner after the three countries ratified
the LOS Convention in 1996 and then subsequently proclaimed their respective exclusive
economic zones.136 The adoption of straight baselines for measuring the breadth of the
territorial seas by Japan and China in 1996 further complicated the legal disputes on the law
of the sea in the region. Sovereignty issues over islands in the disputed waters are also factors
that contribute to the complexity of the legal disputes in the region.
The littoral States in North East Asia took great caution in shaping joint fishing zones and
management regimes therein. It took two and half years for Korea and Japan to agree on their
provisional fisheries agreement; more than seven years for Korea and China; and about four
133 See "3.1.1. The Soviet Union and Norway in the Barents Sea" in Chapter Three: Alex G. Oude Elferink, The
Law ofMaritime Boundary Delimitation: A Case Study ofthe Russian Federation, Martinus N ijhoff Publishers
(1994), p.201.
134 See "3.3. White Zones" in Chapter Three.
135 See 3.1.1. "The Soviet Union and Norway in the Barents Sea" and "3.3.1 Sweden and the Soviet Union in
the Baltic Sea" in Chapter Three.
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years for China and Japan. It might demonstrate that the coastal States in North East Asia
were worried too much about possible impacts of the provisional arrangements on the
delimitation of boundaries. However, it is clear that their provisional fisheries agreements
negotiated and concluded under the provisions of Article 74(3) of the LOS Convention
cannot, as a matter of law, affect their positions on delimitation, although the management
regimes in the joint fishing zones might affect the timing of the conclusion of agreements on
ultimate boundaries.
The provisional fisheries agreements in North East Asia solve on provisional basis some
of the disputes between them. However, it is also true that these agreements also created
conflicts between the three littoral States because some of the fishing zones overlap with
each other and there have been protests from within the littoral States regarding some aspects
of the agreements. Due to these conflicts and some defects in the fisheries agreement, it can
be foreseen that the agreements in North East Asia would not be very instrumental for the
effective management of the fisheries resources in the region. Does the fact the agreements
are not effective for management of the fisheries resources in the region suggest that the
fisheries agreements would further the negotiations on, and conclusion of, boundaries
agreements? It would be possibly so. But it remains to be seen when and how the littoral
States in the region can overcome the issues of territorial sovereignty over small islands in
the disputed waters and achieve the difficult task of drawing boundaries.
Lastly, it is to be pointed out that it is advisable that the issues of the protection of the
marine environment and marine scientific research in disputed waters should be dealt with in
order to avoid jurisdictional conflicts and uncertainty.137 It is to be recalled that there is a
possibility of jurisdictional conflicts at sea between coastal States in disputed areas with
regard to dumping, and pollution from ships when these is suspected substantial discharge or
major damage to the environment.138 These issues can be dealt by provisional arrangements
1 j6 See generally Chapter Four: Unilateral Claims and Issues ofDelimitation.
137
See "2. Need for Arrangements for the Prevention of Jurisdictional Conflicts with Regard to the Protection
of the Marine Environment in the Disputed Areas" and "4. The Need for Provisional Arrangements for
Prevention of the Jurisdictional Conflicts with regard to the Marine Scientific Research in Disputed Areas" in
Chapter Six.
138
See "2. Need for Arrangements for the Prevention of Jurisdictional Conflicts with Regard to the Protection
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provided for in Articles 74(3)/83(3) of the LOS Convention, although co-operation on the
marine environment and scientific research can take place regardless of whether there is a
maritime boundary in place or not.139 The co-operation among the littoral States in the region
on the protection of the marine environment is in the initial stage and there is a need to
strengthen multi-lateral co-operation in the region by developing regimes for dealing with
specific types of pollution in the region.140
of the Marine Environment in the Disputed Areas" in Chapter Six.
139 See "3. Protection and Preservation of the Marine Environment in North East Asia" in Chapter Six.
140 See "3.2. Co-operation at the Multilateral Level on the Marine Environmental Issues" in Chapter Six.
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Appendix
1. Agreement on Fisheries between the Republic of Korea and Japan of 1965
The Republic of Korea and Japan,
Desiring that the maximum sustained productivity of the fishery resources in the waters of their
common interests be maintained,
Being convinced that the conservation of the said resources and their rational exploitation and
development will serve the interests of both countries,
Confirming that the principle of the freedom of the high seas shall be respected unless otherwise
specifically provided in the present Agreement,
Recognising the desirability of eliminating causes of disputes which may arise from their
geographical proximity and the intermingling of their fisheries, and
Desiring to co-operate mutually for the development of their fisheries,
Have agreed as follows:
Article I
1. The Contracting Parties mutually recognise that each Contracting Party has the right to
establish within twelve nautical miles measured from its coastal baseline a sea zone in which it
will have exclusive jurisdiction with respect to fisheries (hereinafter referred to as "fishery
zone")- However, in case where either Contracting Party uses a straight baseline in establishing
its fishery zone, such straight baseline will be determined upon consultation with the other
Contracting Party.
2. The Contracting Party will not raise against each other any objection to the exclusion by either
Contracting Party of the fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party from engaging in fishing
operation in the fishery zone of either Contracting Party.
3. The overlapping part of the fishery zones of the Contracting Parties shall be divided into two
by the straight lines joining the ends of the part with the midpoint of the straight line drawn
across that area at its widest point.
Article II
The Contracting Parties establish a joint regulation zone enclosed by the lines described below
(excluding any territorial seas and the Republic of Korea's fishery zone).
(a) Meridian 124° East Longitude north of 37° 30' North Latitude.
(b) Lines connecting the following points in order:
(i) Intersection of 37° 30' North Latitude and 124° East Longitude
(ii) Intersection of 36° 45' North Latitude and 124° 30' East Longitude
(iii) Intersection of 33° 30' North Latitude and 124° 30' East Longitude
(iv) Intersection of 32° 30' North Latitude and 126° East Longitude
(v) Intersection of 32° 30' North Latitude and 127° East Longitude
(vi) Intersection of 34° 34' 30" North Latitude and 129° 2' 50" East Longitude
(vii) Intersection of 34° 44' 10" North Latitude and 129° 8' East Longitude
(viii) Intersection of 34° 50' North Latitude and 129° 14' East Longitude
(ix) Intersection of 35° 30' North Latitude and 130° East Longitude
(x) Intersection of 37° 30' North Latitude and 131° 10' East Longitude
(xi) High peak of Uamyong
Article III
The Contracting Parties shall implement in the joint regulation zone, until such time as
conservation measures necessary for the maintenance of the maximum sustained productivity of
fishery resources are implemented on the basis of sufficient scientific surveys, the provisional
regulation measures for fisheries described in the Annex, which constitutes an integral part of the
present Agreement with respect to drag-net fishing and seine fishing and to mackerel-angling fishing
vessels of not less than 60 tons. (Tonnage is in gross tonnage and is indicated by deducting the
tonnage allowed for improving living quarters of the vessels.)
Article IV
1. Enforcement (including halting and boarding of vessels) and jurisdiction in the waters outside
the fishery zone shall be carried out and exercised only by the Contracting Party to which the
fishing vessel belongs.
2. Either Contracting Party shall give and exercise pertinent guidance and supervision in order to
ensure that its nationals and fishing vessels will faithfully observe the provisional regulation
measures for fisheries, and shall carry out domestic measures, including appropriate penalties
against violations thereof.
Article V
Joint resources survey zone shall be established outside the joint regulation zone. The extent of the
said survey zone and the survey to be conducted within this zone shall be determined upon
consultation between the two Contracting Parties on the basis of recommendations to be made by the
Joint Fisheries Commission provided for in Article VI of the present Agreement.
Article VI
1. In order to realise the objectives of the present Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall
establish and maintain the Korea-Japan Joint Fisheries Commission (hereinafter referred to as
"the Commission").
2. The Commission shall be composed of two national sections, each consisting of three
members appointed by the Governments of the respective Contracting Parties.
3. All regulations, recommendations, and other decisions of the Commission shall be made only
by agreement between the national sections.
4. The Commission may decide upon and amend, as occasion may require, rules for the conduct
of its meetings.
5. The Commission shall meet at least once each year and such other times as may be requested
by either of the national sections. The date and place of the first meeting shall be determined by
agreement between the Contracting Parties.
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6. At its first meeting, the Commission shall select a chairman and a vice-chairman from different
national sections. The chairman and the vice-chairman shall hold office for a period of one
year. Selection of the chairman and the vice-chairman from the national sections shall be made
in such a manner as will provide in turn each Contracting Party with representation in these
offices.
7. A standing secretariat shall be established under the Commission to carry out the business of
the Commission.
8. The official languages of the Commission shall be Korean and Japanese. Proposal and data
may be submitted in either official language, or if necessary, in English.
9. In the event that the Commission concluded that joint expenses are necessary, such expenses
shall be paid by the Commission through contributions made by the Contracting Parties in the
form and proportion recommended by the Commission and approved by the Contracting
Parties.
10. The Commission may delegate the disbursement of funds for the joint expenses.
Article VII
1. The Commission shall perform the following functions:
(a) Recommend to the Contracting Parties with respect to scientific survey to be conducted for
the purpose of study of the fishery resources in waters of their common interests and to the
regulation measures to be taken within the joint regulation zone on the basis of the results
of such survey and study;
(b) Recommend to the Contracting Parties with respect to the extent of the joint resource
survey zone;
(c) Deliberate, when necessary, on the matters concerning the provisional regulation measures
for fisheries and recommend to the Contracting Parties with respect to measures, including
the revision of the provisional regulation measures, to be taken on the basis of the results of
such deliberation;
(d) Deliberate on necessary matters concerning the safety and order of operation among the
fishing vessels of the Contracting Parties and on general principles of measures for
handling accidents at sea between the fishing vessels of the Contracting Parties, and
recommend to the Contracting Parties with respect to measures to be taken on the basis of
the results of such deliberation;
(e) Compile and study data, statistics and records to be provided by the Contracting Parties at
the request of the Commission;
(f) Consider and recommend to the Contracting Parties with respect to the enactment of
schedule of equivalent penalties for violations of the present Agreement;
(g) Submit annually to the Contracting Parties a report on the operations of the Commission;
(h) In addition to the foregoing, deliberate on various technical questions arising from the
implementation of the present Agreement, and recommend, when deemed necessary, to
the Contracting Parties with respect to measures to be taken.
2. The Commission, in order to perform its function, may, when necessary, establish subordinate
organs composed of experts.
3. The Governments of the Contracting Parties shall respect to the extent possible the
recommendations made by the Commission under the provisions of paragraph 1 above.
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Article VIII
1. The Contracting Parties shall take measures deemed pertinent toward their respective nationals
and fishing vessels in order to have them observe international practices concerning navigation,
to ensure safety and maintain proper order in operation among the fishing vessels of the
Contracting Parties and to seek smooth and speedy settlements of accidents at sea between the
fishing vessels of the Contracting Parties.
2. For the purposes set forth in paragraph 1, the authorities concerned of the Contracting Parties
shall, to the extent possible, maintain close contact and co-operate with each other.
Article IX
1. Any dispute between the Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation and implementation
of the present Agreement shall be settled primarily through diplomatic channels.
2. Any dispute which fails to be settled by the provisions of paragraph 1 above shall be referred
for decision to an arbitration board composed of three arbitrators, one to be appointed by the
Government of each Contracting Party within a period of thirty days from the date of receipt by
the Government of either Contracting Party from the Government of the other of a note
requesting arbitration of the dispute, and the third arbitrator to be agreed upon by the two
arbitrators so chosen within a further period of thirty days or the third arbitrator to be appointed
by the Government of a third country agreed upon within such further period by the two
arbitrators, provided that such third arbitrator shall not be a national of either Contracting Party.
3. If, within the periods respectively referred to, the Government of either Contracting Party fails
to appoint an arbitrator, or the third arbitrator or a third country is not agreed upon, the
arbitration board shall be composed of the two arbitrators to be designated by each of the
governments of the two countries respectively chosen by the Governments of the Contracting
Parties within a period of thirty days and the third arbitrator to be nominated by the government
of a third country to be determined upon consultation between the governments so chosen.
4. The Governments of the Contracting Parties shall abide by any award made by the arbitration
board under the provisions of the present Article.
Article X
1. The present Agreement shall be ratified. The instrument of ratification shall be exchanged at
Seoul as soon as possible. The present Agreement shall enter into force on the date of the
exchange of the instruments of ratification.
2. The present Agreement shall continue in force for a period of five years and thereafter until one
year from the day on which either Contracting Party shall give notice to the other of an
intention of terminating the present Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorised thereto by their respective
Governments, have signed the present Agreement.
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DONE in duplicate at Tokyo, in the Korean and Japanese language, both equally authentic, this
twenty-second day of June, 1965.
For the Republic of Korea: For Japan:
(Signed) Tong Won Lee (Signed) Etsusaburo Shiina
(Signed) Dong Jo Kim (Signed) Shinichi Takasugi
* Note that Annex, Exchange ofNotes Concerning the Straight Baselines for the Fishery Zone of the
Republic of Korea, Exchange of Notes Concerning the Fishery Zone of the Republic of Korea,
Agreed Minutes Regarding the Agreement on Fisheries between the Republic of Korea and Japan,
which were adopted in addition to the Fisheries Agreements of 1965 are not reproduced here.
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2. Agreement on Fisheries between the Republic of Korea and Japan of 1999
The Republic of Korea and Japan,
Conscious of the importance of rational conservation, management and optimum utilisation of
marine living resources,
Recalling the tradition of co-operative relations in the field of fisheries between the two countries
maintained on the basis of the "Agreement on Fisheries between the Republic of Korea and Japan"
signed at Tokyo on 22 June 1976,
Bearing in mind that the two countries are States Parties to the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea(hereinafter referred to as "the LOS Convention"), and
Desiring to establish a new fisheries order and further the co-operative relations in the field of
fisheries between the two countries on the basis of the LOS Convention,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
This Agreement applies to the exclusive economic zone of the Republic of Korea and the exclusive
economic zone of Japanfhereinafter referred to as "the Agreement Zone").
Article 2
Each Contracting Party, on the basis of the principle of reciprocity, shall permit nationals and
fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party to harvest in its exclusive economic zone, pursuant to
this Agreement and its relevant laws and regulations.
Article 3
1. Each Contracting party shall annually determine species allowed for harvesting, quotas of catch,
areas of fishing and other specific conditions in its exclusive economic zone for nationals and fishing
vessels of the other Contracting Party and notify in writing the other Contracting Party of such
determination.
2. Each Contracting Party, in making such determination as provided for in paragraph 1, shall
respect the outcome of the consultation of the Korea-Japan Joint Fisheries Committee to be
established under the provisions of Article 12, and shall take into account the state of marine living
resources in its exclusive economic zone, its harvesting capacity, circumstances ofmutual access and
other relevant factors.
Article 4
1. After receiving a written notification from the other Contracting Party on the determination as
provided for Article 3, the competent authorities of each Contracting party shall apply to the
competent authorities of the other Contracting Party for the issuance of permit for its nationals and
fishing vessels wishing to harvest in the economic zone of the other Contracting Party. The competent
authorities of the other Contracting Party shall issue the permits in accordance with this Agreement
and its relevant laws and regulations on fisheries.
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2. The fishing vessels which obtain such permits shall display the permits in an easily visible place in
the wheelhouse and clearly show identification markings while fishing.
3. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party shall notify in writing the competent
authorities of the other Contracting Party of procedural rules including those on application and
issuance of permit, reporting of actual harvest, identification of markings of fishing vessels and
recording of fishing logs.
4. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party may collect fishing fees and reasonable
permit issuance fee.
Article 5
1. Nationals and fishing vessels of each Contracting Party shall comply with this Agreement and the
relevant laws and regulations concerning the fisheries of the other Contracting Party, when harvesting
in the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting Party.
2. Each Contracting Party shall take necessary measures to ensure that its nationals and fishing
vessels harvesting in the economic zone of the other Contracting Party, comply with specific
conditions on fishing in the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting Party, as determined by
the other Contracting Party, in accordance with the provisions of Article 3 and the provisions of this
Agreement. Such measures shall not include boarding, stopping and other enforcement measures
against its nationals and fishing vessels in the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting party.
Article 6
1. Each Contracting Party may take necessary measures in accordance with international law in its
exclusive economic zone to ensure that nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party
harvesting in its exclusive economic zone comply with the provisions of this Agreement and specific
conditions on fishing in its exclusive economic zone as determined by it in accordance with the
provisions of Article 3.
2. In cases of the arrest or detention of fishing vessels and their crews of the other Contracting Party
as a measure under paragraph 1, the competent authorities of each Contracting Party shall promptly
inform, through diplomatic channels, the other Contracting Party of the measures taken and the
penalties imposed thereafter.
3. Arrested or detained fishing vessels and their crews shall be promptly released upon the posting of
adequate bond or the submission of documents guaranteeing such posting.
4. Each Contracting Party shall notify without delay the other Contracting Party of the conservation
measures for marine living resources and other conditions, stipulated in its laws and regulations on
fishing.
Article 7
1. Each Contracting Party shall exercise sovereign rights on fisheries in its coastal part of the
Agreement Zone up to the straight lines connecting the following points in the sequence given below,
and shall deem such part to be its exclusive economic zone in applying the provisions of Articles 2 to
6.
a. point at Lat. 32° 57.0'N. Long. 127° 41.1' E
b. point at Lat. 32° 57.5' N. Long. 127° 41.9' E
c. point at Lat. 33° 01.3' N. Long. 127° 44.0' E
d. point at Lat. 33° 08.7' N. Long. 127° 48.3' E
e. point at Lat. 33° 13.7'N. Long. 127° 51.6'E
f. point at Lat. 33° 16.2' N. Long. 127° 52.3' E
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g. point at Lat. 33° 45.1'N. Long. 128° 21.7'E
h. point at Lat. 33° 47.4' N. Long. 128° 25.5' E
i. point at Lat. 33° 50.4' N. Long. 128° 26.1'E
j. point at Lat. 34° 08.2' N. Long. 128° 41.3'E
k. point at Lat. 34° 13.0' N. Long. 128° 47.6' E
1. point at Lat. 34° 18.0' N. Long. 128° 52.8' E
m. point at Lat. 34° 18.5'N. Long. 128° 53.3'E
n. point at Lat. 34° 24.5' N. Long. 128° 57.3' E
0. point at Lat. 34° 27.6' N. Long. 128° 59.4' E
p. point at Lat. 34° 29.2' N. Long. 129° 00.2' E
q. point at Lat. 34° 32.1' N. Long. 129° 00.8' E
r. point at Lat. 34° 32.6' N. Long. 129° 00.8' E
s. point at Lat. 34° 40.3' N. Long. 129° 03.1' E
t. point at Lat. 34° 49.7' N. Long. 129° 12.1' E
u. point at Lat. 34° 50.6' N. Long. 129° 13.0' E
v. point at Lat. 34° 52.4' N. Long. 129° 15.8' E
w. point at Lat. 34° 54.3' N. Long. 129° 18.4' E
x. point at Lat. 34° 57.0' N. Long. 129° 21.7' E
y. point at Lat. 34° 57.6' N. Long. 129° 22.6' E
z. point at Lat. 34° 58.6' N. Long. 129° 25.3' E
aa. point at Lat. 35° 01.2' N. Long. 129° 32.9' E
bb. point at Lat. 35° 04.1' N. Long. 129° 40.7' E
cc. point at Lat. 35° 06.8' N. Long. 130° 07.5' E
dd. point at Lat. 35° 07.' N. Long. 130° 16.4' E
ee. point at Lat. 35° 18.2' N. Long. 130° 23.3' E
ff. point at Lat. 35° 33.7' N. Long. 130° 34.1' E
gg. point at Lat. 35° 42.3' N. Long. 130° 42.7' E
hh. point at Lat. 36° 03.8'N. Long. 131° 08.3' E
ii. point at Lat. 36° 03.8'N. Long. 131° 15.9'E
2. Each Contracting Party shall not exercise sovereign rights on fisheries in the part at the other
Contracting Party's side of the Agreement Zone joining the lines provided for in paragraph 1, and
shall deem such part to be the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting Party in applying the
provisions of Articles 2 to 6.
Article 8
The provisions of Articles 2 to 6 shall not apply to the following zones:
a. the zone provided for in Article 9, Paragraph 1.
b. the zone provided for in Article 9, paragraph 2.
Article 9
1. The provisions of Annex I. paragraph 2 shall apply to the area surrounded by the line formed by
straight lines joining the points of the following sub-paragraphs in sequence:
a. point at Lat. 36° 10.0'N.Long. 131° 15.9'E
b. point at Lat. 35° 33.75' N. Long. 131° 46.5' E
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c. point at Lat. 35° 59.5' N. Long. 132° 13.7' E
d. point at Lat. 36° 18.5' N. Long. 132° 13.7' E
e. point at Lat. 36° 56.2' N. Long. 132° 55.8' E
f. point at Lat. 36° 56.2' N. Long. 135° 30.0' E
g. point at Lat. 38° 37.0' N. Long. 135° 30.0' E
h. point at Lat. 39° 51.75' N. Long. 134° 11.5' E
i. point at Lat. 38° 37.0' N. Long. 132° 59.8' E
j. point at Lat. 38° 37.0'N. Long. 131° 40.0' E
k. point at Lat. 37° 25.5' N. Long. 1310 40.0' E
1. point at Lat. 37° 08.0' N. Long. 131° 34.0' E
m. point at Lat. 36° 52.0' N. Long. 131 ° 10.0' E
n. point at Lat. 36° 52.0' N. Long. 130° 22.5' E
0. point at Lat. 36° 10.0'N. Long. 130° 22.5' E
p. point at Lat. 36° 10.0'N. Long. 127° 15.9'E
2. The provisions of Annex 1, paragraph 3 shall apply to the area north of the southernmost parallel
of the exclusive economic zone of the Republic of Korea, in the zone surrounded by lines of the
following sub-paragraphs:
a. the straight line joining the point at Lat. 32° 57.0'N, Log. 127° 41.1' E and the point at Lat. 32°
34.0'N. Log. 127°9.0'E
b. the straight line joining the point at Lat. 32° 34.0'N, Log. 127° 9.0' E and the point at Lat. 31°
0.0'N. Log. 125° 51.5'E
c. the straight line running from the point at Lat. 31° 0.0'N, Log. 125° 51.5' E and passing through
the point at Lat. 30° 56.0'N., Log. 125° 52.0'E
d. the straight line joining the point at Lat. 32° 57.0'N Log. 127° 41.1' E and the point at Lat. 31°
20.0'N., Log. 127° 13.0'E
e. the straight line running from the point at Lat. 31 ° 20.0'N, Log. 127° 13.0' E and passing through
the point at Lat. 31 ° 0.0'N., Log. 127° 5.0'E
Article 10
The Contracting Party shall co-operate with each other for rational conservation and management,
and optimum utilisation ofmarine living resources in the Agreement Zone. Such co-operation shall
include exchange of relevant statistical information on marine living resources and fishing industry
data.
Article 11
1. The Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure that their respective nationals
and fishing vessels comply with international rules and regulations on navigation, maintain the safety
and order of fishing operations among their fishing vessels and smoothly and promptly settle
accidents at sea between fishing vessels of the Contracting Parties.
2. For the purpose enumerated in paragraph 1, the competent authorities of the Contracting Parties
shall communicate with each other as closely as possible.
Article 12
1. The Contracting Parties shall establish the Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee(hereinafter referred
to as "the Committee") to effectively achieve the objectives of this Agreement.
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2. The Committee shall be composed of one Representative and one Member appointed respectively
by the Governments of the Contracting Parties and, when necessary, may establish subsidiary bodies
composed of specialists.
3. The Committee shall meet once each year in the two countries alternately and may hold ad hoc
meetings upon agreement between the Contracting Parties. If a subsidiary body under paragraph 2 is
established, such subsidiary body may hold meetings at any time upon agreement between the
Government Representatives of the Contracting Parties of the Committee.
4. The Committee shall consult on the following matters and recommend the outcome of the
consultations to the Contracting Parties. The Contracting Parties shall respect the recommendations
of the Committee:
a. matters relating to specific conditions on fishing as stipulated under Article 3;
b. matters relating to maintenance of fishing order;
c. matters relating to the state of marine living resources;
d. matters relating to co-operation between the two countries in the field of fisheries;
e. matters relating to the conservation and management of marine living resources in the zone
provided for in Article 9, paragraph 1; and
f. other matters relating to the implementation of this Agreement.
5. The Committee shall consult and decide on matters related to conservation and management of
marine living resources in the zone provided in Article 9, paragraph 2.
6. All recommendations and decisions of the Committee shall be made only through agreement
between the Representatives of the Contracting Parties.
Article 13
1. Any dispute between the Contracting Parties concerning the interpretation or application of this
Agreement shall be settled through negotiations.
2. If a dispute referred to in paragraph 1 is not settled through negotiations, such dispute shall, upon
agreement between the Contracting Parties, be settled through the following procedures:
a. When the Government of either Contracting Party, upon receipt of an official document
specifying the cause of a dispute and requesting arbitration thereof from the Government of the other
Contracting Party, notifies the Government of the other Contracting Party of the acceptance of such
request, the dispute shall be submitted for a decision to an committee composed of three arbitrators:
one arbitrator appointed by the Government of each Contracting Party within a 30-day period from
the receipt of such notification, and the third arbitrator either to be agreed upon within 30 days
following the 30-day period by the two arbitrators appointed, or to be nominated by the Government
of a third country agreed upon by the two arbitrators with 30 days following the 30-day period. The
third arbitrator shall not be a national of either Contractor.
b. If the Government of either Contracting Party fails to appoint an arbitrator within the period
specified in sub-paragraph a. or the third arbitrator or third country is not agreed upon within the
period specified in sub-paragraph a., the Committee shall be composed of two arbitrators each
nominated by the Government of a country selected by the Governments of each Contracting Party
within 30 days following the periods specified in sub-paragraph a., and the third arbitrator to be
nominated by third country decided upon through consultations between the two Governments so
selected.
c. Each Contracting Party shall bear the expenses in relation to the arbitrator appointed by it or the
arbitrator nominated by the Government of the country selected by it, and the expenses necessary for
the participation of its Government in the arbitration. The expenses for the performance of duties of
the third arbitrator shall be equally borne by the Contracting Parties.
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d. The Governments of the Contracting Parties shall abide by the majority decision of the arbitral
committee in accordance with the provisions of this Article.
Article 14
Annex 1 and Annex 11 to this Agreement shall form an integral part of this Agreement.
Article 15
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to prejudice the position of each Contracting Party
relating to issues in international law other than matters on fisheries.
Article 16
1. This Agreement shall be ratified. The instruments of ratification shall be exchanged at Seoul as
soon as possible. This Agreement shall enter into force from the date of the exchange of the
instruments of ratification.
2. This Agreement shall remain in force for a period of three years from the date of its entry into
force. Thereafter, either Contracting Party may notify, in writing, the other Contracting Party of its
intention to terminate this Agreement, which shall terminate six months after the date of such
notification. This Agreement shall continue to remain in force, unless so terminated.
Article 17
The Agreement on Fisheries between the Republic of Korea and Japan signed at Tokyo, 22 June
1965 shall lose its effect on the date of entry into force of this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorised thereto by their respective
Governments, have signed this Agreement.
DONE in duplicate at Kagoshima, this 28th day of November 1998, in the Korean and Japanese
languages, both texts being equally authentic.
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA FOR JAPAN
ANNEX I
1. The Contracting Parties shall continue to negotiate in good faith for an early delimitation of the
exclusive economic zone.
2. The Contracting Parties shall co-operate in accordance with the provisions of the following sub¬
paragraphs to ensure that the maintenance of the marine living resources in the zone provided for in
Article 9, paragraph 1 of this Agreement is not endangered from over-exploitation.
a. Each Contracting Party shall not apply its relevant laws and regulations on fisheries to nationals
and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party in the zone.
b. Each Contracting Party shall respect the recommendations made following the outcome of
consultations of the Korea-Japan Fisheries Committee(hereinafter referred to as the "Committee")
established under the provisions of Article 12 of this Agreement, and take such necessary measures
for its nationals and fishing vessels as the conservation of marine living resources and appropriate
management thereof, including a ceiling on the number of fishing vessels per mode of fishing in the
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zone.
c. Each Contracting Party shall notify the other Contracting Party of the measures which it
implements on its nationals and fishing vessels in the zone. The Contracting Parties shall take such
notification into full account in having their Representatives of the Committee participate in
consultations for recommendations under sub-paragraph b.
d. Each Contracting Party shall provide the other Contracting Party with information on catches per
species and modes of fishing by its nationals and fishing vessels harvesting in the zone, and other
relevant information.
e. If a Contracting Party discovers that nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party
are violating the measures implemented in the zone by the other Contracting Party in accordance with
the provisions of sub-paragraph b, it may inform the other Contracting Party of the fact and relevant
circumstances. The other Contracting Party, in regulating its nationals and fishing vessels, shall, after
having verified the fact relating to such notification and taken necessary measures, notify the results
thereof to the other Contracting Party.
3. The Contracting Parties shall co-operate in accordance with the provisions of the following sub¬
paragraphs to ensure that the maintenance of marine living resources in the zone provided for in
Article 9, paragraph 2 of this Agreement is not endangered by over-exploitation.
a. Each Contracting Party shall not apply its relevant laws and regulations on fisheries to nationals
and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party in the zone.
b. Each Contracting Party shall, in accordance with the decisions of the Committee, take such
necessary measures for its nationals and fishing vessels as the conservation ofmarine living resources
and appropriate management thereof, including a ceiling on number of fishing vessels per mode of
fishing in the zone.
c. Each Contracting Party shall notify the other Contracting Party of the measures which it
implements on its nationals and fishing vessels in the zone. The Contracting Parties shall take such
notification into full account in having their Representatives of the Committee participate in
consultations for recommendations under sub-paragraph b.
d. Each Contracting Party shall provide the other Contracting Party with information on catches per
species and modes of fishing by its nationals and fishing vessels harvesting in the zone, and other
relevant information.
e. If a Contracting Party discovers that nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party
are violating the measures implemented in the zone by the other Contracting Party in accordance with
the provisions of sub-paragraph b, it may inform the other Contracting Party of the fact and relevant
circumstances. The other Contracting Party, in regulating its nationals and fishing vessels, shall, after
having verified the fact relating to such notification and taken necessary measures, notify the results
thereof to the other Contracting Party.
Annex II
1. Each Contracting Party shall exercise sovereign rights on fisheries in the part of the Agreement
Zone situated on its side from the line provided for in Article 9, paragraphs 1 and 2, and shall deem
such part to be its exclusive economic zone in applying the provisions of Articles 2 to 6 of this
Agreement.
2. Each Contracting Party shall not exercise sovereign rights on fisheries in the part of the
Agreement Zone of the other Contracting Party from the zones provided for in Article 9, paragraphs 1
and 2 and shall deem such part to be the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting Party in
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applying the provisions of Article2 2 to 6 of this Agreement.
3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not be applied to a certain part of the Agreement Zone
situated to the north west of the line formed by the straight lines joining the following points in
sequence. Each Contracting Party shall not apply its relevant laws and regulations to nationals and
fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party in such part.
a. point at Lat. 38° 37.0'N, Long. 131° 40.0' E.
b. point at Lat. 38° 37.0'N, Long. 132° 59.8' E.
c. point at Lat. 39° 51.75'N, Long. 134° 11.5' E.
AGREED MINUTE
The representative of the Government of the Republic of Korea and Japan have agreed to record the
following matters relating to the relevant provisions of the Agreement on Fisheries between the
Republic of Korea and Japan(hereinafiter referred to as the "Agreement") signed today:
1. The Governments of both countries shall closely co-operate to maintain good fisheries order in the
East China Sea.
2. The Government of the Republic ofKorea in relation to the establishment of the zone provided for
in Article 9, Paragraph 2 of the Agreement, has an intention to co-operate with the Government of
Japan in order not to damage fisheries relations established by Japan and a third country in a certain
area of the East China Sea. However, this shall not be deemed to prejudice the position of the
Republic of Korea on fisheries agreements concluded by Japan with such third country.
3. The Government of Japan in relation to the establishment of the zone provided for in Article 9,
paragraph 2 of the Agreement, has an intention to co-operate with the Government of such a third
country in order to make possible certain fishing activities by nationals and fishing vessels of the
Republic of Korea in other certain area of the East China Sea under the fisheries relations established
by Japan and the third country.
4. Governments of both countries have the intention to negotiate specific ways to maintain a good
fisheries order in the East China Sea on the basis of fisheries agreements concluded or to be
concluded by either Party with a third country and through the Korea-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee which is to be established under Article 12 of the Agreement and committees of such a
kind which are to be established under fisheries agreements with such third country.
Kagoshima, 28 November 1998
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA FOR JAPAN
3. Agreement on Fisheries between the People's Republic of China and Japan
The Government of the People's Republic ofChina and the Government of Japan,
Recalling the Joint Communique of the Government of the People's Republic of China and the
Government of Japan issued on 29 September 1972,
Considering the traditional co-operative relationship in the field of fisheries including the relations
based on the Agreement on Fisheries between the People's Republic ofChina and Japan signed on 15
August 1975,
In order to establish a new fisheries order between the two countries in accordance with the spirit of
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea made on 10 December 1982, conserve and
rationally utilise marine living resources of common concerns, and maintain a proper order of
maritime fishing operations,
After friendly consultations,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
The area to which this Agreement is applied (hereinafter referred to as "the Agreement Zone") shall
consist of the exclusive economic zones of both the People's Republic of China and Japan.
Article 2
1. Each Contracting Party shall, based on the principle of mutual interest, in accordance with this
Agreement and the respective relevant laws and regulations, permit the nationals and fishing vessels
of the other Contracting Party to conduct fishing operations within its own exclusive economic zone.
2. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party, under Annex I of this Agreement, shall issue
permits to the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party to authorise them to
conduct fishing operations. The said competent authorities may collect reasonable fees for issuing
permits.
2. The nationals and fishing vessels of each Contracting Party shall conduct fishing operations within
the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting Party in accordance with this Agreement and
the relevant laws and regulations of the other Contracting Party.
Article 3
Each Contracting Party shall determine each year, taking into account the situation of resources in its
exclusive economic zone, its capacity to harvest, the traditional fishing activities, the implementation
ofmutual permission of fishing and other related factors, such operational conditions for the nationals
and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party fishing within its exclusive economic zone as the
species which may be caught, quotas ofcatch and the area in which the fishing operation is permitted.
This determination shall be made with respect for the result of the consultations in China-Japan Joint
Fisheries Committee, which is established under Article 11 of this Agreement.
Article 4
1. Each Contracting Party shall take necessary measures to ensure that its nationals and fishing
vessels conducting fishing operations within the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting
Party, comply with the provisions of this Agreement, the conservation measures of marine living
resources and other terms and conditions established in the relevant laws and regulations of the other
Contracting Party.
2. Each Contracting Party shall notify without delay the other Contracting Party of the conservation
measures of marine living resources and other terms and conditions established in its relevant laws
and regulations.
Article 5
1. Each Contracting Party may, subject to international law, take necessary measures within its
exclusive economic zone to ensure that nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party
comply with the conservation measures of marine living resources and other terms and conditions
established in its relevant laws and regulations.
2. Arrested or detained vessels and their crews shall be promptly released upon the posting of
appropriate bond or other security.
3. In case of arrest or detention of the vessels of the other Contracting Party of the conservation
measures of marine living resources and other terms and conditions established in its relevant laws
and regulations.
Article 6
The provisions from Article 2 to Article 5 shall be applied to the Agreement Zone except the areas
referred to in the following sub-paragraphs of (a) and (b):
(a) the area prescribed in paragraph 1 of Article 7; and
(b) the part of the Agreement Zone in the East China Sea below Lat. 27 N. and the part of the
Agreement Zone to the west of Long. 125 E. below the East China Sea(excluding the exclusive
economic zone of the People's Republic of China in the South China Sea)
Article 7
1. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article shall be applied to the Area(hereinafter referred to as "the
Provisional Measures Zone") surrounded by the line joining the following co-ordinates in sequence.
(a) point at Lat. 30.40° N. Long. 124° 10.1' E
(b) point at Lat. 30°N. Long. 123° 56.4' E
(c) point at Lat. 29°N. Long. 123° 25.5' E
(d) point at Lat. 28°N. Long. 122° 47.9' E
(e) point at Lat. 27°N. Long. 121° 57.4' E
(f) point at Lat. 21° N. Long. 125° 58.3' E
(g) point at Lat. 28° N. Long. 127° 15.1' E
(h) point at Lat. 29°N. Long. 128° 0.9' E
(i) point at Lat. 30° 37.0' N. Long. 128° 32.2' E
(j) point at Lat. 30° 40' N. Long. 128° 26.1' E
(k) point at Lat. 30° 40' N. Long. 124° 10.1' E
2. Both Contracting Parties, subject to the determination of the China-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee established under Article 1 1 of this Agreement, taking into account the effect on the
traditional fishing of each Contracting Party, shall take proper conservation measures and
quantitative management measures in the Provisional Measures Zone in order to ensure that the
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maintenance ofmarine living resources in not endangered by over-exploitation.
3. Each Contracting Party shall apply the enforcement measures and other necessary measures to its
nationals and vessels fishing in the Provisional Measures Zone. Each Contracting Party may not
apply the enforcement measures and other necessary measures to the nationals and fishing vessels of
the other Contracting Party fishing in the Provisional Measures Zone. Nevertheless, either
Contracting Party may, in case of finding an offence of the nationals and fishing vessels of the other
Contracting Party against the operational regulations determined by the China-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee established under Article 11 of this Agreement, call attention of the said nationals and
fishing vessels to that fact, and notify the other Contracting Party of the fact with its related situation.
The other Contracting Party shall take necessary measures with respect for that notification, and
subsequently notify the former of the result.
Article 8
Each Contracting Party shall apply necessary measures such as instructions and others to its nationals
and fishing vessels in order to secure safe navigation and fishing operations, maintain a proper order
of fishing operations, and deal with maritime accidents smoothly and promptly.
Article 9
1. In cases where any national or fishing vessel of either Contracting Party runs across maritime
casualties or other emergency situations on the coast of the other Contracting Party, the other
Contracting Party shall provide assistance and protection to the extent possible, and notify the
authorities concerned of the former Contracting Party of the related situations.
2. Any national or fishing vessel of either Contracting Party, in cases where they need to take refuge
due to rough weather or other emergency situations, may take refuge in a harbour or other places of
of the other Contracting Party after they give notification to the authorities concerned of the other
Contracting Party in accordance with the provisions ofAnnex II to this Agreement.
Article 10
Both Contracting Parties shall co-operate for scientific research on fisheries and conservation of
marine living resources.
Article 11
1. Both Contracting Parties shall, for the purpose of achieving the objectives of this Agreement,
establish the China-Japan Fisheries Committee(hereinafiter referred to as "the Fisheries Committee").
The Fisheries Committee shall consist of four members, two of whom will be appointed respectively
by the Government of each Contracting Party.
2. The Fisheries Committee shall discharge the following duties:
(1) The Fisheries Committee will consult on the matters related to the provisions ofArticle 3 and the
area referred to in sub-paragraph (b) of Article 6, and make recommendations to the Government of
each Contracting Party. Subjects of consultation may include, inter alia:
(a) the species which may be caught, quotas of catch and other conditions of the fishing operation of
the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party prescribed in the provisions of Article
3;
(b) the maintenance of an order of fishing operations;
(c) the circumstances and conservation of marine living resources; and
(d) co-operation on fishing between the Contracting Parties.
(2) The Fisheries Committee will consult on and determine matters related to the provisions ofArticle
7.
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(3) The Fisheries Committee will, as necessary, make recommendations to the Governments of the
Contracting Parties on the revision of the Annex to this Agreement.
(4) The Fisheries Committee will review the implementations of this Agreement and other matters
related to this Agreement.
3. All the recommendations and determinations of the Fisheries Committee shall be reached only
through the agreement of the members of both Contracting Parties.
4. The Governments ofContracting Parties shall, with respect for the recommendations referred to in
sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 2 of this Article and subject to determinations referred to in sub¬
paragraph (2) of paragraph 2 of this Article, take necessary measures.
5. The Fisheries Committee shall meet once a year alternately in the People's Republic of China and
Japan. The Fisheries Committee may, as necessary, meet on ad hoc basis upon agreement of the
Contracting Parties.
Article 12
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to prejudice the position of either Contracting Party in
regard to any question on the law of the Sea.
Article 13
1. The Annex, including the revised one in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article, forms an
integral part of this Agreement.
2. The Governments of both Contracting Parties may revise the Annex to this Agreement by written
agreement.
Article 14
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on a date to be agreed upon by an exchange of notes between
the Governments of the Contracting Parties, following the completion of their procedures required by
respective internal laws and regulations for the entry intro force of this Agreement. This Agreement
shall remain in force for a period of five years, and shall continue in force thereafter subject to
termination in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article.
2. Either Contracting Party may terminate this Agreement at any time on or after the date of
expiration of an initial period of five years by giving six months' written notice to the other
Contracting Party.
3. The Agreement on Fisheries between the People's Republic of China and Japan signed on 15
August 1975 shall expire on the date of entry into force of this Agreement.
DONE in duplicate, in the Japanese and Chinese languages, both texts being equally authentic, at
Tokyo, this eleventh day ofNovember 1997.
For the Government of the People's Republic ofChina For the Government of Japan
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Annex I
Each Contracting Party shall, under paragraph 2 of Article 2 of this Agreement, take the following
measures concerning permits:
1. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party shall, after receiving from the competent
authorities of the other Contracting Party the written notice on the determination prescribed in the
provisions ofArticle 3 of this Agreement, submit applications for permits to the competent authorities
of the other Contracting Party for its nationals and fishing vessels that wish to conduct fishing
operations in the latter's exclusive economic zone. The competent authorities of the other Contracting
Party shall issues permits pursuant to this Agreement and its relevant laws and regulations.
2. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party shall give written notice to the competent
authorities of the other Contracting Party on the procedural rules on fishing, including application for
and issuance of permits, submission of information on fishing, signs of fishing vessels and other
procedural rules on fishing operations diaries.
3. The fishing vessels permitted shall post the permit in a place easily accessible in the wheelhouse,
and prominently display the sign assigned by the other Contracting Party.
Annex II
The implementation of paragraph 2 of Article 9 of this Agreement shall be carried out in the manner
stipulated as follows:
1. The contact point designated by the Government of the People's Republic of China shall be the
Harbour Management Authorities, which exercises jurisdiction over the harbours concerned. The
contact point designated by the Government of Japan shall be each Regional Maritime Safety
Headquarters, which exercise jurisdiction over harbours for refuge and other places.
2. The detailed means ofcommunication will be mutually informed at the China-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee.
3. The contents which either Contracting Party shall inform the contact point designated by the other
Contracting Party shall be set out below:
the name of the fishing vessel, the identification signal, the current position(latitude, longitude), the
harbour where the fishing vessel is registered, the tonnage and the length, the name of the captain,
the number of crews, the destination of refuge, the reason for refuge, the scheduled arrival time and
the means of communication.
AGREED MINUTE
The representatives of the Government of the Peoples' Republic of China and of the Government of
Japan, in relation to the relevant provisions of the Agreement on Fisheries between the Peoples'
Republic of China and Japan(hereinafter referred to as "the Agreement") agreed to record the
following:
1. Both Governments expressed their intentions to continue the consultations on the delimitation of
the exclusive economic zones and the continental shelves ofboth countries, and make efforts so that a
mutually acceptable agreement be reached. Both Governments also expressed their intentions that the
establishment of the Provisional Measures Zone prescribed in the provisions ofparagraph 1 of Article
7 should not be deemed to prejudice the positions of both Parties in regard to the delimitation of the
exclusive economic zones and the continental shelves.
2. Both Governments expressed their intentions that, given the traditional and co-operative fishing
relations between the two countries, in implementing this Agreement and establishing fishing
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relations with a third country, both Parties should respect the current fishing operations in a certain
area of the East China Sea in the north of the area prescribed in the provisions of paragraph 1 of
Article 7, pay due consideration to the traditional fishing of the other country and the resource
situation of the said area, and not unduly damage the interest of fishing of the other country in the said
area.
11 November 1997 in Tokyo
For the Government of the People's Republic ofChina For the Government of Japan
EXCHANGE OF LETTERS concerning the area referred to in sub-paragraph (b) of Article 6
of the Agreement on Fisheries between the People's Republic of China and Japan
(Chinese Letter)
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement on Fisheries between the People's Republic ofChina and
Japan, which was signed today, and to state as follows:
The Government of the People's Republic of China has the intention not to apply its relevant laws
and regulations on fisheries to Japanese nationals on the condition that both the People's Republic
ofChina and Japan are in co-operative relations in order to ensure that the maintenance ofmarine
living resources is not endangered by over-exploitation.
I avail myself of this opportunity to extend to Your Excellency the assurances of my highest
consideration.
II November 1977 in Tokyo
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the People's Republic of China
(Japanese Letter)
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement on Fisheries between Japan and the People's Republic of
China, which was signed today, and to state as follows:
The Government of Japan has the intention not to apply its relevant laws and regulations on
fisheries to Chinese nationals on the condition that both Japan and the People's Republic ofChina
are in co-operative relations in order to ensure that the maintenance of marine living resources is
not endangered by over-exploitation.
I avail myself of this opportunity to extend to Your Excellency the assurances of my highest
consideration.
11 November 1977 in Tokyo
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Japan
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JAPANESE LETTER concerning Chinese Fishing for Squid.
I have the honour to refer to the Agreement on Fisheries between Japan and the People's Republic of
China, which was signed today, and to state as follows:
1. The Government of the People's Republic of China requested, under Article 3 of the said
Agreement, that Chinese fishing vessels for squid be permitted to carry out fishing operations,
without being charged any fees, for five years after the entry into force of the Agreement in the
exclusive economic zone of Japan in the Japan Sea(East Sea) and the Pacific Ocean, and that the
number of fishing vessels and the amount of catch will not exceed the actual number of the year 1996.
2. The Government of Japan has the intention to bear in mind such request by the Chinese side, accept
it in principle and, taking into account the situation of fishery resources in the said area, consult on
and determine the concrete measures of implementation in the China-Japan Fisheries Committee
established under Article 11 of the Agreement.
I avail myself of this opportunity to extend to Your Excellency the assurances of my highest
consideration.
11 November 1977 in Tokyo
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Japan
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the People's Republic of China
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4. Agreement on Fisheries between the Korea and the People's Republic of China
The Government of Korea and the Government of the People's Republic ofChina,
In accordance with the provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea made on
10 December 1982,
In order to promote conservation and rational utilisation of marine living resources of common
concerns, maintain a proper order of fishing operations at sea, strengthen and expedite co-operations
in the field of fisheries,
Through friendly consultations,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
The area to which this Agreement is applied (hereinafter referred to as "the Agreement Zone") shall
consist of the exclusive economic zones of Korea and the People's Republic ofChina.
Article 2
1. Each Contracting Party shall, in accordance with this Agreement and provisions of its relevant laws
and regulations, permit the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party to conduct
fishing operations within its own exclusive economic zone.
2. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party, in accordance with the provisions of Annex I
to this Agreement and its relevant laws and regulations, shall issue fishing permits to the nationals
and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party.
Article 3
1. Each Contracting party shall annually determine species allowed for harvesting, quotas of catch,
areas of fishing and other specific conditions in its exclusive economic zone for nationals and fishing
vessels of the other Contracting Party and notify in writing the other Contracting Party of such
determination.
2. Each Contracting Party, in making such determination as provided for in paragraph 1, shall take
into account the state of marine living resources in its exclusive economic zone, its harvesting
capacity, circumstances of mutual access and other relevant factors, and shall respect the outcome of
the consultation of the Korea-China Joint Fisheries Committee which is to be established under the
provisions of Article 13.
Article 4
1. Nationals and fishing vessels of each Contracting Party shall comply with this Agreement and the
relevant laws and regulations concerning the fisheries of the other Contracting Party, when harvesting
in the exclusive economic zone of the other Contracting Party.
2. Each Contracting Party shall take necessary measures to ensure that its nationals and fishing
vessels harvesting in the economic zone of the other Contracting Party, comply with the provisions of
this Agreement, the conservation measures ofmarine living resources and other terms and conditions
established in the relevant laws and regulations of the other Contracting Party.
3. Each Contracting Party shall notify without delay the other Contracting Party of the conservation
measures of marine living resources and other conditions provided for in its laws and regulations.
Article 5
1. Each Contracting Party may, in accordance with international law, take necessary measures within
its exclusive economic zone to ensure that nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party
comply with the conservation measures ofmarine living resources and other conditions provided for
in its laws and regulations.
2. Arrested or detained vessels and their crews shall be promptly released upon the posting of
appropriate bond or other security.
3. The Contracting Party, in cases of arrest or detention of fishing vessels and their crews of the other
Contracting Party, shall promptly inform through diplomatic channels the other Contracting Party of
the measures taken and the penalties imposed thereafter.
Article 6
The provisions in Article 2 to Article 5 shall be applied to the Agreement Zone except the areas
designated in Articles 7, 8 and 9.
Article 7
1. Paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article shall be applied to the Area(hereinafter referred to as "the
Provisional Measures Zone") surrounded by the line joining the following co-ordinates in sequence.
a. point at Lat. 37° 00' N. Long. 123° 40' E
b. point at Lat. 36° 22'23" N. Long. 123° 10' 52" E
c. point at Lat. 35° 30' N. Long. 122° 11' 54" E
d. point at Lat. 35° 30'N. Long. 122°01'54"E
e. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 122° 01' 54" E
f. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 122° 11' 54" E
g. point at Lat. 33° 20' N. Long. 122° 41' E
h. point at Lat. 32° 20' N. Long. 123° 45' E
i. point at Lat. 32° 11' N. Long. 123° 49' 30"E
j. point at Lat. 32° 1 T N. Long. 125° 25' E
k. point at Lat. 33° 20' N. Long. 124° 08' E
1. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 124° 00' 30" E
m. point at Lat. 35° 00'N. Long. 124° 07' 30" E
n. point at Lat. 35° 30' N. Long. 124° 30' E
o. point at Lat. 36° 45' N. Long. 124° 30' E
p. point at Lat. 37° 00' N. Long. 124° 20' E
q. point at Lat. 37° 00' N. Long. 123° 40' E
2. Both Contracting Parties, following the determination of the Korea-China Joint Fisheries
Committee established under Article 13 of this Agreement, taking into account the effect on the
traditional fishing of each Contracting Party, shall take joint conservation measures and quantitative
management measures in the Provisional Measures Zone.
3. Each Contracting Party shall apply the management measures and other necessary measures to its
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nationals and vessels fishing in the Provisional Measure Zone. Each Contracting Party may not apply
the management measures and other measures to the nationals and fishing vessels of the other
Contracting Party fishing in the Provisional Measure Zone. Either Contracting Party may, in case of
finding an offence of the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party against the
operational regulations determined by the Korea-China Joint Fisheries Committee, call attention of
the said nationals and fishing vessels to that fact, and notify the other Contracting Party of the fact
with its related situation. The other Contracting Party shall take necessary measures with respect for
that notification, and subsequently notify the former of the result.
Article 8
1. For four years from the date of entry into force of this Agreement, paragraphs 2 to 4 of this Article
shall be applied to the Area(hereinafiter referred to as "the Transitional Zones") surrounded by the line
joining the following co-ordinates in sequence.
(1) Co-ordinates of the Transitional Zone in the Korean side
a. point at Lat. 35° 30' N. Long. 124° 30' E (Kl)
b. point at Lat. 35° 00' N. Long. 124° 07' 30" E (K2)
c. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 124° 00' 30" E (K3)
d. point at Lat. 33°20' N. Long. 124° 08' E (K4)
e. point at Lat. 32° 1 T N. Long. 125°25' E (K5)
f. point at Lat. 32° 11' N. Long. 126° 45' E (K6)
g. point at Lat. 32° 40' N. Long. 127° 00' E (K7)
h. point at Lat. 32° 24' 30" N. Long. 126° 17' E (K8)
i. point at Lat. 32° 29' N. Long. 125° 57' 30"E (K9)
j. point at Lat. 33° 20'N. Long. 125° 28'E (K10)
k. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 124° 35' E (Kl 1)
1. point at Lat. 34°25' N. Long. 124° 33' E (K12)
m. point at Lat. 35° 30'N. Long. 124° 48'E (K13)
n. point at Lat. 35° 30' N. Long. 124° 30' E (K14)
(2) Co-ordinates of the Transitional Zone in the Chinese side
a. point at Lat. 35° 30'N. Long. 121° 55'E (CI)
b. point at Lat. 35° 00' N. Long. 121° 30' E (C2)
c. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 121° 30' E (C3)
d. point at Lat. 33°20' N. Long. 122° 00' E (C4)
e. point at Lat. 31° 50' N. Long. 123°00' E (C5)
f. point at Lat. 31° 50' N. Long. 124° 00' E (C6)
g. point at Lat. 32° 20' N. Long. 123° 45' E (C7)
h. point at Lat. 33° 20' N. Long. 122° 41' E (C8)
i. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 122° 11' 54"E (C9)
j. point at Lat. 34° 00' N. Long. 122° 01' 54" E (C10)
k. point at Lat. 35° 30' N. Long. 122° 01' 54" E (CI 1)
1. point at Lat. 35° 30'N. Long. 121° 55'E (C12)
2. Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate measures in order to gradually implement exclusive
economic zone regimes in the Transitional Zones and make efforts to reach a balance by adjusting
and reducing the level of fishing activities of its nationals and fishing vessels in the Transitional Zone
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in the other Contracting Party's side to reach a balance.
3. Both Contracting Parties shall take the same conservation and management measures as provided
in paragraphs 2 and 3 ofArticle 7 in the Transitional Zones, and may take joint surveillance measures
including joint boarding, stopping and inspection.
4. Each Contracting Party shall issue fishing permits to its fishing vessels engaging in fishing
activities in the Transitional Zone at the other Contracting Party's side and exchange the list of such
fishing vessels with the other Contracting Party.
5. The provisions of Articles 2 to 5 shall be applied in Transitional Zones after 4 years from the date
of entry into force of this Agreement.
Article 9
Both Contracting Parties, in a certain area to the north of the Provisional Measures Zone provided
for in Article 7, paragraph 1 and the other certain area to the south of the Provisional Measure Zone
provided for in Article 7, paragraph 1 and Transitional Zones provided for in Article 8, paragraph 1
shall not apply their laws and regulations on fisheries against nationals and fishing vessels of the other
Party and shall maintain the current fishing order, unless agreed otherwise between the two Parties.
Article 10
Each Contracting Party shall apply necessary measures such as instructions and others to its nationals
and fishing vessels in order to secure safe navigation and fishing operations, maintain a proper order
of fishing operations, and deal with maritime accidents smoothly and promptly.
Article 11
1. In cases where any national or fishing vessel of either Contracting Party runs across maritime
casualties or other emergency situations on the coast of the other Contracting Party, the other
Contracting Party shall provide assistance and protection to the extent possible, and notify the
authorities concerned of the former Contracting Party of the related situations.
2. Any national or fishing vessel of either Contracting Party, in cases where they need to take refuge
due to rough weather or other emergency situations, may take refuge in a harbour or other places of
the other Contracting Party after they give notification to the authorities concerned of the other
Contracting Party in accordance with the provisions of Annex II to this Agreement.
Article 12
Both Contracting Parties shall strengthen the co-operation for scientific research (including exchange
of necessary data) on conservation and reasonable exploitation of marine living resources.
Article 13
1. Both Contracting Parties shall, for the purpose of facilitating the achievement of the objectives of
this Agreement, establish the Korea-China Fisheries Committee(hereinafter referred to as "the
Fisheries Committee"). The Fisheries Committee shall be composed of one Representative and a few
members appointed respectively by the Governments ofthe Contracting Parties, and, when necessary,
may establish expert sub-committees.
2. The Fisheries Committee shall discharge the following duties:
(1) The Fisheries Committee will consult on the following matters and make recommendations to the
Government of each Contracting Party
(a) the species which may be caught, quotas of catch and other conditions for the fishing operation of
the nationals and fishing vessels of the other Contracting Party prescribed in the provisions ofArticle
3;
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(b) the maintenance of the order of fishing operations;
(c) the circumstances and conservation of marine living resources; and
(d) co-operation on fishing between the Contracting Parties.
(2) The Fisheries Committee may, as necessary, make recommendations to the Governments of the
Contracting Parties on the revision of the Annex to this Agreement.
(3) The Fisheries Committee will consult on and determine matters related to the provisions of
Articles 7 and 8.
(4) The Fisheries Committee will review the implementations of this Agreement and other matters
related to this Agreement.
3. All the recommendations and determinations of the Fisheries Committee shall be reached only
through the agreement of the members of the Contracting Parties.
4. The Governments of Contracting Parties shall respect the recommendations referred to in sub¬
paragraph (1) of paragraph 2 of this Article and implement necessary measures with the
determinations referred to in sub-paragraph (3) of paragraph 2 of this Article.
5. The Fisheries Committee shall meet once a year alternately in Korea and the People's Republic of
China. The Fisheries Committee may, as necessary, meet on ad hoc basis upon agreement of the
Contracting Parties.
Article 14
No provision in this Agreement shall be interpreted in such a way as to prejudice the position of either
Contracting Party on issues in the law of the Sea.
Article 15
The Annex to this Article forms an integral part of this Agreement.
Article 16
1. This Agreement shall enter into force from the date of an exchange of notes between the
Governments of the Contracting Parties, following the completion of their procedures required by
respective internal laws.
2. This Agreement shall remain in force for a period of five years from the date of its entry into force.
Thereafter, this Agreement shall continue to remain in force, unless so terminated in accordance with
paragraph 3 of this Article.
3. Either Contracting Party may terminate this Agreement at any time on or after the date of
expiration of an initial period of five years by giving a one year written notice to the other Contracting
Party.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorised thereto by their respective
Governments, have signed this Agreement.
DONE in duplicate at Beijing this day of 3rdofAugust of2000, in the Korean and Chinese languages,
both texts being equally authentic.
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
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Annex I
Each Contracting Party shall, under paragraph 2 of Article 2 of this Agreement, take the following
measures concerning permits:
1. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party shall, after receiving from the competent
authorities of the other Contracting Party the written notice on the determination prescribed in the
provisions ofArticle 3 of this Agreement, submit applications for permits to the competent authorities
of the other Contracting Party for its nationals and fishing vessels that wish to conduct fishing
operations in the latter's exclusive economic zone. The competent authorities of the other Contracting
Party may impose appropriate fees in issuing permits.
2. The competent authorities of each Contracting Party shall give written notice to the competent
authorities of the other Contracting Party on the procedural rules on fishing, including application for
and issuance of permits, submission of information on fishing, signs of fishing vessels and other
procedural rules on fishing operations diaries.
3. The fishing vessels permitted shall post the permit in a place easily accessible in the wheelhouse,
and prominently display the sign assigned by the other Contracting Party.
Annex II
The implementation of paragraph 2 of Article 11 of this Agreement shall be carried out in the manner
stipulated as follows:
1. The contact point designated by the Government of the Republic of Korea shall be each Korean
Maritime Police Station and the contact point designated by the Government of the People's
Republic of China shall be the Harbour Management Authorities, which exercises jurisdiction over
the harbours concerned.
2. The detailed means ofcommunication will be mutually informed at the China-Japan Joint Fisheries
Committee.
3. The contents which either Contracting Party shall inform the contact point designated by the other
Contracting Party shall be set out below:
the name of the fishing vessel, the identification signal, the current position(latitude, longitude), the
harbour where the fishing vessel is registered, the tonnage and the length, the name of the captain, the
number of crews, the destination of refuge, the reason of refuge, the scheduled arrival time and the
means of communication.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
The representatives of the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of the Peoples'
Republic of China, in relation to the relevant provisions of the Agreement on Fisheries between the
Republic of Korea and the Peoples' Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as "the Agreement")
signed on 3 August 2000, reached the following understanding:
1. Both Parties shall respect the laws and regulations which the coastal States are now enforcing in
a certain area in the Korean side to the north of the northern limits of Provisional Measures Zone
provided for in Article 7, paragraph 1 of the Agreement and in other certain area in the Chinese side to
the southern limits of the Provisional Measure Zone provided for in Article 7, paragraph 1 and the
Transitional Measure Zones provided for in Article 8, paragraph 1, and should take necessary
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measures to ensure that their respective nationals and fishing vessels observe such laws and
regulations.
2. Both Parties shall notify each other the laws and regulations mentioned in Paragraph 1, and consult,
through the Korea-China Joint Fisheries Committee established under Article 13 of the Agreement,
the ways for efficient implementations of such laws and regulations.
This Understanding is signed at Beijing on 3 August 2000 and will be valid from the date of the entry
into force of the Agreement.
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5. Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government
of Japan on Co-operation in the Field of Environmental Protection
The Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of Japan,
Noting that global environmental deterioration would pose
serious threats to the survival ofmankind,
Recognising the urgent need of regional and global efforts to
prevent such deterioration and to ensure environmentally sound
and sustainable economic and social development,
Believing that co-operation between the two Governments is of
mutual advantage in coping with similar problems of environmental
protection in each country and will further promote such regional
and global efforts,
Noting that the framework of the co-operation between the two
Governments in the field of science and technology has been provided
for by the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of
Korea and the Government of Japan on Co-operation in the Field of
Science and Technology signed on December 20, 1985, and
Desiring to strengthen the co-operation between the two
Governments in the field of environmental protection,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
The two Governments shall, on the basis of equality and mutual
benefit, maintain and promote co-operation in the field of environmental protection.
Article 2
Co-operative activities under this Agreement may take the following forms:
(a) Exchange of information and data on research and development activities,
policies, practices, legislation and regulations, and on technology related
to environmental protection;
(b) Exchange of scientists, technical personnel and other experts;
(c) Joint seminars and meetings by scientists, technical
personnel and other experts;
(d) Implementation of agreed co-operative projects, including
joint research; and
(e) Other forms of co-operation as may be mutually agreed upon.
Article 3
1. In order to co-ordinate and facilitate co-operative activities under
this Agreement, a Joint Committee on Environmental Co-operation
(hereinafter referred to as "the Committee") consisting of the
representatives of the two Governments shall be established.
2. The Committee shall meet, in principle once a year, alternately
in the Republic of Korea and in Japan.
3. The Committee shall have the following functions:
(a) to discuss any matter relating to the implementation of this Agreement;
(b) to review the progress of the implementation of this Agreement; and
(c) to propose to the two Governments specific measures to ensure the
enhancement of co-operation under this Agreement.
4. Contacts between the two Governments concerning the
implementation of this Agreement when the Committee is not in
session shall be made through diplomatic channels.
Article 4
Co-operative activities may be undertaken in mutually agreed
areas pertaining to environmental protection and improvement, such as:
(a) Pollution abatement and control, which comprise: air
pollution control, including control of emissions from
mobile and stationary sources; water pollution control,
including municipal and industrial waste-water treatment;
marine pollution control; soil pollution control, including
agricultural runoff and pesticide control; waste management
and resource recovery; control and disposal of toxic
substances; noise abatement;
(b) Conservation of ecosystems and biological diversity;
(c) Prevention of dangerous anthropogenic interference with
the climate system; and
(d) Other areas of environmental protection and improvement
as may be mutually agreed upon.
Article 5
Implementing arrangements setting forth the details and
procedures of the specific co-operative activities under this
Agreement may be made between the two Governments or their
agencies, whichever is appropriate.
Article 6
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Each Government shall accord to the nationals of the other
country facilities necessary for the implementation of the
co-operative activities under this Agreement.
Article 7
This Agreement shall be implemented within the scope of laws
and regulations in force in each country.
Article 8
1. Scientific and technological information of a non-proprietary
nature arising from the co-operative activities under this Agreement
may be made available to the public by either Government through
customary channels and in accordance with the normal procedures
of the participating agencies.
2. The disposition of patents, designs, and other industrial property
arising from the co-operative activities under this Agreement shall
be provided for in the implementing arrangements referred to in Article 5.
Article 9
No provision in this Agreement shall be interpreted as to
affect other arrangements for co-operation between the two
Governments, existing at the date of signature of this Agreement
or concluded thereafter.
Article 10
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the date of signature
and remain in force for a period of two years.
2. This Agreement shall be automatically extended for successive
periods of two years, unless either Government notifies the other
Government in writing of its intention to terminate this Agreement
at least six months prior to the expiry of any one period.
3. The termination of this Agreement shall not affect the
completion of any project and program undertaken in accordance
with the implementing arrangements referred to in Article 5 and
not fully executed at the time of the termination of this Agreement.
DONE in duplicate at Seoul on June 29, 1993 in the English language.
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA JAPAN
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6. Agreement on Environmental Co-operation between the Government of the
Republic of Korea and the Government of the People's Republic of China
The Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government
of the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as "the Parties"),
Noting that the global environmental degradation poses serious
threats to the survival ofmankind.
Recognising the urgent need of the global efforts to prevent
environmental deterioration and to achieve the environmentally
sound and sustainable development,
Believing that the co-operation between the Parties in the field
of environment is of mutual benefit for addressing the environmental
challenges and is essential for the protection and improvement of
the regional and global environment, and
Considering that preventive measures should serve as important
elements in the co-operative activities of the Parties to minimise
the possible adverse effects of environmental damages,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
1. On the basis of equality and mutual benefit, the Parties shall
encourage and promote co-operation in the field of environmental
protection.
2. The principal objective of this co-operation is to provide better
opportunities to exchange information, technology and experience
related to the environmental protection and to collaborate on the
issues of mutual interest.
Article 2
Co-operative activities under this Agreement shall include the
following forms:
1. Exchange of data, information, technology and materials
relating to the environmental protection;
2. Exchange of environmental experts and officials;
3. Organisation ofjoint seminars, symposia and meetings
on general or specific environmental issues;
4. Implementation ofjoint research on subjects ofmutual
interest, including joint assessment of environmental impact;
5. Other forms of co-operation as may be mutually agreed upon.
Article 3
Co-operation, if mutually agreed upon, may be undertaken in
the following areas pertaining to environmental protection and
improvement:
1. Pollution abatement and control, which comprise: air pollution control,
including control of emissions from mobile and stationary sources; water
pollution control, including municipal and industrial waste water treatment
and total load control ofwater pollutants; coastal and marine pollution
control; agricultural runoff and pesticide control; solid waste management
and resource recovery; control of transboundary movement and disposal
of hazardous solid wastes; management of toxic chemicals; noise
abatement; conservation of biodiversity; management of environment and
natural resources;
2. Contribution to the protection and improvement of sub-regional, regional,
and global environment;
3. Other areas of environmental protection and improvement.
Article 4
1. In order to co-ordinate and facilitate co-operative activities
under this Agreement, the Parties shall establish a Joint Committee
on Environmental Co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "the
Committee") consisting of the representatives designated by each Party.
2. The Committee shall meet, in principle, annually where
appropriate in Korea and in China alternately on the date to be
agreed upon through diplomatic channels. The frequency of the
Committee's meeting may be reduced or increased according to
the actual situation.
3. The Committee shall perform the following functions:
a. to discuss matters relating to the implementation of this Agreement;
b. to monitor and review the progress of the implementation of this
Agreement; and
c. to recommend to the Parties specific measure for enhancement
of the co-operation under this Agreement.
4. Appropriate consultations, when the Committee is not in session,
shall be conducted through diplomatic channels.
Article 5
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With a view to facilitating the bilateral co-operation, the Parties
shall encourage, where appropriate, the conclusion of supplementary
arrangements between the government agencies, research institutes,
universities and enterprise specifying the terms and conditions of
particular co-operative programmes and projects, the procedures to
be followed, and other appropriate matters.
The treatment of intellectual property rights arising from
the co-operative activities under this Agreement shall be provided
for in such arrangements.
Article 6
1. The Parties shall bear the expenses to be incurred in conjunction
with the implementation of the co-operative programmes and projects
between their government agencies or institutes under this Agreement
on the basis of equality and in accordance with the availability of assets.
2. Each Party shall provide the nationals of the other Party with
the appropriate assistance essential for the implementation of the
co-operative activities under this Agreement.
Article 7
1. Nothing in this Agreement shall affect the obligations of the
Parties deriving from any treaty, convention, regional or international
agreement relating to the protection of environment.
2. Co-operative activities under this Agreement including the
conclusion of such supplementary arrangements as referred to in
Article 5 shall be undertaken in accordance with applicable laws
and regulations of each country.
Article 8
1. This Agreement shall enter into force thirty days after the
date of signature and remain in force for a period of five years.
2. This Agreement shall be automatically renewed for successive
periods of five years, unless either Party notifies the other Party
six months in advance in writing of its intention to terminate this Agreement.
3. The termination of this Agreement shall not affect the
completion of any project or program being undertaken under
this Agreement and not fully executed at the time of the
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termination of this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly
authorised by their respective Governments, have signed this Agreement.
DONE in duplicate at Beijing this 28th day of October 1993
in the Korean, Chinese and English languages, all three versions
being equally authentic. In case of any divergence of interpretation,
the English version shall prevail.
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
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7. Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Korea and the
Russian Federation on Co-operation in the Field of the Environment
The Government of the Republic of Korea and the Government of the Russian
Federation (hereinafter referred to as "the Parties"),
Noting that global environmental degradation poses serious threats to the
survival ofmankind,
Recognising the urgent need of the global efforts to prevent environmental
deterioration and to achieve the environmentally sound and sustainable
development,
Believing that the co-operation between the Parties in the field of
environment is ofmutual advantage for addressing the environmental
challenges and is essential for the protection and improvement of the
regional and global environment, and
Considering that preventive or precautionary measures should serve as
important elements in the co-operative activities of the Parties to minimise the
possible adverse effects of environmental damages,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1
1. On the basis of equality and mutual benefit, the Parties shall
encourage and promote co-operation in the field of environmental protection
and sustainable development.
2. The principal objective of this co-operation is to provide better
opportunities to exchange information, technology and experience related to
the sustainable development and to collaborate on the issues of mutual
interest.
Article 2
Co-operative activities under this Agreement shall include the following forms:
1. Exchange of data, information, technology and materials relating to the
environmental protection and sustainable development;
2. Exchange of environmental experts and officials;
3. Organisation ofjoint seminars, symposia and meetings on general or
specific environmental issues;
4. Implementation ofjoint research projects on subjects of mutual interest,
including joint assessment of environmental impact;
5. Other forms of co-operation as may be mutually agreed upon.
Article 3
Co-operation, if mutually agreed upon, may be undertaken in the following
areas pertaining to environmental protection and improvement:
1. Pollution abatement and control, which comprise:
air pollution control, including control of emissions from mobile and
stationary sources; water pollution control, including municipal and industrial
waste-water treatment; coastal and marine pollution control; agricultural runoff
and pesticide control; solid waste management and resource recovery; control
and disposal of toxic substances; noise abatement; management of
environment and natural resources;
2. Contribution to the protection and improvement of sub-regional,
regional, and global environment;
3. Other areas of environmental protection and improvement.
Article 4
1. In order to co-ordinate and facilitate co-operative activities under this
Agreement, the Parties shall establish a Joint Committee on the Environmental
Co-operation (hereinafter referred to as "the Committee") consisting of the
representatives designated by each Party.
2. The Committee shall meet, in principle, in Korea and in Russia
alternately once in two years.
3. The Committee shall perform the following functions:
a. to discuss matters relating to the implementation of this Agreement;
b. to monitor and review the progress of the implementation of this
Agreement; and
c. to recommend to the Parties specific measures, including the
establishment ofworking groups, for the enhancement of the co-operation
under this Agreement.
4. Appropriate consultations, when the Committee is not in session, shall
be conducted through diplomatic channels.
Article 5
With a view to facilitating the bilateral co-operation, the Parties shall encourage,
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where appropriate, the conclusion of supplementary arrangements between the
government agencies, research institutes, universities and enterprises
specifying the terms and conditions of particular co-operative programmes and
projects, the procedures to be followed, and other appropriate matters.
The treatment of intellectual property arising from the co-operative activities
under this Agreement shall be provided for in such arrangements.
Article 6
1. The Parties shall bear the expenses to be incurred in conjunction with the
implementation of the co-operative programmes and projects between their
government agencies or institutes under this Agreement on the basis of equality
and in accordance with the availability of assets.
2. Each Party shall provide the nationals of the other Party with the appropriate
assistance essential for the implementation of the co-operative activities under
this Agreement.
Article 7
1. Nothing in this Agreement shall affect the obligations of the Parties deriving
from any treaty, convention, regional or international agreement relating to the
protection of environment.
2. Co-operative activities under this Agreement including the conclusion of such
supplementary arrangements as referred to in Article 5 shall be undertaken in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations of each country.
Article 8
1. This Agreement shall enter into force thirty days after the date of signature
and remain in force for a period of five years.
2. This Agreement shall be automatically renewed for successive periods
of five years, unless either Party notifies the other Party six months in advance
in writing of its intention to terminate this Agreement.
3. The termination of this Agreement shall not affect the completion of any
project or program undertaken in accordance with the supplementary
arrangements referred to in Article 5 and not fully executed at the time of the
termination of this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorised by their
respective Governments, have signed this Agreement.
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DONE in duplicate at Moscow on June 2, 1994 in the Korean, Russian and
English languages, all texts being equally authentic. In case of any divergence
of interpretation, the English text shall prevail.
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
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